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Mother Tongue XX 

Twentieth Anniversary Issue 

Dedicated to the Memory of 

Harold Crane (“Hal”) Fleming 

Twenty years ago, in December 1995, the Association for the Study of Language in 
Prehistory rolled out the first issue of its journal, Mother Tongue. The volume consisted of 237 

pages, including articles, book reviews, and two editorials (by Hal Fleming). The largest space 
(nearly 200 pages) was occupied by a discussion of “Basque and Dene-Caucasian” by Larry Trask, 
with responses by John Bengtson and eleven other discussants. 

The current issue is thus the twentieth anniversary issue, and, coincidentally, the first 
produced after the death of Hal Fleming, the founding father of ASLIP. 

As a “Four Fields” anthropologist, Hal Fleming was familiar with the various approaches 

or disciplines germane to understanding human prehistory. Therefore we lead off this issue with 
Steven L. Zegura’s “Ode to Our ‘Randy’ Ancestors,” a summary of recent discoveries in 
archaeology and “biogenetics” (Hal’s term) that continue to add to the evidence that “we [modem 
humans] are all hybrids.” 

The next four articles deal with one of Hal’s major fields, African languages. Gabor 
Takacs offers an overview of Afro-Asiatic prehistory, concluding that “the southern ‘block’ 

[Omotic, Chadic, Cushitic] was presumably rather a much less coherent and less closely related 
proto-dialectal community than the northern one [Egyptian, Semitic, Berber].” Paul Black, in his 

analysis of East Cushitic, stresses the need to use all evidence available for subgrouping, including 
lexicostatistics, since what may seem to be shared innovations may in fact (as he shows) be the 
results of independent convergent developments. In his contribution Vaclav Blazek carefully 
analyzes the Afroasiatic pronouns, with changes from an original system characterized by set A 
vs. set B, to the various systems in the six major branches of the family. Roger Blench finds 
evidence for an extinct branch of Nilo-Saharan on the Dogon Plateau; substratal traces remain in 

the Dogon languages (generally considered to be related to Niger-Congo) and Bangime (“which 

appears to be an isolate”).' 
Hal Fleming’s interests in anthropological and genetic linguistics extended worldwide. The 

next seven articles in Mother Tongue XX proceed “out of Africa” into Eurasia, and beyond, with 
discussions of Indo-European and Nostratic (by Allan Bombard, former ASLIP Vice-President); 
Siculan, an extinct Italic language of Sicily (Duly & Jatsemirskij); Anatolian languages, here 
primarily Milyan (Vitaly Shevoroshkin); a postulated extinct South Central Asian language 
(SCA), that left traces in Iranian and Indie (Michael Witzel, current ASLIP President); the disputed 
relationship of Uralic and Yukaghir (Ilia Peiros); the phonology of Austronesian (Peter 

Norquest, former ASLIP Secretary-Treasurer); and, in North America, kin terms in Kiowa- 

Tanoan and Uto-Aztecan (Jane Hill). 
Hal Fleming’s vision of genetic linguistics also extended deeply into prehistory: “All 

known human spoken languages [probably] are genetically related to each other as descendants of 

' Blench described Bangime (Baijgi-me language of the Batjga-na people) in Mother Tongue XII (2007). 



the first invention[s] — Ur-Human or Proto-Language.”“ Almost three decades ago Hal also 
hinted at the existence of a “higher level mega-super-phylum which will include both Mitian^ and 

Dene-Caucasic plus some other phyla — probably AA [Afroasiatic], Kartvelian, and Dravidian;”'’ 
he later made the formal proposal of a Borean macro-family,"' which has since been developed by 
the Moscow Circle and others.^ The last two articles in this issue pursue these lines of inquiry; 

Bancel, Bengtson & Matthey discuss a “universal proto-interjection” (typically hum, hmm, hm, 

etc., in many languages worldwide), arguing that “several of its basic features and the recurrence 
of its different variants across languages point to a very ancient origin, certainly predating 
articulate speech, of which it may have been a precursor.” Shamil Nafiqov and colleagues at the 
Ufa Scientific Center (Bashkortostan), propose that resemblances between Bashkir tanay ‘baby, 
infant’,^ idnayld- ‘to give birth’, and numerous similar forms worldwide (e.g. Proto-Hmong-Mien 
*tDn ‘son’; Nootka ftm'‘a ‘child’) can most likely be ascribed to “genetic relationships within 

members of the Boreal superstock with a very large time depth.” 

We are thankful to the thirty colleagues who have contributed eulogies and articles to this 

memorial volume. 

- From Mother Tongue I, page 1; also quoted in the ASLIP mission statement: see http://aslip.org/ 

^ Hal’s term for Eurasiatic / Nostratie, i.e. language families characterized by first person *mi I second person *ti. 

'* H.C. Fleming. 1987. “Towards a Definitive Classification of Human Languages.” Review Article of Guide to the 

World’s Languages by Merritt Ruhlcn. Diachronica IV: 159-223. 

* H.C. Fleming. 1991. “A New Taxonomic Hypothesis: Borean or Boralean.” Mother Tongue 14, Newsletter of 

ASLIP. 16pp. 

Gell-Mann, Murray, Ilia Peiros, & George Starostin. 2009. “Distant Language Relationship: The Current 

Perspective.” Journal of Language Relationship / Voprosy jazykovogo rodstva 1: 13-30; Haase, Fee-Alexandra. 

2011. “‘Where Does Speech Come From?’ A Historical Linguistic Answer.” Trames 3: 277-299. 

http://www.humnet.unipi.it/slifo/vol9/Haase9.pdf 

’ Dialectal ‘younger brother / sister’, ‘younger brother-in-law’. 



Harold Crane Fleming (1926-2015) 

Hal Fleming, Founder of the Association for the Study of Language in Prehistory, died on 

the 29"^ of April, 2015, at his home in Gloucester, Massachusetts.* 
Hal was bom the 23'^^ day of December, 1926, in Winsted, Connecticut. After attending 

elementary and secondary schools in Winsted Hal was drafted into the Navy in early 1945 and 

trained as a radio operator in the amphibious forces which were meant to invade Japan later on 
that year. Instead the atomic bomb intervened and saved Hal from what could well have been a 

violent death or injury. Also fortunate for him was a program called the GI Bill of Rights that paid 
for four years of college for military veterans. 

Hal enrolled in Yale University (Yale College; Jonathon Edwards) and attained the 
Bachelor of Arts degree in 1951. Hal continued his post-graduate studies at Yale (1953-1963), 

passed the comprehensive examinations in anthropology (1955) and was admitted to candidacy 
for the PhD (now = MPhil) the following year. By this time Hal was married, to Barbara Anthony, 

and had a child, Leslie, so it was necessary to support the family by working 20 hours a week for 

a land surveyor. This skill also served him later when he served as Chief of Party of a land survey 

group in Ethiopia (1958-1959). 
After field research, supported by the Ford Foundation, in Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanganyika, 

Uganda, Congo, and Rwanda (1957-1960), Hal was admitted to Graduate School at the University 
of Pittsburgh, passed comprehensive examinations in anthropology in 1964, and was granted the 

degree of Doctor of Philosophy in 1965. His dissertation topic for the PhD at Yale and Pittsburgh 
was “The Age-Grading Cultures of East Africa: An Historical Inquiry.” Hal’s major doctorate 

adviser, at Yale and at Pittsburgh, was George Peter Murdock. During the latter part of his graduate 

studies Hal served as a Graduate Assistant in the Department of Anthropology, University of 

Pittsburgh and as Ogden Mills Fellow, American Museum of Natural History, New York. 
In 1965 Hal began his long career at Boston University, first as Assistant Professor of 

Anthropology, then as Associate Professor of Anthropology and Research Associate in the African 
Studies Center, Boston University (1971-1988), and continuing as Research Fellow in the African 
Studies Center and Emeritus Professor of Anthropology, Boston University (since January 1989). 
At various times Hal taught the following courses: Anthropology (Introduetory, Cultural, and 
Social), Primitive Religion, Ethnology of India, Ethnology of the Middle East, History of 

Anthropology, Theory and Method (Anthropology), Peoples and Cultures of Africa, Ethnology of 
Northeast Africa, Languages of Africa, Historical Linguistics,^ Description (Field Methods) in 

Anthropological Linguistics. 
Early in his career at Boston University Hal published a paper that outlined an important 

taxonomic discovery, his proposal that what had up to then been known as the “Western Cushitie” 
language family was not a part of Cushitie at all, “but rather constitutes a sixth primary branch of 
Afro-Asiatic, for which he suggested the name Omotic.”'® Solving taxonomic problems with 
African languages, and worldwide, continued to be a major theme of Hal’s work. 

This brief biography was modified from the one in his Festschrift: In Hot Pursuit of Language in Prehistory: 

Essays in the four fields of anthropology in honor of Harold Crane Fleming. Ed. J.D. Bengtson. Amsterdam: John 

Benjamins. 2008. 

^ With internal focus on Phylum Linguistics (also called Paleolinguistics or Prehistoric Linguistics). 

“The Classification of West Cushitie within Hamito-Semitic.” Eastern African History. Boston University Studies 

in African History, ed. by D. McCall, N. Bennett, and J. Butler, 111:3-27. 1969. The quote is from Merritt Ruhlen, 

Guide to the World’s Languages. Vol. I: Classification. Stanford University Press, 1987, p. 89. 
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In August of 1986 Hal had an experience that came to significantly shape his activities for 

the following two decades. While attending the Ninth International Conference of Ethiopian 

Studies in Moscow he “accidentally” met the young members of the “Moscow Circle” of historical 
linguists." Hal was deeply impressed by the “long range linguistic probing ... of scholars in 

Moscow who were trying to extend genetic taxonomy of human languages beyond the levels 
achieved in the 1950s and 1960s.” Since Hal was the only American in the linguistic section of the 

Conference he was selected by the Moscow Circle to be their “representative” to western 
scholars.'" 

Beginning in the fall of 1986 Hal began discharging this duty by circulating letters to a 
large number (ca. 75) of linguists and anthropologists outside of Russia. The second and third 

letters were labeled Circulars, and by the fourth issue (November 1987) the newsletter had 

acquired a more formal appearance, the name Mother Tongue,^^ and the Anci symbol (the mother 
figure, with a ceramic jar on her head) that has graced every issue of Mother Tongue (Newsletter 
or Journal) since. 

In 1989 what had been the “Long Range Comparison Club” was legally incorporated as 
the Association for the Study of Language in Prehistory (ASLIP), a non-profit corporation. 
ASLIP’s mission is “to encourage international, interdisciplinary information sharing, discussion, 

and debate among biogeneticists, paleoanthropologists, archaeologists, and historical linguists on 
questions relating to the emerging synthesis on language origins and ancestral human spoken 
languages.”'"' Hal served as President of ASLIP (1988-1996), Secretary-Treasurer (1996-98, 2004- 

08), Vice-President/Treasurer (2004-05), Editor of Mother Tongue (1997, 2004-05), and Member 

of the Board of Directors (1998-2014). Hal faithfully attended ASLIP annual meetings, up until 
his last one, on the ninth of November 2014. 

In the late 1980s Hal’s thoughts about the wide linguistic vistas opened by his Muscovite 
colleagues (deep levels of Nostratic, Sino-Caucasia, and Afroasiatic), along with influences from 

Morris Swadesh, began to solidify on the idea of a “mega-super-phylum which will include both 
Mitian [= Greenberg’s Eurasiatic] and Dene-Caucasic plus some other phyla — probably AA 
[Afroasiatic], Kartvelian, and Dravidian” (Fleming 1988: 214). Hal proposed the name “Borean,” 
which has stuck and been used by the current Moscow Circle. 

In 1989 and 1990 Hal took another trip to Ethiopia for linguistic field research, primarily 

“to fill out the parameters of the Omotic group.” One of the languages discovered on this trip, 

Ongota (a.k.a. Birale), turned out to be a taxonomic puzzle. Some experts have considered it Nilo- 

Saharan (with numerous loans from Afro-Asiatic), some (including Hal) have placed it in Afro- 
Asiatic at some level, and others have regarded it as a mixed or pidgin language. In 2006 Hal’s 

" The Moscow Circle at that time consisted of A.Y. Aikhenvald. A. Belova, V.A. Dybo, E. Khelimsky (Helimski), 

A.Y. Mllltarev, S.L. Nikolayev, 1. Peiros, V. Porkhomovsky, S.A. Starostin, O. Stolbova. V. Terent’ev, T.L. 

Vetoshkina, N. Zhvania. As mentors they looked to l.M. Diakonov (Dlakonoff), A.B. Dolgopolsky (Haifa), and the 

late V.M. Illich-Svltych. Another member, V. Shevoroshkin, was already in the U.S. (Ann Arbor) by this time, and 

Mark Kaiser was an early American associate of the Moscow Circle. 

In reconstructing this history much is owed to a letter from Hal Fleming to Edward C. Carter (American 

Philosophical Society) in March 1987, as well as the circular letters mentioned below. 

The title Mother Tongue was invented by V. Shevoroshkin. 

''' Further particulars can be found on the ASLIP website: http://aslip.org 

' (1988) “Towards a Definitive Classification of Human Languages”: Review Article of Guide to the World's 

Languages by Merritt Ruhlen. Diachronica IV: 159-223; (1991) “A New Taxonomic Hypothesis: Borean or 

Boralean.” Mother Tongue (Newsletter of ASLIP) 14, 16pp. 



book on the Ongota language was published; “it features Ongota as a major sub-phylum of Afro- 
Asiatic and its presence as decisive in arguing for an Ethiopian homeland for that phylum.” 

Hal was the father of four children: Leslie, Sara, Jennifer, and Alexander. From 1982 on 

Hal and his wife Nancy lived in the legendary fishing and quarrying towns of Rockport and 
Gloucester, Massachusetts. Intensely interested in politics, Hal served as a member of the 
Gloucester Democratic City Committee and Ward Chairman of the Democratic Party for the 4th 
Ward (2002-05). 

During his last few years Hal was plagued by health challenges, including a stroke. 

Nevertheless, he continued his work, including a long and complicated paper applying the Four- 
Field approach to human prehistory, published in the previous issue of Mother Tongue}'' 

As an adherent of the Four Field School of American anthropology, Hal was conversant in 

physical anthropology, linguistics, archeology, and cultural anthropology, as well as many other 
spheres of intellectual endeavor. He told us that sometimes scholars in each of the four fields have 

not been aware of his participation in the others, thinking of him exclusively as one of themselves. 

This typifies another major theme of Hal’s academic life: the ability to move comfortably among 
and through all the different disciplines touching on human prehistory, and the ability to get 

scholars to talk to each other, whether it be across the chasm between East and West, or across 
the sometimes impenetrable and artificial walls between scientific disciplines. We are all the richer 

for having been able to know and work with this remarkable man. 

REQVIESCAT PACE 

* * * 

Ongota: A Decisive Language in African Prehistory. Wiesbaden. Otto Harrassowitz Verlag. 2006. 

H.C. Fleming, S.L. Zegura, J.B. Hatred, J.D. Bengtson, & S.O.Y. Keita (2013). “The Early Dispersions of Homo 

sapiens sapiens and proto-Human from Africa.” Mother Tongue XVIII: I43-I87. 
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Tributes and Memorials to Hal Fleming^^ 

My heart sank when I read this very sad news. I remember Hal in Gloucester, 

Massachusetts, a few years ago, taking me and my wife Sabine to the Crow's Nest bar on the port 

— according to him, a place where no fighting happening at a particular moment was a sure sign 

that there would be one soon ... Then he took us to the best beaches and sightseeing places in 
town, driving through private roads as if the three of us were free human beings on a free planet, 

singing old Oromo and Amharic songs all the way. 
We will badly miss his courage, his humour, his always informed questions, his joyful 

and serious way of seeing and doing science. 
Adieu, Hal, homme debout, vied ami toujours jeune ! Nous ne t'ouhlieronsJamais. 

Pierre J. Bancel 

Association d’etudes linguistiques et anthropologiques prehistoriques, Paris 

A great man and great scholar with great heart, stimulating scientific enthusiasm in many 

followers. 
Vaclav Blazek 

Masaryk University 

1 did not have the privilege of meeting Hal Fleming. Through e-mails and some letters, 
however, I could appreciate his kindness, his humor, his highly supporting attitude, and ... some 
strong ways of expressing disagreement. When I wrote him once that I was no more than an 

amateur linguist, he was kind enough to answer that he was an amateur too! He added that he 

had been blamed rather rudely for amateurism while exposing his views on the affiliation of 
Ongota at a Conference in Moscow. Undoubtedly we will miss such a strong personality. 

Philippe Biirgisser 

Lausanne, Switzerland 

Photo thanks to Herbert Lewis. 
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I will really miss Hal; he has been a part of my scholarly life for so long, since I was a 
graduate student 50 years ago. I remember in 1965 when I thought I had discovered the 

existence of two seemingly previously unrecognized Southern Cushitic languages, Asa and 
Kw’adza, out in the middle of Tanzania, and wrote Joe Greenberg to tell him about it, Joe told 

me that. Oh, Hal had already found the same information about four or five years earlier (and 
wrote about them in his dissertation). 

Christopher Ehret 

University of California, Los Angeles 

1 shall miss Hal a great deal. I always admired his honesty and incisiveness. He was a 

fine man. My sympathies are with his family and with all of his many friends. 
G.R. “Randy” Foote 

Roxbury Community College 

I too am deeply saddened. Hal and I were introduced in 2005. He immediately became 

one of the most memorable mentors of my intelleetual life. Although I am a totally non- 
affiliated thinker and self-taught paleoanthropologist, with no training in linguistics, he 

enthusiastically invited me into the expansive field of long-ranger linguisties and the circle 
of Mother Tongue and ASLIP, to take on the role of long-ranger archaeologist. This led to my 

several MT annual reviews of archaeogenetics and our joint article. As recently as February we 

talked and he gave me incisive comments on an article I am working on for MT. May 1 continue 
to honor your confidence and guidance, Hal, and all your spirited comments. 

James B. Harrod 

Center for Research on the Origins of Art and Religion 

I fondly remember Harold Fleming mainly for two reasons: 1) In 1968, when I spent a 
year teaching at Howard University, he kindly invited me for a lecture at hi department; 2) as a 

Chadicist 1 highly appreciated Harold’s efforts to point to and demonstrate the special closeness 

of eastern Chadic languages, esp. Mubi and Migama, to the more archaic Cushitic languages, e.g. 

Beja and Saho. He was such a highly motivated scholar whom we shall not forget. May his soul 

rest in peace! 
Herrmann Jungraithmayr 

Institut flir Afrikanistik, Goethe-Universitat Frankfurt 

I Just opened my email yesterday, after three days in Brittany, and was shocked by this 

news, so sad. 

Not being a professional linguist, I happened to hear about Hal only when Pierre Bancel 
and I published our first article in Mother Tongue. I must say that I will never forget the only 

evening that I spent in his company and Pierre’s, first in the Crow’s Nest whieh Pierre just 
described so neatly, then in a fine restaurant in Gloucester three years ago. Hal appeared to me 
like the most humble, while being the most cultured man, a man animated by an incredible 

curiosity and thirst for truth. His sense of humor was devastating, and this evening remains in my 
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memories like one of the most hilarious in my life. My regret is that 1 never happened to meet 

him again after this, my joy is that 1 was able to participate to his Festschrift. I know that his 
contributions to his field are immense and that the avenues he opened in the study of prehistory 
of mankind will remain an inspiration for many. 

Farewell Hal Fleming, we will miss you dearly. 
Alain Matthey de I’Etang 

Association d’etudes linguistiques et anthropologiques prehistoriques, Paris 

I’ve just returned to Brazil from London and heard the very sad news about Hal. We all 
knew that he had had health problems for some time, but it’s always a shock to realise that he’s 

no longer with us. 
1 only actually met him once in the flesh at the 2006 ASLIP conference, but as you know, 

we spent many happy hours talking on the phone over more than a decade. While he may have 

disagreed with some of my ideas, he was always unfailingly generous in his support and resolute 
in his belief that everyone had a right to be heard. Indeed, I regarded him as one of my mentors 
and can say without any hesitation that if 1 have any kind of standing or reputation in the field of 
prehistory of language then it is principally thanks to him. 

Apart from his own contributions to the field, which were considerable, Hal should be 

remembered as a promoter of dialogue and as someone who had the vision to grasp the 

importance of an 18‘'’-century-style learned society which brought together scholars from very 
different fields and which went against the general trend in the sciences towards 
hyperspecialisation. It seems to me that the best tribute we can pay to him is to make sure that we 

carry on his mission by keeping the sacred flame of ASLIP burning and by demonstrating that 

yes we can see deep into prehistory. 
Jonathan Sherman Morris 

Sao Paulo, Brazil / ASLIP Information Officer 

I first corresponded with Hal more than twenty years ago, when 1 first became interested 

in historical and comparative linguistics and contacted him in regard to Mother Tongue, at that 
time only a newsletter. Hal was warmly responsive to my initial inquiry, and encouraged me to 

pursue my new interest; my interactions with him in those first few years directly influenced 

what I would pursue as a career throughout graduate school and beyond. 
I had only two opportunities to meet Hal in person, both around the turn of the 

millennium. He was refreshingly candid about his ideas and opinions, and had an infectious 
sense of humor. 1 admired him as both a linguist and an anthropologist and fieldworker; his 

contribution to long-range historical linguistics has been significant, and it is safe to say that this 

journal would not exist without his early efforts and continuous work and support. Hal worked 

hard, often thanklessly and without recognition for his many contributions to the field - may he 
rest in peace. 

Peter Norquest 

University of Arizona / Former ASLIP Secretary 
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I remember Hal very well, mostly through our meetings at Santa Fe Institute. He was a 
wonderful guy, one of the “old guard” that just isn’t made anymore. Too bad I was too young to 

witness him in his anthropological prime. 
I passed the news on to our Moscow seminar today — Anna and Vladimir Dybo, and all 

of us here, send their regrets; please pass them on to Nancy for us. Ironically, we were in the 

middle of celebrating Vladimir Antonovich’s 84th birthday when I got your Email. 
George Starostin 

Russian State University for the Humanities, Moscow 

Hal will be remembered fondly and dearly missed by all who knew him. It's times like 
this when we are reminded how badly we want life to be eternal, to think that someplace his 
voice can still be heard as we hear it in our memories, somewhere where nothing has changed as 

in our dreams. 
Timothy Usher 

Evolution of Human Language Project / ASLIP 
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Hal Fleming: An Appreciation: I first knew of Hal Fleming from Merritt Ruhlen’s 

1989 classification of the world’s languages, in which he appears primarily as an Africanist, hut 
also as the founder of Mother Tongue. This sounded like an essential read, so when I began 
putting together my own language database in 1994 Hal seemed the obvious person to write to— 
and from our first exchange he was an inspiration. 

Hal believed you should look at the data, and classify, and regarded the failure to do 

either as a dereliction of duty. This might sound obvious, but in a field where relationships 

beyond a certain time depth are declared off-limits, he was very much an exception. Limits were 
anathema to Hal, and the only ones he would treat with any respect were the ones you reached 

when you looked for connections between language families and failed to find them. 
He also grasped the fundamental truth that language classification is relative, not 

absolute; that if the case for one taxonomic arrangement is better than the case for any other, that 
is the classification you have to accept regardless of whether or not it satisfies some arbitrary set 
of mathematical criteria. 

It was these same precepts which informed my own tiny contribution to language 

classification, and every step of the way Hal was there urging me on. He did not regard any 

comer of the field as exclusively his, but encouraged others to repeat the work and add to it if 
they could. He certainly encouraged me, and was unfailingly friendly and positive, even when 
my own excesses obliged him to point out that 1 was wrong! 

I need hardly add that when not promoting the work of others, he himself produced no 

end of important work. Hal could always be relied upon to look dispassionately at any set of data 
and give the best explanation that he could, but he was also a great believer in the value of 

fieldwork, and helped to record languages (Shabo and Ongota) whose taxonomic significance 
turned out to be huge. I am sure it was not luck that led him to these linguistie goldmines, either, 

but an unrivalled familiarity with the whole of the data, which allowed him to see the telltale 

signs that others overlooked. 
It might be that the deepest levels of classification are beyond our reach, and the 

“closure” whieh Hal spoke of will be forever beyond us, but Hal would have been the first to 
urge us to look anyway—and how else are we ever to know? Even if the only thing we are able 
to demonstrate is that there is a limit after all, at least we will have done it by actually looking at 
the data, and 1 can think of no better way of honouring his memory than that. 

Be of good cheer, Hal. 
Paul Whitehouse 
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Memories 

Hal Fleming conducted anthropological field work in Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanganyika, Uganda, 

Congo, and Rwanda, supported by the Ford Foundation, 1957-1960. This photo, known as the 
“Addis Five,” depicts Hal and his colleagues in Addis Ababa in 1959. 

Left to right: Herbert Lewis, Donald Levine, Hal Fleming, Marcia Lewis, William A. Shack; Addis Ababa, 1959. 

Photo thanks to Herbert Lewis. 

Early ASLIP meetings were held first in a Chinese restaurant in China Town in Boston and then, 
later, at Allan Bombard’s apartment in Boston. Here is a picture from the Chinese restaurant 
from 1989. 

Left to right: Hal Fleming; Dan McCall; Alice Faber; and Mary Ellen Lepionka. Allan Bombard was also there 

and took the picture. (Photo sent by Allan R. Bombard 09/15/2015.) 
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Ode to Our “Randy” Ancestors: 

An essay in honor of Hal Fleming 

Stephen L. Zegura 
Emeritus Professor of Anthropology, University of Arizona 

Hal... this is for you! Hal Fleming was intrigued by Prehistory and by the various academic 
disciplines that provided the data, theoretical constructs, and foundational interpretations 
for the story of human evolution. Periodically he provided a service for the linguistically- 
oriented readers of Mother Tongue ... he reviewed what he considered to be the most 

important recent publications in paleoanthropology and what he idiosyncratically called 
“biogenetics.” I will attempt to continue this theme in my contribution in his honor which 
will highlight papers published after April 29, 2015 that 1 think he would have enjoyed 

enough to include in his next update. 

But first 1 want to mention an important digression from a different medium, the highly 

informative and surprisingly scientifically accurate PBS series of five episodes entitled 
First Peoples that aired during July, 2015. Each episode tells the story of the colonization 

of one of five continents by Homo sapiens populations. In order, the programs featured the 
Americas, Africa, Asia, Europe, and Australia. If you have not seen this series, you should 
order it immediately (it is very inexpensive!). The major take-home lesson from this series 
is the incredibly important role of hybridization in our evolutionary history, especially for 

Asia, Europe, and Africa. There were no earlier hominin species present in the Americas 

when it was first colonized 15-18 thousand years ago and Australia remained in “splendid 

isolation” starting with its colonization 40-50 thousand years ago until it, like the Americas, 

was swamped by European incursions. Thus, on all five continents admixture (gene flow) 
between different demes of our own species has become a key evolutionary force sculpting 
the gene pool of the 7.2 billion contemporary humans. One of the principal take-home 
lessons from the First Peoples series is that genetics has largely replaced fossils and 
morphology as the most reliable guide to evolutionary reconstruction, ancestry 

determination, and the elucidation of our migrational history. The key message for the 
viewer is that WE ARE ALL HYBRIDS!!! 

The topic of hybridization has become so central to understanding hominin evolution that 

the Wiley Plenary Symposium to be presented at the 2016 Annual Meeting of the American 
Association of Physical Anthropologists in Atlanta next April is titled “Hybridization in 
human evolution: what can other organisms tell us?” Experts on a number of organisms 
will present data from diverse taxa including hominins, Darwin’s finches, amphibians, 
mouse hybrids, canids, bears, howler monkeys, marmoset hybrids, and baboon hybrids. 
The symposium organizer, Becky Rogers Ackermann, also recently published an important 
review article in Evolutionary Biology entitled The Hybrid Origin of Modern Humans 

which presents a new model for our species’ emergence (A Divergence and Hybridization 

Model) that aligns with Darwin’s view that varieties and species represent a continuum 

under the influence of constant mate (now gene) exchange (Ackermann, MacKay, and 
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Arnold, 2015). Additional recent articles that develop the theme of how crucial hominin 
hybridization (introgression) and admixture (gene flow) have been include Racimo et al.'s 

(2015) Evidence for Archaic Adaptive Introgression in Humans that details the suite (Table 
1, page 365) of positively selected genes Homo sapiens received from the Neandertals and 

Denisovans, and Hillenthal et al.'s (2015) A Genetic Atlas of Human Admixture History’ 

that identifies over 100 admixture events occurring over the last 4,000 years. 

Most contemporary non-African human populations contain 1-3% Neandertal DNA and 1- 

6% Denisovan DNA; however, except for a small amount of DNA ascribed to an unknown 

hominin taxon, no non-human DNA had been detected in African human demes until a 
4,500 year old Ethiopian male genome was recently analyzed (Llorente et al., 2015). Using 
this genome as the African reference because he was found to be un-admixed, a small 
Neandertal genetic component was found m both the Yoruba and Mbuti populations at 
levels from .2 - .7%, values greater than previously suggested. The paper also detected 

“backward” West Eurasian gene flow possibly from Sardinia to Africa involving a 
population closely related to Early Neolithic farmers. This “backflow” was geographically 

much more extensive than earlier reports, including populations from Central, West, and 

South Africa as well as from North Africa (Llorente et al., 2015). 
I will now adopt the First Peoples format and present some of the most informative late 

2015 papers associated with human evolutionary biology using a continental perspective. 

The Americas witnessed an extremely “happy” genetics-based result for the Colville Indian 
Tribe: Kennewick Man’s genome demonstrates over 8,300 years of genetic continuity and 
shows clear affinities to the modem Colville population, despite earlier claims based on 
morphology that they were not closely related (Rasmussen et al., 2015). Morphological 

analyses had concluded that Kennewick Man was more similar to the Ainu and Polynesians 

than to Native Americans, but the Kennewick genome showed it was related to Native 

Americans from the Pacific Northwest and to a lesser extent to Native peoples in Central 

and South America (Rasmussen et al., 2015). Some of the members of the five tribes that 
originally claimed Kennewick Man actually traveled to Eske Willerslav’s lab in 
Copenhagen to leam about the ancient DNA extraction procedures that were used on 
Kennewick Man and the Colville people are now pursuing repatriation of his remains 
(Callaway, 2015). 

A pair of rival genetics-based papers on Native American origins appeared online during 
the same week in July in Science (Raghavan, et al., 2015) and Nature (Skoglund et al., 

2015) and, of course, they came to somewhat different conclusions (Balter, 2015). 

Raghavan et al. (2015) combined data from 31 modem genome sequences from the 
Americas, Siberia, and Oceania and 23 ancient genome sequences from the Americas with 
SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism) chip genotype data from 79 modem individuals 
belonging to 28 American and Siberian populations. The data were analyzed in the context 
of a worldwide database of published ancient and modem people. Their main findings were 
that all Native Americans could be traced to Siberian ancestors 20-23 thousand years ago. 

Then after a sojourn of about 8,000 years in Beringia (a shortened Beringian Standstill), 

the Native American gene pool split into an Athabascan-Northern Amerindian branch and 

Southern North American-Central American-South American branch (the Southern Native 
American branch) about 13,000 years ago. Paleo-Eskimos and the Inuit were deemed to be 
a separate clade relative to Native Americans and they migrated from Siberia to the 
Americas much later than the single initial migration. After the initial migration and the 
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subsequent population split (likely in the Americas), later gene flow from East Asians and 

Australo-Melanesian-related peoples contributed more genetic diversity to the Americas. 
At this point 1 simply mention that when I gave the Plenary Address in Vancouver for 
Biological Anthropology at the XI International Congress of Anthropological and 
Ethnological Sciences in 1983,1 presented a variety of possible models for the evolutionary 

relationships of Native American populations. Model B in Figure 3 (Zegura 1985: page 14) 

is topologically almost identical to the Figure presented on p. 841 in the Raghavan et al, 

(2015) paper! 

In the other paper, Skoglund et al. (2015) genotyped 63 individuals from 21 Native 
American populations with a battery of approximately 600,000 SNPs. All data came from 
Central or South American groups and the samples were devoid of European and/or 
African admixture traces. Outgroups came from six worldwide regions with a total of 197 

individuals representing 24 populations. Evidence for two separate early migrations was 
found: the >15,000 years ago initial migration that crossed the Bering Land Bridge from 
Asia and a second early, but separate, migration of an Australo-Melanesian group related 

to the Andamanese Onge that contributed genetically to the ancestry of a presently 

unknown (/.e., hypothetical) possibly East Asian group (called “Population Y”) which 
subsequently contributed to the ancestry of Southern Amerinds in Amazonia. Although the 

Beringian Standstill (Incubation) Model was not addressed by Skoglund et al. (2015), a 

recent paper by Tackney et al. (2015) based on mitochondrial DNA (mt DNA) data taken 
from two infant burials at the Upward Sunriver Site in central Alaska dated at ~11,500 cal. 
yrs. BP provides some indirect evidence in favor of the model. Infant USRl possessed mt 

DNA variants that defined lineage Clb while infant USR2 fell at the root of the B2 lineage. 

Both lineages are rare to absent in modem northern North American populations. The 

extent of mitochondrial diversity in this and other early Beringian populations supported 

the expectations of the original formulation of the Beringian Standstill Model that proposed 
a fairly long migration hiatus in Beringia between approximately 30,000 and 15,000 years 
ago before initial entry into the Americas which was then followed by a swift colonization 
of both North and South America. 
The 11,500 year old Sun River site is important for another reason: it contains the oldest 
genetically-confirmed Pacific salmon species in an archaeological context in North 
America (Halffman et al., 2015). The salmonid bones (308 specimens) were found in a 

cooking hearth near the infant burial pit and an additional 29 specimens came from the pit 

fill. The site is 1,400 km upriver from the coast and its location has important implications 

for understanding Paleoindian economies and routes of geographical expansion into the 
interior of North America utilizing waterways. Ancient DNA analysis identified the 

remains as Oncorhynchus keta, the chum salmon, and stable isotope analysis indicated 
anadromy suggesting that salmon runs were already established by the terminal Pleistocene 
(Halffman et al., 2015). 
And finally ... the geoarchaeologist Tom Dillehay has done it again! Almost 40 years ago 

he announced that humans were present at Monte Verde, Chile 14,500 years ago. It was a 

hard sell and it took literally decades to convince the community of scholars working on 
the problem of the early peopling of the Americas that he was right and the widely- 

championed Clovis-first model was wrong. In 2013 Dillehay and his multidisciplinary 
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crew returned to Monte Verde and to the nearby Chinchihaupi site and made a series of 

additional important discoveries that may rewrite the chronology of the initial entry to the 
Americas (Dillehay et a!., 2015). The new data include twelve small, discrete burned 
features directly associated with faunal remains, spherical and manuport stones, and human 
- knapped flakes dated by and OSL between 14,500 and at least 18,500 calendar years 
ago. These newly discovered sporadic occupations seemed to eoincide chronologically 

with periodic warming episodes after the last glacial termination and by ~ 15,000 years ago 

a cool temperate climate had been established. Then at -14,500 years ago another warming 
trend coincided with the previously described, more prolonged Monte Verde II occupation. 
This new Chilean material moves the date for the earliest occupation of the Americas back 

another 4,000 years, thereby shrinking the hypothesized Beringian Standstill to about a 
5,000 year interval at most. Now all Dillehay has to do is convince the experts that he is 

right again (Dillehay et al., 2015)! 
Over the last few months Africa has solidified its status as the cradle of early hominin 
evolution. Key publications include the oldest known tools, a new species of early 

Australopithecine, and a spectacular new undated species of the genus Homo. The tools 

come from a 3.3 million year old site (Lomekwi 3) on the western side of Lake Turkana, 
Kenya (Harmand et ai, 2015; Hovers, 2015). These stone flints, cores, hammers, and 

anvils predate the oldest reported Homo fossils from Ledi-Geraru, Afar, Ethiopia by about 
500,000 years. Harmand et al. (2015) propose that this new assemblage be called 
“Lomekwian” to differentiate it from the Oldowan tradition which begins 700,000 years 
later. The only known hominin living in the region at this time was Kenyanthropii.s 

platy’ops. 

The Middle Pliocene hominin fossils (parts of two maxillae and two mandibles plus some 

associated teeth) from the Burtele area of Woranso-Mille, central Afar, Ethiopia are dated 

to 3.3-3.5 million years ago (Haile-Selassie et al., 2015; Spoor, 2015). Overall, the 

morphology and smaller size of the teeth distinguish these remains from those of its 

contemporary, Australopithecus afarensis, which is well-documented at Hadar, Ethiopia, 
only 35 km to the north. As a result, Haile-Selassie et al. (2015) proposed a new species 
designation for these specimens, Australopithecus deyiremeda. 

An enigmatic new species of Homo, Homo naledi, was reported from the Dinaledi 
Chamber of the Rising Star Cave in the Cradle of Humankind World Heritage Site, 
Gauteng Province, South Africa (Berger et al., 2015; Gibbons, 2015; Shreeve, 2015). This 

treasure trove of fossils includes 1413 bone specimens and 137 isolated dental specimens, 

with 53 teeth present in mandibular or maxillary specimens. It is the largest collection of 

fossils from any site in Africa. The 1550 fossils represent more than 15 individuals with 
both sexes and many age groups present. Almost every body part is represented. The site 
is 50 km northwest of Johannesburg and a mere 800 meters southwest of Swartkrans, the 
famous Paranthropiis site. H. naledi exhibits a complex mosaic of primitive and derived 

traits. The brain was small (465-513 cc), but males were fairly tall (4 ft. 10 in.) and weighed 

100-110 lbs. They were upright bipeds who would, however, have been comfortable in the 

trees. With long legs, a fairly skinny physique, human-like feet, a wrist like ours, a big toe 
aligned with the other toes, and a humanlike lower limb. Homo naledi resembles other 

members of the genus Homo. Nevertheless, the trunk, shoulder, pelvis, upper part of the 
femur, and long curved fingers are more Australopithecine-like. Only one square yard of 
the cave floor has been excavated so far. It is likely that many more specimens will be 
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found at the site, hopefully including other taxa that will allow at least a relative date to be 

determined. Is Homo naledi thousands or millions of years old? We just don’t know. How 
did these specimens get into the cave? We don’t know, although some of the excavation 
crew thinks they were purposefully interred (Berger et al., 2015; Gibbons, 2015; Shreeve, 
2015). 

Asia is unique in the large number of hominin allotaxa it harbored over the last 100,000 

years. The menagerie included relict Homo erectus demes in Java, the diminutive, “Hobbit¬ 

like” Homo floresiensis from Flores Island, the three inhabitants of Denisova cave in 
Siberia, Homo neanderthalensis, Homo sapiens, and the Denisovans, and finally an 

enigmatic group known only from modem genetic data “foreign” to any known population 
that has been dubbed as “Denisovan-like.” In my aforementioned 1983 Plenary Address 
(Zegura, 1985) I reiterated the Pre-Darwinian view that Asia was cmcially important as a 
cauldron for human evolution. I actually went a bit overboard by suggesting that keys to 

the origins and subsequent evolution of our species (instead of what turned out to be the 
discovery of a number of close relatives) may be someday found in Asia. Nevertheless, we 
did receive selectively advantageous genes from the Denisovans, as well as from the 

Neandertals, so my conjecture turned out to be less fanciful than once thought. 

Liu et al. (2015) have recently revived the proposal that our species was bom in China, not 
Africa, in a paper detailing the oldest known Homo sapiens fossils in China. In fact, the 

only candidate for an older human fossil in Asia, the Zhirendong mandible from Zhiren 
Cave in South China, was dated to sometime between 55,000 and 110,000 years old; 
however, it is also possible that the mandible is from a late Homo erectus individual or that 
it represents a hybrid (Dennell, 2015). The new Chinese material (47 teeth) comes from 
Fuyan Cave (Daoxian) in southern China and is 80,000 to 120,000 years old. The teeth are 

small with thin roots and flat crowns like those of anatomically modem humans and their 

overall shape is barely distinguishable from that of both ancient and modem humans 

(Callaway, 2015). One cannot overstate the importance of this discovery because it means 
that the minority of scholars who contended that Homo sapiens had successfully migrated 
to Asia before the Toba eruption 74,000 years ago were correct. On the other hand, the vast 
majority of experts who maintained that (except for the probably failed Levantine 
exeursion around 100,000 years ago) there was only a single successful wave of humans 

that left Africa 50,000-70,000 years ago were demonstrably incorrect (Calloway, 2015; 

Dennell, 2015; Gibbons, 2015b; Liu et al., 2015)! 

Europe was an area of high activity in journals during the mid and latter part of 2015. In a 

technical tour de force Matthias Meyer and his colleagues at the Max Planck Institute for 
Evolutionary Anthropology in Leipzig, Germany managed to get 102 million base pairs of 
nuclear DNA from the 300,000 - 400,000 years old Sima de los Huesos fossils in 
Atapuerca, Spain (Gibbons, 2015c). These are by far the oldest hominin DNA extraets. The 
two samples came from a tooth and leg bone and show surprisingly close affinities to 
Neandertal DNA. Previously, mitochondrial DNA from the Sima fossils showed a closer 

relationship to the Denisovans than to Neandertals. Meyer contends that the new nuclear 
DNA results imply that, despite their great antiquity, the Sima de los Huesos population 
were either early Neandertals or were closely related to early Neandertals. The evolutionary 

implications of this conclusion are far-reaching. Perhaps Denisovan-Neandertal 
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hybridization occurred. It also means that the evolutionary ancestors of our species split 
from the Neandertal-Denisovan line as early as 700,000 years ago, 100,000-400,000 years 

earlier than expected. The subsequent Neandertal-Denisovan split probably occurred about 
500,000 years ago with the Sima de los Huesos fossils solidly placed on the Neandertal 

branch (Gibbons, 2015c). 
New chronological information from Ksar Akil in Lebanon strengthens the proposal of a 

Levantine route for the dispersal of modem humans into Europe (Bosch et al., 2015). The 

two specimens were dated to between 42,900 and < 45,900 calendar years BP based on 
Bayesian modeling of AMS radiocarbon dates. These fossils were associated with an Upper 

Paleolithic toolkit and pre-dated any known European modem human remains (Bosch et 

a!., 2015). The new dates also may suggest that the reeently discovered Homo sapiens 

material from Manot (Israel) provisionally dated at 49,200 - 60,200 years ago accurately 
places our species in the Levant well before its appearance in Europe (Bosch et al., 2015). 

Benazzi et al. (2015) studied Protoaurignaeian dental remains from Riparo Bombrini and 
Grotta di Fumane to suggest that the Protoaurignaeian triggered the demise of the 

Neandertals in this area of Northern Italy. Based on the morphology of the lower deeiduous 

incisor from Riparo Bombrini and mitochondrial DNA extracted from the upper deciduous 

incisor at Grotta di Fumane both teeth were attributed to Homo sapiens rather than to 
Neandertals. These teeth, dated at -41,000 calendar years BP, are the oldest human remains 

in an Aurignacian-related archaeological context and slightly overlap the demise of the 
Neandertals according to the dates of the last Mousterian sites (41,030-34,250 calendar 
years BP) in Southern Europe (Benazzi et al., 2015). 
Jones et al. (2015) sequenced two late Upper Paleolithic and one Mesolithic genomes from 
Europe and found genetic continuity in both study regions (Georgia in the Caucasus and 

Switzerland). The Caucasus hunter-gatherers were found to belong to a distinct ancient 

clade that split from western hunter-gatherers about 45,000 years ago and from the 

ancestors of Neolithic farmers around 25,000 years ago near the beginning of the Late 
Glacial Maximum. Thus, there are now four known major strands of European genetic 
ancestry: Western hunter-gatherers, Eastern hunter-gatherers, Caucasus hunter-gatherers, 
and Neolithic farmers. The Caucasus genomes contributed to the Bronze Age Yamnaya 
steppe-herders as well as to modem populations distributed from the Caucasus to central 
and south Asia. This leads to the interesting conjecture that the latter migrations may be 

tied to the arrival of Indo-Aryan languages (Jones et al., 2015). 

Gunther et al. (2015) linked early farmers from Atapuerca, Spain to modem Basques using 

genome-wide sequence data from eight Chalcolithie remains excavated in the Portalon 
Cave and dated from 3,500-5,500 years ago. Surprisingly, the data suggest that Basques 

and their “isolated” language may be linked to the spread of agriculture during the 
Neolithic rather than being a remnant of an ancient Paleolithic group. A possible linguistic 
relationship of Basque to Paleosardo (the Pre-Roman language of Sardinia) is mentioned 

which makes sense since both Sardinians and Basques seem to be genetically associated 

with early farmers of Europe. Still the authors entertain the possibility that the Basque 
language is a retention of pre-agricultural linguistic diversity (Gunther et al., 2015). 

The Early Gravettian inhabitants of Grotta Paglicci, Puglia, Italy left an extraordinary 
pestle-grinding tool dated at -32,500 calendar years BP (Lippi et al., 2015). Residues of 

starch grains determined to be oat {Avena) caryopses imply that these people were grinding 
oats to produce flour over 20,000 years before the Neolithic Revolution. Thus, these were 
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the most ancient hunter-gatherers able to process plants to produce flour and they 
performed a thermal pretreatment, also the oldest on record. The majority of the recovered 

starch grains were from wild grass caryopses demonstrating that, from at least the Early 
Gravettian, exploitation of vegetable resources for nutritional purposes had assumed an 
important role in the subsistence strategies of these hunter-gatherers (Lippi et al., 2015). 
According to a population dynamics simulation study by Tallavaara et al. (2015) based on 

ethnographic and paleoclimate data using a climate envelope approach, climate has been a 

major driver of population size changes over the last 30,000 - 13,000 years in Europe. 

Simulated population size declined from -330,000 people 30,000 years ago to a minimum 

of 130,000 people at 23,000 years ago in the middle of the Last Glacial Maximum (27,000 

- 19,000 years ago). By 13,000 years ago the population had recovered to - 410,000 
people. However, even in the coldest phase of the Last Glacial Maximum, the climatically 
suitable area for humans covered 36% of Europe so that the human population was 
probably not fragmented into isolated refugia as has been contended. Happily, tbe 
simulated patterns were found to be remarkably consistent with archaeological data 
(Tallavaara et al., 2015). 

Finally, Ruff et al. (2015) documented a gradual decline in mobility starting during the 
Neolithic based on trends in relative strength in limb bones of 1842 individuals dating from 

33,000 years ago through the 20'*’ century. The decline continued for several thousands of 

years as agriculture intensified until about 2,000 years ago after which there is no change 
in relative limb strength. The primary anatomical marker for this trend was a large decline 
in the anteroposterior bending strength of the femur and tibia. Declines in humoral strength 
were much smaller and less consistent. The authors concluded that the more gracile modem 
human skeleton is a result of increased sedentism tied to Neolithic farming and not to 

mechanization and industrialization (Ruff et al., 2015). 

Since there were no major publications focused on Australia that came to my attention 

during the period of 2015 covered by this review, I will conclude with a section that I call 

a pot poiirri of papers devoted to some aspect of our evolutionary journey that I thought 
would pique Hal’s interest. 
What are the genes that helped define our species? Pennisi (2015) reviewed some of the 
most exciting candidates, many of which involve the brain. For instance, the SRGAP2 gene 

exists as two copies in the chimps; but, we have six copies of the gene. The initial 
duplication occurred about 3.4 million years ago, while a second duplication occurred a 

little more than a million years later, creating a shorter gene with a new function. The new 

gene results in rodent brain cells migrating farther, sprouting more dendritic spines, and 
possibly making more neuronal connections! An even more impressive discovery involved 

a tmncated copy (a partial duplication) of tbe ARHGAPl 1A gene known as APHGAPl IB. 

Although this new gene is absent in chimps, it was found in the genomes of both 
Neandertals and Denisovans. When inserted into developing mouse embryo brains it 
caused tbe number of cerebral cortex cells to almost double and promoted extensive 
cortical folding (gyrification) of the normally smooth rodent brains. Extensive gyrification 
is, of course, a hallmark of the human brain. Thus, this new gene may have had a role in 

the development and evolutionary expansion of the human neocortex. A third brain 

associated gene is HARl which codes for a RNA rather than for a protein. It represents a 
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region of human DNA that has greatly diverged while the region shows little change in 

other animals. Accordingly, it was named human accelerated region 1 (HARl). It is 

expressed during human brain development as nerve cells are forming connections and 
organizing into cortical layers. Finally, HARES codes for an enhancer that sits near the 
FZD8 gene which controls mammalian brain growth. The human and chimp versions of 
the HARES enhancer have many different effects on embryonic mouse brain growth. The 

human version turned on much earlier and its effects covered a larger portion of the mouse 

brain, perhaps pointing the way to making a bigger brain in human evolution (Pennisi, 

2015). 

Sudmant et al. (2015) sequenced 236 individuals from 125 distinct human populations in 

their investigation of copy number variants (CNVs). They found that deletions were under 
stronger selective pressure (i.e., were more deleterious) and are better phylogenetic 

markers than duplications. Of particular interest was the finding that although no 
Neandertal CNVs were found, five Oceanic-specific CNVs were identified that shared a 
Denisovan allele at high frequency. One of these, a large 225 kilo-base pair duplication, 
emerged -440,000 years ago in the Denisovan lineage and was introduced into Papuans 

(but not Australians). It rose to high frequencies in Papuan-Bougainville populations (p > 

8) over the last 40,000 years after introgression from the Denisovans. The duplication codes 

for two micro-RNAs and represents the largest introgressed archaic hominin duplication in 

modem humans (Sudmant et al., 2015). 
The genetic basis for human adaptation continues to be a field of intensive genetic research. 
For instance, Fumagalli et al. (2015) have identified a key component of the Inuit 
physiological adaptation to a marine diet rich in omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids 
(PUFAs). The strongest signals of natural selection occur on chromosome 11 in a region 

that contains five genes, including three fatty acid desaturase genes (FADS 1, 2, and 3). 

FADS2 had the highest signal value and is involved in conversion of omega-3 (a-linolenic 

acid) to longer, more unsaturated, and biologically active fatty acids. A high dietary intake 

of PUFAs is correlated with increased oxidative stress. Derived variants near the FADS 

loci were associated with smaller body size and shorter stature in the Inuit (Tishkoff, 2015). 
Other gene variants detected in the Inuit were tied to fat distribution and to muscle and 
heart development (Tishkoff, 2015). The constellation of genetic systems involving natural 
selection discovered by Fumagalli et al. (2015) helps clarify Inuit adaptations to the Arctic 
environment. As Elguero et al. (2015) clearly exemplify by the results of their recent 

Gabonese study of sickle-cell disease, evolution via natural selection is still present in 
humans! 

A new major study of the human Y chromosome, using 456 genographically diverse Y 

chromosome sequences including 299 new samples, determined that the most recent 

common ancestor (MRCA) of the human Y chromosome came from Africa and was dated 
to 254,000 years ago (Karmin et al., 2015). A cluster of North-African haplogroups 
originated between 47-52,000 years ago consistent with a model of rapid colonization of 
Eurasia and Oceania. A second strong bottleneck (not seen in mitochondrial DNA data) 
dated to the last 10,000 years may have been associated with the advent and adoption of 

farming. The low estimates of male effective population size during this interval coupled 

with increases in male variance in offspring number could be due to changes in social 

structure and demographics associated with agriculture, especially if male reproductive 
success is partially culturally inherited. The paper includes a valuable updated phylogenetic 
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tree of the human Y chromosome along with new coalescent dates for the origins of the 

major Y chromosome haplogroups (Karmin et ai, 2015). 

Hal had a special interest in the FOXP2 transcription factor gene so it is very appropriate 

to mention the latest work on this system and its phonological and grammatical phenotypic 
effects (Adegbola et al., 2015). The forkhead box P2 {FOXP2) gene causes verbal 
dyspraxia with profound speech and language deficits when mutated. Adegbola et al. 

(2015) found that the human FOXP2 gene undergoes random monoallelic expression 

(RMAE), an autosomal mechanism similar to X-inactivation. For the FOXP2 system, 

nonmutated individuals either express the paternal allele, the maternal allele, or both 

alleles. In the case of the deletion-mutation individuals, there is the potential for a 

substantial fraction of the cells to express no FOXP2 RNA and this may, in turn, lead to 
the negative phenotypic consequences associated with the FOXP2 system (Adegbola et al., 

2015). 
Perhaps the most esoteric finding reported in the papers 1 reviewed surely must be the 
deletion found by David Kingsley at Stanford: it caused the human penis to lose the spines 
seen on the penises of chimps and many other mammals (Pennisi, 2015). On the other hand, 

the most consistent theme that resonated throughout my temporally short (May 1 - 
December 15, 2015) literature review is that we are close to getting answers to many 

questions about human evolution that have vexed experts for decades and in some cases, 

centuries ... and importantly, that these answers will come primarily from genetics writ 
large. We now know, for instance, that Neandertals interbred with Homo sapiens at least 
three times between 37,000 and 85,000 years ago in the Middle East and Europe (Gibbons, 

2015d). As a result we got their version of the STAT2 gene involved in the interferon 
immune response that fights viral infections. We also received a number of human 
leukocyte antigen (HLA) genes which help the immune system detect foreign invaders. 

They gave us the BNC2 gene associated with light skin in Europe which permits easier 
vitamin D synthesis. Other Neandertal derived genes protect the skin against water loss 

and abrasions. All of these genes facilitated adaptation of Europeans and Asians to a 
number of non-African environments. The Denisovans left their mark on human adaptation 
as well. Tibetan highlanders received a gene variant {EPASl) that helped them use oxygen 
more efficiently (Gibbons, 2015d). Another noteworthy theme that emerged numerous 

times was how critically important biocultural adaptations to farming were for the 
subsequent biological make-up of our species. 
The best summary and conclusion for my tribute to Hal Fleming that 1 encountered as 1 

read through literally hundreds of papers was a succinct and insightful quote from the 

population geneticist Joshua Akey reported in Gibbons (2015d:366): “We’re all 

amalgamations of the past, with little bits and pieces of DNA that originated all over the 
world and, in some cases, from different species.” 1 think Hal would have been pleased! 

Addendum (4/4/16): “Randy Ancestors”... Part Two! 
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Mid-March produced some real “bombshells” in the ancient gene flow arena. It seems that 

the 430,000 year old Sima de los Huesos hominins from Spain not only were early 

Neandertals, with Neandertal nuclear DNA, but they had Denisovan mitochondrial DNA! 
The split date between the line that led to us and the line that led to the Neandertals and 
Denisovans has been pushed back to 550,000-765,000 years ago. This means that Homo 

heidelhergensis couldn’t have been the common ancestor for both lines, as many believe. 

The only fossils we have at the right time and right place are the enigmatic 900,000 year 

old Homo antecessor remains from Spain. Perhaps they are the real ancestors of the 2 lines. 
Obviously, there are a number of other hypotheses out there as well. The online Nature 

reference for this M. Meyer et a/., paper is doi: 10.1038/naturel7405. The one-page blurb 

about the paper by Ewen Callaway was published in the March 17 issue of Nature (vol. 

531: 286). Then, on the same day (March 17) a really sophisticated analysis of 
human/Denisovan/Neandertal interbreeding was published online in Science (B. Vemot et 

al.. Science doi: 10.1126/science.aad9416). A fine two-page summary of the above article 
and its importance was provided by Ann Gibbons in the March 18 issue of Science (vol. 

351: 1250-51). Joshua Akey (last author) is the motivating force behind the sophisticated 

math in the paper. Ann Gibbons has added information from 2 other papers to the Vemot- 
Akey paper, and as a result she discusses 5 different Neandertal-human hybridization 

events. Thus, she includes the 40,000 year old modem human from Romania that had parts 

of a Neandertal genome that proved to be a dead end in that this Neandertal DNA was not 

found in any living human (Science, 11 May 2015, page 847). Finally, Gibbons mentions 
the finding of early modem human DNA (100,000 year old “African” haplotypes) in an 
Altai Neandertal toe bone from the Denisova cave that was published earlier this year (M. 
Kuhlwilm et al.. Nature 530: 429-433). This last discovery was actually a first in that we 
now know that the interbreeding went in both directions. This was suspected, but we never 

had evidence for the “dirty deed” before this paper! For additional pertinent recent 

information on hominin interbreeding, also see Ewen Callaway’s excellent Febmary 16, 
2016 news report in Nature doi:10.1038/nature.2016.19394 and Ann Gibbons’ February 

16, 2016 Human Evolution post in Science doi:10.1126/science.aaf4077. The graphic in 
Callaway’s news report is actually more complete than the one in Gibbons’ March 18 
Science piece! 
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Disintegration of the parental language” 

In memoriam H. C. Fleming (1926-2015) 

Gabor Takacs 
Department of Egyptology, ELTE, Hungary 

Introduction 

The homcland(s) and the prehistory of the population speaking the supposed parental Afro- 

Asiatic language, the hypothetic common ancestor of Semitic, Egyptian, Berber, Cushitic, Omotic, 

and Chadic languages, belong to the mysteries of Afro-Asiatic comparative-historical linguistics, 

which has since the 1960s, for the past half century, undergone serious development both in 

quantity and quality, yielding considerable results, which may perhaps appear modest in 

comparison with the high level of, e.g., Proto-Indo-European, one of the best known and elaborated 

domains of comparative-historical linguistics, but this is perhaps just a matter of relativity in the 

light of the lack of any noteworthy progress before the refreshingly new research by J. H. Greenberg 

and I. M. D’jakonov (Diakonoff) in the 1950s-1960s. Even the famous “Essai comparatif.. P by 

M. Cohen (1947) still had to record, beside a modest number of the evident elements of the common 

Afro-Asiatic heritage, mostly rather the lacunae and the uncertainties of the common knowledge 

on the comparative phonology and the common root stock of the Afro-Asiatic branches outside the 

better known Semitic and Egyptian branches. No wonder that, at that time, no scientifically founded 

theory was and could be proposed on the homeland question, etc. 

Although comparative-historical Afro-Asiatic until today has not got any remarkable 

international infrastructure (forums, journals, departments, etc.) comparable with that of Indo- 

European worldwide, the disappointing situation has, however, substantially changed in the second 

half of the 20* century thanks to a handful of enthusiastic scholars, mostly linguists, who set frames 

and solid bases for both the synchronic and especially diachronic study of the lesser-known African 

branches of our immense macrofamily (or phylum). The 1970s witnessed the first serious attempt 

made by I. M. D’jakonov (Leningrad, St. Petersburg), one of the founding fathers of modem Afro- 

Asiatic linguistics, at drawing some basic outlines in the obscurity of Afro-Asiatic prehistory using 

both archaeological data and the at that time brand new results of the Afro-Asiatic lexical 

reconstruction. Since then, a few further remarkable theories have been proposed. 

My series “Archaeologia Afroasiatica” is, first of all, a survey of what has been achieved 

so far in this complex research domain we may label as “Afro-Asiatic prehistory” and to supply all 

” It is here that I have to express my gratitude to the Bolyai research fellowship (Hungarian Academy of Sciences, reg. 

no.: BO / 00360 / 12) for facilitating my project on Egyptian linguogenesis, which resulted, a.o., in a number of papers 

including this one and parts I to VI of my series “Layers of the oldest Egyptian lexicon,” whose part I has just been 

published in Roeznik Orientalistyczny (Warszawa) 68/1 (2015), 85-139. The next part, entitled “Layers of the Oldest 

Egyptian Lexicon II: Upper torso,” is forthcoming in Roeznik Orientalistyczny (Warszawa) 69/1 (2016). 
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this with my marginal notes in the light of my own research and to formulate those dilemmatcr^ 

that might influenee further researeh. The term “arehaeology” has been ehosen for the title of this 

linguistically oriented series of papers primarily for its literal sense, viz. “science of the ancient 

(matters)’’ even if the present series is intended to yield a contribution mostly by purely linguistic 

analyses from the standpoint of a comparativist-ctymologist with attempts in certain parts at 

establishing a linguo-archacological context. 

Inversely, my scries begins with the so far best examined oldest segments of our 

macrofamily’s prehistory. This first issue thereof is thus devoted to the conceptions of how the 

macrofamily can be grouped in closer units in the light of linguistic criteria, i.e., what scenarios for 

the diversification of the underlying proto-language have been elaborated over the past half of a 

century. In the subsequent parts of the series, 1 am planning to examine diverse segments of the 

Afro-Asiatic prehistory in the light of as many as possible details connected with the individual 

pcrspcctival dilemmata. Thus, I am about to analyze in part II certain segments of the Proto-Afro- 

Asiatic culture reconstructiblc from the proto-lexicon having an impact on the localization of our 

homeland and the routes of migrations, in part III the areal linguistic influences in the light of 

lexical parallels, in part IV the homeland question in the light of linguo-archacological 

correspondences, in part V the special problem of the Egyptian linguo- and ethnogenesis. 

Grouping of the Afro-Asiatic branches 

This paper, once again inversely, starts with the critical survey of others’ conclusions on 

grouping in the light of the linguistic criteria and only then, in the subsequent chapter “Isoglosses” 

shall I deal with the isogloss evidence thereof (sometimes rather invisibly hiding in the papers), 

wherever it was available. 

Although we cannot yet see most of the facts around the wandering of the peoples from the 

diverse branches to their present habitats, we do, nevertheless, know certain data about the 

supposed disintegration of the proto-language and the branches thanks to glottochronology and 

Icxicostatistic calculations. Paradoxically, henceforth, we may figure first and perhaps clearest the 

elements the oldest Afro-Asiatic history as a starting point of our linguistic reconstruction. 

• Fundamentally declining - pace P. Lacau (1912)’' and M. Cohen (1924)-- - the traditional grouping of our 

phylum into Semitic vs. “Hamitic” as scientifically ill-founded, J. H. Greenberg (1955, 51-55; 1963, 46-49, 

§111) was the first to state that our macrofamily can be classified in five equipotential branches or families: 

Semitic, Egyptian, Berber, Cushitic, and Chadic. Henceforth, he was also the first to include the Chadic 

languages as a whole (in great number) in the comparison. Earlier, practically solely Hausa was used for such 

purposes, even in the "'Essai comparatifthe first comparative lexicon of the macrofamily from 1947 by 

M. Cohen, who had been reluctant for a long time before that and even later to accept the affiliation of Hausa 

Dilemma, as used here, refers to a choice between options, as the author [G.T.] discusses in his survey of alternative 

subgroupings of Afro-Asiatic [Ed.]. 

Already Lacau (op. cit., p. 207) recognized the distinct status of four branches, namely Egyptian, Semitic, Berber, 

and Cushitic (this latter one was the only one labelled by him as “Hamitic" contrary to the older practice): “Des 

maintenant I egyptien. les langues semitiqiie.s. les langtie.s herheres, les langues est-africaines (ou chamitiques = 

somali. galla. bichari, etc.) nous apparaissent comme quatre rameux distincts issus dime souche commune." Cf also 

Newman 1980, 11, fh. 20. 

Cohen (op. cit., esp. p. 83) wrote: “// n y a pas lieu ... de croire d la parente speciale entre I 'egyptien, le libyco- 

berbere el le couchitique que suppose leur reunion habituelle sous le nom de chamilique; il ne sera done pas question 

id d'un groupe chamitiqiie.” But he too, left Chadic as a whole out of consideration. Cf. Newman 1980, 10. 
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and its Chadic relatives within Afro-Asiatic.-^ Greenberg was also the first to scientifically establish the 

reasons of using the new designation “Aifo-Asiatic” replacing the traditional name “Semito-Hamitic,” 

although the new term itself was first used by M. Delafossc (1914) as pointed out by P. Newman (1980, 11, 

fh. 21). albeit along with the old label “Hamitic.”-" In the 1970s, the separate status of the Omotic languages 

(formerly classified as the western sub-branch of Cushitic) representing an independent branch was 

recognized by H. Fleming and M. L. Bender. So far - to the best of my knowledge - the following 

classification theories have been proposed. 

• At the end of his first and revolutionarily new synthesis of an Afro-Asiatic comparative grammar, in the 

last chapter devoted to a “Conclusion,” 1. M. Diakonoff (1965, 99-102 in Russian; 1965, 102-105 in English) 

was, to the best of my knowledge, the first to outline the macrofamily’s prehistory in our modem Afro-Asiatic 

science. He was also to first single out, for me apparently correctly, a Northern Afro-Asiatic (NAA, 

represented by Semitic, Egyptian, and Berber, in which internal inflection = apophony developed to a higher 

degree) and a Southern Afro-Asiatic (SAA: Cushito-Omotic and Chadic) block on the basis of 23 

grammatical isoglosses (pertaining to the root, word-formation, noun morphology, pronoun, verbal 

morphology, examined below in the 2"** part of this paper), which resulted in presuming the tightest links of 

Berber to Semitic on the one hand and to Egyptian on the other, albeit the isoglosses connecting Semitic to 

Egyptian and Chadic were the least numerous. This led Diakonoff to suppose Chadic to have separated the 

earliest from SAA vs. Egyptian (where the original verbal construction was replaced by a possessive or 

prepositional one) from NAA. In the latter block, Proto-Semitic continued for a time its contacts at least 

with Berhero-Libyan ... but probably also with Cushitic ... (cf. the emphatic element 'an- in the personal 

pronoun, the conjugation of the verb, the system of infection in the noun ...),” while, in the same hypothesis 

of Diakonoff (op. cit., p. 104), Proto-Semites and Proto-Egyptians must have cohabited in the Nile Valley in 

the first half of the 5'*' mill. BC. Elsewhere, he (op. cit., p. 105 of the English version) was speaking of the 

'’'Cushites ... continuing for a long time their contact with the Libyans (and the Egyptians?)."’ Not all of the 

23 isoglosses examined by Diakonoff, are, however, in my view, decisive as for the original divisions of the 

proto-languages (see the second and the conclusion sections of this paper below). 

• On the basis of his own reduced list of 15 grammatical isomorphs, M. L. Bender (1975, 218-224) concluded 

that '’'Semitic, Berber, Egyptian, and Cushitic form an 'orthodox core’ of Afroasiatic. Chadic is just outside 

this whole core. Omotic is ... quantitatively weak in Afroasiatic characteristics ... However, Omotic still 

shares enough with the other Afroasiatic families ... that it is a member, though the most divergent one. It 

would .seem that Omotic represents the oldest branching in the ...family tree” (op. cit., p. 218). Examining 

''the grammatical diversity within Cushitic,” Bender arrived at the conclusion that, albeit it is ''much less 

marked” than the lexical one (below), it suggests ''a central core of Awngi-Sidamo-Oromo as against 

independent outliers Beja and South Cushitic” (the latter two being independent of each other also)” (op. 

cit., pp. 219-220). He also proposed a slightly modified division based on the lexical isoglosses; "Once again. 

Semitic-Berber-Egyptian forms part of an orthodox core, hut Cushitic .seems not to fall within the core,” 

although "the extraordinarily high percentages Cushitic shares with Semitic and Berber are sicspicious: 

perhaps largely contactual” (op. cit., p. 218). All in all, "Cushitic and Omotic both lie outside the core, while 

Chadic takes the place of Cushitic in the core,” while "the lexical diversity within Cushitic is so great as to 

make ... perhaps a wholesale disintegration of Cushitic” needed, which was first suggested to him by G. 

Hudson (op. cit., p. 219). Lexically, "Beja may he significantly closer to Sidamo-Oromo ... than to either 

Awngi... or Iraqw” (op. cit., p. 220). Finally and accordingly, Bender (op. cit., p. 224, fig. 17) set up two 

Alfo-Asiatic family trees: in both cases, the “central core” is coherently the same (Semitic, Berber, Egyptian 

More on the reluctance of M. Cohen to include Chadic over the decades of his diverse works can be learnt in 

Newman 1980, 11-12. 

Delafosse (1914, 22) divided the “langues afro-asiatiques” into three branches, viz. “semitique,” “hamito-berbere,” 

and “hamito-kouchitique” (sic), i.e., he apparently maintained the old label “Hamitic” attached to the African kindred 

purely out of geographical reasons. He ignored Egyptian, while Hausa was listed among the “Nigero-logonais” 

languages. 
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- in this order in both trees), from which grammatically Cushitic, Chadic, and Omotic were more distant, 

while lexically Chadic and Cushitic + Omotic (symbolized in the tree as a tighter branch). In either case, 

Omotic ended up as the first branch separating from the rest to become - in Bender's (op. cit., p. 58) words 

- "by far the ‘weakest link ’ in A froasiatic." 

• Using the glottochronological method refined after Ch. Rabin’s presentation at the first Congress of 

Semito-Hamitic Studies (London, 1970, cf Rabin 1975), I. M. Diakonoff (1975, 128-129) was the first to 

point out that Proto-Cushito-Omotic (and Proto-Chadic?) was the earliest branch that separated from the 

common Afro-Asiatic parental language in the 8’’’ mill. BC, whereas the branches of the Northern Afro- 

Asiatic block (where he classified Semitic, Egyptian, and Berber) were disintegrating much later. Diakonoff 

(followed then by a number of comparative linguists) was together with Bender (1975) also the first to state 

that the comparably higher degree of linguistic diversity of the Cushitic groups (including Omotic too at that 

time) testifies to a substantially much older diachronic level of Proto-Cushito-Omotic (8'*’ mill. BC) than that 

of Proto-Semitic (4“' mill. BC). 

• M. Bernal's (1980 MS quoted by Bender 1997, 28) idea on the earliest e.xplosion(s) of the parental 

community fundamentally into Chadic, Omotic, and Central blocks, which was later developed further by 

M. L. Bender (op. cit.), supposed the entire explosion process taking less than a millennium. Bernal was 

apparently the first scholar to suggest Omotic to separate first from the Afro-Asiatic community. 

• P. Newman (1980, 22, fit. 36) was speaking of the matter merely on the basis of superficial surmises: in 

his words, his "'impressions at this point favor a three-branch structure for Afroasiatic, each branch 

containing two members, namely"'. (1) Berber -t Chadic, (2) Egypto-Semitic, (3) Cushitic, while as for the 6* 

branch, he briefly concluded that “/ do not consider the Omotic languages (Greenberg's " Western Cushitic ") 

io be A froasiatic at all," with which one can by no means agree given the fundamental agreement of Omotic 

grammemes-^ and lexemes-'’ with the rest of Afro-Asiatic. All this was, however, just a short remark by 

Newman compressed in a footnote without further reasoning. 

• With regard to the lexical and grammatical isoglosses (not demonstrated in detail), 1. M. Diakonoff (1981, 

29; also 1996, 293-294) significantly modified his older (1975) Cushito-centric view (cf. above): now, he 

grouped Semitic, Cushitic, Berber together as “East-West Afrasian” (EWA), on the one hand, and Egyptian 

with Chadic as “North-South Afrasian” (NSA), on the other. That is, he seems to have no more insisted on 

the primacy of Cushito-Omotic as the most ancient branch(es) to separate from the parental language, while 

he excluded Egyptian from the northern block (EWA) the same way as done by M. L. Bender (1996, 65) 

later, cf. below. Diakonoff (l.c.) argued that "The .seemingly great similarity between E(gyptian) and 

S(emitic). especially in root- and word-formation and in personal pronouns, is apparently due to the 

diachronic and typological proximity between Old Egyptian and the ancient Semitic languages, especially 

Old Akkadian, while no diachronically comparable ancient Chadic language has .survived. There is voy 

little similarity between the latest form of Egyptian - Coptic - and Semitic at any stage of its development." 

This is, however, no sufficient justification for extracting Egyptian from the Semito-Berber circle dominating 

by a penetrant apophony. The methods of Diakonoff were severely, albeit on some points rightly, criticized 

by P. Behrens (1984-5, 136): "(1) Der Aufsatz leidet an einem ... bibiothekarischen Defizit. (2) Der 

methodische Ansatz, nach dem die verschiedenen belegten Lexeme zu Proto-Wurzeln zusammengefafit und 

damit als afroasiatisch erkldrt werden, hleiht zu oft dunkel. ... (3) Das gravierendste Manko aher bildet die 

Tatsache, dafi die okonomische Basis der Sprecher de.s A froasiatrschen nicht herau.sgearbeitet wird." This 

led him to re-examine the linguo-archaeological evidence pertaining to the wanderings of Berber nomads - 

albeit by far not whole issue of Afro-Asiatic peoples - in a lengthy study.-’ 

E.g., cf the systems of Omotic personal pronouns as demonstrated by V. Blazek (1995. 51 -52. §9). 

E.g., cf the Omotic anatomical terminology (Blazek 1989 MS Om.) or the Omotic lexical stock with initial labials 

set in Afro-Asiatic context in the papers by G. Takacs (2011; 2012, 103ff; 2012, 161ff). 

His results are to be discussed in part IV of my series: “Homeland and wanderings” (forthcoming). 
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• H. C. Fleming (1983, 21-24, §§9-10), in turn, using lexicoslalistical results, assumed Omotic to have split 

off first from the oldest stage of Proto-Afro-Asiatic (showing for him the least in common with the rest, 

which led P. Newman, quoted above, to simply deny the Afro-Asiatic nature of Omotic) and only then, 

substantially later, both geographical extremities, Semitic and South Cushitic (labelled by him as “Old East 

African Cushitic”) separated from the core block he called - pace A. N. Tucker and M. A. Bryan - 

“Erythraic” (replacing, albeit for a similar purpose, the old term “Hamitic” of racist connotations), where all 

the rest of the macrofamily was rearranged by him in a new (as a whole), albeit (in its details) not quite 

strange manner. First of all, Fleming (op. cit., p. 21, §9) has also postulated a tightly related Berbero-Chadic 

unit (pace P. Newman, supported also by H. Jungraithmayr), beside which Egyptian was closely, albeit 

distinctly developing: ''"Egyptian is definitely closer to Chadoberber (Libyco-Chadic), especially Berber, than 

to Semitic" (op. cit., p.24), whereas from Cushitic (labelled by him as “Cushiopian,” comprising purely Agaw 

and East Cushitic) he distanced Beja (after R. Hetzron), which "shares more in fact with Chadic than 

Cushiopian does" (op. cit., p. 23, §9). Eventually, Fleming (op. cit., p. 23, discussion part) presumed "three 

primaiy clumps or major sets of daughters in addition to the evidently divergent Omotic clump"'. (1) Semitic, 

(2) Erythraic, (3) South Cushitic. All in all Fleming (op. cit., p. 23) basically, albeit not at all equally followed 

Fletzron (1980) in the "demolition of traditional Cushitic," from which the latter, however, singled out (1) 

Beja, (2) Agaw + Highland East Cushitic, (3) Lowland East Cushitic ^ South Cushitic, whereas the former 

conceived East Cushitic together as one unit. 

• A. Ju. Militarev (1984, 10) isolated an Eastern Afro-Asiatic (Semitic and Cushitic) and a Western Afro- 

Asiatic family (comprising Egyptian and Chadic) primarily on the basis of some (unnamed and unspecified) 

grammatical isoglosses (of the verbal and pronominal systems), while he regarded Berber as representing an 

intermediate phase between the two blocks, morphologically closer to EAA, but lexieally to WAA. 

Examining the isomorphs led Militarev to no evident results as for Omotic, which he decided to omit from 

his family tree. In his scheme 1 (op. cit., on p. 44) devoted to illustrate the divergence of the Afro-Asiatic 

phylum as recon.structed from his glottochronological calculations, however, Militarev postulated just Proto- 

Omotic as the oldest branch to have first separated from Common Afro-Asiatic (a few centuries prior to 7000 

BC), which was followed by Proto-Cushitic (around 7000 BC), by Proto-Semitic (6000 BC) and Proto- 

Chadic (6000 BC), only substantially later Proto-Berber (4000 BC) and Meroitic + Nubian (4000 BC) 

conditionally classified by Militarev within our phylum, while the divergence of Proto-Egyptian was left by 

him obscure. 

• M. L. Bender (1986, 149) - in the light of R. Hetzron’s (1980) "thorough review of Cushitic morphological 

properties" - viewed "Afrasian as having four main divisions as follows:" (1) Southern A A = Omotic -i- 

Cushitic, (2) Beja, (3) Western = Chadic, (4) Northern = Semitic + Berber -r Egyptian. As he rightly noted, 

they were with H. C. Fleming (1983, 22, cf. above) far from any consensus in their tree schemes: "The 

differences seem greater than the similarities." In spite of the closeness of Omotic vs. Cushitic, Bender (op. 

cit., p. 153) still declined A. Zaborski’s (1986) suggestion to re-establish Omotic as West Cushitic. Later, 

however. Bender (1997, 30, n. 1) refrained from his 1986 family-tree even in general: "1 now reject my 

classifying Cushitic and Omotic as coordinate branches of Afrasian as in my 1986 article under the name 

'Cushomotic'." As for the 2"“' branch. Bender (1986, 149) was uncertain: "The position of Beja is a bit 

uncomfortable: I feel that Beja probably belongs with Southern but one cannot yet rule out Northern or an 

independent branch as shown above." 

• Later, 1. M. Diakonoff (1988, 22-23) once more slightly refined the 1981 conception: albeit he kept 

admitting the closeness of Semitic and Berber in their morphological structures, but he rightly noted that this 

was not true of their vocabulary, whereas, in his view, Berber shares many phonological and morphological 

features with Bedawye, let alone the prefixal conjugation of the verbs of action (cf also op. cit., p. 31, H- 9) 

common to Semitic, Berber, Bedawye (in many verbs), and some Agaw and East Cushitic languages 

("vestigially attested"). On the other hand, he also rightly stressed the number of lexical isoglosses plus the 

lack of prefix conjugation connecting exclusively Egyptian and Chadic possibly as a common block, "though 

the contact between them evidently disrupted for a very long time." Eventually, Diakonoff (op. cit., p. 23) 
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concluded to an Egypto-Chadic subfamily (including also Omotic?), which was, in his theory, the first to 

break away from the basic Common Afro-Asiatic nucleus not later than the S* mill. BC, contrasting with the 

Scmito-Cushitic block. Elsewhere. Diakonoff (1988, 23) changed his mind surmising "that the speakers of 

Egyptian were the first to break away from the basic Proto-Afrasian nucleus not later than the 8'^ millennium 

B.C." This scenario is, however, not necessarily the only explanation as there is another possible one at hand, 

viz. a sceondary Egypto-Chadic areal cohabitation. These and similar controversies in his scenarios(s) were 

already pointed out by M. L. Bender (1997, 19-20): ^Ahere are apparent inconsistencies in the account of 

Diakonoff 1988." 

• 1. M. Diakonoff (1995 MS, 8; 1998, 216-217) basically once again reaffirmed his position expressed in 

1981 and 1988 on an East-West (Semito-Bcrber + Bedawye) vs. North-South (Egypto-Chadic) Afrasian 

dichotomy. He left the rest of Cushitic unclassified noting that Semitic shares much fewer grammatical 

isoglosses with Cushitic than with Bedawye, whereas with Omotic hardly any, "which actually may not he 

Afrasian at all." 

• Discarding his old scenario of solely Cushito-Omotic (“Cushomotic”) being "as the first split against the 

rest" (1975, cf above). M. L. Bender (1997, 22, Chart 1), who now worked with some selected isomorphs, 

lexical isoglosses as well as with word-order of syntax, presumed "three major families of the Afrasian 

phylum"'. Omotic and Chadic were the first to separate from the Central block, from which Egyptian soon 

di.stanced itself and then “Macro-Cushitic” was divided into Berber, Semitic, and the diverse Cushitic sub¬ 

branches. He (Bender 1996, 65) reproduced almost the same family-tree except for Egyptian, which he 

extracted from the Central block and treated here as a third split-off from Common Afrasian. Bender (1997, 

25, 27) was - contrary to previous Semito-ccntric classifications - "of the opinion that we must ‘turn Afrasian 

upside-down ’. Semitic is not typical of Afrasian, hut is a relatively recent offshoot of the B(erher-)S(emitic- 

iCufshitic) branch of Afrasian. ... Cushitic is so diverse ... that it is not a single family ... There may really 

he as many as six families: Beja (North), Afar-Saho. Agaw (Central), Lowland East(,) Highland East, and 

South Cushitic. If this is true. I would now propose adding Semitic as a .seventh family of ‘Macro-Cushitic'." 

Another ~ similarly daring - step in this scenario was "The po.ssihility of including Indo-European in Macro- 

Cushitic" as suggested by Bender (op. cit., p. 28, §5) on the basis of a few isoglosses (cf the section 

“Isoglosses” below). 

• Ch. Ehret (1999, esp. p. 81 and p. 93, Abb. 1; 2000, 292, §11.4.2; n.d. MS, 19, §4.2), following the path 

opened by M. Bernal, M. L. Bender, H. Fleming on the basis of his glottochronological calculations, assumed 

that "the first divergence in the family gave rise to a narrowly spread branch, Omotic ..." What remained he 

also labelled as Erythraic: "The .second period of this history , in which proto-Erythraic diverged into two 

groups, proditced one branch, Cushitic and a geographically extended branch. North Erythraic," which, in 

turn fell into Chadic + a certain “Boreafroasiatic" unit = Egyptian, Berber, Semitic as the family tree (op. 

cit., p. 292, fig. 11.19) shows. Ehret (2000, 293; n.d. MS, 20-21) gained “incontrovertible” lexical evidence 

for the histories of the individual branches: e.g., "livestock raising and cultivation appears only at the proto- 

Cushitic, proto-Chadic, proto-Berber and proto-Semitic periods." whereas "the earliest Omotic speakers 

were an offshoot of the proto-Afroasiatic grain collectors, because they’ maintained some of the wild-grass¬ 

collecting words used by their proto-A froasiatic forebears," which seems to suggest the age of Proto-Omotic 

to be much closer to the food-collector Proto-Afro-.Asiatic phase. Noteworthy is Ehret’s (2005, 103-104) 

lexical evidence indicating "the raising of sheep and goats ... did not originate among the Nilo-Saharans at 

all. hut spread to them after the proto-Saharo-Sahelian period in our stratigraphy. The .sources in each case 

were languages of the Afrasian (Afroasiatic) family. For example, ... *tam ... ‘‘sheep " in the Saharan group 

of languages was an ancient loanword from Chadic ... Similarly, the proto-Sahelian root word for ‘goat, ' 

*ay, came originally from ... Beja ..." He had made a number of further precious and original observations 

on the proto-cultures and wanderings of the branches, which will be discussed in part V of my present series. 

• In the light of his original glottochronological calculations (based on a system modified by S. A. Starostin, 

Moscow), A. Ju. Militarev (2000 MS) reaffirmed - partly pace D’jakonov (1975, cf above) - the old scenario 

(the estimated date of the separation of the underlying proto-languages are in brackets), namely that Proto- 

Cushito-Omotic was first (around 9700 BC) to split off the parental population, whence Cushitic vs. Omotic 
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separated from one another around 8200 BC, and soon thereafter Egyptian (8900 BC) also from split off the 

rest, which block diverged only substantially later: Berbero-Chadic (around 5400 BC), followed then by 

Semitic (the preceding both around 4300 BC). Although Chadic and Berber was divided, the latter diverged 

much later (1200 BC). In the publication of his 2000 presentation (to which the above described family tree 
belonged), Militarev (2000, 216) generally assumed “the ninth-tenth millennia as the time of split between 

Cushito-Omotic, Semitic, Egyptian and Berber-ChadicE 

• Later, A. Ju. Militarev (2004 MS) made new glottochronological calculations and modified the family tree 

as follows (in brackets the estimated date of the separation of the underlying proto-languages): as before, he 

also now assumed a relatively short lasting South Afro-Asiatic block (7510 BC) with its both branches, 

Cushitic (6170 BC) and Omotic (5370 BC), which were the first to split off Then, a few millennia later, the 

substantially much longer enduring North Afro-Asiatic (8640 BC) block began to diverge, first into Semitic 

(4090 BC) -I- the rest = African North Afro-Asiatic (7560 BC) > Egyptian (2740 BC, sic!) + Chado-Bcrbcr 

(5480 BC) > Chadic (5030 BC) + Berber (1000 BC, sic!). It is obvious that the dates for the divergence of 

Proto-Egyptian and Proto-Berber are set anachronistically late. 

• Noteworthily, using different criteria (including those of paleobotany and -zoology), R. Blench (2006, 148, 

fig. 4.8 and pp. 152-162) arrived basically at the same position, namely that Omotic (and Ongota?) separated 

itself first and then soon Cushitic-Chadic, while what had remained in situ, i.e.. North Afro-Asiatic (Semitic, 

Egyptian, Berber), was dissolved substantially later, which seems to me to be the most realistic scenario. He 

ealled, however, this whole phylum Erythraic, which he connected with Elamite (!) as the oldest Afro-Asiatic 

branch to split off Actually, V. Blazek (1994 MS Delhi) included Elamite for the first, although he only 

apparently meant areal cohabitation and not a genetic kinship, which was certainly not the ease. 

• R. Leger (2014, 124) has drawn a rather surprising picture. First of all, he states that “the speakers of the 

Proto-Semitic language family must have left the common ‘Urheimat' first.” This absurd allegation totally 

contradicts the solid results from diverse authors listed in this paper (above and below), which are pretty 

evident about the eoherent Semitic-Berber-(Egyptian) block, which diverged presumably later than the 

southern branches (Omotic, Cushitic, Chadic). Another surprise is: “The timeframe we propose - and here 

we roughly follow Diakonoff (1988: 23Jf.) - could he around 9.000 B.C.” I ehecked the page in question in 

Diakonoff s book: 1 found nowhere sueh a mention of Semitic. On the contrary, he was speaking of the 

speakers of Egyptian as “the first to break away from the basic proto-Afrasian nucleu.';” (Diakonoff 1988, 

23). Leger continues: “They were followed by the Ancient Egyptians whose departure might he estimated not 

so much later, presumably ca. 7.000 years B.C.,” for whieh he quoted “Lift: personal communication” 

(pretending as if U. Luft were an expert in prehistoric Egyptian archaeology!), although this theory clearly 

comes from the above eited work by Diakonoff! “The next who have left the common homeland - and here 

we rely on Behrens ' hypothesis (1984/85) — were the Proto-Berber on the verge of the 7'* to the 6'* millennium 

B.C.” This is again in contradiction with the communis opinio, namely the commonly assumption of the 

closest related Semito-Berber unity, presumably the last one to diverge. “The next population that left the 

‘Urheimat’ were the Proto-Chadic speakers ...” We do not learn either why Leger considers “The time of 

their separation from the Proto-Cushites ... as around 5000 to 4000 years B.C.,” although Ch. Ehret (2000, 

292), whose results he himself referred to here, proposed the 6* millennium B.C. “The last to leave the Proto- 

Afrasian 'Urheimat' were the Proto-Cushites .... The time of their migrations is considered to be 3000 to 

2000years B.C.” - perhaps these astonishing words are most revealing to what degree Leger is unfamiliar 

with this domain, where Cushitic has been commonly accepted (Diakonoff, Bender, Fleming, Hetzron, 

Militarev, cf above) as the most diverse and thus one of the oldest Afro-Asiatic branches. Finally, he ignored 

Omotic as a whole without a mention, although this branch has been estimated by several researchers to be 

the first to separate from the common parental community (Bernal, Bender, Fleming, Militarev, Blench, cf 

above). What I find in Leger’s paper, I am afraid, is unfortunately a chaotic and carelessly composed 

unreliable mess of unchecked quotations and baseless speculations. 
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Isoglosses 

May 1 now venture to survey all the details of the linguistic isoglosses I have been able to extract - 

wherever these appeared relevant to grouping - from the studies discussed above. 

• The “Semito-Hamitic Isoglosscs” established by I. M. Diakonoff (1965, 103, table XI) pertain to lexica! 

root structure (1. predominance of triconsonantal root, 2. presence of vowel in “normal" verbal root), word- 

formation (3. ma- a separate lexeme, 4. internal inflexion as main method of word-formation), noun 

morphology (5. sign -vv of masc. gender, 6. plural in -a-. 1. plural in -an-, 8. plural by lengthening of case¬ 

ending in masc. gender. 9. plural by reduplication),/u'owo;/;? (10. an- in personal pronouns of the direct case 

of and 2"“* persons, 11. nt- in personal pronouns of the direct case of 2"*' and 3'^*' persons, 12. ending -t in 

pronouns, 13. stems n-. m- in pronouns of H' person sg./pl. in direct case and in poss. forms, 14. genitive 

marker n, 15. genitive marker d), verbal morphology (16. prefix-conjugation of both aspects, 17. lexical 

independence of the personal subject element, 18. possessive construction instead of verba fmita, 19. 

possessive constmetion (but not instead), 20. supplementary particles between verbal stem and subject), 

verbal stirpes (21. with complete reduplication, 22. of m- type, 23. with suffixation of -t. -.s). In the light of 

the positive correspondences, the North Afro-Asiatic branches arc evidently tightly mutually related (Sem.- 

Eg.: 13, Sem.-Brb.: 15, Eg.-Brb.: 13),“** but - it is noteworthy - almost as coherently as the NAA branches 

with Cushitic alone (Sem.-Cu.: 12, Brb.-Cu.: 12, Eg.-Cu.: 11), while the ties of NAA with Chadic arc 

substantially weaker (Scm.-Ch.: 6. Brb.-Ch.: 7, Eg.-Ch.: 7), but just a bit weaker than between both SAA 

branches (Cu.-Ch.: 8). Out of D'jakonov's 23 isoglosscs. merely 5 cases (nos. 2, 4. 9, 16, 20) represent, in 

my view, those main criteria that, replying to the question “how?,” are the least exposed to secondary areal 

influence and arc thus to be accounted for as decisive. If we consider merely these scores, the result becomes 

even more evident: NAA branches together are evidently more coherent (Sem.-Eg.: 3, Sem.-Brb.: 5, Eg.- 

Brb.: 3) than NAA vs. Cushitic (Scm.-Cu.: 2, Brb.-Cu.: 2, Eg.-Cu.: 1), the connections of both SAA branches 

with one another (Cu.-Ch.: 3) are exactly as tight as those of Egyptian with the two other NAA branches, 

whereas the NAA vs. Chadic ties arc substantially weaker (Scm.-Ch.: 1, Brb.-Ch.: 1, Eg.-Ch.: 1). We may 

thus certainly postulate a NAA block, where Semitic and Berber represent the closest related unit in the whole 

macrofamily (strangely, however, with close tics to Cushitic, which are still to be explained), from which 

Egyptian separated somewhat earlier, but much later than Cushitic from this, which seems to have formed a 

SAA unit with Chadic, the earliest branch to bud off according to the scheme above. 

• Chapter 4 in the revolutionary Omotic monograph by M. E. Bender (1975, 49-123) is devoted to a (until 

now unchallenged) detailed analysis of several of the “Afroasiatic grammatical characteristics” he listed 

(1975, 54-55) out of the 36 Afro-Asiatic isomorphs (used for verifying the “Afro-Asiaticity” of a language) 

as a result of his calculations,-*' viz. 1. verb-root consonant co-occurrence restrictions, 2. the internal broken 

plural with *-a-, 3. noun pi. with -n, 4. noun pi. in ~ o ~ w, 5. poss. and obj. affix pronouns differing in 1*‘ 

sg., 6. specific shapes of verb-affixed pronouns, 7. specific shapes of poss. suffixes, 8. masc./fern. pi. pattern 

n/t/n, 9. interrogative having -m-, 10. nouns derived by /n-affix, 11. interrogative *ay~ *aw\ 12.-a- in present 

tense, 13. special negative imper. form, 14.caus., 15. t- intransitive, “the horizontal sums of positive results 

for given isomorphs ... we find the following (out of a maximum possible total in each case of 15)" (op. cit., 

56): Proto-Semitic (15) > Akkadian (15), Arabic (12), Geez (12); Egyptian (12); Proto-Berber (12) > 

Tamazight (14), Shilh (10); Proto-Cushitic (14) > Beja (12), Awngi (10), Sidamo (11), Oromo (12), South 

Cushitic (9); Proto-Omotic (4) > Wolamo (5), K.afa (5), Dizi (3), Hamer (7); Proto-Chadic (11) > Hausa (12), 

These figures (not listed by Diakonoff in his book) were summed by myself with slight improvements, viz. under 

criterion no. 2. Diakonoff s question mark was emended to - in Eg. and to ^ in Cu., whereas under criterion no. 4, his 

was bettered to evident + by me. 

In his chapter 2, Bender used 36 “features ...as most relevant to answering the question 'is a given language 

Afroasiatic? '... The final choice of features omits many found to be purely typological ...or otherwise problematical'' 

(op. cit., pp. 49-50). “In detennining whether a given one of the remaining twenty-four features is or is not an Afro- 

Asiatic isomorph. a simple majority- decision is made:... if a given feature scores + for ten or more of the eighteen 

representative languages, it is considered an isomorph" (op. cit., p. 53). He thus got 15 isomorphs listed above. 
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Margi (7), Mubi (8). '"The reader can sHidy this set of figures and arrive at his own conclusions. I shall 

refrain from comment here” {op. cit., p. 56) ... “it is .'leen that Semitic, Berber, Egyptian, and Cushitic are 

all about equally 'orthodox ’ Afroasiatic; Chadic is somewhat weaker, and Omotic is very weak. In fact, 

Omotic is by far the 'weake.st link ’ in Afroasiatic.” (op. cit., p. 57-58). 

• A. Ju. Militarev (1984, 10) has made first steps towards Afro-Asiatic linguo-archaeology by etymologically 

demonstrating the secondary contacts among the diverging branches: he managed to establish 23 special 

Scmito-Egyptian isoglosses in general from the cultural lexicon (op. cit., pp. 14-17) noting that, at the same 

time, he managed to observe hardly any specifically Eg.-MSA isoglosses, but he isolated a whole series of 

special Arabo-Egyptian lexical parallels (not listed in his paper due to lack of space). He presented 16 

isoglosses connecting Cushitic and MSA in the basic lexicon that is usually not borrowed (op. cit., pp. 18- 

19: 3 parallels between MSA-ECu., 3 Soqotri-ECu., 3 Soqotri-Agaw, 3 Soqotri-NOm., 4 Soqotri-Cu.), 3 

MSA-Berber (op. cit., pp. 20-21), 5 Berbero-Cushitic (op. cit., p. 21), 5 Egypto-Berber (op. cit., pp. 22-23), 

4 Egypto-Chadic (op. cit., p. 23), 2 Cushito-Omotic vs. Chadic (op. cit., p. 24). 

• Accepting A. Zaborski’s (1986) exclusively “Cushomotic” conjugational isomorph as “firmly established” 

(perfective -e/-/, impcrfective -a, subordinate -o/-u), which was used by the former to reclassify Omotic as 

West Cushitic and reaffirmed by Alemayehu (1981) in both Cushitic and Omotic, M. L. Bender (1986, 149- 

153, esp. p. 153, cf. also Bender 1997, 30), however, pointed out that, albeit “we find Zaborski’s isomorph 

getting strong support in both major branches of Omotic. ... But one need not accept his further conjecture 

that this isomorph re-establishes Omotic as ‘West Cushitic'.” His pupil, Alemayehu (1981, 58-59) was 

advocate for that “The ... discussed tense-marking feature is one isogloss which suggests that Omotic may 

form a family within Cushitic. Bender’s lexical evidence also puts Omotic closer to Cushitic than to other 

Afroasiatic families. These two putative isoglosses, one grammatical and the other lexical, may be taken as 

providing support to Zaborski’s claim ... However, it takes more than one isogloss to establish a language 

family and it is obvious that ’Omotic’ needs to be studied further.” Later, Bender (1997, 30, n. 1) not only 

reaffirmed this position (“one isomorph does not make a family and I find the weight of other evidence which 

indicates that Omotic is one of the earliest branches of Afrasian more convincing,” but he also refrained from 

his 1986 family-tree: “I now reject my classifying Cushitic and Omotic as coordinate branches of Afrasian 

as in my 1986 article under the name ’Cushomotic’..” 

• R. Hetzron (1990) examined merely 7 personal pronoun isoglosses (among the C sg. independent 

nominative, prefix-conjugations, P' and 2"‘' sg. subject and oblique pronouns), in Afro-Asiatic (sine Omotic) 

trying to demonstrate his model of multiple dialectal variations in the proto-language, alternatively to the 

usual linguistic family-tree and the wave theories, which is certainly a welcome and otherwise useful 

approach, but can hardly be regarded here as representative even in the domain of personal pronouns in 

general.^*’ In the results of his small research, “The criterion ofSg.I. Subject would unite Egyptian, Berber 

and Semitic on the one hand, and Semitic and Cushitic on the other, thus Semitic straddling on both sides, 

with Chadic abstaining. The Sg.I. Oblique forms bring Semitic and Chadic together. The Sg.2m. Oblique 

forms continue along the same line: Semitic with Chadic on the one hand, and Semitic with Cushitic, leaving 

Semitic again in the middle, with Egyptian and Berber remaining noncommittal. ... Sg.If, on the other hand, 

would put Berber, Egyptian and Chadic together, and now it is Chadic that would exhibit dual allegiance by 

attaching itself to the group formed by Egyptian. Semitic and Cushitic, as well. ” Henceforth, naturally and 

correctly, Hetzron refrained from passing any general, far-reaching judgement on the Afro-Asiatic 

subdivisions from that limited, insufficient number of isoglosses: “contradictory’ isoglosses ... would all 

naturally lead to the conclusion these are not useful isoglosses for subclassification. They are survivals of 

Number of shared isoglosses of of the 7 (number of positive presence of the searched criteria) in Sem.-Eg.: 2, Sem.- 

Brb.: 1, Eg.-Brb.: 2, Sem.-Cu.: 3 (!), Eg.-Cu.: 1, Brb.-Cu.: 0, Sem.-Ch.: 3 (!), Eg.-Ch.: 2, Brb.-Ch.: 1, which can only 

demonstrate the relatively better preservation of AA *V ’n (P' sg. subject) in Sem. -i- Cu., AA *ku (2"“* sg. masc. 

oblique) in Sem. -i- Cu., AA *ka (2"‘‘ sg. masc. oblique) in Sem. + Ch., AA *ki (2"‘‘ sg. fern, oblique) in Sem. -t- Cu. + 

Ch. No more. 
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either dialectal... or free variation within the same dialect of proto-Afroasiatic and they happened to .survive 

in this rather random pattern." But. to my mind, the very fact that he realized it - just this is perhaps the 

most important point of his paper and I am going to take up this idea below. 

• M. L. Bender (1997. 21-22, §3), in his famous “Upside-Down” paper, out of the numerous Afro-Asiatic 

isomorphs proposed before in the older literature (Benfey, Barton. Meinhof, Crum, Vycichl, Cohen, 

Greenberg. Applegate, Diakonoff), isolated in fact Just a few: "Three of the proposed isomorphs are of .such 

fundamental nature and distributions that they serve to set off what I think are the three major families of the 

Afrasian phylum." Namely, these are: (1) dominance of triliteral verbal roots and presence of root consonant 

co-occurrence restrictions (Sem.: Eg.: +, Brb.: Cu.: ^/-, Om.: Ch.: +/-, Ch.: -), (2) both prefix and 

suffix conjugation (Sem.: -r. Eg.: Brb.: -r, Cu.: +/-, Om.: -, Ch.: -), (3) broken nominal plural with *-a- 

(Sem.: +, Eg.: +,^' Brb.: r, Cu.: Om.: Ch.: One can agree with Bender's conclusion (op. cit., p. 

22, chart 1), drawn from these data, that Omotic and Chadic are the oldest separata from the core he labelled 

now as Central = Egyptian ^ Macro-Cushitic (Berber, Semitic, Cushitic). How decisive arc Just these three 

grammatical isomorphs, I will discuss below. Let alone that the few lexical isoglosses he quoted (op. cit.. 

Chart 2-3, pp. 26-27: 4 for Afro-Asiatic. 6 for Central) arc all too scanty to be used for drawing any outlines 

of grouping, which is why Bender’s (op. cit., p. 25) optimism, that "in Chart 3, ... several po.ssihle isoglosses 

... seem to support the classification of Chart If I cannot share. Moreover, using the syntax (op. cit., pp. 21 - 

25, §3) as a reliable support (equipotential to isomorphs or to careful analysis of the lexicon) in any genetic 

grouping is once again vain as Bender himself rightly admitted: "I must note a reminder: syntax is more 

easily tran.sformed than one might think f On the other hand, "phonetics is not much touched on here" by 

Bender (op. cit., p. 27), whose strikingly simplified note is hardly correct: “farfrom being a model of*Semitic 

in phonology and grammar, Arabic (and the Northern languages) are very innovative. ” Not at all, 1 am afraid 

- at least, as far as the Arabic vowel and consonantal systems are concerned: these have retained the inherited 

distinctions of the supposed Proto-Semitic model almost to the maximum, as is well-known in comparative 

Semitic studies (cf., e.g., most recently Kogan 2011, 55). Bender (op. cit., p. 28-29, §7) then went one step 

further even generalizing: “We must stop thinking of Afrasian as being a ‘watering-down' of Semitic or 

Classical Arabic. In fact, Semitic may he the youngest and most innovative branch of Afrasian and Arabic 

the youngest and most innovative Semitic language. In turn, Macro-Cushitic ... is the innovative part of 

Afrasian." Semitic may well indeed be one of the youngest branches (disintegrated in the 4'*’ mill. BC the 

latest) of Afro-Asiatic, but certainly not the youngest, this being evidently Berber, the most coherent branch 

(being an integral unit until the middle of the 2"“’ mill. BC at the latest).^-’ He is mistaken, however, also in 

identifying Semitic as the most innovative branch: regarding Afro-Asiatic historical phonology, Semitic 

consonantism (preceded only by that of South Cushitic) is the second most conservative in the whole 

macrofamily, as I have proved most recently (Takacs 2013, 141-142), whereas regarding Semitic 

morphology, Bender failed to demonstrate (in cither case, by the way) what criteria he regarded as innovative 

vs. conservative and what the underlying scores were of those (examined?) isoglosses. 

• 1. M. Diakonoff (1998, 216-217) considered the grammatical structure of Semitic, Berber and Bedawye 

(Beja) as “obviously close” enough to be classified in an “East-West Afrasian” (EWAA) family, whose 

“distinctive feature is the prefixally conjugated verhf whereas he refrained from placing the rest of Cushitic 

in this model: “The same grammatical isoglosses are somewhat more feebly felt between Semitic and (the 

other?) Kushitic [sic: K-] languages. They practically disappear between the Semitic and Omotic languages 

Bender set here with the remark “Coptic, the last stage of Egyptian, has a trace of no. 3." But in fact, there are a 

number of traces of it in Coptic, which speaks for a regular presence of broken pi. in Egyptian. 

Bender (op. cit., p. 22, chart 1); “Not all members of Chadic are positive on no. 3," i.e., the pi. forms with *-a- ablaut. 

According A. Ju. Militatev's (1991. 153-154; 2000, 216) glottochronological calculations, the Common Libyan unity 

existed until the last third of the 2"'* mill, (around 1200) BC, from whieh the Guanche sub-braneh separated not later 

than 3000 BC, Without relying upon any glottochronological method, only some archaeological evidence. P. Behrens 

(1984-5), in turn, assumed nomadic Proto-Berbers to have left the Afro-Asiatic community around 6000 BC and 

occupied the subpluvial Central Sahara around 5000 BC, which would have to be confronted with the linguistic 

evidence. 
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... which actually may not he Afrasian at all ... (However ... lexical isoglosses with different Afrasian 

languages are present in Omotic in a not inconsiderable number.)" (op. cit., p. 216). Diakonoff imagined the 

Cushitic homeland south of the Proto-Bedawye tribes (Sinai along the shores of the Gulf of Suez) “and 

further to the .south along the tributaries of the Upper Nile" - that is, he thus figured, nevertheless a kind of 

some close connection between “East-West Afrasian” and the rest of the Cushitic sub-branches. On the other 

hand, “the structural (grammatical) isoglosses can rather be established between Egyptian and the Chadic 

languages," which he classified as “North-South Afrasian” (NSAA) with a homeland in the el-Kab culture. 

• R. Hayward (2000, 87-95, §4.3), before surveying some seleeted evidenee for the eommon aneestry of the 

6 Afro-Asiatic branches, rightly stated that “it is generally agreed that .shared morphology- is the surest proof 

of genetic relatedness," although his reasoning, that “phonemes ... are all too prone to areal influences. 

Lexicon ... is always open to infiltration by borrowing" (op. eit., p. 87), is by far not overall valid, sinee these 

interferences can be filtered by a careful research. Inherited nature of phonemic systems and lexieal items, 

filtered from possible areal influenee, can nevertheless be carefully established and be exploited for the 

purpose of eollecting isoglosses of genetic grouping. The segments of comparative morphology he regarded 

as certain token of genetic relationship (§4.3.1: personal pronouns, §4.3.2: case markers, §4.3.3: 

conjugational features, §4.3.4: plural formatives, §4.3.5.1: verb derivation, §4.3.5.2: case markers, §4.3.6: 

lexicon and phonology) are, in my view, not always necessarily that useful as grouping criteria. Hayward 

carefully examined a lot. However, it did not led him to establishing isoglosses, which I try to sum up here: 

(1) “^5 in most other matters, Omotic languages show less agreement in pronominal forms"', (2) beside the 

possessive and object pronouns (called by Diakonoff 1988, 70-78 “dependent”; Newman 1980, 15: “non¬ 

subject”; Hetzron 1990, 586: “oblique”) used in the entire phylum, another “independent” set of pronouns is 

known with the exception of Omotic and Chadic; (3) the same case system (with clear formal identity) has 

been pointed out by H.-J. Sasse in Semitic, Berber, and Cushitic, while no obvious traces thereof appear in 

Egyptian and Chadic, but some isolated reflexes in Omotic are present (of nom. *-u in Dizoid and Kefoid = 

Gonga, gen. in Ometo, Gamo, Koyra, Yemsa, Gonga);^"* (4) prefix-conjugation attested in Semitic (both 

pf/impf in Akkadian, as impf in its modem languages), Berber, some Cushitic languages (e.g., Arbore, as 

archaism with certain verbs), and very slightly retained in Omotic (Yemsa), but absent in Egyptian and 

Chadic; (5) the stative conjugation known is in Semitic (Akkadian stative), Egyptian (labelled 

pseudoparticiple), Berber (Kabyle qualitative pf), while its attestation in the Cushitic stative (Banti) has been 

queried (Hetzron) and the Chadic evidence from Mubi (Diakonoff) also seems irrelevant; (6) of the two 

features (6.1: internal ablaut with *-a-, 6.2: medial consonant gemination) of the Common Afro-Asiatic 

present stem (Greenberg 1952) we have both in Semitic (Akkadian and Tigrinya impf), both in Berber 

(Twareg habitual), one in Egyptian (impf part, with redupL), one in Cushitic (ablaut in Beja, Afar, Arbore), 

both in Chadic (Migama, elsewhere only the ablaut: Ron, Mubi), both in Omotic (Ari impf. stem redupL, 

Zayse and other Ometo, Yemsa, Shinasha, Ari -a/-a impf stem ending), (7) broken pi. with *-a- (Greenberg 

1955) present in Semitic, Berber, (Egyptian),Cushitic, and Chadic, but apparently lacking in Omotic; (8) 

pi. suffix *-w (Zaborski 1976) in Semitic (Akkadian -u), Egyptian, Berber, East Cushitic, Chadic (Hausa), 

but apparently lacking in Omotic; (9) causative/transitivizing stem formative *s- ~ *-s in all 6 branches; (10) 

verbal roots mostly triconsonantal in Semitic (less dominantly in Egyptian and Berber),but mostly 

biconsonantal in Cushitic, Omotic, and Chadic; (11) fern, gender marker *-t common in Semitic, Egyptian, 

Berber, Cushitic, and Chadic, but much more weakly attested in Omotic. The outcome is 11 isoglosses shared 

by Semitic, 9 (or 10?) by Egyptian (1 case more weakly present), 11 by Berber (case more weakly present), 

9 by Cushitic, only 6 by Omotic (moreover, out of these, 4 cases arc only more weakly present), and 6 by 

Chadic. As a result, once more we get the impression formulated by other works (above) that the least Afro- 

Asiatic morphological features are present in Omotic and Chadic (in the latter, just a bit stronger), while 

The case of Egyptian is dubious as A. Loprieno’s ill-founded Egyptian Auslaut vowel reconstructions Cushiticist 

Hayward readily accepted are not sufficiently well-founded. 

Hayward (op. cit., p, 94) omitted Egyptian, where, however, traces of the *-a- pi. ablaut are known from the Coptic 

evidence. 

Egyptian and Berber were not touched upon here by Hayward (op. cit., p. 94). 
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Cushitic is a later split-off from the rest of the Afro-Asiatic community, the later Northern Afro-Asiatic block 

(Semitic, Egyptian, Berber), which is evidently the most coherent and long-lasting core that must have 

diverged substantially later, with the first separation by Egyptian. 

• R. Leger (2014, 124) made a couple of rather surprising categorical statements without, however, 

presenting the necessary linguistic evidence: “When synchronically comparing the various phyla oj the 

A frasian stock with each other, we observe that Semitic shows a veiy low degree of common lexical and 

grammatical features with respect to the other members. Regarding the other phyla. Ancient Egyptian and 

Berber share some more features not only with each other, hut also with Chadic and Cushitic. Of all the 

phyla the last two mentioned display the highest percentage of linguistic correspondences." But, strangely, 

he failed to demonstrate any piece of his evidence or to point out what kind of isoglosses he used. 

• 1 am disposed to agree with I. M. Diakonoff s oldest (1965 and 1975) conception of distinguishing between 

a Northern Afro-Asiatic block (Semitic, Egyptian, Berber) vs. a Southern Afro-Asiatic phylum (Cushitic, 

Omotic, Chadic) - in spite of M. L. Bender’s (1997, 19) short and for me unfounded objection (“This latter 

linking now seems implausible.") - as correct, which has later been approved and argued for by a number of 

other researchers (Bender 1975 and 1986, Bernal 1980, Ehret 2000, Blench 2006). This dichotomy is - in 

my view - definitely corroborated by a number of further shared fundamental (super)linguistic features 

criteria replying the question “how?" instead of “what?" - sueh as: 

Northern Afro-Asiatic 
(Semitic, Egyptian, Berber) 

Southern Afro-Asiatic 
(Cushitic, Omotic, Chadic) 

high linguistic coherence in phonology and lexicon high internal diversity in lexicon and phonology 

diversification started at a relatively late date early dissolution from the parental language 

high mobility and great dispersion (Semitic north¬ 

eastwards. Berber westwards from Siwa to Mauritania) 

apparently much weaker territorial mobility 

(except for South Cushitic ?) 

penetrated by a high degree of apophony weak apophony. domination of stable root vowels 

There are, however, certain controversies with this dichotomy. It is true that the apophonic system attained 

almost perfection in Semitic, Egyptian, and Berber as innovation. Some of the ancient apophonies inherited 

from Common Afro-Asiatic though are present also in Cushito-Omotic and Chadic. Egyptian, however, 

shares a significant number of exclusive lexical isoglosses with Chadic. Moreover, both branches, apparently, 

never had a prefix conjugation so widespread in Semitic and Berber, but also attested in Cushitic and Omotic 

to a certain degree. This is why, Egyptian seems to be an exceptional branch within Northern Afro-Asiatic 

(not as tightly close, morphologically, to Semitic as Berber is) displaying affinities with the southern block, 

where, in turn, Cushitic seems to be somewhat atypical with its relics of prefix conjugation. 

Some conclusions 

All in all, within the immense Afro-Asiatic phylum, certain super-branch grouping seems 

indeed possible, although - as the recent rcsarch has shown - not in the manner of the old 

geographical division into Semitic (basically Asia) vs. Hamitic (all the rest in Africa). The material 

discussed above, in addition, has made it pretty obvious that the southern “block” was presumably 

rather a much less coherent and less closely related proto-dialectal community than the northern 

one. Most scholars agree on Omotic as the oldest branch to separate. A bit less of argument speaks 

also for Chadic this way, which was perhaps the second branch to diverge. Cushitic, in turn, seems 

to have remained substantially longer with the rest of the proto-community = North Afro-Asiatic; 

this is what the noteworthy quantity of grammatical isoglosses (almost equal to those in Egyptian) 

shared with Semito-Berber may be due to, from which Egyptian was the next to diverge. 
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The synopsis below summarizes the results of diverse authors discussed above as for the 

subgrouping and the divergence scenario in the prehistory of our immense macrofamily. The 

numerals stand for the supposed stage of separation from the common phylum in the relative 

chronology of Afro-Asiatic prehistory. Identical numerals indicate simultaneous divergence, while 

identical letters membership in a closer block. Capital letters are used if an author was only able to 

decide about belonging to a certain block/cluster of branches, but not about the chronological order, 

whereas the numeral + letter carry both information: belonging to a bunch of branches + relative 

order of divergence from it. 

Semitic Egyptian Berber Cushitic Omotic Chadic 
D’jakonov 1965 NAA2 NAA 1 NAA 2 SAA2 SAA 2 SAA 1 

Bender 1975 4 4 4 3 1 2 

D’jakonov 1975 2 2 2 1 1 1 (?) 

Bernal 1980 2 2 2 2 1 1 

Newman 1980 B B A c - A 

Diakonoff 1981 A B A A 9 B 

Fleming 1983 2B 3C 4B Bed. 3B, Agaw-ECu. 3A, SCu. 2A 1 4A 

Militarev 1984 EAA 3 WAA ? EAA 2 (?) 1 
Bender 1986 D D D Bed. B, the rest A A C 

Diakonoff 1988 2 1 2 2 1 (?) 1 

Bender 1997 3 2 3 3 1 I 

Diakonoff 1998 EWAA EWAA Beja: EWAA, the rest also? non-AA? NSAA 

Ehret 2000 4 4 4 2 1 3 

C4 B2 C3 A 1 A 1 C3 

NAA 5 SAA 1 SAA 2 NAA 3 

Blench 2006 3 3 3 2 U’ 2 

Leger 2014’* 1 2 3 5 9 4 

Takacs 2016 NAA 5 N/SAA 4 NAA 5 S/NAA3 SAA 1 SAA 2 

Semitic Egyptian Berber Cushitic Omotic Chadic 
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Abstract: The traditional approach to language classification has long relied on evidence from 

shared innovations, to the extent that many may not realise how problematic such evidence can be. 

After first reviewing the issue in general, the present paper point out the limitations of evidence for 

shared innovations in East Cushitic languages, both in general terms and in the particular case of 

heavy diffusion between Dullay and Konsoid varieties. It concludes by stressing the need to use all 

evidence available for subgrouping, both lexicostatistical and any available on shared innovations. 

Much of Harold Fleming’s career was devoted to the classification of Ethiopian languages 

and its prehistorical implications, including his very early work that helped establish Omotic as a 

separate branch of Afroasiatic (Fleming 1969). The linguistic data he gathered was also significant; 

for example, Ambom, Minker and Sasse (1980; 55) characterised Fleming’s (1965) data on Dullay 

(or Werizoid) dialects as the first great advance in the documentation of the these varieties. 

The present paper discusses an issue related to both Fleming’s general concerns and in part 

to Dullay in particular, namely the problem of using putative shared innovations as a basis for 

subgrouping. After a broad discussion of the issue of shared innovations (in Section 1), it reviews 

the classification of East Cushitic languages (in 2), points out some problems of establishing or 

using shared innovations within East Cushitic in general (3) and in the well-known case of diffusion 

between Dullay and Konsoid varieties (4), and draws a general conclusion (5). 

1. The unreliability of shared innovations 

There have been two main approaches to the genetic classification or subgrouping of 

languages, namely the traditional use of shared innovations on the one hand and various 

lexicostatistics approaches on the other. For a long time many linguists had no faith in the latter, 

while introductions to comparative historical linguistics often described the use of shared 

innovations for subgrouping as if it were unproblematic. Perhaps the value of lexicostatistics is 

now becoming more widely recognised, especially due to the application of more sophisticated 

computational approaches borrowed from the biological sciences, as exemplified by recent work 

on the classification of Austronesian (e.g. Gray, Drummond & Greenhill 2009) and Australian (e.g. 

Bowem & Atkinson 2012) languages. Even so, however, some may still believe that the evidence 

of shared innovations is somehow better or more reliable. This section present various evidence on 

why this is not so before later sections go on to consider specific problems in East Cushitic. 

Sometimes shared innovations do indeed seem to provide solid evidence for subgrouping, 

as in the case of the four main branches of Cushitic, for which Ehret (2008) has given an impressive 

statement of the chains of sound changes (and thus shared innovations) in the prehistory of each 

branch. At the same time, however, there are two significant problems with the evidence of shared 

innovations. One is that there is no reason that shared innovation must occur. In Australia, for 

example, there seems to have been relatively little phonological change in many of the Pama- 
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Nyungan languages, so that such protoforms as *mara simply continue unchanged, as mara ‘hand’, 

in many languages across the continent. 

The other problem is that it is possible for similar changes to occur more than once in a 

group of languages, rather than representing just a single change in a shared protolanguage. Thus 

Black (2004) has pointed out that even in an area of Australia that is in fact noted for extensive 

phonological change, namely Cape York Peninsula, there seemed very little evidence of shared 

innovation that could provide a basis for subgrouping. For example, while many languages have 

undergone striking changes involving the loss of some or all initial consonants and sometimes the 

following vowel as well, this cannot represent a single change in some shared protolanguage; it is 

clear that it must have occurred separately in a number of groups in the Peninsula, as well as in 

such geographically distant groups as Nganyaywana in New South Wales (for which sec Black 

2007) and Arandic in central Australia. Even for the Norman Paman group alone, in which most of 

the varieties underwent such changes, it docs not represent a shared innovation because it must 

have been preceded by certain changes found only in certain subsets of these languages (Black 

2004). 

There arc many other cases throughout the world in which the evidence of shared 

innovations simply leaves subgrouping unclear. Most famously, after some two hundred years of 

comparative study, such evidence for subgrouping the highest level branches of Indo-European is 

at best conflicting, and apparently the extent to which it even supports such well known branches 

as Greek is also questionable (see Garrett 1999). Within Austroncsian, many phonological, 

morphosyntactic and semantic innovations common amongst Blust’s (1990) Central Malayo- 

Polynesian (CMP) cannot be attributed to a shared protolanguagc, but instead appear to be due to 

diffusion and perhaps ‘drift’ (Tryon 1995: 34, 36). For Ehret’s (1995) study of Afro-Asiatic, 

evidence from shared innovations is not only quite weak for subgrouping the highest level branches, 

but even for distinguishing Proto-Cushitic from Proto-Afro-Asiatic (Kortlandt 1996; cf also Peust 

2012). 

2. East Cushitic classification 

In view of the problems with shared innovations, it should not be surprising that the 

subgrouping of East Cushitic languages has been most convincingly established through 

Icxicostatistical approaches, with ones by Bender (1971), Black (1974) and Blazek (2010) showing 

a great deal of consistency. Below is my own classification from Black (1974: 30-31), with 

modernised names and with the addition of varieties within groups following Blazek (2010); 

1. Burji-Sidamo (Black's Highland East Cushitic), including Sidamo and Gedeo. Hadiyya and 

Kanibatta, and Burji 

2. Dullay (Black’s Werizoid), including Gawwada and Gollango. Harso and Dobese, and 

Ts'amakko (or Tsamay). 

3. Lowland East Cushitic 

3.1 Saho-Afar, including Saho and Afar 

3.2 Southern Lowland 

3.2.1 Somaloid (Black's Baiso-Somaloid), including Somali, Boni, Rendille, Jiddu and 

Bayso, 

3.2.2 Galaboid (Black's Arbore-Dasenech), including Daasanach, Arbore and Elmolo. 

3.2.3 Oromoid 

3.2.3.1 Oromo, including Wellega and Maca, Borana and Qottu, Harar, Guji, 

and Orma and Waata. 
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3.2.3.2 Konsoid, including Dirayta (Black’s Gildolc) and Mashile, Konso, and 

Mussiya (Black’s Bussa). 

Bender’s (1971) and Blazek’s (2010) classifications differ from the above in two ways. 

The first is by taking Dullay (group 2) to group with Lowland East Cushitic (3) to form one of two 

primary divisions of East Cushitic, the other being Burji-Sidamo (1). Bender (1971: 187) actually 

used the name ‘Lowland East Cushitic’ to apply to the grouping of 2 with 3, labelling 3 alone 

‘Nuclear Lowland’. I followed this when 1 drafted Black (1976), but in completing my thesis (Black 

1974: 45) I found I could not accept the grouping of 2 with 3 (and thus could not use ‘Lowland 

East Cushitic’ for such a grouping) because the main evidence for it consisted of relatively high 

lexicostatistical percentages between Dullay and Oromoid alone. Since these could be inflated by 

borrowing, I took Dullay’s percentages with the more distant Saho-Afar and Somaloid to be more 

representative, and since those varieties scored as high or higher with Burji-Sidamo as with Dullay, 

the three-way primary division of East Cushitic seemed appropriate. Without better knowledge of 

Blazek’s (2010) approach and data I have no reason to change that view. I see that Tosco (2009: 

125) also accepts this three way split of East Cushitic, although he had not earlier (in Tosco 2000). 

The other way Bender’s (1971) and Blazek’s (2010) classifications differ from mine is that 

they take Galaboid (3.2.2) to form a group with Oromoid (3.2.3), if only weakly. In Blazek (2010) 

this is based on the difference between average percentages of only 37.7% as against 34.2%. Tosco 

(2000), on the other hand, found reason to group Galaboid (3.2.2) together with Somaloid (3.2.1), 

rather than with Oromoid (3.2.3), into an ‘Omo-Tana’ group. 

Blazek’s (2010) classification alone also included Yaaku, in Kenya, taking it to be an 

outlier within East Cushitic, although Blazek (2012) subsequently excluded it from East Cushitic 

and treated its classification as problematic. Ehret (1974: 86) had actually taken Yaaku to be closely 

related to Dullay, and this was accepted by Tosco (2000), but certainly the lexicostatistical evidence 

goes against this. My own attempt to compare 153 Yaaku forms from Heine (1974) with the 168- 

item East Cushitic wordlists in Black (1974: 292-310) found that it scored from 8% to 18% with 

other East Cushitic languages. The lowest of these percentages (with Saho-Afar and Burji-Sidamo) 

are in accord with Blazek’s view of Yaaku as being at best an outlier of East Cushitic. The higher 

percentages could be inflated by borrowing, but at best they would suggest that Yaaku is a fourth 

branch of East Cushitic, i.e. one no more closely related to Dullay (at 13% with Gawwada) than to 

any other East Cushitic language (e.g. also 13% with Somali, and from 15% to 18% with Konsoid 

varieties). 

3. Evidence for shared innovations within East Cushitic 

My 1974 comparative reconstruction of Proto-Lowland East Cushitic (Black 1974) found little 

support for the above classification from the evidence of shared innovations. The strongest support 

was for the Oromoid subgroup (group 3.2.3), where shared innovations could include: 

the development of *s after *i and *y into *s, the merger of *t with *d and *k with *g in certain 

environments, the development of the alternation of i-epenthesis, and two more weakly supported 

developments... A similar palatalization of *s is also found however in Somaloid, and there are 

some indications that voiced and voiceless stops perhaps merged in similar environments in some 

of the Arbore-Dasenech [i.e. Galaboid, 3.2.2] languages. (Black 1974: 290). 
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East Cushitic comparative reconstruction was advanced considerably through the work of 

Sasse (1979) and Ehret (1987, 1991), but this also does not seem to have produced sufficient 

evidence of shared innovations to establish a classification of East Cushitic languages on that basis 

alone. While the evidence for shared innovations is not entirely insignificant, its significance is in 

the way it supports the lexicostatistically based classification. Thus Ehret (1991; 213) notes that 

the Lowland East Cushitic grouping (group 3) is now supported by a number of shared innovations, 

and that Southern Lowland (3.2) ‘finds solid support in the sound change histories of PEC *s and 

*x’. 

The reason such shared innovations alone provide little basis for subgrouping is because 

they arc selective: other shared similarities are simply ignored when they do not support the 

otherwise established subgrouping. As one example, one of Ehret’s (1991; 213, 238) shared 

innovations for Lowland East Cushitic (EEC, group 3) is the development of Proto-East Cushitic 

(PEC) *g’ to Proto-LEC *g, but exactly the same change is found in Burji-Sidamo (1), and yet it is 

not taken as evidence for subgrouping the latter together with EEC. As another, PEC *s apparently 

became .9 independently in Afar, Arbore, and Oromoid, as well as in some environments in Somali, 

and also in some Burji-Sidamo varieties (Ehret 1991: 214). As a third, PEC *c appears to have 

become s independently in Afar, Arbore, and Yaaku, as well as in some environments in Oromo 

and in some Burji-Sidamo varieties (Ehret 1991; 214). 

For a more extended example, consider the reflexes of PEC *z (Ehret 1991:214). My thesis 

(Black 1974) did not reconstruct *z for Proto-Lowland East Cushitic because its reflexes were 

distinct from those for *d only in the relatively poorly attested Galaboid languages, and it was not 

clear if those reflexes (which seemed to include Arbore z and y, Daasanach d, z and y, and Elmolo 

semivowel or vowel length) might simply be phonologically conditioned. Within East Cushitic 

more generally it now seems quite clear that that *d and *z were originally distinct, although they 

subsequently merged to become *d in the ancestors of Saho-Afar, Somaloid, and Oromoid, as well 

as some Burji-Sidamo varieties (specifically Sidamo, Darasa, Hadiyya and Burji; see Leslau 1980). 

Aside from in Galaboid, as noted above, *z remained distinct from *d as a fricative z or x only 

outside of Lowland East Cushitic, namely in Dullay, Yaaku and the remaining Burji-Sidamo 

varieties (Ehret 1991: 214; Leslau 1980). 

A fricative *z becoming a stop *d docs not seem an especially common sort of change, 

although if the former were actually an affricate *dz, as suggested by some early Arbore 

transcriptions (e.g. sedze or sezira for ‘three’ in Linton, Kaley and Coolidge n.d.), then it is not 

difficult to imagine. In any case, in view of the classification given in Section 2 above, the merger 

of *z with *d must have happened at least four separate times, in the prehistories of Saho-Afar, 

Somaloid, and Oromoid, as well as one or more times in the prehistory of the Burji-Sidamo 

languages. To take the merger of *z and *d to be a single innovation in a shared protolanguage for 

these varieties would go against both the Icxicostatistical evidence for subgrouping (in 2) and the 

evidence of some other putative shared irmovations, such as those Ehret (1991: 213) took to support 

the Lowland East Cushitic and Southern Lowland groupings. 

In view of such contradictory sets of similarities 1 doubt that consideration of possible 

shared innovations alone could provide a convincing basis for subgrouping East Cushitic 

languages. This becomes all the more apparent when one considers the many similarities between 

Dullay and Konsoid varieties, as will now be discussed. 
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4. The special case of Dullay and Konsoid 

Dullay and Konsoid varieties share many similarities, most strikingly including the loss of 

a distinction between voiced and voiceless stops found in most other Ethiopian languages. I pointed 

out such phonological and lexical similarities in Black (1976), while Sasse (1986) developed this 

further, also noting a number of grammatical similarities in a somewhat broader ‘Sagan language 

area’. The situation has also been discussed by Ambom, Minkcr and Sasse (1980; 59-63) and Tosco 

(2009; 128-130). In view of the similarities, it is perhaps not surprising that Grimes (1988) took 

both groups to be members of an Oromoid Lowland East-Cushitic group along with Oromo, and 

that some have apparently even classified Dullay within the Konsoid group (as noted by Girard 

2002; 3). However, as discussed in Section 2, lexicostatistical evidence has eonsistently found 

Dullay and Konsoid to be among the most distantly related pairs of groups within East Cushitie. 

The attestation of Dullay and Konsoid varieties has improved considerably since my work 

in the 1970s. This is especially so for Dullay; a major work by Ambom, Minkcr and Sasse (1980) 

focused largely on the Harso, Dobase and Gollango varieties, while Sava’s (2005) deseribed the 

more distinctive Ts’amakko dialect. In addition, Tosco has produced a number of papers on 

Gawwada, and promises to produce a grammar and a dictionary (for details see Tosco n.d.). In 

addition, a paper by Girard (2002) provides a lexical and phonological comparison of data from 

fifteen Dullay varieties that tends to eonfirm they are conneeted in a network of mutual 

intelligibility, so they might be considered a single language despite notable dialectal variation. 

For Konsoid my manuscript descriptions of Konso (Black 1973a, Black and Otto 1973) 

and Dirayta (my Gidolc, Black 1973b) are surely being surpassed by more recent studies, but many 

of these also remain unpublished. References can be found in two recent works whieh are at least 

available from the internet, namely a grammar of Konso by Ongaye Oda Orkaydo (2013) and a 

study of Dirayta (or Diraytata) by Wondwosen (2006). While Konso and Dirayta themselves are 

quite different and surely not mutually intelligible, they may also be connected in a chain of mutual 

intelligibility by such intermediate varieties as Mashile; see Black (1992). 

As noted above, a striking characteristic of the phonologies of both Dullay and Konsoid 

varieties is that all except the Ts’amakko variety of Dullay have lost an earlier contrast between the 

Proto-East Cushitie (PEC) voiced and voiceless stops. As shown in Table 1, this contrast was 

between ’^d and “^t and between ’^g and ’•'k, with the stop ’"b having no voieeless eounterpart. Where 

the contrast was lost (i.c. ignoring Ts’amakko), furthermore, the reflexes of voiceless stops varies 

in a geographically similar way across both groups. 

Reflexes of Proto-East Cushitie (PEC) voiced and voiceless stops 

PEC in Dullay varieties in Konsoid varieties 

Ts’amakko 

(Ts) 

Gawwada 

(Ga) 

Gollango 

(Go) 

Harso/Dobese 

(HD) 

Konso 

(Ko) 

Mashile 

(Ma) 

Dirayta 

(Di) 

*b b P P P P P p/f 

*d d t t t t t t 

*t t t t C t t S 

R k k k k k k 
*k k x/h h h/x k/x X h 
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Specifically, whereas PEC *t simply merged with *d to yield 1 in more southern varieties 

of both groups, in the northernmost Dullay varieties of Harso and Dobese it was palatalised to c, 

while in the northernmost Konsoid varieties (Mussiya as well as Dirayta) it was both palatalised 

and fricativised to s. Thus PEC *tuf- > Afar (Af), Somali (So), Oromo (Or), Ts, Ga, Go, Ko tif-, 

but in northern Dullay HD cuf- and northern Konsoid Di siih- ‘spit’. (For PEC *d eompare PEC 

*dar‘- > Or daar-aa Ts dar‘-o, Ga, Go, HD tar‘-o, Ko tdr-a, Ma tar'-a, Di tdrd’-at ‘ashes’.) 

Meanwhile, in all varieties except Konso (and of course Ts’amakko) PEC *k tends to 

become a fricative x in more southern varieties and h in more northern ones, as in PEC *kirb- > Or 

sirh- (noun sirh-a), Ts kihir (noun kihir-ko, pi. kirh-e), Ga xirip-. Go, HD hirip-, Ko kirp-, Ma xirp- 

, Di hirp- ‘dance’. In Konso *k also became x, but only before *o, as in PEC *kool- > Or koi-a, 

Borana (Bo), ko6l-a Ts kool-o, Ko xool-a. Go hdol-o ‘wing’, HD hdol-o ‘feather’. (In the northern 

Dullay varieties of Harso and Dobese x is sometimes heard instead of h, but the difference may not 

be phonemic (Ambom, Minkcr & Sasse 1980: 73), while in the south h is heard instead of x in 

some Gawwada varieties (Tosco 2006: 890). For PEC *g compare *gar‘- > Or gar-aa ‘stomach’, 

Ts gara‘-te, Ga kar'-etto. Go kar'-itto, HD kara‘-ce, Ko kdr-itta, Ma kar’-a, Di karD ‘belly’.) 

Despite the similarities, the changes in the two groups could not be viewed as ‘shared 

innovations’ in the nonnal sense. Because the reflexes of *t remain distinct from those of *d in at 

least Harso/Dobase within Dullay and in Dirayta within Konsoid, it is possible to reconstruct this 

distinction for the protolanguage of each of the two groups, even if the Ts’amakko data is ignored. 

The same is true of *k and *g. 

While these changes thus cannot represent a single innovation within a common ancestor 

shared by Dullay and Konsoid, their similarity seems too great to explain as mere eoincidenec. 

Even so. I’m at a loss to provide any full explanation of it. The mere merger of voiced and voiceless 

stops is no problem: if this happened in a Konsoid variety, such as Konso, for example, and then 

the same people increasingly came to speak a Dullay variety, such as Gawwada, then of course 

they might also fail to reproduce the distinction between voiced and voiceless stops in the latter. 

The difficulty is where voiced and voiceless stops have not merged, with the contrast being 

maintained in some other way. 

For example, *g and *k continue as k and x respectively in Mashilc of the Konsoid group 

and in Gawwada of the Dullay group. But how could this change in a Konsoid variety have 

promoted a similar change in a Dullay variety, or vice versa? For example, if the change happened 

first in Mashile, and then many Mashile speakers began speaking Gawwada, they could of course 

have difficulty reproducing a distinction between *g and *k in the latter, but what would lead them 

to render the *k as x? One is left to wonder about silly scenarios: could speakers of one variety 

notice that more and more speakers of the language next door are pronouncing x where they used 

to pronounce k, and thinking it’s trendy, they decide to do the same in their own language? 

The above are not the only phonological similarities. Within Konsoid, for example, the 

more northern Dirayta and North Mussiya have an ejective k’ corresponding to implosive g’ in 

Mashile and South Mussiya and uvular q in Konso (Black 1974: 254; Black 1992); e.g. Di k’eed’- 

, Ma g’eed’-, Ko qeed'- ‘take’. Similarly ejective k’ is at least more common in northern Dullay 

varieties, sometimes corresponding to uvular q in more southern varieties and an implosive or 

ejective q ’ in Ts’amakko, as in HD k’awho, Ga qawho, Ts q ’awko ‘man, person’. As another sort 

of similarity. Black (1974: 273, 290-291) noted that earlier word-initial *wa developed into o in 

both Dullay and Konsoid, but this too cannot be considered a shared innovation unless the proposed 

classification is grossly wrong. 
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There arc also a number of grammatical similarities between Dullay and Konsoid that may 

represent innovations, though apparently spread by diffusion rather than inherited from a common 

protolanguage. Some of the more straightforward ones noted by Sasse (1986: 332-334) include the 

use of pronominal ‘selectors’ (if not found in Ts’amakko), an existential verb used as copula (if 

only in the negative in Konso), an inceptive marker -um- (again not in Ts’amakko?), a nominal 

suffix -aampAamp to denote persons characterised by a permanent quality, doubling of the final 

consonant of some verbs to form a ‘singularative’ or ‘punctual’ (c.g. Konso ik- ‘drink’, ik-k- ‘take 

a drink’), and a tense form in -n- (apparently a fossilised form of a stative verb). Black (1976: 298) 

also noted that just such northern Konsoid varieties as Dirayta used a suffix -m to form questions, 

as in the Gollango and Gawwada varieties of Dullay (sec Ambom, Minker and Sasse 1980: 125). 

5. Conclusion 

While this is far from an exhaustive survey of developments within East Cushitic, it should 

suggest that there is little basis for classifying these languages on the basis of shared innovations 

alone. While evidence for phonological innovation is ample, unlike in some areas of Australia, 

there is often little basis for deciding which ones could have occurred in shared protolanguages and 

thus provide evidence for subgrouping — except, of course, to the extent we already have 

independent evidence for the classification, such as from lexicostatistics. To cite an extreme 

example, the fact that earlier *k became h in northern varieties of both Dullay and Konsoid surely 

cannot provide any support for subgrouping those varieties together against the remaining varieties 

of both groups. 

This does not mean that we should ignore possible shared innovations in favour of 

lexicostatistical evidence alone. While lexicostatistical approaches have an advantage in that they 

normally do provide some sort of evidence for subgrouping, this evidence may not be precise 

enough to distinguish some valid groupings, especially at great time depths, where more traditional 

lexicostatistical approaches tend to become useless. (This is not to deny the value of lexical 

evidence more generally for establishing even quite remote linguistic relationships; cf. Fleming 

2008.) More sophisticated computational approaches and perhaps other possible innovations, such 

as ones based on identifying reconstructible protoforms, could improve the precision and range of 

application significantly, but I doubt they will solve all problems. 

What this means, of course, is that the comparativist should ideally exploit all evidence 

available, both from lexicostatistics and from shared innovations. I believe that this is exactly what 

Ehret (1991: 213) was doing in citing evidence of shared innovations to ‘affirm’ the distinctness of 

Lowland East Cushitic and to provide ‘solid support’ for Southern Lowland. Furthermore, more or 

less as Bowem (2010: 3845) stresses, such evidence can shed light on areal diffusion as well as on 

genetic classification: we should not be disappointed when the evidence for subgrouping is 

problematic, because this may provide insights into such other aspects of historical development. 
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The present study is devoted to Harold Fleming. In the field of Afroasiatic languages he 
concentrated especially on the Cushitic and Omotic branches; the latter was even his 
“child.” The comparison of the reconstructed pronominal systems of these two branches 
demonstrates that they represented independent, but certainly related, branches. By the 
way, the common pronominal system is amongst the strongest arguments for the 
genealogical relationship of the Afroasiatic languages. On the other hand, such languages 

as South Omotic (Aroid) disagree with this common pattern, and so their (rare) common 

lexicon with North Omotic is better explainable as a result of convergence. 

The purposes of the present contribution are as follows: 
(1) Summarization of all relevant data from Cushitic and Omotic languages. 
(2) Summarization of all relevant data from other Afroasiatic branches, i.e. Semitic, Egyptian, 

Berber and Chadic. 

(3) Differentiation between archaisms and innovations in the individual pronominal systems. 

(4) Reconstruction of the partial pronominal proto-systems in individual branches, based on their 
sub-branches or lower groups. 

(5) Mutual comparison of the partial pronominal protosystem leading to the gradual 

reconstruction of the Afroasiatic pronominal protosystem. 

(6) Identification of main tendencies in development of the pronominal system of Afroasiatic. 

1. Cushitic 
1.1. North Cushitic; Beja' 

1 Subject Object Possessive'’ 

■ Panr m. -he-b-a < 

*hd-i- 

f -he-b-i < *h6-i- 

0 ?a- 

har-iilc' -hd-ka -ka ti-...-a 

2f hat-ilU -hd-ki -ki ti-...-i 

3 m. bar-iis- -hd-s -s ?i- 

3f hat-iU -ti 

PI. 1 c. hanan, hanin, hinin -hd-n -n ni- 

2 m. bara-k(na) -hd-kna -kna ti-...-na 

2f batd-k(na) 

3 m. bard-s(naf -hd-sna -sna^ ?i-...-na 

3 f batd-sfnaf 

NOTES 
1. Reinisch 1893, 157 (Beni Amer). 

2. Bis, Hal (Reinisch), Art (Hudson) Pane. Bender 1971, 238 quotes anii. Roper 1928, 26 differs the genitive 

forms in Hadendiwa ?an-i- ~ Pun-i- for sg. and ?an-i- for pi. - see also Hudson 1976, 130-131. 
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3. Vycichl 1953, 158-160 connects the element bar- with Eg h: "soul" < *hir, cf. Bed hiy, 6/'"mcmber", e- 

hiye-h "er sclbst", similarly Eg ds "self vs. Arab "body". Beehhaus-Gerst 1985, 125-128 derives the 

*har- from the verb hari "to have, to possess" and interprets e.g. har-tlk as "deine Habe" or "das, w'as du 

hast". Zaborski 1989. 653 notices that bar "property" is feminine while f. forms of sg. pronouns arc *hart- 

uk, *barl-us. 

4. Art bar-i-6-k "thou" f sg. ace. (Hudson 1976. 112). 

5. Bis sg. har-uh / bat-uh, pi. hard-lma / batd-hna (Reinisch). 

6. Sg.: nom. ace. -d-; pL: nom. -d-, acc. -e-. 

7. Art -hina (Hudson 1976, 111). 

8. Zaborski 1975, 13-25. 

1.2. Central Cushitic: Agaw 

1 1 Subject' Oblique case 
(possession)' 

Prefix 
conjugation 

(Awngi, Xamta)*^ 

Suffix 
conjugation 

(prefixes of the 

auxiliary)'^ ■ *an/*dtr < 

*?anP/*?ami 

*y3- < *yi / *yii *?a- *-a- 

< *'?anti/*'?antii *k"3- < *ku *ti- *-ta- 

wm *kd- < *ki *vi- 

*iji < *mr *tj3- < *mi-- Aw. ti- *-a- 

_ EM *t)3ti < *mi-ti^ *-ta- ■ *dnn < *?in- or *?iin- 

i *-na / *-ni / *-nii^ 

*dn(a)- < 

*?ina- 

dn-...-ir *-na- 

1 ■ -reti < *-tin *-tina- 

*rja < -nit *-na- 

NOTES 
1. The reconstructions follow Appleyard 1986. 202-211. 

2. Sasse 1981, 144 reconstructs *?ane. 
3. Cf. Aw (Conti Rossini) anT, Kuntal ane. 

4. Sasse l.c.: *3nt; Xr hit, X ket(a)/kit, Xt kit represent forms of the object case series, cf B1 acc. k''at. 

5. Appleyard 1986, 220 sees hypothetical parallels in the Afar demonstrative element -md- and Dahalo 

Pummdmit "they" (rather from *?ud-mamii-\ see Zaborski 1989, 650), Iraqw umu "each, every". Cf also 

Chadic: Sura-Gerka *mu "they", Masa *imi "he". On the other hand, forms with initial tj- exist, too: EDng 

ijadr(d) "he", B1 tja- "he", tjii- "they". Voigt 1978, 51 connects CCush *9-forms with Msg n-forms of the 3P. 

Appleyard 1986, 219-220 sees traces of the A A pronoun m. *niwa in the CCush reflexive pronoun: Bl. Xr 

sii, Falasa -isoo. 

6. Sasse l.c.: *?andri. The forms with initial r- (Bl, Xr, X) arc influenced by oblique case pronoun *ye- 

"me/my". Comparing the data of other Cush and AA branches, an original proto-form could be *Pan-himi > 
*?annii (SCCush), b) *PanVn (Km, Qw), c) *?anm > *?inan > *?wna (others). . 

7. Originally probably *?an-tiini. Xr kiiten, X ketoii, Xt kitin represent the forms of the object case series. 

8. Zaborski 1975, 123-126. 

9. Zaborski 1975, 124-141. 
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1.3. East Cushitic 

■ ■ Subject Object m 
Sg. ■ *?ani' *yj / *yji *ya/*yi/*yn'- *Pa- *-i-yiL^ 1 

mo 1 
2 c. Vati- *ku / *kf *ka/*ku/*ki *ta- *-i-tu *-ti/*-to 

3 
m. 

*Pisa^ *ya- c. *-a c. *-P;? 

1 3 f *PisiP *(?i)sf' *Pisfavp *ta- 

■ *(?an-)hiniL *na/*niV*nu *(Pan-/*Pin-) 

*na/*ni/*nu 

*na- *-mi/*- 

mo/ 

*-min V ■ ■ *?atin V/*?atim V 

< *?atunfi 

*kini/ 

*kim(n)a^^ 

*kinna^^l 

*kuni 

*ta-...-in *-i-tin *-ta 

3 *?isinV/*?immV 

< *?isunL 

*?isin V/*?usim V 

< *PisunP 

*PisinV/*PimmV 

< *PisunP in 

*-i-n? *-0 or 
*-«r? 1 

NOTES 
1. The final vowels of the form *'?am and the variant *?anu, known from Sa-Af and Du (cf also Bed anu by 

Bender), were identified with the noun subject case marker. Analogically, Oromoid object case forms adopted 

the absolute case suffix: Oromo Tulema ana, na, Ko ana, Masile ana (Appleyard 1986, 213). Ar ve, El mve, 

veto. Das VM represent the original object case form, similarly Ya Uge? < *?a-ki-yi with the masculine marker 

*-ki- used in possessive suffixes. 

2. Sa-Af and Du forms have again the final vowel *-u. Ar ke, El kese, kilo. Das kimni represent the original 

object case form. Ya ad<^uk > *?a-ki-ku (see fh. 1). 

3. It is not evident if ECush *5 is a correct reflex of AA *s (> Sem *s Eg s/-f, etc.) and ECush *s is a positional 

variant (Basse 1979, 33-35) or vice versa. Any convergence in development is possible here, cf Br m./f 

isi/isi, Ts tlJii/Tse vs. Eg (nt)f/(nt)-s, Mh he/se, Sq v/ieAe. 

4. Only Das preserves the archaic Inclusive muuni, but some forms can be derived from the same root, cf Bo 

*une < *wunV < *mun- (?), Som Benadir anun-ka < *?an-mun-‘? The loss o{*m before *u has an analogy 

e.g. in Boni ?u-(w)ud "I die" < *?a-mut- (Voigt 1987, 330). 

5. A hypothetical proto-form *?an-himi developed in various ways: a) > > *?anahnu > *nahnu > *ndnn (Sa- 
Af, Br) or *nah (Re), b) > > *?anhini > *nhini or *nihni (Das, cf. Lambcrti’s transcription of the object case 

form nhi = Basse’s ~ nr, Sid, Ya); c) > > *?anihnu > *?inihnu > *?innu or *?inni (Som, El, Ar, Ko. Gidole, 

Du); d) > > *?a}iuhin > *nuhin (Oromo). 

6. Sid, Ha kLne and Du (except Tsamay) *kunV represent forms of the object case series. Perhaps the other 

forms with initial sibilants belong here, too (Appleyard 1986, 218). 

7. Sa-Af, Omo-Tana, Du *kii, Oromoid, HECush *ki. The original gender distinction is lost. 

8. Du -na-, cf W+CChad obj. *na/*nil Oromo inni has been analyzed as *is + subject case ending *-ni 

(Appleyard 1986, 220). 

9. Lamberti 1989 quotes Das nhi, cf fin.5. 

10. Cf Ts -hunna-. Som idin and Das ''itini represent forms of the subject case series. 

11. See Appleyard 1984, 13. 

12. Or *-?ya, cf Sid -?ya poss., Kam -?e obj., Ya -?i poss. suffixes? 

13. Cf Re m./f -k/t-inna. 

14. Zaborski 1975, 29-53. 

15. Basse 1981, 140; Band 1987, 155-156. 

16. Sem, Eg and Berb stative endings of the IP sg. are -ku while ECush has *-yu. Is it an analogy 

corresponding with subject pronouns *'?an-T vs. *‘?an-?akn or an archaism analyzable on the example of 

Dasenec possessive -cu < *-k-yu7 This hypothetical possibility supposes to analyze the ending *-ku in studied 
branches as masculine marker *-k- + possessive *-yu, cf. Eg -k(w)j vs. dependent IP sg. pronoun iw/wj < 
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*v)/. There is the only hypothetical possibility of reconstructing the archaic pronoun *?an-?aku in Cush here, 

to reconstruct it on the basis of Ik (Nilo-Saharan) jk' "1" (Hetzron 1980, 12), if we accept the borrowing ijt- 

from (E?)Cush. 
17. Dolgopolskij 1972; Zaborski 1975, 101; Voigt 1978, 48; Sim 1988. 

1.4. South Cushitic: Iraqwoid (West Rift) & Ma’a 

possessive'* verbal endings Ma’a 1 

1 *?ani\ *?ana- *-?i^ *-0 ani 

*kii *-kii e. *-/7 c. dri 

*ki *-ki 

c. *?ina^ e. *-si *-/ c. na-PanP 

*-it 

PI. *hanti(ra) / "^PatVn- 
4 

*-ri *-an nine 

*hiinkiira *-kii-na / *-ki-na *-tu kiine 

*?inaPi *-?i-na kini 

1.5. Dahalo 

subject possessive verbal endings 

1^9 1 c. Pdnyi'^ Pi -o 

2 m. c. Paata kii c. - Vto 

2 f. ki 

3 m. Pudn -dn^^ -i 

3f. Pidi'' -dP^ -Vto 

1 c. nydnyi -ni -Vmi 

Pcitta kuna -Vten 

3 m. PiimmdmiP~ c. Pinyd c. -eeN 

3 f. 1 td-Pini 

NOTES 
A. Kiessling 2002, 290. 

B. Kiessling 2002, 274. 

1. Ir an(i), Gorowa ani (Whiteley - sec Zaborski 1989, 668). 

2. Al, Bur an(a), cf Asa -ana "my" (Ehret 1980, 283). 

3. Lambert! 1989 quotes the contracted form ?is "he, she". 

4. Ir aten, IBur (Jandire, A\ danda {Ehret 1980,282, 184 differentiates two roots: *?ata-(an-) "you" (pi.) with 

shifted meaning in Iraqw and *nan/*nani "we"). 

5. Ir e. Bur ayi, Al /, cf also Qwd -?e, Mbugu -ke, Dahalo ?i (Ehret 1980, 289). 
6. Ir -ren. Bur -or "our" (Ehret 1980, 284). 

7. Ehret 1980, 65. 

8. Elderkin 1988.94-95. 

9. Ehret 1980, 291, while Tucker 1967, 23-24 quotes/tt/, for which sec Zaborski 1989,651 supposes a foreign 

origin, cf. Bantu demonstrative hu-. 

10. Ehret, Elderkin. Nurse 1989, 20. Damman had recorded ana/ani (Dolgopolskij 1973, 21 1). 

11. Ehret 1980, 290. Tucker has recorded Pitji (Ehret, Elderkin, Nurse 1989, 21). 

12. Zaborski 1989, 650: *?ud-mamu. 

13. Ehret 1980, 295, 290. Cf Tucker’s record Pismi "him". Pisii "her" (Ehret, Elderkin, Nurse 1989, 21). 
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1.6. Cushitic pronominal protosystem 

■ Subject Object Possessive Stative 

EM 1 *?an-yi/-yii *yi / *\u *f?]va/*f?]vi/*f?lvu *?a- 

2 *kii / *ki *ka/*kii/*ki *ta- *-i-tn 

3 m. *?isa *va- c. *-a 

*?isay *ta- 

*na/*ni/*nu *(?an-/*?in-)na/*ni/*nu *na- *-i-nu 

2 *'?an-timi *kim/*kun(n)a *kinnal*kimi *ta-...-in *-i-tin 

3 *?isuni *?isuni *ya-...-in *-i-n‘? 

2. Omotic 

Independent personal pronouns [ 

_ 

North Omotic 

proper 
Dizi Hozo Aroid 1 

EM 1 yinu~ na-nga'^ *?i(-nta)'^ 

2 c. *ni(-ni/-na)' yetii^ hi-nga" *ya(-nay^ 

3 m. *?is(-i/-a)~ itf, izu *nu'^ 

3 f. *?is(-a/-uP izi 

PI. 1 in. *nJ 

1 ex. *nu(-ni/-naf inn *wV(-tVy^ 

2 c. *?antu(-ni/-na) iti *vV(-tVj^ 

3 c. *?usi(-ni/-na)~ isi *kV(-tV)'^ 

1 Verbal affixes | 

1 North Omotic proper Dizi Aroid 

*-anJ^ / -no^^ *-zT^ < *Pinta 
*-atV‘‘^ -to *-ay / *-an^^ < *-yanl 

1 *-ay--° -(G)o *-a[nf^- 
*-aw-~' -(G)e n *-nV- -h-no~^ *.oP^ < *-wVt7 

B *-tV[n]~^ -i-to~^ *-eP^ / *-n^^ < *-tVn or *- 
yVnt? 

1_ -i-so *-elf^ / *-n^^ < *-kVn7 | 

NOTES 
1. Bender 1989, 12 reconstructs common the Omotic IP sg. nom. *anti / acc. *anta and 2P sg. *ani / *ana. 

But it seems to be more helpful to explain these forms as Nilo-Saharan borrowings (Voigt 1978, 44-45). Kf 

ane, and "1" (Reinisch) and Se ados "thou" (d'Abbadie) are rather ECush borrowings than archaisms. 

2. The forms of 3P with initial b-\ Koyra m. sg. he. Ye sg. m./f/pl. haas/har/haaso, Kf sg./pl. bi/bondsi, 

Sinasa sg. m./f/pl. bl, bii/bt, bii/bd, bo are related doubtless with Bnc reflexive stem ha. Cf also Bed 

demonstrative ba- "that" (Reinisch). Kf sg. m./f ard/are correspond with Dokka (Conti Rossini) dra. 

3. The opposition of inclusive/exclusive is described in Zayse nu-/ni- (Hayward 1990, 266) and Bnc ni/nu 

(Breeze 1990, 11-12). The proto-language projection is only hypothetically based on comparison with ECush 
data. 
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4. Allan 1976, 383-4. 
5. Bender 1975, 103: 'ini'iii. Fleming 1990b, 28: nay, cf. Shako i(n)- "my" (DolgopoLskij 1973, 22), Nao na 

"1" (Bender). 

6. Cf. Shako V'r7a, while Nao ne corresponds with the "NOmotic proper" forms. 

7. Bender 1975, 103: izii. Hetzron 1988, 110: isu. Allan l.c. quotes the object form izn. 

8. Fleming 1990b, 29: ina. Shako neta and Nao natokmi represent different forms. 

9. Hozo forms after Fleming 1988. Hozo -tjga means "that" aeeording to Bender 1990, 605. 

10. Bmb tiya (Bender), tisa, ti (Fleming) eorrespond with the typical NOmotic proper pronoun *ta-. Sezo ha- 

s£ is puzzling. 
11. Cf Bmb hiiya, Sezo (Fleming), originally *ki-‘? Ganza /jc (Bender 1990, 604) represents the typical 

NOmotic "Proper" pronoun. 

12. Ganza mu "we" ean represent an AA arehaisms (although Bender 1990, 609 eonneets it with Komo amiin 

"we" e.), ef Das mthini, NHECush IP pi. verbal ending *-mV(nV) and numerous Chadic eognates. Bmb 

hamilf, hamhile (Fleming) belong perhaps here too. But Sezo ciol-sc is puzzling. 

13. Cf the Ari unaffixed stem ?i. subject Pita, possessive Pisten (Hayward 1990, 448), Hamer / / into / in- 

(Lydall 1976, 414-415). The Dime object form i.s- (Fleming 1990a, 521) and Ari possessive Pisten can 

correspond with Sem (Akk + Ebl) dative *y[i\\]asi, CCush: Qwyisi, etc. and HECush: Ha, K.am object form 

e(e)s- - see tab. 5, fn. 25. 

14. Cf Ari aa/aand/aanten. Hm a/ya/an. Dm yaa(i)/(y)in-/in-. Lamberti’s transcription of Ari ha- allows to 

reconstmet *hya-, which suggests Mao (fh. 11). Bender 1989, 6, 13 supposes for this SOmotic pronoun a 

Nilotic origin. Dm f aytu (Fleming 1990a, 521) is borrowed from ECush or it is an archaism related with 

Dizoid and other AA forms? 

15. A:-forms are also used: Ari (unaffixed stem) m./f ki/ko vs. subj. n6(o)/nd(a), Hamer ki/ko vs. kisi, kidi/kosi, 

kodi. Dime kin-/kon- vs. nuu/naa. This pronominal stem can be related with Cush and Chad masculine 

determiner *ku (DolgopolskiJ 1973, 258-259; Hetzron 1980. 18-21). 

16. PI. forms are evidently influenced by Nilotic, cf Teso pi.: l.i./c. onilis(y)o. l.yesi, 3. kesi, Nyangton 1. 

suwa, 2. ezi, 3. keci (Bender 1989, 6, 7, 13). 

17. Ye -atj- (Fleming), plus past -i/en, nonpast -a/una (Cerulli) - see Hetzron 1988, 112-113. 

18. Ometo *-ay- (Zaborski 1984, 25). K.f pl./impf -t/h-e (Bender 1975, 104). 

19. Ye -at-, resp. past, -i/ete, nonpast -e/iita, Wolaita -te (Chiomio) - see Zaborski l.e.). Gf -ay eould originate 

hypothetically from *-at/i- (Hetzron 1988, 114). The usual Ometo ending -a ean represent the original *-at 

with loss of the -/ in final position. 

20. Ye -e, resp. past -i/-e, Om *-e-, Kf -t/h-e. 

21. Ye -0-, Om *-aw-. 

22. Ye -ini- or -hi-, besides past -(e/i)n\, nonpast -a/uni, Gf -ino, Wol -ana (Zaborski 1984, 28: 
Jussive/subjunetive), Kf -t/h-one. 

23. Ye -etio, -ti-, past -(o)ti, nonpast -ati, Gf, Woi -eta, (Chiomio) -ite, -eti, -etan, Ku -ita (Zaborski 1984, 

25-28), Ki-t/h-ote. 

24. Ye -(t)e-, past -e/ite, Kf pf -t-ete. 

25. Ye -u/one, Om *-ona, *-iina, Ku -ino (Zaborski 1984, 25, 27), Kf -t/m-inao. 

26. Cf Shako in (Hetzron 1988, 112). 

27. Cf Shako m-. 

28. Cf Shako it-. 

29. Dm -it. -et, Ari -it, Ga -it (Fleming 1990a, 522-523: Dime; Hayward 1990, 448: Ari; Bender 1989, 7: Ga, 
Hm). 

30. Ari. Ga -ay, ? Flm -a. 

31. Dm -en. 

32. Ari -a, -e, Ga -a, -e, -iy. Dm -en. 

33. Ari -o(o)t, Ga -ot, Hm -o. Dm -et. 

34. Ari et, Ga -ft, Hm -e. 

35. Dm -en. 

36. Ari -ek, Ga -fk, -ak. 

37. Dm -en. 
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3. Semitic 

Subject series || 

Direct case Akkadian 
stative 

WSemitic 
perfect’’ 

Imperfect'^ 

Sg. 1 *['Pa]ku' 

*'Pan-akii < *?an-?aku- 

*'?an-a < *?an-?a^ 

*?an-T< l*?an-[?]vi^ 

-dkii'"^ *-ku *'Pa- 

2 m. Van-ta- -dta'^ *-ta *ti- 

2 f. Van-tL -ati *-ti *ti-...-T 

3 m. *suwa^ -ii'^ *-a'^ *yi- 

3f. *siva^ -at'^ *-at'^ *yi-/*ti- 

PI. 1 c. *hinna/*hanV’, *naha^ 

*(?a)mhna/u > 
*(‘Pa)hina/u‘^ 

-arm *-na *m- 

2 m. *?an-tiimu'^ -dtumP^ *-tumu'^ *ti-...-u 

2f. *?an-tin(n)a" -dtina *-tin(n)a'^ *ti-...-d/-na 

3 m. ik P *sumn -li'^ -iT^ 

3 f. *sin(n)a'^ -a'” *yi-/*ti-...-d/-na 

Object series 

Indirect case (Akkadian & Eblaite) Possessive 

gcn.-acc. dat. 

1 c. *vfiwja-tr' *yfiw]a-si *-T, -*ya/*-ni *.^26 

2 m. *kuwd-ti *kuwd-si *-ka *-ku 

*-ki *-ki 

*yuwd-si *-Sll *-sii 

*sivd-si *-sd/*-sT *-sT 

EH! m *mf?]a-ti *ni[?Jd-si *-na, *-m, 

2 m. *kunu-ti *kunii-si *-kumu-^ 
-1 

*kind-ti *kind-si *-kin(n)a 

*mnu-t'r^ *simu-si 
* ■’8 -siimu 

nm *^ina-ti *sind-si *-sin(n)a 

NOTES 
1. Sq ho(h), Ji he, Mh hoh (Affuso 1977, 252). 
2. The different vocalization of final vowel is attested in Tell Amama anuki, Ph ?nky, Hbr Parroki, Samaritan 

andki, OAram ?nky - a result of dissimilation or an influence of the form *?an-T (Barth 1913, 4)? 

3. OBab ana, Ebl an-na; Ugar 'Pan, Syr 'Pend, Arab 'Pand (Yemenite, Hadramaut: m./f Pana/'PanT), Sb 'Pn, Gz 

Pand. Barth 1913, 3: *Pan-Pa. 

4. Hbr Pant, Arab (Syria, Iraq), 'Pam. Barth 1913, 4: *'Pan-i < *-ya. 

5. The different forms (adopted from the object series) are attested in Modern South Arabian m./f *kat/*kit 

> Mh, Hr het/hit, Sq het/hit, Ji het/hit, and some Ethio-Semitic: Argobba anka, Harari axdx/axds, Caha 

axa/asa, etc. < *'Panka (Affuso 1977, 261). 
6. The reconstruction of Sem *s - see Djakonov 1965, 26; he reconstructed *sii(?a)/*si(Pa) (l.c. 69, accepted 

by Dolgopolsky 1989). Djakonov 1965, 222 prefers to reconstruct *suwa / *.siya. 

7. Syr hnan, Arab (CArabia) hinna, (Algeria) hnd, etc., Sq han, Te henna (Barth 1913, 7). 
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8. Affuso 1977, 256; Simeonc-Senellc 1997, 387: Mh nha, nahfd), Ji nha, }{r snhd. 

9. Akk nihjt. OAss ytemi, Ph '?nhn, Hbr (‘Pd)?7ahnfi, Aram Pdnahnd, Arab nahnu. Sb ?Jibbali inhan, Gz 

nelvid. Ty iielma. 

10. The «-forms like Akk attimu. Ebl an-da-nu. Aram Paltun. Syr Patton. Sq tan arc influenced by f. forms? 

11. The geminate -nn- is attested in Hbr Patten(n)d and Arab Puttuna with -tt- adopted from m. form. 

12. The n-forms like Akk htnit, Ebl sti-nii. Syr hennon, ISqyhen are influenced by the f. forms? 

13. A different initial sibilant seems to be in SArabian: Mh m./f. hem/sen. Jibbali ht/se. 'Sqyhen/sen. Is it an 

influence of various following vowels: *sit- vs. *si- > *.f;-? 

14. Dolgopolsky 1984, 68 and 1989 analyzes the Akk pattern characterized by generalization of-a- on the 

example of 1. salmdkii "valeo" < salim-a * ''akii "valens ego", 2.m. salmdta < *salim-a ^ ta, 2.f. salmdti < 

*.salim-at + ti, etc. The ending -a represents the predicative case for m. 

15. Cf. nAss sg. -aka. pi. -dkunu with -k- adopted from the object scries. 

16. Originally gender (m./f.) markers of the predicate (Diakonoff 1988, 92). 

17. The WSem pattern *-ku, *-ta/*-ti for the IP and 2P sg. has developed in CScm in *-tii, *-ta / while 

in SSem in *-kii. *-ka/*-ki. 

18. SSem m.T. *kiimit/*kinna > Yemenite Arab ku/kim. Mh -kem/-kann. Sq -kinZ-kin. Gz -kemmiiZ-ken. Gafat 

-hidni / -h"en (Belova 1988, 29). 

19. The vocalization follows Dolgopolsky 1989. The other interpretations see Diakonoff 1988, 80, 84. 

20. The pronominal gcn./'acc. ending -ti corresponds to Hbr nota accusativi f/, et and the Bed accusative 

marker -t (Klingenheben 1951, 84-85). The other parallels sec in CCush: B1 acc. 1P yet. 2P k"'et, Xt yit. kit. 

Km yfr, ku (Appleyard), maybe Sid yot/e "me". See also tab. 6, fri. 4. 

21. The reconstruction is based on the Akk independent possessive i-i-a-ii-m, i.c.jawtim (Soden 1952, 45). 

22. Gen./acc. also Ugar hwt, Qtb Siw(t), Sb hwt, Gz we'‘etil < *h''e'‘etii < *hu''dnl (Diakonoff 1990, 24). 

23. Gen./acc. also Ugar hyt, Qtb .sjyt, Sb hyt, GzyaPatT < *h'ePetT < hiPdtT. 

24. Gen./acc. also Ugar hmt, Ph rnt. Sb hmt, Gz ‘‘emiintii with *-m-, which is probably original, cf ftn. 18. 

25. The pronominal dative ending *-si corresponds to Sem nominal locativc-tcrminativc / dative in 

.sV. The same case marker is known also from the CCush dative: Km ya.sa, kit.sa, Qwyisl, kiisi. Aw /v/.v, km 

(Castellino 1962, 35-36; Appleyard 1986, 203). ECush object form as Ha, Kam e(e).s, ke(e)s represent 

probably the same case ending. The other ECush data - see Hetzron 1980, 17. 

26. Personal marker of the IP sg. *Pa- of the prefix conjugation has probably the same origin (Barth 

1913, 3). Dolgopolsky (p.c,) supposed the oldest dative-orientation for the AA verb conjugated prefixally. 

27. All dative plural forms in Akk are extended by the case endings: OBab -si(m). Ass -ti. while ending -ti is 

used in acc. pi. in OBab (Soden 1952, 43). 

28. Only Akk and Ebl forms have -n- as /- forms, cf fn. 10, 12. 

4. Egyptian 

Independent' Suffixed'' 

Archaic Egyptian' Late Egyptian' Coptic Archaic 

Egyptian 

Sg- 1 ink < *?andkii ink < *?andku anok, anak -/ < *-i 
2 m. fH7 < *kiiwdtP nt-k < *nijtdka^ ntok -k < *-ka 

2 f. tmt < *kimdti nt-l < *nijtdkf nto -t < *-ki 

3 m. .swt < *sim'dtP nt-f< *nijtd.s"'^ ntof -/■< 

3f. stt < *sitdti nt-s < *nijtdsa nto.s -.V < *-sa 

PI. 1 c. inn < *'?andniP anon, anan -n < *-na 

2 c. nt-tn < 

*nijtdkim'^ 

ntdtn -In < *-kiinu 

3 c. nP-sn < 

*nijtdsim^ 

nt-sn < *nijtdsun^ -sn < *-siinu 

nt-w ntow 

Dependent Old Perfect'^ (Pseudoparticiple) 
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rz Archaic^ Late‘ Archaic' Late' 1 
1 iw'^, wj< *yu/*wil wj -k(i)'^ 
2 m. kw < *kuwa /w -Hi) -H 
2f. Im < *kima In -Hi) -ti 
3 m. ^^.13 *suwa sw -hN/-/ 

3f. sj < *siya sf^ -tj -H 1 
PI. 1 c. n < *nal n -nw'^ 

2 c. In < *kunu tn -tjwn 

sn < *sunu -(w)^^ 1 
llcM -V f- -H 1 

NOTES 
1. The reconstructions follow Satzinger 1987, if other authors are not quoted. 

2. The oldest attested forms while 1 means later forms although sometimes also very old, e.g. nt-k is known 

already from the Pyramid Texts. 

3. Originally the object case forms with exact parallels in Sem (Akk + Ebl), acc. *kuwdti, *suwdti. Cf 

independent forms SArabian m./f *kat/ *kit and CCush: Xr kilt, kit, X ket(d) /kit, Xt kat (Affuso 1977, 263; 

Diakonoff 1988, 78-79). 

4. Diakonoff 1988, 78. 

5. The interpretation of nt is ambigous; a) njt "essence, identity, contents" by Gunn and Callender - see 

Zaborski 1989, 653; b) "presence" by Satzinger 1987; c) nt "person /property" by Vycichl 1954, 368; d) an 

infinitive of the verb inw/j "to give" by Voigt 1978, 51, 60. 

6. Vycichl 1983, 401: m./f. *ni.t-d-sunu/-sina. 

7. Vycichl 1983, 146: m./f *ni.t-d-ka/-ki "ce qui est a toi". 

8. Diakonoff 1988, 72 and 1965, 73; Militarev, Stolbova 1990, 48 suppose a specific development of AA *i 

in Eg/in final position. This process was probably influenced by labial vocalism (as in ECush): *-sii > *-3" 

> *.iy > *-/; 
9. Vycichl 1983, 13: *'?andna. 

10. Vycichl 1983, 147: m./f *ni.t-d-kunu/-kina. 

11. Vycichl 1953, 384. 

12. Edel 1955, 76; Affuso 1977, 253. 

13. The ending of the verbal adjectives 3P sg.m. -J] can be an adjacent to (Edel 1955, 76). 

14. Originally neutrum (Edel 1955, 77). 
15. Schenkel 1971, 313; Diakonof 1988, 92: the ending -j is probably a predicative copula of deictic origin. 

16. Edel 1955,271; Affuso 1977, 253-254. 

17. Diakonoff 1988, 92: originally a masculine marker of the predicate. 

18. Edel 1955, 273; Affuso 1977, 258. 

5. Berber 

Independent' Indirect object Direct object 

simple^ compound"’ 

■ *dnakkvf *T/y 

*kay}^ *3k, *rk *-ak 

*kamnf’ *-am 

*dntd / *3nrt *3s, *rs *-Tt/*-3S 

*-(r)tat 

PI. *3nakk"anf *-anay 

1 f. 1 *anakk"anati 
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*kawanf' *rfk)-wan'’ *-awan *(i)k(a)wan^ 

2 f. *kamatf *T(k)-mat *-akmat *(i)k(a)mat 

3 m. *3n(T)tanT *T(l)-sarP *-asan *(T)tan'^ 

3 f. *dn(T)t(a)natT *I(t)-s(a)nat *-as(a)nat *(I)t(a)nat 

Verbal personal exponents: Pre-Berber > > Proto-Berber 

Pre-Berber'- Proto-Berber'-*' 

Imperfect'^ Perfect Mixed system 

Sg. 1 *?a- * 

*ta- *ta- * 

*ta- *ti- * 

3 m. *ya *-{a?) * 

3f, *ta- *-at *ta- 1 
PI, 1 c. *na- *(-na) * *na- 

2 m, *ta- *-tiimu 

2f. 

3 m. *ya- *-an *ya-...-an 

_ 3 f. *ya- *-nat *-nat 

NOTES 
1. Prassc 1972, 179. 

2. But Auj ku, Zng kuk (Aikhcnvald 1986, 532). 

3. But Zng kum (Aikhcnvald 1986, 532). 

4. Originally a sg. form extended by plural suffix (Affuso 1977, 258). 

5. Qabyle kimwi, Shawya, Figig kenwi, etc. may represent older forms than Tuareg kawani-d (which is a 

basis of Prasse's reconstruction). Judging from external parallels, Zng m./f netni/netna are influenced by 3p 

pi. form niitni/nutna, although it is attractive to see here an original t-form of the 2P pi. pronoun 

corresponding with Sem m./f *?an-tumii, *-tiimi / *?an-tin(n)a. 

6. Prasse 1972. 164. 

7. ENum sg./pl. -s/-sn (Rosslcr 1976, 432). 

8. Mg, Zgugu aneh and Iz, Nd, etc. ah can preserve the original *h which would be replaced by y in other 
dialects; cf also the forms of enclitic direct object: Iz, Zemmur, Mg, Nd, etc. ah (Aikhcnvald 1986, 531). 

This hypothesis allows one to reconstruct a presence of the original AA pronoun of the IP pi. *?an-hVnV 

also in Berber. 

9. There occur some forms with -m-. Wargla akimi, Righ, Rif, Auj kion, similarly direct object enclitics like 

Auj kima, Siwa kim, Jebel Nefusa kamen (Aikhcnvald 1986, 535, 534). An influence of the feminine -m- 

forms or the result of the change > -m(m)-/-nn (see Brugnatelli 1988, 353, 350)? This hypothesis 

explains the forms of independent 2P pi. pronoun as Nd. Ntifa, Semlal. etc. ktintn)i, Salah, Rif kenni, etc. vs. 

Auj kBmmim (Aikhcnvald 1986, 533). 

10. Prasse 1972, 170. 

11. Ghadames, Auj -inuk arc influenced by the independent form *anakk" (Aikhcnvald 1986, 530-531)? 

12. Prasse 1972, 173. 

13. ENum -k (Rosslcr 1976,441-442). 

14. Cf ENum sg./pl. -!/-tn (Rossler 1976, 432), Guanche (Tenerife) achi-t "lives he; may he live" 

(Aikhcnvald 1986,538). 

15. Prassc 1973, 16. 

16. ENum sg. 1.0-, 2. /-, 3.m./f v-//-, pi. 1. «-, 3. 0-...-n (Rossler 1976, 440). 

17. Vycichl 1952, 75-76 explains -y in most of Berber languages and dialects on the basis of influence of 

originally labial vocalism, cf Ighezran -oy < *&•;". Zng perhaps conserves the original -k in ending -ek 

(Vycichl, I.C.). 
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6. Chadic 

Limited space does not allow me to present the personal pronouns in all described Chadic 

languages. For this reason partial reconstructions of the pronominal microsystems in the individual 
Chadic groups are used, based on the following sources: 

I. HaUSA-GwaNDARA; Rdssler 1950; Matsushita 1973; Burquest 1986. 
II. Sura-Gerka: Jungraithmayr 1964, 1966a,b; Kraft 1974; 

III. Ron; Jungraithmayr 1970. 
IV. Bole-TangalE: Kraft 1974; Schuh 1978, 1984. 

V. Northern Bauchi: Jungraithmayr 1967; Skinner (undated ms.). 

VI. Southern Bauchi: Jungraithmayr 1965b; Kraft 1974; Shimizu 1978; Jaggar 1988. 
VII. Bade-NGIZIM; Kraft 1974; Schuh 1981. 

VIII. Tera: Newman 1964; Kraft 1974. 

IX. Bura-Margi: Hoffmann 1955; Kraft 1974. 

X. HIGI: Wentc-Lukas 1974; Kraft 1974. 
XI. Bata: Mouchet 1950; Kraft 1974. 

XII. LamanG: Lukas 1965; Wolff 1983. 
XIII. Mandara: Lukas 1937; Mouchet 1950; Kraft 1974. 
XIV. SUKUR: No accessible data. 

XV. Mafa-MOFU: Mouchet 1953; Lukas 1970; Barreteau 1988. 

XVI. Daba: Mouchet 1950; Burquest 1986. 

XVII. Gidar: Mouchet 1950. 

XVIII. KOTOKO: Lukas 1936, 1939; Lebcuf 1942; Lukas & Meyer-Bahlburg 1980; Toumeux 1991. 

XIX. MUSGU: Lukas 1941; Toumeux 1978; Toumeux, Seignobos & Lafarge 1986. 

XX. MaSA: Mouchet 1950; Caitucoli 1983. 
XXL Kwang-Kera: second-hand data quoted after Mukarovsky 1983, 1987; Dolgopolsky 1987. 
XXII. Lai: Caprile 1978; Burquest 1986. 

XXIII. SUMRAY: Lukas 1937; Caprile 1971; Jungraithmayr 1978. 

XXIV. SOKORO: Lukas 1937. 

XXV. Dangla-Migama: second-hand data quoted after Dolgopolsky 1987; Mukarovsky 1987. 

XXVI. MOKILKO: Lukas 1977. 

XXVII. Mubi-T0RA.M: Lukas 1937; Jungraithmayr 1961; Alio 1986. 
XXVIII. KUJARKE: Doombos 1983. 

The pronominal system common to most Chadic languages can be reconstmeted in two 
sets, frequently merging. Set A represents the independent forms, and Set B is 
reconstructed on the basis of the object and possessive forms: 

6.1.1. Chadic IP sg. 

Nr. Independent Object Possessive | 

I. Hausa *ni-i *ni *-a / *-wa \ 

11. Sura-Gerka *-?an *-?an *i-}na 

Ill. Ron *vin < *yi-Pan-?n s. * ?i / *m *-?in 

IV. *na-a *na *na-u 

V. *rmina / *mina *(mu-)ni/a 

VI. Southern 

Bauchi 

*?ami *muni *gi-ni 

VII. Bade-Ngizim *?ivu *?iyii *-aa 

1 VIII. Tera *rja / *r]i 
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IX. Bura-Margi *?iya *[nt-]?al, Ngw. ni *-[nt-J?a/*-na; Mrg. -mi, 

WMrg. -M'fv, Ki. V £? 

X. Higi *‘Aina *n-?\’a *-n-'A’a 

XI. Bata *Hun[i] *-i / *-ya *-Vy/*-ya 

pdl Lamang *?ivu s. *-yu', 0. *-/V Lm. -da, Hdk. i 

XIII. Mandara *-[?i]ya *K-wa/*-nV *-na^ Nak. ga, Wnd. -ru- 

Wt' 

XV. Mafa-Mofu *[?i-]ya / *na(y) *-g-vv / *?a 

XVI. Daba *Kata *-Ka/*-Vk *da < *[nt-]?al 

XVII. Gidar na wa- 

XVIII. Kotoko *nta-wu s.*[P]wii/*na', 0. *- 

na/*-ni 

*-wu 

XIX. Musgu *ntann / *mutan s. *inV--, 0. *-n/*-a, 

*ana 

*-u / *-(y)a 

Masa *n-ami *-an, Bnn. ni *-anu 

Kwang-Kera *{-)Vn *- Vn *-(y)n 

mm Lai *VnkiP. *-nk *-Vn-Vnk 

XXIII. Sumrai *Vn-dr *an *-Vn 

XXIV. Sokoro So. na, Ba. inn/imu So. -no So. -u 

XXV. Dangla- 

Migama 

*naa- EDng. s. noo; o. -in, -no 

XXVI. Mokilko nuimo, nurj dir. ni, indir. -6[o] -0 < *-wVor *-Vwl 

XXVII. Mubi *?in-tV, Jg. nod Mb. Jg. dir. /, indir. - 

in 

Mb. ~yoJoo\ Bi. -raA 

du 

XXVIII. anni4 

6.1.2. ChadiclPpI. 

exclusive | 

Nr. Object Possessive 

I. *mu-u *mu *-mu 

II. *(-)muni *mun *-[mu]niP 

*g-yen s. *g-ya *-i-g-yan 

IV. *mimi *mufni] *mu 

V. *mana, *mi *ma/i/u *ma/i 

VI. *mun *mi/*mii, Ge. 

ni < *m[ii]ni 

*gii-mi(N) *miya(N) 

VII. *g-wa *g-wa *-g-wa V.va *g-va *-g-va 

VIII. *tV-/*gV-mun *tV-/*gV- 

mim 

*(-tV)-mun *ga-?an *ga-Pan *-Pan 

IX. *muni *muni *-muni *fPi]vanu *fPi]yanu *-fPi]vanu 

X. *gV-mun *mwa *mwi *gV-[P]yin *(nV-)gV- 

Ai 

*fnV-)gV- 

Ai 

XI. *HVm(HVm)? *-Vm(-) *[P]yin, 

Zm., Bt. 

hine 

*-yin *-yin 

*-maN 1 *-ma *maN *-ni(\) *-viN 

*-miynn V *(-)mun[d]a *-nnn[d]a *-mundal 

*manay/*ngal *-manay / 

*-nga 
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XVI. Db. min .. 

tokon 

tokon tokon Db. mine *kinV *kinV 

*me(nam) 

*(nta-)mii *-mti *-nay *-nay 

*(ntu-)mu *-mu HIH *-yi 

*na-va(n)l *-V-va *- V-ma *-V-ma 

Ke. are 

Kw. net 

Ke. -?dre Ke. -are 

XXII. Le. na.-nga 

To. na-gdt] 

Le. -nga Le. -anga *ni *-ni *-V-ni 

XXIII. *Vndi *-n(d)i *-ndV *nVn *-(V)-nVn *-VnVn 

XXIV. So. onoij, 

Ba. ave, Ma. ea 

-g-ene -ine 

XXV. EDng. nii-r(a) 

Mi. kee-td 

s. nii\ 0. - 

vein)- 

niin(in) 

XXVI. k'ine(^) s. ?itj, ?i-di; 

0. itj 

-in -ay 

XXVII. *(n)in Mb. an, 

Jg. ?anneij 

Mb. -fine, 

Jg. -tiij, Bi. 

nirj 

XXVIII. kone 

6.2. Chadic 2P 

singular m. / f. plural 1 

Nr. Object Possessive Possessive 

I. *ka-i / *ki-i *ka / *ki *-ki / *-ki *ku-ii *ku *-ku 

II. *(-)ka, Su. *- 

ki 

*ka, Su. *ki *-ka, Su. *-ki *(-)knn[i] *kun *(-)kun 

III. *(ya-)ka/*(yi- 

)ki 

*ka / *ki *-aka / *-ki *kun *kii *ku 

IV. *ka-a / *ki-i *ka/*ki *ka-u / *ki *knni, 

*maka 

*kii *ku 

V. *kimi / 
*matil 

*kii(i) / *-kimit *ku(i)/*-[k]ma *kuna/i *-kVn/m *-kVnV 

VI. *kay / *kam, 

c. ki 

c. *ki / *ku c. *gi / 

*gii-fk]a 

*kin / *kiin *kin *gii-ki(N) 

VII. *ki / *kVm *ki/*kVm *-ki / *-kVm *kun *kim *-kun 

VIII. c. *[ky]a, Tr. 

to. 

Pi. tu-terj 

c. *[ky]a/*[kv.-]a 

Tr. ro. Pi. tu 

c. *-[ky]a/ 

*-[kw]a. Pi. -tu 
*kimi 

Tr. tun(ii) 

*kiini 

Tr. nu 

*kimi 

IX. c. *ka / *ku c. *n-ka C. *(n-)ka *kuni *kimi *-knni 

X. c. *(n-)ka/ 

*ku 

c. *n-ka c. *-n-ka *gV-kimi *kun *-ku[n] 

XL c. *ka / *ki c. *-[k]u c. *-ku *kim *-k(V)n *-kim 

XII. c. *Ka-ka c. *da< *t-kal c. *-ka/*-kwa *Ka-kVni s. *-kVni *-kVni 

XIII. c. *KV-ka c. *KV-/N-ka c. *-ka *kuna(ma) *kuna *-knna 

XV. c. *(Ka-)ka / 

*(na-)kwa 

*kimi(mii) *-kun 

XVI. c. *ku, 

Mgy. ho / me 

c. *-[kJu c. *ku *kini *kini *kini 
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XVII, c. ka ko ke...aij 

XVIII. c. *kin/*kun. 

Bd. na/ni'm < 

*n-ka / *n- 

kVm 

*-kii / *-kVm c. *ku, Bd. 

/-(g)iim 

*(nta-)kiini *-kuni *-kuni 

XIX. *ntu-ku(mi) / 

*-knm 

*-kii / *-kum *-kii / *-kiim. 

*-ka 

*(ntV-)kini *ki[ni] *-ki 

XX. *(na-)n-ku / 

*(na-)ku 

*-an-kii/*-a-kn *-an-kii / 

*-a-kii 

*ni-kiya *-V-kiya- *- V-kiya- 

XXI. 1 
1 

* 
* 

*-[k]am / *- 

fk]i 

*-[k]am / 

*-fk], 

*kan *-kVn 

XXII. *ki/*[k]VmV *ki / *[k]VmV Le. -om /-ere *kVn *-kVn *-V-kVn 

XXIII. *Vn-kVm/‘? *[kJVm/*[kjVy *fk]Vm/*fkJVy *kVni *-(V)-kVn *-VkVn 

XXIV. c. ca c. -gi c. -ttm kiinuij -gW] -llgHf] 

XXV. EDng. 

kin/kan 

kii / kaa -iny- / -kafu)- kuii kihi -kon- 

XXVI. ketj/koij, konti s. k-/m-\ 

0. ki / kii) 

-a/-i kunoij kun -(g)um 

XXVII. Mb. kam/kim, 

Jg. kee, ki / 

kanee, 

Bi. ki-/ka- 

Mb. ka/ki 

Jg. -9 / -kee 

Bi. s. -kinf-kan 

Mb. -daZ-jige 

Jg. -(c)a^ 

Bi. -jiin / -ke 

*kun 

Kajakse 
?eete 

*kV}i 

Kajakse 
kann 

*-kun 

XXVIII. Lviitj 

6.3. Chadic 3P 

1 singular m. / f. L plural 1 

Nr. Independent Object Possessive Independent Object Possessive 

I. *si-i / *-ta *si / *ta *su-u *su *-Sll 

II. c. *(-)nL Su. - 
h 

c. *ni, Su. 

ri/ra 

c. 

miik 

Su. ri/ra 

*(-)mn *mu *(-)mu 

III. *yi-s[i]/*-t[i] *si / *li; s. 

Fy. mi, DB. 

Za {m.) 

*-is / *-it *sin / *s[i<]n *si / *su *-i/u-s 

IV. *si-i / *ta-a *ni / *ta *mi / *ta-ii *simi *sufnij *su 

V. *tani / *tifm) *-ya / *-ca *-sti / *-sa *cani *-cani *-sVn 

VI. *ta/*sa, 

c. *//, *ni 

c. *ti/*tii *gi-/gu-si *sim / *sin *si, *wwi‘? *gu-si(N) 

VII. *a-ti/-tu **li/ *tu *-ri / *-rdi *a-[g]-ti *fgl-d *-fg]-ti 

VIII. c. *tV-ni‘? 7 c. *-Vri *-ndV < *-t Vn *-ndV *-tVn 

IX. c. *ja < *nr- 

sa'l 

c. *ni, *nta c. *m, *nta *ntan *ntan *-ntan 

X. c. *n-ta. *n-ki c. *n-ta, */?- 

ki 

c. *n-ta/i, 

*n-kr, 

FMc. -ku/-tu 

*gV-timi *tim 9 

XI. *S1I / *ku 9 *-Vn/*-ta *tm *-tVn *-tin / *-tun 

XII. Lm. c. nede 

Hdk. c. si 

c. *na Lm. -ini *na-Kani 9 Lm. -to/7 

XIII. c. *sina‘? c. 0, *nV c. *-na, 

*-sVnV 

*tanV *lima *-tVnV 

XV. c. *a, *na c. *-(V)Na *tan *-tVn 

XVI. c. *siN Db. -u c. *tik Db. sinigT 

Mgy. tini 

*ta *taN 
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a / f ni ni ti 

*nta-a, *ni-i / 

*(nta-)i 

*-ni / *-?i *-ni / *-?i *(nta-)tan *(ntV-)tani *-tan 

*a, *m / *ta. *-(a)NV/*-ta *-ni / *-ta *tV(n> *-ti *-ti 

*(na-)mu / *?a 

tV? 

*-ta-mu / 

*-a-'?a 

*ni-siya *-V-siya *-V-siya 

XXI. Ke. to / td Ke. te /ye 

Kw. ?i 

*(ta-)?i / *ni Le. -dll -ei, -ai / - 

oro 

*kV Le. -ge Le. -ege, - 

age 

1 XXIII. *an[t]-ku / 

*tanV-, 

Tm. m. dddn 

*-[k]u/*-tVl *-fkJu / *- 

tV? 

*kV *-(V)-kV * 1 

XXIV. bokaij, bokorj -ga -i, iRil anh] -gi>] -ig"l 

XXV. EDng. ijaarfd) s. i]d / H’d ijtiurfd) s. }]u 

XXVI. yode, yoij / 

tode, totti 

yi / tti -i /-til kdndt] ni -ai] 

XXVII. Mb. ar / tir < 

*a-di / *ti-di 

Bi. )je- / na- 

Jg. dir. -k(y)- 

c 

indir. e /-ti 

Bi. s. -vi /-ti 

Mb. -di / -fi 

Jg. c. -)/■; -c 

Bi. -ji, yi /-ti 

Mb. kiT 

Bi. tju 

Mb. ke, hr 

Jg. -CO 

Bi. s. -yd 

XXVIII. era, ?nili ere 1 

6.4. Chadic pronominal protosystem 

Set A; inc cpendent series Set B: objeet series 

na sg. pi. sg- pi. 

1 *?an-i inel. *muni *[?]ya, *?i, *yu inel. *mu(ni) 

(*?an-u, *'?an-al) excl. *?yina/ii < 

*hina/u‘? 

exel. *(?yi)na/i/u 

2 m. *kafv] *kiim *ku *kimi/a 

2f. *ki[m] *kum, *kim 

3 m. *si, *sii *suni *sV, *ni *suni / *tuni 

3 f. *ta *ta 
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7. Afroasiatic pronominal protosystem 

The original Afroasiatic system of personal pronouns was represented by the same opposition of 
set A = subject ease (independent) vs. set B = absolutivc case (object and possessive series). The 

most archaic forms may be reconstructed as follows: 

Stage 1 

1- Set A: independent series Set B: object series 

mmm sg. pi. sg. pi. 

1 *Pakii inch *muni *P}^a/*Pyn/ *Pyii incl. *mimi 

cxcl. *hina/u excl. *na/*ni/*mt 

2 m. *ta *tunwa *kii *kunwa 

*ti *tiinva *ki *kinya 

3 m. *mw'a *hmwa *su *siinwa 

1 3 f *siya *sinya *si *sinya 

The plural pronouns of the 2 and 3P can be analyzed as the singular roots extended by the 
plural marker -n- affixed between the proper pronominal roots *tV-/*kV, resp. *sF- and the 
gender marker *-wa/*-ya. It is not excluded that the gender distinction *su-/*si-, resp. pi. 
*tu-/*ti- in set A is secondary, influenced by the following gender marker *-wa/*-ya while 
the original vocalization could be uniform: *.va-, *ta- without the gender distinction. The 
following development emphasized the pronouns of the 1 and 2P by the "prefix" *?an-, 

which is interpreted by some scholars as the verb "to be" conjugated by the stative endings 
(Reinisch 1909, 50-66; Castellino 1962, 17; Orel 1990, 54), by others as the particle "self 
(Dolgopolsky 1984, 91). Typological parallels imply rather the second solution. Prefixing 

the particle *?an- was originally evidently facultative and so e.g. some South Semitic 
languages do not use it at all (see tab. 4, fn. 1, 5, 7, 10), Berber uses it in the 1 and 3P, but 
not in the 2P, where the forms from set B have expanded (tab. 3). Egyptian uses the prefix 
*?an- only in the IP (tab. 2). In Chadic, the particle *?an- can be identified in IP sg. *?an- 

i (*?an-a or *Pan-ii resp.), but probably also in the most archaic *?Vn-kV (< *?an-Paku) 

known from the Tera and perhaps Lai (Lele -ng, Tobanga nml ?), perhaps also in the IP pi. 
(Sokoro onotj, Jegu object Pannaij). This emphasized stage can be reconstructed as follows: 

Stage 2 

Set A: independent series 

person sg. pi. _sg^_ _pL_1 
1 *Pan-Paku incl. *Pan-miim 

excl. *Pan-hina/ii 

2 m. *Pan-ta *Pan-tumu/-tim V 

2f *Pan-ti *Pan-tin(nja *ki 

3 m. *hi(wa) *himii / *hin V *sn(wa) 

3 f *si(ya) *sin(n)a *si(va) 

Note: 
The cluster *-nw- in maculine forms of the 2nd and 3rd plural persons developed in two ways, perhaps 

according to the final vowel: *-m-/*-n-, similarly in feminine *-ny- > *-nn- > */nn-/*-n-. 
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Conclusion 

The further development of the pronominal system of all Afroasiatic branches was 
probably independent, but it was characterized by some common features and tendencies. 

I. The expansion of the pronominal systems of Set B into Set A: 

la. IP sg. *Pan-T & *?an-?(y)a instead of more archaie *‘?an-?aku (its originality is eonfirmed by 

stative endings in Semitie, Egyptian, Berber): Central + East Cushitic, Dahalo, some Semitie 

lb. 2P sg. m. in *ku / *ka ( *ka after *-ta from set A of the termination of the absolutive case?), f 

*ki, and pi. *kunVor *kiimV: South Semitic, Egyptian, Berber. 

lc. 1 & 2P sg., and 2P pi.: Beja, Central Cushitic (Khamta, Khamtanga, Khamir), East Cushitic 

(Dasanech, Elmolo, Arbore - only sg; some Dullay and Sidamo, but without 2 sg.). South Cushitic: 

South Cushitic: Iraqw cluster; most Chadic (frequently with the IP sg. without the prefix *?an-). 

II. The opposition of the inclusive and exclusive pronouns of the IP pi. has been lost in most 

Afroasiatic branches. Only Chadic preserves the exclusive form *muni vs. inclusive *hina/u > 

*?yina/u. The traces of the opposition appear in East Cushitic (Tab. 7, fn. 4, 5) and North Omotic 

(Tab. 9, fn. 3). 

III. The w-forms in the IP sg. known in West Chadic: North + South Bauchi, and Central Chadic: 

Pidlimdi -ma, Bura -mi (both possessives) and Musgu *mutan, besides subject prefix *mV-, exactly 

correspond to the endings of the so-called Highland East Cushitic "second conjugation" (Tab. 7, 

fn. 17). These w-forms can be considered as unpreserved singular to the plural *muni. In this case 

they represent a very archaic relic, confirmed by external parallels in other Nostratic families 

(Affuso 1977, 256; Dolgopolsky 1984, 73; Dolgopolsky 1987, 211). There is a very speculative 

possibility of seeing a reflex of the original *mVni (via *mm > *nnil) in the object enclitic *ni 

known from Chadic and Semitic. An indirect proof may be preserved in the North Bauchi object 

forms: Warji -ni & -men, Mburku -mdni, Jimbin -ni, where *-mVni and shortened *-ni are 

changeable. 

IV. The w-forms in the IP sg. with the variant *?i are attested in the possessive suffix known from 

Hausa -(w)a. West Margi -wey, Gidar wa, Kotoko *-wu, Musgu *-u, Sokoro -ii, Mokilko -o. This 

common Chadic suffix is compatible with the Berber compound pronoun of the indirect object 

*HTH-u < *-u/w (see Tab. 3) and perhaps with the Egyptian dependent pronoun wj, with probably 

a more archaic variant iw (Tab. 3, fn. 12). The Chadic-Berber(-Egyptian) isogloss can be analyzed 

as the apophonic variant to the pronoun *[?]yii (see above). An analogical development may be 

identified in nisbah in *-iya vs. *-uwa (Diakonoff 1988, 60). 

V. The possessive or object pronoun *-?a attested again in several Chadic groups (Hausa, Bade- 

Ngizim, Musgu) corresponds to the East Semitic (Akkadian-Eblaic) dative form *-a of the IP sg. 

possessive pronoun (Tab. 1, fn. 26) and probably to the IP sg. prefix of the imperfect known in 

Semitic, Cushitic and Berber prefixal conjugations. 

VI. The gender distinction in the 2P sg. m./f. *ka(y) vs. *ki(m) has exact parallels in proto-Berber 

*kayy / *kamm (Tab. 2, fn. 2, 3) and proto-Egyptian *kiiwa / *kima (Tab. 3). 

VII. The expansion of the /-demonstrative (originally reserved to the inactive class of nouns, later 

feminine) in the system of personal pronouns of the 3rd person is attested in both Chadic and Berber 

branches. 
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VIII. The Afroasiatic A7-demonstrativc used in some Chadic languages in function of the 3rd person 

corresponds to East Cushitic: Dullay object -na- (Tab. 5, fn. 8) and South Cushitic * (Tab. 8), 

cf. also Egyptian im\ nn, n "those". 

IX. The Afroasiatic ^’-demonstrative, frequently a marker of the active (masculine) class of nouns, 

appears also among the personal or possessive pronouns of the 3rd person in Chadic. In this 

function hypothetical cognates appear perhaps in South Omotic (Tab. 9, fn. 15). 

The process described above, especially §§ I & II, can be verified typologically in 

comparison e.g. with the Indo-European pronominal system, where the pronouns of the 

object set expanded into the subject series, cf the independent (subject) form *HiegHom 

vs. *me- as the base of indirect (object) cases in the 1st person sg., or the lost opposition of 

the inclusive *me-/*iie- vs. exclusive *no- in the 1st person pi. (Illic-Svityc 1976, 56). 

Since analogical tendencies recur independently in various areas and times, not only in 

Afroasiatic but also in Indo-European (and other) language families, it may be interpreted 

as a universal rule. 

Most of the quoted isoglosses have the character of archaisms or results of independent 

convergent development. Probably only cases IV, VI, perhaps VII, represent common 

innovations reflecting the same dialectal area in the Afroasiatic language continuum. 

The phenomenon of suppletion is reconstructible, both for the most archaic and for later, 

or even sometimes contemporary, phases of development of the Afroasiatic language 

continuum, beginning from the Afroasiatic protolanguage. The fundamental opposition 

between the subject and object pronominal series in the 1st and 2nd persons was originally 

expressed by different roots. In their later development these series frequently merge, when 

the subject series is usually replaced by the object series, but the traces e.g. in the system 

of verbal personal exponents indicate the original existence of both series (Berber; West 

Rift). This conclusion may serve as an inspiration in the discussion about the difference 

between the Indo-European 2 P sg. pronoun in *t- and the corresponding verbal exponent 

in *-.s', reflecting, perhaps, an older opposition between the subject x-pronoun vs. the object 

/-pronoun. 

ABBREVIATIONS 
A Archaic, AA Afroasiatic, acc. accusative, Af Afar, Akk Akkadian, A1 Alagwa, Ar Arborc, Arab Arabic, 

Aram Aramaic, Art Artelga, Ass Assyrian, Auj Aujila, Aw Awngi, Bab Babylonian, Bd Buduma, Bed 

Bedawye, Bi Bidlya, Bis Bisarin, B1 Billn, Bmb Bambesi, Bnc Benenon, Bnn Banana, Bo Boni, Br Burji, Bt 

Bata, Bu Bura, Bur Burungc, c. common, C Central, Copt Comptic, Das Dasenec, dat. dative, Db Daba, di. 

direct. Dm Dime, Dng Dangla, Du Dullay, e. exclusive, E East, Ebl Eblaite, Eg Egyptian, El Elmolo, f 

feminine, Ga Galila, Ge Geji, gen. genitive, Gf Gofa, Gnz Ganza, Gz Geez, H Highland, Ha Hadiya, Hal 

Halenga, Hbr Hebrew, Hdk Hidkala, Hm Hamer, Hr Harsusi, Hz Hozo, i. inclusive, impf imperfect, in. 

indirect. Ir Iraqw, Iz Izayan, Jg Jegu, Ji Jibbali, Kam Kambatta, Kc Kera. Kf Kafa, Ki Kilba, Ko Konso, Ku 

Kullo, Kw Kwang, 1 later. La Lele, Lm Lamang, m. masculine, Mb Mubi, Mg Mgulld, Mgy Musgoy, Mh 

Mehri, Mig Migama. Mnd Mandara. Mrg Margi. Msg Musgu, n new, N North, Na Nakatsa, Nd Ndhir, Ngw 

Ngwaxi, Num Numidian, o. object, O Old, Om Ometo. P Person, pf perfect, Ph Phenician, PI Pidlimdi, pi. 

plural, Qtb Quatabanian, Qw Qwara, Qwd Qwadza, Re Rendille, s. subject, S South, Sa Saho, Sb Sabaic, 

Se(m) Semitic, sg. singular, Sid Sidamo, Som Somali, Sq Soqotri, Su Sura, Syr Syrian, Sz Sezo, Sh Sheri, 

Sk Sako, Te Tigre, Tm Tumak, To Tobanga, Tr Tera. Ts Tsamay, Ty Tigray, Ugar Ligaritic, W West, W1 

Wolaita, Ya Yaaku, Ye Yemsa, X Xamta, Xr Xamir, Xt Xamtanga, Zm Zumu, Zng Zenaga. 
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Appendix: Diagrams 

Afroasiatic (^= G. Starostin 2010; = A. Militarev 2005) 

-9500 -8500 -7500 -6500 -5500 

intemal 

divergence 

-14 760® 

Afroasiatic 

-7 870®’ 

-10010® 

-9 970^^ 

_-7 710® 

-8 960®’ 

■7250® -5 990® 

■7710®’ -5 890®’ 

Omotic 

(-6.96®/-5.36®’) 

Cushitic 

(-6.54®/-6.51®') 

Semitic 

(-3.80®/-4.51®’) 

Egyptian 

(Middle: -1.55) 

Berber 

(-1.48®/-!.!!'®’) 

Chadic 

(-5.13®/-5.41®’) 

Semitic (Militarev 2000 in SED) 

■4300 -3700 -3100 -2500 -1900 -1300 

NE Semitic Akkadian 

-700 -100 0 +200 +800 

South Semitic 
Continental 
Insular 

Hebrew 

Tigrc 
Tigrinya 
Harari 
Wolane 
Argobba 
Amhara 
Soddo 
Caha 
Gafat 
Harsusi 
Mehri 
Jibbali 
Soqotri 

Abbreviations: C Central, E East, L Levantine, N North, S South, W West. 
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Note; On position ofSabaic see Hayes 1991. 

A more traditional classification is based on grammatical isoglosses (Kogan 2009, 20-21): 

East Akkadian 

Ugaritic 

Phoenician 

Moabite 

Edomite 

Ammonite 

Hebrew 

Deir-'-Alla 

Samaalian 

Aramaic 

Arabic,.. 

Sabaic,.. 

Ethio-Semitic 

Modem South 

Arabian 

Cushitic (^= Starostin 2010; Blazek 1997) 

-6500 -6000 -5500 -5000 -4500 -4000 -3500 -3000 -2500 -2000 group 

(disintegration) 

North Beja 

Agaw 

(-780) 

Afar-Saho 

(+1000) 
Somaloid 

(-1350) 

Galaboid 

(-1080) 

Oromoid 

(-830) 

Dullay 

(+180) 

Burji-Sidamo 

(-1000) 

Yaaku 

Dahalo 

Ma’a 

Iraqwoid 

(-10) 

Asa 

Qwadza 
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Omotic ('^= Blazek 2008; ® = Starostin 2010) 
Dizoid 

(+130^) 

Gimirra 

(+220^) 

Zayse .. 

Wolaita.. 

Male 

Basketo.. 

Chara 

Ycmsa 

Gonga 

(-120®) 

Maoid 

(-1180®) 

Aroid 

(-620®) 

Berber (Blazek 2010, 2013) 

West Zenaga 

Silha 

Tamazight 

Figig 

Rif 

Beni Snus 

Matmata 

Sawiya 

Mzabi 

Wargli 

Sened 

Zwara 

Nefusa of 

Fasato 

ICabyle 

Ghadames 

Siwa 

Soqna 

Foqaha 

Augila 

Ghat 

Ahaggar 

Ayr 
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E. Awlcm. 

Tadghaq 

W. Awlem. 

Chadic (Starostin 2010) 

group 

Mubi 

Dangla-Migama 

Sokoro-Ubi 

Mokilko 

Sumrai-Tumak 

Lai 

Kera-Kwang 

Kotoko 

Masa* 

Musgu 

Gidar 

Daba 

Matakam 

Mandara 

Bura-Margi 

Sukur 

Higi 

Bata 

Tera 

Bade-Ngizim 

South Bauchi 

North Bauchi 

Ron 

Bole-Tangale 

Angas-Sura 

Hausa 

*Note: 

The close position of Masa to Musgu - see Toumeux 1990. 
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Was there a now-vanished branch of 

Nilo-Saharan on the Dogon Plateau? 

Evidence from substrate vocabulary in Bangime and 

Dogon 

Roger Blench 
McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research, Cambridge 

ABSTRACT 

The Nilo-Saharan languages are spread from Morocco to Central Tanzania, and are 
Africa’s most widespread and internally diverse phylum. The fragmentary geography of 
Nilo-Saharan makes it more than likely that it was once more widespread in the areas that 

now lie between existing branches and that both individual languages and whole 

subfamilies have been assimilated. The paper proposes that a Nilo-Saharan substrate can 

be detected in Bangime, an isolate language spoken on the Dogon Plateau in Mali. A series 

of table are presented showing Bangime cognates with other branches of Nilo-Saharan. 
There is also a small set of words which show similarities to Dogon rather than Bangime. 

It is suggested that there was an independent branch of Nilo-Saharan present on the Plateau 
which was assimilated following the expansion of Bangime and Dogon. 

Keywords; Nilo-Saharan; Dogon; Bangime; lexical comparison; substrate language 

1. Introduction 
The Nilo-Saharan languages are spread from Morocco to Central Tanzania, and are 
Africa’s most widespread and internally diverse phylum. Today, its various branches are 

scattered across Africa, separated from one another by blocs of later, intrusive languages, 

notably Niger-Congo and Afroasiatic. The fragmentary geography of Nilo-Saharan makes 

it more than likely that it was once more widespread in the areas that now lie between 
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existing branches and that both individual languages and whole subfamilies have been 
assimilated. The question then arises as to whether submerged Nilo-Saharan languages can 

be detected through the identification of substrates in languages spoken today, especially 

in Sahelian Africa. The Songhay cluster, spoken in Mali and Niger, is geographically and 

linguistically remote from its nearest relative, the Saharan languages, and the assumption 

must be that other Nilo-Saharan languages were once spoken across the terrain now within 

the boundaries of Niger and Nigeria. Drake, Bleneh et al. (2010) have argued that Nilo- 

Saharan expansion was driven by the abundance of aquatic resources in the Sahara at the 
beginning of the Holocene, i.c. some 11-10,000 years ago. At this period, mobile hunter- 

gatherers may have formed niche populations in many areas. With the development of 
agriculture and associated demographic shifts, many such foraging groups may have been 

absorbed by their more numerous neighbours. 
One intriguing example illustrating this is an apparent Nilo-Saharan substrate in 

languages of the Dogon-speaking area of Mali. The Bandiagara Plateau is an arid rocky 

Plateau east of the Inland Niger Delta. Its main inhabitants are the Dogon peoples, a eluster 

of twenty or more related languages generally considered to be related to Niger-Congo 

(Hochstetler et al. 2004; Dogon and Bangime linguistics website^^). Map 1 shows a rather 

preliminary map of Dogon leets, based on Hochstetler et al. (2004), while more detailed 

maps of individual lects can be found at the Dogon languages website. 
Among the Dogon live the Bangime, who speak a language which is not Dogon 

and which appears to be an isolate (Blench 2007, in press). Extended work on the Bangime 
language (Hantgan 2012, 2013) points even more strongly to its distinctiveness. The 

Bangime arc encircled by the Dogon and have adopted their culture to the extent that they 

consider themselves Dogon. However, they must represent one of the layers of population 
on the Plateau prior to the expansion of the Dogon. There is some evidence for this in the 

presence of lexemes that resemble Bangime in the Dogon languages immediately adjaeent 

to it, suggesting that there were formerly other languages related to Bangime which were 

assimilated by the Dogon. 

Most Dogon lects are spoken today on the southern fringe of the Songhay-speaking 
area, and place names of likely Songhay origin oecur throughout the region. We can 

therefore expect to find some Songhay borrowings in Dogon, although these are 
surprisingly few. However, detailed analysis of the Bangime lexicon shows a series of 
striking resemblances to common Nilo-Saharan lexemes, including branches now 

geographically remote from Mali. This paper will argue that; 

a) there was once a branch of Nilo-Saharan, now submerged, spoken on the Bandiagara 

Plateau 

b) that this can be detected from residual lexicon in Bangime, some of which is also 
present in neighbouring Dogon languages 

c) that there are also Nilo-Saharan lexemes in Dogon which point in the same direction 
d) and that this substrate branch was an independent branch of Nilo-Saharan, showing 

no specific relationship to Songhay or other geographically close branches. 

The evidence for this is primarily lexical. Bangime does not show any distinctive 

phonology and it noun morphology is very reduced. This does not exclude the possibility 
that more opaque similarities in grammar will be uncovered. 

Downloadable pdfs of all project documents in Dogon and Bangime linguistics are available at 

http://dogonlanguages.org 
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Map 1. Dogon lects 

The reconstruction and evidence for proto-Nilo-Saharan is contested, to say the least. The 
two main published efforts, Bender (1997) and Ehret (2001) are thin on supporting 

evidence for their (very different) claims. The tables in this paper are therefore compiled 

from my own database, with supporting referenced citations for each form, to avoid the 

type of historical linguistics which simply assumes a starred form can be accepted without 

further discussion. 
Hal Fleming devoted much of his scholarly career to the publication of data and 

the analysis of problematic African languages, and focused on Afroasiatic and Nilo- 
Saharan languages. I would like to think this study of an isolate and a proposed Most’ 
branch of Nilo-Saharan would be very much in line with his interests. 

2. Niio-Saharan resemblances to Bangime 
The tables in this section compare Nilo-Saharan roots with Bangime. Citations are from 
Hantgan (2012) or occasionally fieldwork by Roger Blench (2007). Acronyms represent 
shortened references to Nilo-Saharan sources (see Appendix). 
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1. #-da tree 

Family Subgroup Language Attestation Gloss Source 

Kuliak So ad tree HC 

Koman Opo t>a tree Be83a 

Gumuz ja tree Ah04 

ES Ama Ama tiima tree, firewood Ki96 

ES Daju Shatt e(e)t tree Bo08 

Saharan Sagato da wood Pe87 

Bangime d"ae tree Hal2 

Commentary: Note, however the striking resemblanee of Kuliak to Ethiopia ‘od ‘tree;. 

2. #-kuC- house 

Family Subgroup Language Attestation Gloss Source 
Koman Opuo ku house Sil3 

Gumuz gu- place Ah04 

Bertha Jiili house B-G07 
Kunama Kunama ku.duma house BeOl 
Kuliak Nyang’i o, oik house Hc76 
ES Nilotic S Nandi kaa house CCOl 
Furan Amdang kuluk maison WolO 
Maban Runga Aiki kudu case No89 
Mimi kurule Hans LV39 

CS KA Kresh koyo maison BoOO 

cs SBB Yulu guu maison BoOO 
Saharan East Beria ke, ko place JCIO 
Saharan West Teda koy place LeC50 

Songhay South Zarma hu maison BW94 

Bangime ko house Hal2 

3. 

Family 

#-(k)olo(d)- 

Subgroup 
egg 
Language Attestation Gloss Source 

Bertha Mayu huiihulu egg B-G07 
Kunama Kunama kokijta egg BeOl 
Kuliak So kebc-at egg HC 
ES E Jebel Gaam kobd egg Ma04 
Furan Amdang korda oeuf WolO 
Maban Aiki kede hen No89 
Saharan East Sagato akora egg Pe87 
Saharan East Beria gonu oeuf JC04 

Songhay South Zarma guijguri oeuf BW94 

Bangime ku egg Hal2 
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4. 

Family 

nose 

Subgroup Language Attestation Gloss Source 
Shabo Shabo sonna nose Joll 
Koman Gwama JoCn)/ nose KR12 
Koman Tw’ampa Jim odour, smell DK 
ES Nubian Meidob cscqi nose We93 
ES Nubian Nobiin sorip nose We87 
Euran Amdang sip sentir odorat WolO 
Maban Runga Aiki simbo eternuer No89 
CS SBB Baka somo nez BoOO 
cs SBB Gula som nez BoOO 
CS SBB Eer sum nez Bo87 
cs SBB Kenga 66m6 nez Pa04 
Saharan East Sagato sano nose Pe87 
Saharan East Beria sina nez JC04 
Bangime sumbiri nose Hal2 

5. 
Family 

tooth 

Subgroup Language Attestation Gloss Source 
Koman PK *j'e? tooth Be83 
Gumuz Guba k^osa tooth Ah04 
Maban Runga Aiki sadi dent No89 
CS MM PMM *si tooth WB99 
CS ME Lese use dent DD 
cs KA Kresh sese dent BoOO 
cs SBB Bongo usu dent BoOO 
cs SBB Yulu boss dent BoOO 
Saharan West Manga timi dent Ja 
Bangime n66 p6 siin tooth Hal2 

6. 

Family 

star 

Subgroup Language Attestation Gloss Source 

Kuliak Ik doleat star He99 
ES E Jebel Gaam turi moon Ma04 

ES Temein Temein cfulit ?? RCS 
ES Ama Afitti midi star BeOO 

Euran Fur dual moon WalO 

Maban Maba bodur pleine lime Da03 
CS LN Lendu dyodyo star RCS 
CS MA Mangbetu ne-tulu /e- etoile De92 
cs FS Formona ntudyu star Ha78 
Saharan Teda uri lime LeC50 
Bangime toreme star Hal2 
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7. 

Group 

#-(b)uru(t)- 

Subgroup 

cloud 

Language Attestation Gloss Source 

ES Nilotic W Shilluk polo cloud He37 

ES Nilotic S Nandi pool cloud CCOl 

ES Temein Temein koboiTfc'l; cloud RCS 

Maban Masalit a-biri cloud Ed91 

CS MM Lugbara 6u cloud WB99 

CS FS Sinyar mborbu cloud Ha78 

Saharan East Beria biirdu miage JC04 

Songhay South Hombori biiro cloud He 

Songhay South Zarma buni niiage BW94 

Bangime pooro cloud Hal2 

8. frog 

Family Subgroup Language Attestation Gloss Source 

Koman Anej frog Be83 

Gumuz Yaso eeguda frog Ah04 

ES Nara goo frog HaOO 

ES Nilotic W Luo ogwal frog Ca98 

ES Nilotic E Camus n.kook frog Vo82 

ES Daju Liguri bogox frog Th81 

ES Ama Ama gwo frog BeOO 

Fur Fur goroq frog WalO 

Maba Maba aqgalag grenouille, Da03 
crapaud 

Saharan East Beria gurga grenouille JC04 

Saharan East Sagato kaka frog Pe87 

Saharan West Kanuri koko frog Cy94 

Songhay North Tadaksahak agiiru frog He 

Bangime buguruii frog Hal2 

9. 

Family 

#dona 

Subgroup 

bite (v.) 

Language Attestation Gloss Source 

Koman Opo d5p to bite (snake) Sil3 

Bertha Mayu 6ijia to eat B-G07 

ES Ama Afitti qwod-e to bite BeOO 

ES Taman Ibiri dam to eat Ed91b 

Kadu Tulishi agi-doono to bite Sch94 

Maban Maba nc^iqa croquer. Da03 

mdcher 

CS ME Lese taho mordre DD 

CS Sinyar junna to bite Ha78 

CS SBB Sara duun mordre BoOO 

CS SBB Ngambay t6 mordre BoOO 

CS SBB Kenga doDjib mordre Pa04 
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10. 

Family 

#dona 

Subgroup 

bite (v.) 

Language Attestation Gloss Source 

Bertha Mayu Bijia to eat B-G07 

ES Dinik pwod-e to bite BcOO 

Kadu Tulishi agidbona to bite Sch94 

CS Sara duiin mordre BoOO 

CS Ngambay to mordre BoOO 
CS Kenga dODJlD mordre Pa04 

CS Lese tahb mordre DD 

Bangime tapwa to bite Hal2 

11. 

Family 

#nya(N)- 

Subgroup 

to give 

Language Attestation Gloss Source 

ES Nara nin give RCS 
ES Surmic Didinga jia give RCS 

ES Nilotic S Nandi naka give liquid to CCOl 
Kadu Talasa na give Sch94 

Maban Maba Jiu donner Da03 
Fur Fur ani give! RCS 
CS MA Mangbetu noo donner Dc92 

Saharan Manga njo give Ja 
Songhay Tadaksahak na give He 

Bangime jtaw give Hal2 

12. 

Family 

kill, die 

Subgroup Language Attestation Gloss Source 

Kuliak So jial to die HC 
ES Temein Temein nyimiik RCS 

ES Nyimang Afitti ni kill RCS 
Saharan East Beria nii, noi mourir JC04 

Saharan West Kanuri mi-kin die Cy94 

Bangime yaa die Hal2 

3. Nilo-Saharan resemblances to Bangime and Dogon 

Apart from specific resemblances between Bangime and Dogon, there are a few lexical 

items attested in both, or attested only in Dogon and not in Bangime. The assumption is 

that when Dogon expanded, it also assimilated speakers of Nilo-Saharan languages and 

borrowed a small corpus of lexical items. 
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13. 

Family 

spear, war 

Subgroup 

stick 

Language 

Kuliak So 

Shabo Shabo 

Koman Gwama 
Bertha Mayu 

ES E Jebel Molo 

ES Surmic Mursi 

ES Nilotic W Pari 

ES Nilotic E Ongamo 

ES Tama Sungor 

Kadu Keiga 
Kadu Mufo 
Furan Amdang 

CS Per 

CS Bongo 

CS Madi Lokai 
Saharan West Manga 

Songhay 
Bangime 

North Tadaksahak 

Dogon Toro Tegu 

Attestation Gloss Source 

bel club, stick HC 
bako spear Joll 

pai stick KRll 
ber spear, war B-G07 
war spear Be97 
ber spear TYO08 

abeela stick Sp60 

na.pere spear VH89 
bafa spear, war Ed91b 

baala spear Sch94 

baala stick Sch94 
bal couteaii WolO 

band baton Bo87 

bel baton PN 

pere stick BlOO 
bellam barbed spear Jarrett (n.d.) 
bolleen to fight He 

bora stick Hal2 

here stick He 

The following tables show some of the likely borrowings into Dogon proper, not attested 

in Bangime. 

The polysemy between ‘war, stick, fight, spear’ is well attested in Nilo-Saharan, and the 
connection with the Dogon forms for ‘fight’ etc. looks reasonable. 

14. 

Family 
war, stick 
Subgroup Language Attestation Gloss Source 

Shabo Shabo gum stick Joll 

Gumuz Metemma g^omba stick Ah04 
Kuliak Nyang’i kemon war He76 
Kuliak So kem-an quarrel, war HC 
ES Surmic Mursi kaman war TYO08 
ES E Jebel Aka gumbuga stick Be98 

CS MM Mom kumba war WB99 
Saharan East Sagato ku war Pe87 
Saharan East Sagato kuma shaft of spear Pe87 
Saharan East Beria ku lance, fleche, guerre JC04 
Saharan West Manga koriwu war, battle Ja 
Songhay South Hombori gobo stick He 

Songhay South Zarma goobii baton BW94 

Dogon Toro Tegu komo fight, war He 

Dogon Jamsay komo taa" fight, war He 
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15. 

Family 

#turu 

Subgroup 

five 

Language Attestation Gloss Source 

Shabo Shabo tuul 40 five Joll 

Roman T’wampa miidhecf five DK 

Kuliak Ik tud-on be five He99 

ES Surmic Majang tuul five Joll 

ES Taman Tama tar six Ed91b 

Kadu Keiga tuul one Sch94 

Maban Maba tiiur five Ed91a 

CS MM Madi toii five BlOO 

Saharan Manga liwu cinq Ja 

Dogon Toro Tegu tiiru one He 

Dogon Jamsay turn one He 

Commentary: The shift to ‘six’ in Tama group languages is unusual, but the segmental 
similarity to ‘five’ elsewhere makes it likely. Keiga tuul resembles other NS roots for ‘five’ 
strongly and if so would correspond to the same semantic shift in Dogon languages. 

16. fat, oil Attestation 

Family Subgroup Language Gloss Source 

Koman 
Kunama 

T’wampa k“ 

Kunama 

a 1 
a ji 

a 
a 

ft fat 
fat of 

meat 

DK 

BeOl 

ES Nilotic E Bari Ji i r e t Sp60 

ES Nubian Debri a ji e r fat B-G89 

ES Ama Ama Ji u m oil Ki96 

Maba Masalit Ji a m i oil Ed91a 

Songhay Zarma ft 00 n oindre DC78 

Dogon Jamsay n u q oil He 

Dogon Perge 

Tegu 

n ii qg u oil He 

40 ?< Majang 
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17. 

Family 

#RVla 

Subgroup 

horn 

Language Attestation Gloss Source 

Shabo Shabo Rare horn Joll 
Roman Opuo kiw horn Sil3 
Gumuz Guba kola horn Ah04 
Kunama Kunama gii’la horn BeOl 
ES Nara ke'lli horn HaOO 
ES Surmic Chai kere horn YiOl 
ES Nilotic S Nandi kiiuyn.eet horn CCOl 

ES Ama Ama gurjl horn BeOO 
ES Ama Afitti g^urtun horn BeOO 
CS MM Moru k“Dyi horn WB99 
CS SBB Gula Mere kwazu come BoOO 
CS SBB Bagirmi kadja horn BoOO 

Songhay North Tadaksahak hilli horn He 
Songhay South Hombori hila horn He 
Dogon Toro Tegu cira horn He 
Dogon Perge Tegu kire horn He 
Dogon Nang a kira horn He 

18. 

Family 

lake, well 

Subgroup 

river 

Language Attestation Gloss Source 

Roman Gwama Raala lake KR12 

Gumuz Agelo Meti kurima lake Ah04 

Kuliak So kuH' lake, pool HC 

ES Surmic Majang garo river Joll 

ES Nilotic W Lango kat rain Okl2 

ES Nilotic E Bari kudu rain Sp60 

ES Nubian Birgid kolli well n. Th77 

ES Daju Nyala kore rain Th81 

ES Tama Tama kul water Ed91b 

Kadu Miri kiri river Sch94 

Furan Fur koro water WalO 

Mabaan Masalit kiirti well Ed91a 

CS MM Moru golu river WB99 

CS SBB Baka kara mare BoOO 

CS SBB Bongo ngiilu eaux profondes PN 

Saharan East Beria kU petit lac JC04 

Saharan West Kanuri kuliiwu pool, pond, lake Cy94 

Songhay South Zarma goorii riviere, ruisseau BW94 

Dogon Jamsay goro river He 

Dogon Perge Tegu gooro river He 

Dogon Nang a goro river He 

This might be a direct borrowing from Songhay rather than the retention of a Nilo-Saharan 

substrate. 

41 Unless < Karimojong 
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4. And the explanation is? 

Chance would seem highly unlikely as an explanation for these resemblances. Two 

possible explanations can be suggested; that Bangime simply is a Nilo-Saharan language, 
or that it assimilated Nilo-Saharan lexicon when a now vanished branch of that phylum 

was assimilated. The first explanation is not very credible; Bangime shows almost no traces 
of Nilo-Saharan morphology; characteristics such as ‘vanishing t/k’ and three-way plural 

systems are absent. Moreover, the cognates with Nilo-Saharan do not appear to show any 
regular sound-correspondences. So a substrate is much more likely. 

There is some evidence for a stratification of borrowings into Dogon and Bangime, 

which is likely to be a result of the later expansion of Dogon into the Bangime area. Dogon 

itself does have a marked feature highly reminiscent of Nilo-Saharan languages, the erosion 

of Ci and then C2 resulting in basic lexemes with VCV and VV canonical forms. Examples 

of this arc; 

Tommo-So Perge Tegu Yanda Dom 
right jipe jiee Jie 

Tommo-So Jamsay Togo Kan 

give obo 66 6 

This type of reduction is highly characteristic of Nilo-Saharan and not at all typical of 

Niger-Congo, where Ci is almost always retained, and prefixes or stem-final syllable arc 
eroded. However, this is not a claim that Dogon is Nilo-Saharan, indeed it clearly is not, to 

judge by its grammar and other morphology. This type of reduction could be purely 

typological. However, in the light of evidence for a Nilo-Saharan substrate, it does not 

seem unreasonable to suppose this reflects parallel processes in Dogon and the now- 

vanished branch of Nilo-Saharan, reflecting pervasive bilingualism in the past. 

5. The place of the ‘lost branch’ within Nilo-Saharan 

The tables of lexical data point to a Nilo-Saharan substrate in Bangime and to a lesser 
extent in Dogon, which derives from the assimilation of the ‘lost branch’ following the 

Dogon expansion. However, there is no evidence for a relationship with any specific branch 
of Nilo-Saharan, in particular none with Songhay, which is geographically closest. This 

argues that at the earliest phase of the expansion of Nilo-Saharan an independent group 
migrated westward from the heartland and established settlements on the Dogon Plateau. 

Bangime and its relatives may have been present at this time, but this can be only 
speculation. For this reason, I tentatively name this lost branch ‘Plateau’. 

Awaiting further analysis. Plateau is treated as an independent branch of Nilo- 

Saharan, diverging at roughly the same level as Saharan. The internal structure of Nilo- 

Saharan is highly controversial (see evaluation in Blench 2002) and cannot be discussed 

here. Both published proposals (Bender and Ehret) now seem very dated in the sense that 

they do not incorporate the extraordinary body of new data that has appeared in the last 

decades^^. I have proposed a new internal structure for the phylum in various conference 
talks, and on this basis. Figure 1 presents a new proposal for the structure of Nilo-Saharan 

incorporating a Plateau branch; 

““ Though Ehret (2014) continues to write as if his model of the phylum were widely accepted. 
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Figure 1. A hypothetical structure for Nilo-Saharan 

Proto-Nilo-Saharan 

Songhay Saharan 

Bertha 

Shabo 

Kunama Koman 

*Central 

African 

Gumuz 

Plateau 

Kuliak 

Maban Fur Central Kadu Eastern 

Sudanic Sudanic 

It should be made very clear this is a first approach to the data. Lexical material on Bangime 

and Dogon is now quite abundant and it should be possible to find and evaluate further 

potential evidence for this hypothesis, especially in the field of grammar. 
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SHORT FORMS FOR BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES 

Acronym Expansion or source Language treated 

Ah04 Ahland (2004) Gumuz dialects 

B-G07 Bcnishangul-Gumuz Language Development 

Project (2007) 

Bertha 

Bc81 Bender(1981) Nilo-Saharan 

Be83 Bender(1983) Proto-Koman 

Be97 Bender(1997) Nilo-Saharan 

Be98 Bender(1998) Eastern Jebcl 

BeOO Bender(2000) Afitti 

BeOl Bender (2001) Kunama 

BlOO Blackings (2000) Madi 

Bo87 Boyeldieu(1987) Per & Yulu 

Bo93 Boyeldieu (1993) Sara-Bongo-Bagirmi 

BoOO Boyeldieu (2000) Sara-Bongo-Bagirmi 

Bo08 Boyeldieu (2008) Daju 

BW94 Bernard & White-Kaba (1994) Zarma 

Ca98 Capen (1998) Luo 

CCOl Creider & Creider (2001) Nandi 

Cr81 Creissels (1981) Songhay 

Cy94 Cyffer(1994) Kanuri 

Da03 Dahab et al. (2003) Maba 

Dc92 Demolin (1992) Mangbetu 

Di88 Dimmendaal (1988) Proto-Nilotic 

DC78 Ducroz & Charles (1978) Songhay Kaado 

DD Didier Demolin (ined.) Lesc 

DK Don Killian (ined.) T’wampa 

Ed91a Edgar(1991a) Maba group 

Ed91b Edgar(1991b) Tama group 

Gr63 Greenberg (1963) Nilo-Saharan 

Gr72 Gregersen (1972) Kongo-Saharan 

Ha78 Haaland (1978) Formona 

HaOO Hayward (2000) Nara 

Hal2 Hantgan (2012) Bangime 

HC Heine & Carlin (n.d.) So 

He Jeffrey Heath Dogon, Songhay 

He37 Heasty (1937) Shilluk 

He76 Heine (1976) Kuliak 

He99 Heine (1999) Ik 

Ja Jarrett (n.d.) Manga 

JC04 Jakobi & Crass (2004) Beria 

Joll Jordan et al. (2011) Shabo 
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Acronym Expansion or source Language treated 

Ki96 Kingston (1996) Ama 

KRll Kievit & Robertson (2011) Gwama 

LeC50 Le Coeur(1950) Teda 

LV39 Lukas & Volckers (1939) Mimi 

Ma04 Mada et al. (2004) Gaam 

No89 Nougayrol (1989) Aiki 

Okl2 Okonye(2012) Lango 

Pa04 Palayer (2004) Kenga 

Pe87 Pctracek (1987) Sagato 

PN Nougayrol (ined.) Bongo 

RCS Roland Stevenson mss. Nilo-Saharan, 

Kordofanian 

RMB Author’s fieldwork 

Ro82 Rottland(1982) Southern Nilotie 

Sch81a Sehadeberg (1981a) Talodi Kordofanian 

Sch81b Schadeberg (1981b) Heiban Kordofanian 

Sch94 Sehadeberg (1994) Kadu 

Sil3 Silfhout (2013) Opo 

Sp60 Spagnolo (1960) Pari 

Th81 Thelwall(1977) Birgid 

Th81 Thelwall(1981) Proto-Daju 

TYO08 Turton et al. (2008) Mursi 

Vo82 Vossen, 1982 Proto-Eastern 

Nilotie 

Vo82 VoBen(1982) Eastern Nilotic 

Vo88 Vol3en(1988) Maa 

Vo97 VoBen(1997) Khoisan 

VH89 Vossen & Heine (1989) Ongamo 

WalO Waag (2010) Fur 

We27 Westermann (1927) Western Sudanic 

We87 Werner (1987) Nobiin 

We93 Werner (1993) Meidob 

WolO Wolf (2010) Amdang 

WB99 Watson & Boone (1999) Moru Mangbetu 

YiOl Yigezu(2001) Surmic 
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Etymological Notes I: 

Indo-European and Nostratic 

Allan R. Bombard 
Charleston, SC USA 

Dedicated to the fond memory of my friend, colleague, and mentor, Hal Fleming. 

ABSTRACT: In this article, I propose several new Indo-European etymologies, as well as 

comment on one Nostratic etymology originally suggested by Vaclav Blazek. Note: The Proto- 

Indo-European forms cited in this article are reconstructed in accordance with the glottalic 

model of Proto-Indo-European consonantism proposed by Gamkrelidze—Ivanov and Hopper. 

Keywords: Armenian, Germanic, Hittite, Proto-Indo-European, Proto-Nostratic 

1. Hittite pakkuss- ‘to pound, to crack, to crush, to grind’ 

Kloekhorst (2008:618—619) lists Hittite pakkuss- (vb.) ‘to pound, to crack, to crush, to 

grind (grain)’, (adj.) pak(kus)suwant- ‘cracked (?)’, (n.) U^)pakkussuwar ‘a wooden implement 

used to crack or crush cereals’ (see also Chicago Hittite Dictionary, P, pp. 58—59; Friedrich 

1991:155). Kloekhorst mentions possible etymologies suggested by Oettinger and Janda and rejects 

them. He concludes by stating “[fjurther unclear”. Melchert (1994:330), on the other hand, cites 

Lydian (we)-baq-(en)- ‘to trample on’ as a probable Anatolian cognate. 

Now let us look at Germanic, where we find the following forms: Old English feohtan ‘to 

fight, to combat, to strive; to attack, to fight against', feoht ‘fight, battle; strife’; Old Frisian fiuchta, 

fiochta ‘to fight’; Old Saxon fehtan ‘to fight’; Dutch vechten ‘to fight’; Old High German fehtan 

‘to fight, to battle, to combat’ (New High German fechten ‘to fight, to fence’), gifeht,fehta ‘fight, 

battle, combat’ (New High German Fechten ‘fighting, fencing’); all of which can be derived from 

Proto-Germanic *fextanan ‘to fight’ (cf. Boutkan—Siebinga 2003:117 *fe(u)hta-,¥Aein 1971:281; 

Kluge—Mitzka 1967:188 *fiuhtan [instead of *fehtan]; Kluge—Seebold 1989:206 *feht-a-', 

Kroonen 2008:134 *fehtan- ‘to fight’; Onions 1966:354—355 West Germanic *fextan-, Orel 

2003:96—97 *fextanan; Vercoulie 1898:309). The Germanic forms are frequently compared with 

Latin peetd ‘to comb, to card’; Greek TieKco ‘to comb’, TteKieco ‘to shear, to clip’; etc. (cf Rix 

2001:467), but this comparison is rather problematic from a semantic point of view, and this has 

led several scholars to express doubts about it (cf. Kroonen 2008:134; Onions 1966:355; etc.). A 

better etymology is possible. 

We can trace both the Hittite and West Germanic forms back to Proto-Indo-European 

*p^ek''^-/*p''ok''''- ‘to strike, to hit, to beat, to pound’. The original meaning was essentially 

preserved in Anatolian. For Germanic, however, we have to assume that there was a semantic shift 

from ‘to strike, to hit, to beat, to pound’ to ‘to fight’. As pointed out by Buck (1949:1370—1372, 

no. 20.11), this is a rather common semantic development. Moreover, the phonetics do not present 

any problems, inasmuch as Proto-Indo-European *-k"^- > *-x- before *-t- in Proto-Germanic (cf 
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Proto-Germanic *naxtz ‘night’ [< *nok"'‘t "s] > Gothic nahts ‘night’; Old Icelandic ndtt, nott ‘night’; 

Old English niht, nseht, neaht ‘night’; Old Saxon naht ‘night’; Old High German naht ‘night’; etc.). 

2. Armenian kat^'n ‘milk’ 

Armenian kak'n ‘milk’ (dialectal variants include: Suc'’ava gat''3\ Tbilisi Labaral, 

Goris, Samaxi kdt''nd', Lori kat'’3', Agulis kaxc'’; Havarik kaxs; Ares kaxs', Melri kaxc\ Karcewan 

kaxc'') has been compared with Greek yaXa ‘milk’, Latin lac ‘milk’, etc. (cf. Martirosyan 2008: 

294—296 [with relevant literature]). However, trying to account the Armenian forms on the basis 

of their alleged Greek and Latin cognates presents almost insurmountable phonological difficulties, 

and the explanations put forward to try to overcome these difficulties are too convoluted to be 

credible (for details, sec Martirosyan 2008:294—296). Yet, no convincing alternative etymology 

has been advanced to date. 

A Proto-Indo-European nominal stem *k’"et^‘-ii- ‘glutinous secretion, viseous discharge: 

gum, resin, sap’ (cf Pokomy 1959:480 *g^‘et- ‘resin’) has been reconstructed on the basis of the 

following forms: Sanskrit jdtii- ‘lac, gum’; Latin bitumen ‘pitch, asphalt’ (borrowed from either 

Sabellian or Celtic); Middle Irish heithe ‘birch-tree’ (borrowed from Brittonic Celtic); Old 

Icelandic k\>dda ‘resin’; Earoese kx’dda ‘viscous fluid from a cow’s teat’; Norwegian kx’aade, kx’ae 

‘resin; watery fluid from a pregnant cow’s udder’, (dial.) k\'sede ‘birch sap’; Old English cwidii, 

eweodo, cwiidii ‘resin, gum; cud, mastic’; Old High German quiti, kiiti ‘glue’; etc. Note: The Proto- 

Indo-European form cited above may be from an unattested verb *k’"et''-/*k’"ot'‘- ‘to ooze (out), to 

seep (out)’, or something quite similar in meaning. 

Derivation of Armenian kat''n ‘milk’ from Proto-Indo-European *k’"et''-u- ‘glutinous 

secretion, viscous discharge: gum, resin, sap’ presents no major phonological difficulties, and the 

semantics are quite plausible in view of Earoese kvdSa ‘viscous fluid from a cow’s teat’ and 

Norwegian kx’aade, kvae ‘resin; watery fluid from a pregnant cow’s udder’. Hence, I believe that 

this is a far better etymology than the comparison with Greek yaka ‘milk’, Latin lac ‘milk’, etc. 

3. Proto-Nostratic root *?oy- 

In his 1999 book Numerals. Comparative-Etymological Analysis and Their Implications, 

Vaclav Blazek proposes a rather nice Nostratic etymology for one of the Proto-Indo-European 

words for the number ‘one’: *?oy- (extended forms: *?oy-no-, *?oy-wo-, *?oy-k''o-). He specifically 

compares forms from Samoyed and Altaic (these are listed below), as well as the following 

Ethiopian Semitic forms (this is an expanded list) (Blazek 1999:90 and 156): Ethiopic / Geez 

‘^avava [MV] ‘to make equal, to even out, to be equal’, ta'^ayaya [+/i?f] ‘to be equal, to be 

comparable, to be compared, to be paired’, '^aydt ‘equality, likeness, resemblance, analogy, 

allegory, example, conformity, harmony’, '^aydy ‘equal, associate, likeness, image, 

appearance’; Tigrc ’’ayay ‘relative, kinsman’; Amharic ayaya ‘comrades, partners who are equal in 

age and status’ (cf D. Cohen 1970— :16—17 *’yy; Leslau 1987:51). In a later paper, Blazek 

(2012:119) also adds Dravidian forms to this etymology. 

I would remove the Ethiopian Semitic forms included by Blazek and replace them with 

forms from Arabic and Berber, and I would also remove the Dravidian forms. Accordingly, 1 would 

rewrite and expand this etymology as follows: 
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Proto-Nostratic root *?oy-'. 

(vb.) *?oy- ‘to be by oneself, to be alone’; 

(n.) *?oy-a ‘solitude, aloneness’; (adj.) ‘single, alone; one’ 

A. Proto-Afrasian *?Vy- ‘single, alone; one’: Proto-Semitic *?ay-am- ‘(to be) single, alone’ > 

Arabic ‘^dma (root /Nm/) ‘to be without a husband or a wife (single, divorced, widowed); to 

lose one’s wife, to beeome a widower; to lose one’s husband, to beeome a widow’, '^ayma 

‘widowhood’, '^ayyim (pi. '^aydmd) ‘unmarried man or woman; widow, widower’. D. Cohen 

1970— :17 *’ym; Biberstein-Kazimirski 1875.1:95—96; Steingass 1884:99—100; Wehr 

1976:37; Zammit 2002:85. The following Berber forms may belong here as well, assuming 

development from Pre-Proto-Berber *?-y-w > *v-3'-h’ > Proto-Berber (m.) *yTw-dn, (f.) *vm’- 

dt (Prasse 1974:404) or (m.) *iyyaw-an, (f) *iyyaw-at (Militarcv 1988:101—107), partieiple 

meaning ‘being alone, sole, unique’ (> ‘one’): Tuaregyaw (f.yaO ‘one; a certain one, someone’; 

Siwa agon, igan (f. agat, igat) ‘one’; Nefusa ugun (f ugat) ‘one’; Ghadamesyw« (f yut) ‘one’; 

Wargla iggan (f. iggat) ‘one’; Mzab iggan (f. iggat) ‘one’; Tamazight y/waw, yun (f.yiv.'t,yut) 

‘one’; Tashelhiyt / Shilha yaw (f. vat) ‘one’; Riff ig, igan (f ict), iwan (f iwat) ‘one’; Kabyle 

yiwan {L.yiwet) ‘one’; Chaoia iji (f. ijt) ‘one’; Zenagaywa ‘one’. Haddadou 2006—2007:224. 

B. Proto-Indo-European *?oy- ‘single, alone; one’ (with non-apophonic -o-) (extended 

forms: *?oy-no-, *'?oy-wo-, *?oy-k'‘o-): (A) *?oy-no-\ Latin iinus ‘one’ [Old Latin oinos\, 

Umbrian unu ‘one’; Old Irish den, din ‘one’; Welsh un ‘one’; Gothic ains ‘one’; Old Icelandic 

einn ‘one’; Faroese ein ‘one’; Danish en ‘one’; Norwegian ein ‘one’; Old Swedish en ‘one’; 

Old English an ‘one; alone, sole, lonely; singular, unique’; Old Frisian an, en ‘one’; Old Saxon 

en ‘one’; Dutch een ‘one’; Old High German ein ‘one’ (New High German ein)-, Albanian nje 

‘one’; Lithuanian vienas (with unexplained initial v-) ‘one; alone’; Latvian viens ‘one’; Old 

Prussian ains ‘one’; Old Chureh Slavie in-b ‘some(one), other’; Russian Church Slavic inokyj 

‘only, sole, solitary’; Russian indj [hhoh] ‘different, other’ — it is also found in Greek o’lvq, 

oivoq ‘roll of one (in dice)’. (B) *?oy-wo--. Avestan aeva- ‘one’; Old Persian aiva- ‘one’ — it 

is also found in Greek oiog ‘alone, lone, lonely’ (Cyprian oi-t-oq). (C) *?oy-k''o--. Sanskrit eka- 

h ‘one’; Mitanni (“Proto-Indic”) aika- ‘one’. Pokomy 1959:286 *oi-nos ‘one’; Walde 1927— 

1932.1:101 *o/-«o.9; Mann 1984—1987:866 *oinos, -a ‘one; unit’; Watkins 1985:45 *oi-no- and 

2000:59 *oi-no- ‘one, unique’; Mallory—Adams (eds.) 1997:398—399 *oi-no-s ~ *oi-uo-s ~ 

*oi-ko-s (or *hioi-no-s ~ *hioi-uo-s ~ *hioi-ko-s) and 2006:61 *hioi-no-s ‘one’; 

Gamkrelidze—Ivanov 1995:741 *oi- ‘one’ (extended forms: *oi-no-, *oi-k'’o-, *o/-vvo-); 

Boisacq 1950:691 and 692; Frisk 1970—1973.11:364 *oino-s and 11:367 *oiuo-s-, Chantrainc 

1968—1980.11:784 and 11:786; Hofmann 1966:228; De Vaan 2008:642 *Hoi-no--, Walde— 

Hofmann 1965—1972.11:821—823; Emout—Meillet 1979:748—749; Lindsay 1894:409; 

Sihler 1995:405 *oy-: *oy-no-, *oy-wo-, and possibly *oy-ko--, Matasovic 2009:304—305; 

Kroonen 2013:11 Proto-Germanie *aina- < Proto-Indo-European *Hoi-Hn-o--, Lehmann 

1986:17 *oy-no- ‘sole, alone; one’; Feist 1939:24 *oi-no--, Falk—Torp 1903—1906.1:137, 

1909:3, and 1910—1911.1:190—192; De Vries 1977:97; Onions 1966:627 Common Germanic 

*ainaz-, Klein 1971:513 *oi-nos-, Kluge—Mitzka 1967:157—158; Kluge—Seebold 1989:169 

Proto-Germanie *aina--, Orel 1998:304—305 and 2003:9 Proto-Germanie *ainaz-, Fraenkel 

1962—1965.11:1239—1240; Smoczyhski 2007.1:747—748 Proto-Baltic *aj-na- < Proto-Indo- 
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European *Hioi-no-; Dcrkscn 2008:212 and 212—213 *HiH-no-\ Mayrhofcr 1956— 

1980.1:126 *oi-(ko-); Burrow 1973:248; Szcmcrenyi 1996:222. Notes: (1) According to 

Kloekhorst (2008:181—182) and Puhvcl (1984— .1/2:73), Hittite a-an-ki ‘once’ is related to 

the above forms. Kloekhorst derives it from Proto-Indo-European *Hoionki. (2) Latin aeqims 

‘level, equal’, on the other hand, docs not belong here (cf Dc Vaan 2008:27). 

C. Uralic: Proto-Samoyed *oj— *dj- ‘one’ > Tavgi Samoyed / Nganasan 'o’ai ‘one’ (gen. 

'oaday), 'o’aid ‘single, alone’, 'o’aiei', 'o’adit’ ‘once’; Motor ojldk (?) ‘one’ (only in 

independent use). Castren 1854:193 and 1855:45; Helimski 1997:145, 326 (no. 798) (Motor) 

and 1998:500, table 16.9, (Nganasan) (qu'Pjdi? ~ (}jit?)dj ‘one’, numerical adverb (t]u?)3dn? 

‘once’. Note: Not related to Proto-Samoyed *op ‘one’ (cf Blazck 1999:90). 

D. Altaic: Tungus; Oroch ojoke ‘some, one’. 

Buck 1949:13.33 alone, only (adj., adv.). 
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Siculan 

Peggy Duly & Sergej A. Jatsemirskij 

Among the peoples having inhabited Sicily by the middle of the 

millennium BCE, the Sicels (more correctly Siculans - Latin Siculi, Greek Six^Xol) 

have a special place - they were the only speakers of a language belonging to the 

Italic group on the island (before the Romans). 

Application of the name “Sicels,” “Siculans,” of the same root with the isle’s 

modern name, is not limited to its own territory - we know about the sojourn of 

Sicels both in Italic (Latium, Umbria, Samnium) and non-Italic (Tuscany, Gallia 

Cisalpina) districts; one of the Samnian towns was also called Siculinum 

(Liv., XXIII, 37). About Sicels in Sicily and Italy cf., for example, the following: 

SixeXol 8' ’IiaXiai; (ev-cau&a yap wxouv) Sie^rjaav iq StxeXiav, cpeuyovxei; ’Otiixoui;, w? p,s.v 

£ix6<; xai Xeyexai, IttI xTjpTjaavxe.!; xov Tiop&pLOv xaxiovxo? xou av£[xou, xa^a av Se xal 

aXXco? Tztbq l.a7i:Xe.uaavx£<;. slat Se xal vuv £xi iv xf| ’IxaXta SixeXol, xal r\ x^pa a7:6 IxaXou 

PaaiXioj? xivoi; EixeXwv, xouvopia xouxo e'xovxoi;, ouxox; IxaXla E7ta)vo|jiaa9”ri [Thuc., VI, 2]f^ 

Ttepl wv eXeyov Btoxi, xa&' bv xaipov ex zr\q 7iptoxT]i; napouatai; xaxaXa^oiev SixeXou? 

xaxexovxai; xauxTjv xyiv xwpav, U vuv xaxoixouai, xaxaTiXayevxwv auxoui; exetvcov xal 

TipoaSe^apLEvov 8ia xov cpo^ov [Polyb., XII, 

About Siculans (and Ligurians, often tied with them) in Rome we have 

certain knowledge in Festus: “Sacrani appellati sunt Reate orti, qui ex Septimontio 

Figures Siculosque exegerunt.” 

The antique tradition dates the first appearance of the Sicels on the island 

to the time soon after the Trojan War, about the 11* century BCE. 

The Siculan language is fragmentarily known, which is caused, primarily, 

by early Hellenization - singular known inscriptions belong to a period not later 

« “The Sicels, again, crossed over from Italy, where they dwelt, to Sicily, fleeing from the 
Opicans - as is probable and indeed is reported - on rafts, having waited for their passage till the 
wind was from the shore; or perhaps they sailed thither in some other way also. Even now there 
are Sicels still in Italy; and the country was named Italy after Italus, a king of the Sicels who had 
this name” {trans. by Ch. F. Smith). 

of which they give the following account. When they first appeared, and found the 
Sicels occupying the district in which they are themselves now dwelling, these native were in 
terror of them, and admitted them through fear into the country” (transl. by E. S. Shuckburgh). 
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than the 5* cent. BCE. On the other hand, a considerable number of local words 

passed through the language of Sicilian Greeks and can be studied. Existing 

material seems to be enough to make a preliminary conclusion about the greater 

closeness of Siculan to Latin rather than Oscan-Sabellian-Umbrian dialects; in the 

first instance it can be seen on glosses, many of which, corrected for Greek 

transcription, are practically indistinguishable from Latin words; at the same time, 

we still do not know parallels with Oscan-Umbrian, not having Latin correlations. 

Now we should analyze the main Sicilian glosses. 

Glosses 

Thus, Sicilian glosses are known almost exclusively from Greek sources. 

Some of them had become thoroughly secured in the language of Sicilian Greeks, 

a number are cited as rare lexica from local writers’ and poets’ works - in 

particular, Epicharmus (about 540 - about 460 BCE), Sophron (5^^" cent. BCE), 

Rinthon (323-285 BCE), Theocritus (about 300 - about 260 BCE). 

It is quite obvious that not all Sicilian glosses are Italic or even Indo- 

European in origin. Some of them, by all appearances, are drawn from a Western 

Mediterranean substratum (heterogeneous in its turn); one also should not exclude 

possible ties with North Africa (we see something similar in Sardinia). At the same 

time, each lexeme given below could be presented in the actual Siculan language; 

in any case, it makes sense to cite and analyze them together if one wants to 

understand the ethno-linguistic situation on the isle. 

Glosses with clear Latin parallels: 

aPoXX^T? “dense cloak” (Hes. “Tiepi^oXat U7:6 SixeXwv”) = abolla; 

AI'tvt] - the volcano name corresponds to Latin aedes “sanctuary” and Greek aV&w “to 

ignite”; about phonetic development see below Xbpoc; 

ap^i'vvT] “meat” (Hes. “xpea?. Sixe-Xot”) = arbina, arvina; 

Paxavta “bowl” (Hes. “xa XoTxaBioc. r\ §£ X£?i<; StxxXixT]”); in Pollux with the reference to 

Epicharmus Txaxavri id.; possibly originates in pateo similarly to Latin patera; 

concerning the transition p> b cf. paxtXXa (F.Oxy. 741.18) from patella; 

pXiTov (?) - “orach,” and also a kind of vegetable crop (Hes. “Xaxavou dSoc”) = blitum; 

y£Xa “hoarfrost” (Steph. “Ttaxvrjv... xauTT)v yap xfj Otxixwv cpwvf] xal SixeXwv y£Xav X£yEa&ai”) = 

gelu; 

xayxaXo(; “ring; grating” (Hes. “xptxo? 6 etcI xal? &upat? Zix£Xoi”; P. F. 46 “Cancri dicebantur 

ab antiquis qui nun per demitionem cancelli''); 

xafXTxo? (Hes. “iTXTxoBpopLo?. SixeXoi”) = campus; 
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xapxai “crawfish” (Hes. “xapxivot, xal xox^oi”) = cancer; here, as in xapxivo?, we are facing 

dissimilation - cf. also Vedic karkatas id.; 

xapxapop, xotpxapov “dungeon” (Hes. “xapxapa ... evioi xou? fxavSpai;, Piv&cov”; Diod. Sic. 

XXXI, 9, 2 “can 8c 6 x. opuyfjLa xaxayciov Poc&u”; Phot, “to ScapicoTiipiov. ouxoi; Swcppcov”) 

= career; 

xaxivo? “dish, plate” (Varro, IL, V, 25 “Siculi dicunt xdtxivov ubi assa-*-'^ ponebant”) = catinus; 

xopvo? “thorny myrtle” (Hes. “xcvxpofiupai'vT). SixcXoi”) = cornus; 

xu^ixov, xu^ixov “elbow” (Hes. “6 ayxwv,” Pollux “xal xu^ixov cYtioui; av wi; 'l7C7ioxpax7)(; SoxcT S' 

clvai Awptxov xouvofJLa xuv cv SixcXia Awpicwv”) = cubitus; 

Xaxayri, Xaxa^ “moisture, liquid” (Athen. XV, 2 “Aixaiapxoi; 6 Mcaarivtoi;... xal xtjv Xaxayif)v 

9T)alv cTvai. SixcXixv ovofxa. Xaxayri 8' caxlv x6 urtoXciTiopicvov ano xou cxno^cvxo? 7toxT)plou 

uypov”; Callim. fr. 69 “SixcXap cx xuXtxwv Xaxaya?”) = latex; 

XcTiopii; (Varro, IL. V, 20 “lepus, quod Siculi, ut Aeolis quidam Graeci, dicunt Xcnopiv. a 

Roma quod orti Siculi (italisized by me - S. /.), ut annales veteres nostri dicunt 

fortasse hinc illuc tulerunt et hie reliquerunt id nomen.”) = lepus. This form 

shows that the Latin nominative lepus was made artificially, whereas the 

primordial form looked like *lepor-, as in Siculan, because rhotacism is not 

known in the latter. Here also Ligurian forms Xc^ripti; id. (passed through the 

Greek language of Massilia) and “in fontem Lebriemelum” in the juridical award 

of MinuciiH 

fjLupxoi; “dumb” (Hes. “6 xa&oXou piri Suvapicvo? XaXcTv. Supaxouaioi”) = murcus “cripple”; 

opoua “string, thread” (Hes. “xopSri... cl? 8 ’E7ttx<ip9'Ou 8pa[ia”) = urvum “bent part of a 

bow” (Varro, IL, V, 27 “ab urvo, quod ita flexum ut redeat sursum versus ut in 

aratro quod est urvum”); the primary meaning of the root is reflected in Greek 

fcpuco “to drag, to draw,” from here also Old Slavonic epteb, Vedic varatrd, 

Lithuanian virve “rope, cord”; 

Ttavla “satiation” (Athen. Ill, 76 “Tiavoi; cip-zoy Mcaadwitoi. xal xtiv 7iXTia[i,ovTiv Tiavlav xal Tiavta xa 

7tXTiafi.ia' ... Ptv&wv xc cv ’A[ji,9ixpucL)vi. xal PwpiaToi Sc Tcava xov apxov xaXouai”) — of the 

same root with patiis “bread”; the Messapic form Tcavo? id. is also interesting; 

^Tccpay- “to tear” (Hes. “Sicppwya. Plv^wv”) - one can suppose the ties with per-ago in the 

meaning “to loosen; to pierce; to kill”; 

poyoc; “barn, granary” (Pollux IX, 45 “xal atxoPoXta' xauxa 8c poyo? SixcXiwxai covoixaCov, xal 

caxi xouvofxa cv ’ETCtxappiou BoualpiSi”). Likely to coincide with Latin rogus “fire for 

burning, cremation” - the primary meaning is, apparently, “stack, rick.” Another 

version is proposed by Prof. V. V. Shevoroshkin, who compares it with German 

Roggen, Russian poxb "’rye”; in this case, the word belongs to the second group; 

1, e. “roast meat.” 
The inscription dating to 117* BCE, found in the outskirts of Genoa (CIL P 584 = 

V, 7749). 
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advvopoi; “foolish” (Hes. ‘Vopcii;, 7:apd Piv^wvi. Tapavxlvoi”) - cf. Latin sanna “grimace,” 

sannio “fool, jester”; 

aauxov “dry” (Hes. “?Tip6v. Supaxouaioi”) - with an unclear vocalization of the root if it is to 

be compared with Latin siccus - but here it is also possible to see a parallel with 

xaupoc; : Stier; 

SijjLaXii; — an epithet of Demeter (Athen. Ill 73 “ou xouxou ouv xou ’'Apxou 6 vuv xaip6<; fjv, dXXd 

xwv Eupri[x£vojv UTio XT]!; Etxoui; xaXou(ji£vT]<; Anj^iTixpoi; xocl £t|jiaX(So(; ouxtoi; ydp &e6(; Ttapd 

Supaxoaioi? xLgaxaL”) = simila “fine wheaten flour”; 

CTxuxa “throat; neck” (Hes. “xov xpdxiqXov. EtxeXoi”) scuta, scutra “cup; dish” (??) - if to 

compare “throat ~ vessel” or “neck ~ dish used as a stand for other vessels.” 

It is possible that it was Siculan whither the form vetioSec “offspring, descendants” (for 

example, in Theocritus) was borrowed - cf. nepotes; V. Blazek also ascribes here 

the gloss of Eustaphius piye? - actually, “reges,” but in the text it is designated as 

Samnian. 

A separate group is formed by the words for weight and monetary systems, 

coinciding with Latin: 

BiCap, xpia? - the measures, equal to two and three ounces respectively (Pollux IV, 174-175 

“ AptaxoxiXrii; ... i\> S' 'IpLepalwv TioXtxeia 9ijaiv dx; ol Eixe-Xidixai xou? gev 8uo xaXxou? 

StCavxoc xaXouCTt xov S' £va ouyxi'ocv xou? Se xpel? xptavxa xou? S' E? f)|j.(Xixpov, xov S' SPoXov 

Xtxpav”). Having been formed morphologically {-Jisf-ntis : - a?/- avxo?) as Latin 

sextans {Ve), quadrans (M), triens (VS), dodrans (< *de-quodrans, ^4)-*', they are 

multiplying names in fact, as opposed to separatory Latin ones (so long as sextans 

“two ounces” (14), etc.) and multiplying (with the component -mix - quincunx 

“five ounces,” etc.) [Tronskij, 2001, § 849]; 

Xi'xpa - pound, equal to 12 ounces or an as'**^ (cf. above the Pollux’ testimony, and also 

Hes. “Xtxpa" 6^0X6?. ot Se vopuaga Tiapd EixeXoT?”; Pollux IV, 173 “axaxfipa S' ol xr]? 

xcugcuSi'a? TTOiTjxal xtjv Xtxpav Xeyouatv xrjv piev ydp Xtxpav eipTjxaatv ol EixeXixol xwfjLwSot”) 

= libra. In this word, as in the name Aixvr^ we find the transition *-dh- > 

peculiar to Siculan; 

pioTxov “loan” (Hes. “pt,oTxov dvxl pioixou Tjapoigla EixeXoT?" ydp [J.oTxov”; Varro, IL, V, 36 

“si datum quod reddatur; mutuum; quod Siculi moeton: itaque scribit Sophron 

'maeton t antimo et’”) = mutuum; 

In turn, these forms contain some dialectal elements. 
Cf. “as libral,” in Greek terms - o^oXo?. 
Only a single similar reflection is known in Latin - rutilus “red with a yellowish tint,” 

initially “reddish” along with ruber, dialectal (in vocalism and consonantism respectively) rebus, 

nifus, Greek ipu&po? (< *reudhros). 
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voufxjjioi; “coin” (starting from Aristotle, cf. also Pollux “6 Se voufxjro?, Soxel [xev elvai Pw^xaicov 

Touvoga xou vogiagaroq, taxi §£ xocl xwv iv IxaXta xal £v SixeXia Awptiwv”) = 

nummus) 

oyxia “ounce” (Phot., Paus. “oyxtav xov axa^fxov,” etc.) = uncia. 

There are certain lexemes which find no analogues in Latin or other Italic 

languages, but are ascribed to Indo-European on the grounds of other parallels: 

’Ape&ouaa - a nymph and a spring of the same name close to Syracuse, as the springs in 

Ithaca and Euboea as well: I.-E. *redhd- “Quelle” - cf. the name of the river 

Rednitz (in Germany); 

[mr\ “horse cloth” (Hes. SLxeXot”). The origin from I.-E. *ekuos is very probable; 

poyo? see above; 

xopyo? “(black) kite” (Hes. “6 yucj) napa Hix^Xicoxai?”; here also “Topyiov bpo^ ev StxE.Xt(x”) — in 

the bird’s name we find the same root as in Old Norse storkr, German Storch , 

English stork; relevant to initial consonants cf. again Latin taurus - German Stier. 

Finally, we should adduce the glosses of disputable origin; 

aC^rov — rather, “honest”(Hes. “Tiiaxov. SixeXot”); 

apLoto? “bad” (Hes. “xaxoi;. SixeXoi”); 

“boar hunter” (Athen. “ol 7iE.pl xfiv SixeXlav otxouvxei; a. xaXouaiv xov auaypov,” etc.) 

— cf. aa/fov “truffle” (Theophr. “x6 uBvov... xaXoual xtvE(; aax,lov xal x6 outyyov”); 

avx6fjio(; “stake” (Hes. “avxopiou?' axoXoTcai;. SixeXol”); 

axEpalXa “myrtle”(Hes. “pLupalvri. SixeXol”); 

“^yEppov or *y£ppa with an unclear primordial meaning: 1) “twigs” (P. F. “Gerrae crates 

vimineae. Athenienses cum Syracusas obsiderent et crebro gerras poscerent, 

irridentes Siculi gerras clamitabant. Unde factum est, ut gerrae pro nugis et 

contemptu dicantur”); 2) “verenda; fascini”: “yippa SixeXoI Xeyouat xa avSpEla xal 

yuvatxEla aiSoTa”; “yeppa ... xa Sepfjiaxtva alSola”; “et sunt gerrae fascini, qui sic in 

Naxo, insula®’ Veneris ab incolis appellantur”; 

Spaxxa “leaves, foliage” (Hes. “9uXXai;. SixeXol”); 

• Spa^wv “some agricultural sanctuary” (Hes. “ev StxEXla lepov... eIi; S' ol yewpyol eux“? 

ETtEpLTCOv”); 

50 There is also a far rarer homonym Tctaxo? - “potable.” 
5’ Here, by all appearances, some confusion takes place - the name Na^o? should be 

attributed to the Sicilian town, not to the largest one of the Cyclades isles. 
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CayxXov “sickle” (Thuc. “to Bperavov ol SixeXoI C xakouaiv”), with the variant BayxXov (Hes.), 

here also the older name of Messina - ZayxXri. The relationship with Lithuanian 

dalgis “sickle” is quite possible; 

ijjLECTtTo? “custom”(Hes. “Sixn] SixeaV]”); 

xivaBo? “fox, vixen” (sch. Theocr. V, 25 “f; aXojTtT)?”); 

Aotyeai? - theonym (Hes. “&e6<;. SixeXoi”); V. Pisani compares it with Messapic logetihas; 

*Xa&pax- “bridle” (Hes. “Xa&paxaCwv /aXivaywycov. SixeXoi”); 

Xaopyo? “impious” or “unburied” (Hes. “avoaio;. SixeXol”). Prof. V. V. Shevoroshkin 

reports that the word may be bound with Luwian laivar- “to break”; such a 

borrowing can be explained only by Etruscan - there we know a series of 

Anatolian lexemes (primarily from Lycian and Milyan); 

*|jlutt- , the derivatives of which are usually listed among the Sicilian glosses (if the 

existing forms can be reduced to a single root at all), judging by suffixation, 

belongs to Aegean-Cretan area''-; 

*(jL(I)|jLQ(p “fool” (P. F. 117 “Moinar Siculi stultum appellant”); one may suppose the tie with 

the word iJLW[xap “shame; reproach” in Hesychius: “fxEpicJjtp, oveiBo?, alaxo?”; 

aaTiiuXXEiv “to wag” (Hes. “aalvEiv Plv&cov”). The suffix (- up- /- uX-) outwardly cannot be 

distinguished from Aegean-Cretan; the borrowing seems quite probable; 

TapTET] “urn” (Hes. “+ aupaxouaioiauTjvop. tive? aopov” — probably, “Eupaxouaiot f aurivo?. tive? 

aopov ). 

Inscriptions 

As has been shown in the previous section most glosses known to us 

coincide in detail with Latin lexemes; compliance with that finding, while 

analyzing the structure of the inscriptions of Latin material will be the main goal 

for us - but not without the Oscan-Umbrian-Sabellic data. 

Thus, Siculan inscriptions are almost singular; only the longest of them, 

known as PID 578, LIA 12, can be analyzed with a relatively distinct reading. In 

two other inscriptions we can only try to find separate words, consonant to Latin 

(or Italic as a whole). Let us analyze them; 

PID 576, LIA 127: 1) dvhitimrukesiazsuie [ 2) ] resesaniresbe [ 

52 The main form with an ethnic indication- “puTTaxEi;- puxat. SixeXoi. ’'Icovei; Ttcoycova” (Hes.); 
here also “puTT-r)?- opvn; tioioi;,” “puTxii;- to peXotv Tfj? oTjTiia?,” and some others. Possibly, the last may 
show the original meaning of the root - “black.” 
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It seems that amongst the initial graphemes we find the pan-Indo-European root 

*du-o-hj, Italic *dud “two,” Latin duof^ but here the grammatical structure is unclear (the 

very borders of the form, proper, are unclear). We can suppose that Vum is a rebuilt form, 

plural, corresponding to Latin type with -i, as Latin 2"'* declension (whereas Latin duo, 

ambo are the fossilized dual forms), or try to find here the form, related to Latin duti “for 

the second time.”'’"' Nevertheless, it is possible that we do not have a numeral at all, and 

instead we deal with the form -im - end, comparable instead to Latin dialectal Acc. of the 

type of turrim, puppim, etc. 

We might see a pan-Italic Genitive form (1’’' declension) rukesiaz, correlated with 

archaic Latin type {pater familias), but the root *ruk- itself, as well as the alteration r - I, it 

seems, has not been found in Italic languages; a further consequence of that approach, 

indeed, may be to allow too many externally similar Italic correspondences to be sensible. 

In the inscription LIA 128 nendas .... tebei praarei enbourena ivide pages 

tikeaite .. ss . iube we should also define only the separate forms. 

Among them the forms tebei praarei are the most interesting, where we find a 

probable agreement of the unclear praarei with the personal pronoun tebei (= Latin tibi / 

tibi); graphically ei can show the length of the vowel, similar to archaic Latin writings, like 

a reduplication aa, widespread in Italic dialects. The form pagos, in turn, can fully correlate 

with Latin pagus “mral community,” Acc. PL; we cannot exclude that nendas also hides the 

T* declension genitive. V. Pisani compared it with the type of XapwvSoci; [Pisani 1953 : 283], 

which seems to be insecure - in the second we should see the root CVC + suffix v8-, but, 

following on the assumption given above, we get the root CV. 

It is quite natural to mark out a prefix in the form enbourena, corresponding to Latin 

in, archaic en, but the interpretation of the whole word seems practically impossible - the 

root, close to *bheur- / *bhour-, it seems to me, does not find any analogy in the Italic group 

(cf. below the problem of viinobrtom). 

It is also not excluded that the word ivide coincides with Latin ibidem, but it is just 

a conjectural opinion. 

Anyway, the inscription PID 578 - (var.: LIA 126) is the most important for us. It 

was made on a ceramic vessel (oeaxo?), found in Centuripe (Latin Centuripae, Sicilian 

Centorbi) in 1824. The Greek alphabet of the 6* or the 5* century B.C.E is used here, but 

we have some difficulties with paleography. In particular, the grapheme Z, usually 

53 [Lubotsky : 2008, s.v. duo], 

5“' Sanskrit dvitya- “second,” Old Avestan daibitiia-, etc. [Lubotsky ; 2008, s.v. duti], 
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transliterated as f is hard to understand, though I. M. Tronskij conveys it as hemitorn; see 

below the concrete usage. 

While analyzing this inscription, the word-boundary seems to be the main 

problem (there are evident spaces amongst some grapheme groups, but they obviously 

do not follow the real division of the words); the translations, given above, seem to differ 

so deeply because of this fact. 

We should see two main interpretations - [Pagliaro 1935: 15] and 

[Pisani 1953 : 279-282]; 

nunus tenti mi madus taina(m) mi emitom esti durom nane pos duro(m) mi 

emitom esti veli omned emponi tanto(m) mered es viinobatom e... 

“nullus tendit(o) mihi mattus tinam; a me emere est durum nane quod 

durum a me emitom est, vel omni impone tantum mero in hoc vas 

vinarium”; 

nunu stentimi maru stainam iemitom esti durom nane pos durom iemitom esti 

veliom ned emponitan tom eredes viinobrtom e... 

“A Nono Stetimi marone stamnum oblatum est donum Nanae. Postquam 

donum oblatum est votivum ne implento id heredes ad Winifertum.” 

It is obvious that both versions are constructed on a number of assumptions and 

must be reviewed- at least, in some part; it makes sense to state the reservation that the 

first looks far less probable. 

For the very beginning of the analysis we should separate the repeated (though, 

with another word order) fragment - iemitom esti durom and durom iemitom esti, “*given as 

a donation,” as is suggest by V. Pisani. The word durom seems to be borrowed from Greek 

Swpov, Latin durus does not do for the content. Theoretically, we should exclude that the 

word iemitom was defined incorrectly, to wit, the previous one (as in the second case with 

durom as well) shows final -m (stainam), and it is acceptable that here we have one more 

m, omitted before the junction of the words, as it has place with m and s in archaic Latin 

writing,55 but then we can only find mi as an analogue of Latin mihi / mihi and even me, 

which contradicts the unquestionable syntactic structure with 3 Sg. esti. 

Thus, we have to find what the sign Z means. In our opinion, i in iemitom may 

show the specific vowel sounding; veliom is quite a bit more questionable. In any case, the 

motive for why an additional sign had been inserted remains stictly conjectural. 

In another significant grapheme sequence both variants of the word-boundary, 

emponi tanto{m) and emponitan tom, seem to be completely incorrect. The form tanto(m) 

does not fit the context, emponi, also, it is hardly explainable from the grammatical point 

of view; in the second variant emponitan is not grammatically evident, in consideration of 

Cf. ne med malo{s) stated in “Duenos” inscription. 
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serious assumption about a pronoun *tV-, never seen in the Italic languages. Whereas, 

even I. M. Tronskij suggested a grammatically and lexically faithful translation (not 

describing the word-formation) - “imponunto” for emponitanto [Tronskij 1953 : 61]. Here we 

deal with the form, containing the prefix in (Latin in, archaic en) and a verbal root, 

reflected in Latin pono. Grammatically it is the 3 PI. Optative (which is usually simplified 

as “Future Imperative”), identical with the Latin type like sunto, ornanto. 

In term of its structure the form emponitanto is a frequentative verb (T‘ conjugation) 

from the participial base *{em)ponit- (in spite of Latin posit-). Such verbs ending 

with-tare, -save are very well known in Latin - cf., for example, regular and more sonorous 

cantare, formed on the participial base of cano (cant-), archaic at least because of the perfect 

base with reduplication (Perf. Ind. act. 1 Sg. cecini). Those verbs existed already in the 

archaic period and not all of them remained in classical Latin - cf., for example, future 

“saepius fuisse” (Cato apud Festum-Paulum); futurum^^ no longer has correlates with 

participle or supine. 

The other forms we will examine in succession. 

1) Initial nunu is, obviously, a form of Abl. Sg. (< *nouendd) - see the name Nonus - 

as the agent; 

2) The form stejimi, along with nunu, in our opinion, is also a nominal component; 

it seems highly probable to reconstruct it as stentimi, but it appears not to find any clear 

parallels in the toponymy and onomastics in Italia and the islands; for the present we can 

recall only an Etruscan nomen (CIE 3024 10 unata 10 stenias). Grammatically this form 

should be understood as Abl. Sg. (3''‘‘ declension), according to nunu; 

3) The title maru, which finds evident correspondences in Etruscan maru, Lemnian 

maras, Latin cognomen Maro, and Oscan name Maras. This also seems to agree with Abl. Sg. 

c nunu; 

4) stainam (Acc. Sg.) - the word, designating the kind of vessel;^^ following 

V. Pisani, this form, should be admitted as a borrowing from Greek axocjxvo? “pitcher,” but 

phonetic changes are dubitable. The word itself seems to appear in the feminine form 

(axaiJivfiv) only once - in the obscure vulgar etymology “a[i9wp£u<; - afrcpopeu?” (Orion Gr.). 

Sonant replacement with i we find in the singular Cretan pialxup = [xapTu?, but the group |j.v 

appears as pLix in Cretan: eaTtpEfipLixTO) = ix7ipe.p,vi^w; it is also quite possible that v was 

substituted in Siculan already, similarly to *uol-s > vois (in the “Duenos” inscription) > 

classical vis; 

^ Originally, it seems, from the combination *fut{o)-esom, where the second component is 
an archaic infinitive, identical to Oscan ezum, Umbrian erom "esse" [Tronskij 2001: 312]. 

57 Not to be confused with Old English stxne “(stone) vessel,” because it is formed from 
the root stan “Stein” (and the inscription itself had been made on the ceramics). 
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5) lernitom, as was shown, was compared with Sanskrit yam, which is incorrect in 

our view - here we are dealing with a very polysemantic verb,-"** and the possible ties with 

a prefixal construction, analogous with Latin e-, is absolutely ignored; 

6) esti = identical to Latin est{i), Greek ectti; 

7) diirom (Acc. Sg.) - “durus” - very doubtful, Greek Swpov “donum” is far more 

likely; 

8) nane - Dat. Sg. (< *nandi) has been suggested here; the Mediterranean theonym 

Nana is quite well known, but it seems to me that this grapheme combination hides two 

words, corresponding to Latin nam and negative conjunction ne; the absence of *m can be 

easily explained with the following sonant; 

9) pos - an evident adverb *post, with the loss of final consonant, in the meaning, 

equal to Latin postquam; 

10) durom iemitom esti - the construction, analyzed above, is repeated; 

11) veliom (Acc. Sg.) - probably, “votivum,” from *uel- “velle”; cf. also Volscan 

uelestrom; 

12) ned; in our view, this form can be typologically compared with Latin hand, built 

(according to the explanation by R. Thurneysen [Walde-Hofmann, s.v. hand]) as *hauidom 

> *haudom > hand, with the loss of -am - similarly to non (< noenurn), nihil (< nihilum). 

The form omned, cited above, hardly looks probable, because it implies quite a 

strange mixing of consonant and /-stems in Siculan 3'''^ declension;-"** in such a case we 

should expect *omnid, as in the Latin type like LOVCARID (CIL V- 401), Oscan slaagid; 

13-14) emponitantomeredes. Word-boarding emponitanto / meredes, is indubitable, as 

was shown above, the first component, following 1. M. Tronskij, we should translate as 

“imponunto,” with the meaning of the verb, close to Latin “ad finem epistolae imponam” 

(Seneca). The comparison eredes - heredes no longer stands - we should find a lexeme with 

the initial ni-. For this function Latin meritus (in adverbial meaning) is appropriate merito 

“suitably,” “according to merits”; concerning the chage T > e see an archaic form meretd{d) 

[Tronskij 2001 : 85], preserved, in particular, in CIL P 9. 

15) viinobrtome; the grapheme e, in this combination surely must be divided as the 

beginning of the lost next word; viinobrtom, in its turn, is a composite word, with an exact 

initial viino-, i.e. vinum, “wine.” The component brtom is more interesting (while the 

translation “*vinifertum” can hardly be beyond doubt). Being a past participle or a supine 

with -/-, (which does not have analogues in Latin),® it shows a non-Italic change *bh > b, 

contrary to Latin/cro (here also Greek 9£pw, Sanskrit bhdra-, Gothic bairan, etc. [OLD ; s.v. 

fero]). We may think that this form was borrowed from Messapic, where we find berad 

[Kochergina 1987, s.v. yam]: (P. pr. ydchati) “to check,” “to offer,” “to try to prevent,” 

“to lift,” “to go,” “to show,” “to keep,” “to tame.” 

In comparison, the Latin ending “-e cannot originate in -ed, because -d cannot be lost 

after a short vowel” [Tronskij 2001 : § 360]. 

50 Where this verb is suppletive -fero - tuli - latum. 
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[Tronskij 1953 : 59]; ancient tradition keeps some data that Messapians (Greek MEaaajiLOL, 

laTiuyci;) ousted the Siculans from Apulia and Calabria. Also cf. here Porcoberam from the 

“in the juridical award of Minucii,” mentioned above. 

Thus, all the words (emphasis by me - S.J.) in this inscription can have a 

satisfactory interpretation, and the Siculan material is giving us some more 

possibilities for the comparative studies of Italic languages. 

Ill 
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CIL - Corpus inscriptionum Latinarum 
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Notes on Anatolian languages 

Vitaly Shevoroshkin 

University of Michigan 

I. Introduction. - Short observations 

A considerable number of books and papers on Anatolian languages have been 

published in the recent years. They deal mostly with the Hittite language, but there are 

also studies in Cuneiform and Hieroglyphic Luwian, as well as in Late-Anatolian 

alphabetic languages, first of all, Lycian and its archaic dialect Milyan (= Lycian B). 

Scholars have now two Lycian dictionaries, both containing Milyan words as well: 

Melchert’s DLL (2004) and Neumann’s GL which has been edited and considerably 

enlarged by Tischler (2007). 

I would like to present here several notes, dealing primarily with the Milyan 

inscriptions, but also with the genetic ties between Milyan (Mil.) and other Anatolian 

(Anat.) languages. Special attention is given to Milyan words which have cognates in 

Hittite but not in other languages of the Anat. group. There is also a list of Mil. nominal 

and verbal lexemes which show Indo-European (IE.) origin, but seem not to have any 

genetic links to the rest of the Anat. languages. 

Only two Milyan inscriptions are known, both poetic. The shorter, and older, 

inscription TL 55 (Wzzaije-Antiphellos) is authored by Pixre, probably the de-facto ruler 

of the Lycian province of Phellos (Weshte in Milyan). The longer inscription, TL 44c.32- 

44d, represents the Mil. part of the Lycian-Greek-Milyan text (not a trilingual) of the 

Xanthos stele. Its author is Xerei, first a top commander, than the ruler of Lycia, successor 

to his older brother Xeriga. 

Milyan grammatical forms are similar to those in Lycian, though Milyan has, along 

with the dative and locative cases, also allative (cf. Hittite) which is routinely ignored by 

the researchers. Still, at least Schiirr and Yakubovich agree with me that several Mil. nouns 

and adjectives, ending in -a, are allative forms. 

1. Allative forms in both Milyan inscriptions 

Both Lycian dictionaries, DDL and GL, define Mil. allatives as acc.-coll. forms in - 

a, - which inevitably leads to incorrect interpretations not only of the words in allative but 

also of other forms in such passages. - But since it is rather difficult to explain away forms 

like trqqht-a (all. case ‘for Trqqiz’, functionally identical to dat. trqqht-i), suggestions have 

been made that trqqhta is, actually, a form with a damaged auslaut, - something like 

trqqhtalsi]. 

The above situation is the reason why, in both Lycian dictionaries, the allat. form 

trqqht-a ‘for Trqqiz’ (end of the line 55.2) tends to be ‘eliminated’. - In DLL: 132, we find 

trqqhtal] with an exclamation mark. - In GL: 378 we read: “Unklarer Kasus: Lyk. B 55,2 
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{trqqfita- (3) - This looks like an assertion that, after all, we do have a form with two 

damaged letters at the end, trqqntal..], - but no, we don’t. The very beginning of the line 

55.3 shows f.lnaz, most probably [a]ua-z (acc. pi., as required by the context; see next ex.) 

- In any case, there is space only for one damaged letter, the first in the line 3, prior to the 

segment -iiaz. - On the other hand, line 3 contains another form in -a, apparently attribute, 

or appostion, to our trqqnt-a, namely, [.Ipa[.]dn-a (which might be [m]pa[r]nn-a; but see 

below). Actually, the functional identity of both these words can be proven. 

Both forms in -a belong to a 7-component chiasmic construction which is presented 

here. It shows a central-symmetric shape with rhyming, grammatically identical, words 

in positions 1 & 7; 2 & 6; 3 & 5. Words in each pair are equidistant from the center (= 

position 4, noun in acc. sg. xlp[p]-d, some potable?). [The connector kibe is not a part of the 

chiasmic structure]: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

-e -a -n-z -d -a[-z] -a -e 

kdt<a>q-e trqqnt-a: [n]n-a-z xlp[p]-d (kibe) (a)d-a-[z .}pa[.]n-a kuprim-e 

gen. pi. all. sg. acc. pi. acc. sg. acc. pi. all. sg. gen. pi. 

As one can easily see, the above structure not only confirms the grammatical meaning of 

-a as a nominal ending, it also confirms our identification of trqqnt-a as a complete form, 

since both words in this pair (2 & 6) end in -a and show the same amount of letters, - 

namely, seven. - Cf. also matching positions 3 and 5 with four sounds in each form (the 

situation with the pair 1 & 7 is unclear because of a strange, - probably erroneous, - 

spelling). - An emendation (a)d-a[-z] (position 5) for dal.] (text: kibedal.(.)l) is strongly 

suppoted by a comparison of the noun (a)d-a[-z] with the matching noun in acc. pi. [a}n-a- 

z (position 3). 

Note also the identity of initial letters in the matching pairs: k- ... k- (1 & 7); a- ... 

a- (3 & 5); this implies that the pair 2 & 6 may be: trqqnt-a ... [tlpa[.]n-a (?). 

If a word structure is identified, emendations of the type (a)d-a-[z] (position 5, 

above) become possible: this word is paired with [a]n-a-z (position 3; thus the final letter 

is -[z]). Actually, both these forms differ only in one point (-n- vs. -d-). 

So, the transcription of the above sequence shall probably be trqqiita 3 la]naz, or, for 

that matter, trqqiita [alnaz. [Damaged characters in the str. 55.IV are taken in 

consideration in pt. II, sect. 4; it is also shown here that external comparisons confirm 

emendations [a]naz, (a)da[z] and xlplpja]. 

Cf. some other Mil. words and phrases in the allat. case: 

trij-a ‘for the Exhausted one’ (= Trqqiz, prior to a lavish offering; pt. II, sect. 5); 

piga-s-a ... ura-sl-a ‘for the Splendid one [=Trqqiz] for(/at-) the great offering’; 

<t>ut-a ‘for [my] kin’ (55.XI; voc.-pl. forms: tuta-si-z, 55.X, and ple-li-z, 55.Ill); 
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xbada-s-a ‘for the Xanthians’ (:acc. pi. xbada-si-z; cf. voc. pi. xbad-i-z [= gods]); 

xuzr-uwdt-a ... ivaxs-a ‘for the protecting/protective guards’ (adj. xuzr-uioeti-); 

zaio-a ... qhnd-tb-a: xuzr-ht-a xeriga-s-a: tu[k]a-dra-l-a: palaraim-a ‘for the benefactors^ the 

12 statue-shaped Xeriga’s protectors, to-be-libated / for [their] libations’ (at 

Xeriga’s sepulcher, 44d.III; cf. acc. sg. palar-d, a libation for the deities zina-s-e 

[dat. pi.], in Trqqiz’s 4* offering instruction, 55.VIII); 

qhz-a: prijelij-a ‘for/to the ijn2e-dish(es) of/for the foremost ones’ (44d.XI); 

zi(-e)reim-a ‘for the storage(s)’ (44c.I) : erei-mi- ‘supply/store’ < vb. *erei- ‘raise’. 

2. Cop’s Law and the Luwic branch of the Anatolian languages 

In his book Accent in Hittite (pp. 572ff. and 584ff.), Kloekhorst demonstrates that 

Cop’s Law in the CLuw. language has affected only those obstruents which have 

originated from the IE. voiced aspirates. Accordingly, he proposes one new etymology: 

ddduwa- ‘evil’ < IE. *hiMh-ivo- ‘pain’ (p. 578). - All this seems to represent an important 

development. 

But he also asserts (p. 572f.) that Cop’s Law has affected not only the Luwian 

language but the whole group of Luwic languages because Lyc. adj. epttehe/i- < *ebetehe/i- 

‘there’ < *ebete is subjected to Cop’s Law: -et- < *-edh-. 

It is not clear to me if, in the Lyc. forms of the type epttehi, the underlying stress 

was indeed after plb and before tt, - but there exsit several words, both in Lyc. and Mil., 

which definitely show that both the Lycian and Milyan were immune to Cop’s Law: 

(1) Lyc. *tabaha- ‘heaven’ (in tabaha-za, Schiirr; cf. GL: 336f.) : CLuw. tappas- id. 

(2) Lyc. tebdna ‘to defeat’. Mil. te-tbe- ‘to damage’ <IE. *dhebh- ‘diminish, impair’ 

(3) Lyc. TN medbija-, Mil. medu (a drink): CLuw. maddu ‘wine’, adj. madduwiya- 

(4) Mil. edul-i ‘for harm to ...’ (dat. sg.): CLuw. noun ddduioal- ‘evil’ (above). 

3. A Hittite-Milyan syntactic match with a cognate set 

A Ht. word pair, - noun sapas-alli- ‘scout, lookout’ and verb sapas-iya- ‘scout, 

reconnoiter’ (cf. EDH: 725), - may be compared with Mil. words which seem to match their 

Ht. counterparts semantically, phonetically, and genetically: 

Mil. nouns: saba- ‘watch(ers)’ (instr. saba-di); saba-k-a ‘guards/sentries’ (coll.); 

Mil. verb sebe- ‘to inspect’, or sim. (3-sg. pres, sebe-di: 2x); see exx. below. 

The proposed comparison is corroborated by the following, precise syntactic 

match between a Ht. text (as in CHD) which contains the vbl. form sapas-iya-r ‘they 

scouted’ (3-pl. pret.) and the Mil. str. 44c.X, with the vbl. form sebe-di ‘he inspects / is 

inspecting’ (agent: Lycian top commander Xerei, ‘the Protector’): 
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(a) °^Malazzian Taggastann=a sapasiyar ‘they scouted [the cities] Malazziya 

[and] Taggasta’ 

(b) [Mil. text] Xazbi: Tuminesi: Hntawa: Kridesi: sebedi (...) ‘(he) scouted/ 

inspected [the cities] Kandyba, Tymnessos, Hntawa [and] Kridesi (...)’• 

Ht. sapas- [sabas-] and Mil. saba- [saba-] (noun) / sebe- [sebe-] (verb) may originate from an 

IE. base of the type *sebh-/*sobh-os- (undocumented otherwise); the Ht. base sapas- clearly 

does not match phonetically the IE. vbl. root *spek-. 

The events depicted in the above Mil. strophe seem to have taken place after one 

of many civil wars, fought by Xerei (who won them all, - at least, according to his own 

testimony; after all, he is the author of the Xanthos text). - As usual, Xerei awards his 

commanders and warriors after a victorious campaign. 

The full text of the above Mil. strophe 44c.X (= 44c.54-56) is now presented in our 

transcription (no capital letters; endings are indicated) and interpretation; 

(a) xd<t>b-i: turnines-i: hntaw-d: krides-i: sebe-di: qirz-e: ziw-i: 

‘He (= zrcfeni-Protector of the preceding strophe) inspects- (sebe-di) [the cities] 

Kandyba, Tymnessos, Hntawa [and] Kridesi (= 4x acc. sg.) during the 

delivery/ payment’ (loc. sg. ziw-i, to noun zi-we-, type: tulije-we-) of 

reparations/ indemnities’’ (lit.: ‘of shares’, gen. pi. qirz-e to the noun qirza- 

‘(promised) share’; syn.: sbirte-). 

(b) dewi-s: as-a: minva-ti: zreteni-z: 

‘He invigorates (vb. rnuwa-) the valorous/dedicated (acc. pi. dewi-s) generals (lit. 

‘protectors’: acc. pi. zreteni-z) for security- (as-ay 

(c) al-i: rnuw-i la-de: epnta-di sebe: pasbb-d:) 

‘He took (vb. la-) both the officers/command (acc. sg. al-i) and the troop/ 

detachment (acc. sg. pasbb-d) to/for an invigoration (dat. sg. muw-i) from 

the takings/booty’ (abl. to noun a/ep-nt-a- : fit. ptcp. appant- ‘taken’; type: 

pas-fit-a- ‘protection’, iidr-iit-a- ‘incantation’). - Cf. pt. II, sect. 3, for the 

above passage c. 

4. Ht. haink- : CLuw. hizz-a(i)- ‘hand over’: Mil. ‘allotment’ 

As it is known, the Ht. verb hai(n)k- ‘bestow, offer’ (etc.) originates from the IE. vb. 

*h2ey(n)k- with the same meaning (cf. HED-3: 289; *h2e(n)k- in LIV^: 268). - As far as I can 

judge, no other Anatolian cognate of the above IE. root is listed in etymological studies. 

Nevertheless, such cognates probably exist in CLuw, Mil., and Lyc. languages (exx. 1-3). 

(1) CLuw. hizza(i)- ‘hand over’- (CEL; 70) [ts < ’‘R] ; Hitt. hi(n)k- (above); 

(2) Mil. x^^-dt-a-, [inanim.] ‘allotment’ (Czz- / Cez- / Cez- < *C(V)nk-); 
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(3) Lyc. proper names Xss-enzija {-zi- < *-tyV-) and Xes-nt-edi (Css- / Ces- < *CVnR- 

); both Lyc. names match the Mil. noun xzz-dt-a-. - For an underlying meaning of the above 

names, cf. related Ht. noun henk-ur ‘gift’. 

Both Mil. xzza- and Lyc. xssV- probably match CLuw. hizza-. 

Mil. xez- and Lyc. xes- seem to match Ht. haink- or henk-. 

Melchert (DLL: 109) correctly compares Lyc. name Xssehzija with the Mil. noun 

yzzdta-, - though his concurrence with Schiirr’s identification of as Xanthos is 

refuted by the context (see exx. at the end of this note). 

Mil. inanim. noun jez-??? ‘allotment, share’ (suff. -m < *-men) is preceded in the text 

by the inanim. anaph. pron. -de (Xerei’s feast instruction, 44d.34-37). - Accordingly, Mil. 

anim. noun tes-en-i (acc. sg.; a beverage: ‘shake’?) is modified in this same text by the anim. 

anaph. pron. -ne (cf. relevant exx. in pt. II, sect.ll). 

Altern.: Mil. xzz-dt-a- ultimately originates from Viink-. 

The anim. noun xzz-dt-a- is synonymous to its inanim. cognate x^z-m, with -m < *- 

men, as in masxx-m ‘grant’ and (a)l[b]-m (some beverage). 

In the str. XIV (=44d.44-47; events in Aperlai; Xerei is collecting tribute), Trqqiz 

‘has cursed/berated’- (zmp-de : CLuw. zamm-ant- ‘bewithed’, etc.) Xeriga’s allotment: acc. 

sg. xzzdt-d ... xeriga-z-n. - Here and in several other cases, Trqqiz (according to Xerei) 

seems to consider Xeriga’s quota - for offerings both to himself and to Zeus - as 

insufficient. That is why Xerei is replacing (vb. trppala-) a traditional feast for the tax¬ 

payers by an additional tribute-delivery (instr. (e)ri-psse-di). The str. 44d.XIV is as follows: 

(a) xzzdt-d=pe: trqqi<z> Itjrmmil-e: zmp-de eset-i: xerigaz-ri: 

‘Also {-pe), Trqqiz has berated- {zmp-de) Xeriga’s allotment (xzzdt-d) [which is 

due to Trqqiz] for peace- / well-being (dat. sg. eset-i) for (= of) the Lycians’ 

(b) epe-qzz[-e] trppala-u: (e)ripsse-di: prllel-i: kedi=y>e: 

‘Therefore/that’s why (kedi) I’m also (-pe) replacing the epeqzze-ieast of [= in] 

Aperlai with an [additional] tribute-delivery (instr. (e)ri-psse-diy 

(c) ht[(e)=e/e}ne: epri=ke: zit-i: kal-u: 

‘And (-ke) then/further {ht[e]) I’ll tie- it (acc. sg. l-e/e]ne = epeqzzl-e]) to the next 

tribute-delivery (dat.-loc. sg. epr-i... zit-if. [Altern.: vbl. form [e]ne ... kal-u 

?] 

For eset-i, asata-*, cf. DLL:H5 & GL: 5, s.v. ahata (‘Wohlergehen’, as per Hajnal). 

For the vbl. form kal-u, cf. Ht. kaleliya- ‘tie up’ in the note 5, next. 

5. Two types of isoglosses: A. Hittite-Milyan; B. Milyan-IE. 

A. Hittite words of IE. origin with cognates only in Mlilyanl 
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‘weight/burden’, vb. impai-: M. ip/-‘impose’ (+acc. coll, [zjat-a ‘taxes’) 

ak(k)-, ek(k)- ‘die; be killed’; akkann(a)- ‘death’ : M. ekana- ‘victim’ (for Zeus): ekan-e: 

kiiprim-i: pzzi-ti'determines the zest- (noun k.) of victims (gen. pi. in -c)’ 

alwa-nza- ‘sorcery’ : M. noun alba- (strong potable; to Anat. *alwa-)-, verb alba- ‘to treat 

(men) to alba’; cf. (?) M. elu- ‘libate’-, 1-sg. pres, el-u-wi (see entry ivelp-u-), to IE. 

base *alu- (:Germanic *alu-p-; refers to sorcery and intoxication; cf. DIERb 3) 

halluwai- ‘violence, brawl, quarrel’ : M. xlu-sa- id. (DLL: 136) < *halluiv-essar (?) 

har(k)- ‘hold, have’ <IE. *Ii2er(k)- id. : M. xra- ‘keep’ {+mlu ‘pledge’) [not ‘to offer’]; for M. 

... xra-di: waxs-a ‘keeps watch on ...’, cf. Ht. sakuiv-a hark- ‘keep an eye on’ 

hu(e)sa- ‘spindle’ (<IE. vb. *h2^'eys- ‘wind, twist’) : M. xus-tte- ‘dexterity, agility’, denom. 

xus-ti-'vjxest out’’ (at tough negotiations); noun xuz-r-hta- ‘protection’’ (syn.: pas- 

hta-) < M. base xuz-r- (DLL: 137) [matches Russ, noun sMxpb ‘twister’] 

huittiya- ‘draw, pull, pluck, drag’ : M. qtti(je)-"away, steal’’ (rite violation) 

hul-a- ‘wind, twist’ < IE. *h2^'el(H)- id. : M. qia-, ^e/-e/7-e-‘preserve’, abl. qi-ql-eni-re-di ... 

qidra-sa-di ‘from the supplies from raids/fights’ [not to Ht. hulana- ‘wool’] 

hulle- ‘smash, defeat’ < IE. *h2^‘’elhi- : M. *qali- in zri-qali- ‘Top fighter’’ (= Xerei) 

kal-el-iya- ‘tie up, truss’ (< denom. IE. *klhi-el-, EDH: 429f.) : M. 1-sg. pres.-fut. ([e]ne ...) 

kal-u ‘I’ll tie (X to Y)’: archaic IE. root *kellii-, preserved in Milyan only 

kant- ‘(einkorn) wheat’ : (?) M. kat<a>-qe- (a treat for the storm-god); for -qe- cf. kap-sa-qe- 

‘tidbits’’ (= ‘small things’; next entry); krh-qe- ‘booty stuff’’; *etr-qqe- ‘?’ 

kapp(a)i- ‘small’ (< IE. *kemb-): M. kap-sa-qe- ‘tidbits’ (cf. entry kant- for M. -qe-) 

A'7-/5-‘(priest-)reciter’ : M. kiki-ox kiki(je)- ‘recite’ <IE. *g''^''eH(y)- ‘sing’ (LIV^: 183) 

la(-ye)- ‘release’ : M. li(je)-'\d., in: mle-z ... mir-e: Ii-de=be: (a)lbiei: treleivnn-e ‘The cup¬ 

bearer released treats (mlez) to the Trallians, the commoners’ (appos. in d.pl.) 

lap(p)- ‘glow’ : M. leiftpe- !lep-ri- ‘heat, embers’: dat.-pl. phrase tmm-e ... lemp-e ‘to 

smokes ... flames’’(preparing offerings); feast instruction: ker-i lepr-i -j- asxxa 

‘secure (=2-sg. imp.) heat for the keri-ieastV [no 1-sg. pret. as-xxa, to as- ‘do’] 

maskan- ‘atonement, payment, bribe, gift’, mask-isk- ‘give presents’: M. inanim. noun 

masxx-m ‘allotment’; cf. xez-m id., (a)I[b]-m (to alba-, a beverage); -m < *-men 

mau-, inu-‘to fall’ : M. /najv-a-‘(re)move’, maw-il-i- ‘assessor” (lit. ‘remover’, type: qht-il- 

i- ‘menager’), all to IE. *mewH- ‘push away’ (cf. EDH: 564f., DIER^: 57) 

muk-essar, a rite : M. muxssa- id. [x-s: < g-s:], loc. sg. niuxss-a ‘during a m.-rite’ 

rni//7-‘grapes’; muriya-'huxxch up, make tight’: M. mur-kfox a wine party’’; adj. murei(je)- 

(type: neKje)-) : rnur-en-e- ‘invigorate’ (syn.: miiioa-); 44c (a chiasmus): tuw-i^e=ne: 

padre-te: xeriga: waxs-a: rnurei: sebe=zri-gal-i: nei tal-d ‘X. presented {padr-e-/pdur-a-) it 

{-ne), an invigorating feast, to the guards, - and to the Top fighter (= to Xerei) - a 

royal {= nei) tala-txeat’ (cf. acc. pi. neiz tuwiz ‘royal feasts’) 
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/7aA-5-‘protect, defend’ : M. /7a5-77/-a-‘protection’; pas-b(b)a- ‘troop; guards’ 

para-uwa-nt- ‘supervisor’ : M. pr-uwa- ‘observation, control’ in loc. sg. priiw-a ‘under 

control’ (refers to a feast with strong potables); adj. pru-x-ssi- <*pru(w-a)xa- 

patt(a)i-J\ir\, race, flee, fly’ (< IE. *pethr ‘to fly’) : M. ptt-il-iJox swiftness/agility’ 

pisen- ‘man’ : Vi. piseP (type: terei-f, 44d.26: trmmil-e...pis-e ‘for the Lyc. men’ 

sapas-alli- ‘scout’; vb. sapas-iya-: M. saba- ‘watch(ers)’; sebe- ‘observe, inspect’- 

sarhuw-ant-''\)e\\y+‘ <*sorHuw- (> Gr. ‘opua): M. ‘eviscerate’ <*srlP’-iye- (depiction 

of enemies, plundering Lycian storehouses; this leads to a war: 44c.VI) 

saru- ‘booty’, vb. saruwai- ‘plunder’ : M. zrbb-Ia- ‘gains’ <IE. *s6r-u- < *ser- ‘grab’ 

taksatar /taksann-‘\eveV < ‘unification’ (EDH: 815) : M. tes-en-i- (mixed drink: shake?) 

<*tas-an-a-< An. *taksanna-, 44d: me tu=pe=ne=tesen-i: qhz-a: prijelij-a [all.] ‘and also 

{me + -pe), place {tu) it {-ne), the f.-shake, to the meals of the noble ones!’ 

tariya-nt- ‘exhausted’ : M. allat. trij-a ‘for the Exhausted one’ [=storm-god] (55.V) 

tar(k)u- ‘to dance’: tru(i)je-li- (festivity after warriors’ bringing booty from raid) 

*uhhuwa-"va\uah\e, dear’ (?) : M. uguwa-* in acc. sg. ugiiwam-a armp-a (= Arma) 

upp- ‘rise’ (sun): M. uplesi- ‘noble’- < IE. adj. *up(s)-elo- ‘high’ (cf. Ptk.-II: 832) 

weh(esk)- ‘to turn, patrol’ (< IE. *weh2- ‘turn around’, LIV-: 663) : M. waxs(s)a- ‘guards, 

warriors-’ (formally = Ht. wah-essar), waxsi- ‘Guardian-’ (:Car. PN uksil) 

wife-1 iz-f/Vye-‘send (here)’: M. wije-dri-'yxmox officer(s)’, lit. ‘messenger(s)’- 

ze-Ao cook’ (<IE. *tyehr/tihr > Eat. titio ‘fire-brand’, EDH: 1033): M. allat. phrase lusalij-a: 

zen-a ‘for a fiery broiling’- (:HLuw. lus-lus- ‘to burn’; luza-li- ‘sacrificial’). 

B. Milyan words of IE. origin without cognates in other Anat. languages 

*‘^/-(in er-epli- ‘pot, container’) < IE. *en-plehj- ‘fill’- (LIV-: 482); cf. plluivi below 

k<n>ta (Schiirr’s emend., 55.V) ‘heat’ < IE. *(s)kend- ‘shine, glow’ (:LIV2: 554) knt-re- 

‘feast’- < IE. *knd-rd-: M. k<h>ta ‘heat’, above; kht-re- formed as suk-re- ? 

kuptt-Ie- (a smoked- dish; suff. *A6-) < IE. *kop-uP ‘soot’ < vb. *k^ehip- ‘seethe’ (lEW: 

596f.; LIV-: 374) [> Russ, noun Konomb ‘soot’; trans. vb. Konm-umb ‘smoke’] 

Ibbe-we-li-, adj. to *lebe-we- ‘booty’ (syn.: lelebe-): lab-a ‘takers’ < IE. *Iabh- ‘grab’ 

madra-ne ‘to delight/gratify’ < IE. *med-r6- ‘joy’ <*med- ‘voll/satt werden’ (NIL: 463); 

55.1: pleli-z: madrane: zvirasa{ja}j-a ... lijai-z ‘(sets hope on pledge) to delight /gratify 

the Phellian nymphs at the servings {wirasaj-a*)’: nom. pi. used for acc. pi. 

/n7i/-‘pledge’ [not ‘offering’], acc. ml-u < IE. *mlewhi- /mluhz- ‘speak’ (LIV-: 446) 

ner-e (dat. pi.) ‘to the river-deities’ (adj.: ner-ije-) < IE. *nerH-^dive^ [> Slav., etc.] 

-pie- ‘-fold’, tbi-ple- ‘two-fold’ (gen. pi. -e) < IE. *dwey-pl6- < vb. *pel- (lEW.: 802) 

pleje-re- noun ‘plenty’, adj. plejere-si- ‘rich’ < IE *plehi- ‘sich fiillen’-i- (LIV^: 482) 
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plluwi(je)- ‘of property/wealth’- [not ‘Phellos’] < IE. *plhjew- ‘viel’ (LIV-: 482’) 

prijami- ‘cherished, beloved’: PN Priam < IE. *preyH- ‘vertraut sein’+ (LIV-: 490) 

puke- ‘to rescue’ (obj.: zreteni-Xerei) : (?) < IE. *bheug- ‘escape; get free’ (LIV^: 84) 

qerei-mi- ‘heated, agitated’ (of a crowd) < IE. *gyher- ‘become warm’ (LIV^: 219) 

sap-al-i (loc. sg.) ‘during a sapale-rituaV [altern.: attr. to zppl-i] (for Arma = god of the dead 

in Mil. texts) < IE. *sep- ‘(richtig) behandeln, (in Ehre) halten’ (LIV^: 534) 

seke- ‘dry up’ < IE. *sek- id. (LIV-: 523f.); 44d: In ]i seke-tu: eivene zus-i: zbal-i t[ije] (<IE. 

*dhehiy-) ‘May not dry up the v[essel] for Zeus to drink at/during zbale-meaW : Eye. 

acc. zbet-e ‘offering’ : Luw./Ht. zmvai- ‘eat’; M. eioene to Ht. akmvanna 

*sla- {:ura-sla- ‘great offering’) <IE. *selhj- ‘take’ : Goth, saljan ‘offer’ [Slav, ‘send’] 

suk-re- (strong beverage for men; libation for gods) < IE. *suk-rd- ‘agitation’ : Lith. siikriis 

‘agile, nimble’ (lEW: 914); all to IE. *sewk- ‘turn, wind’ (cf. LIV^: 540) 

urt(t)-u-, noun ‘repay, return’ > ‘tribute, tax’; adj. urtu(wa)- ‘tax-related’ [not to ura- ‘great’, 

as in ura-sla-]; possibly to IE. *wert- ‘turn around’, etc. (cf. LIV”: 691) 

welp-u-m welpu-ti ‘sets hope on (the nymphad)’ [not ‘versagen’; cf. s.v. madrane) vbl. type: 

elu-\, adj. u’e/pw-mi-‘reliable’ < IE. *welp- ‘set hope, rely on’ (LIV^: 680). 

6. A few examples of revised Milyan etymologies 

[‘A’ refers to the iscription of Antiphellos; ‘X’ refers to the Xanthos text] 

‘enforcers’; ebureni- ‘secure, pile up’ {ebii- ‘hamper’) : Ht. epurai- ‘dam up’+ 

alba-, albdm-a, inanim. (a)llb]-m (strong potable), alba- ‘treat to ad < *aliva- ‘magic’’ 

aly-an-a (coll.) in: klleime-di: aly-dn-a la-x(a) ‘I took (vb. la-) commision from payments’ [vs. 

Ht. halkuessar / halkuesn- ‘supplies for festivals’ < IE. *h2elg'''h- ‘to yield/ supply’, 

except for h- and -ss- (cf. dene-, below: to Ht. ilessar / ilesn- ‘sign’?)] 

a/ep-nt-a- ‘takings, booty’ [not vb. a/epfi-ta-], ep(e)- ‘take’, A : Ht. app-ant- ‘taking’ 

armpa, god of the dead; armpaimi- ‘imbued by god A.’ : Lyc. armina- ‘moon(god)’ 

as-or es- ‘make, do’; only in: ne (acc. pron.) (ale)s-tte (3-sg. pret.) [no noun nestle] 

asxxa, 2-sg. imp. ‘provide/secure’ {:asa- ‘security’’) [not 1-sg. pret. to as- ‘make’] 

atral-a (coll.) ‘personal detachment’, to atra- ‘person, self [not an a^.; see next] 

a[t]rala-mu<w>a, PN ^‘Having might of detachment’, not acc. coll, atral-a rniiw-a 

api- ‘impose (taxes)’ (A: [z]at-a: dpi-ti[=pe a]tl-i: pijanuw-a) : Ht. (a)impa- ‘burden’ 

azi- ‘share’ : CLuw. ammassa/i- ‘wipe’ : Greek ‘mow/reap’, EDH: 182f. [no dzisse-] 

da- ‘ to place’ (2x A); nta-da- tomb’ : Lyc. ta-, nta-ta- [but 44d.36 dadu = d(e) a-du] 

dde, dd(e) ‘also’ (X) < Lyc. dde id. [no ddelupeliz (cf. lupeli-); no ddel-u, no p<l>eliz\] 

=de{l) inanim. acc. pron. -(e)de; (2) ‘sometimes’-i- [sebe=da (conj.+ vb.) ^ sebe=de\] 

ebi-"Local one’ (=Xeriga) : Lyc. ebi(je)- ‘local, of this place’ (DLL: 12) [no ebinube-l 

eim < *ei-mi- ‘is made’ in: emu ... dzi: ss-e ... eim ‘for me, a share is made for ...’ 
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eki-'area’: loc. pi.; ek-e; ‘local one(s)’: ins. eke-di (+ dat. pron. (iij-e) [no adj. kedije-] 

ek-an-a- ‘(animal) victim’ (in offerings): in gen. pi. ekdn-e : Ht. akkann(a)- ‘death’ 

elu-wi, 1-sg. pres, to elu- ‘libate’ (no **elu-u; vb. type welp-u-) : IE. *alu- (DIER^: 3) 

ep6e)-‘take’ (3x A) [not ‘back-’]; epe-qzze- (meal): lit. ‘take-a-meal’? {qzze- ‘meal’) 

ere/-/n/-‘supply’ < *erei- ‘to raise’ (cf. Eye. & Luw.); cf. zi-(e)reimi- {zi- ‘produce’) 

eime-d-e, d. pi. to arma-da-* ‘announcements’ [no vb. erme-] : Car. armon ‘herald’ 

*es-an-a- ‘blood’ (type: ek-dn-a-) in d.-loc. sg. esdna-ml-a ‘blood-offering’; cf. mle- 

enari- ‘Mighty one’ (=Xerei): CLuw dnnari- ‘virile’ [no en(e)=ari, no noun ari-] 

eto-‘lower one’ (socially) in d. pi. etr-e ‘(Atralamuwa provides treats) for the etre' 

nine- ‘land-lord’’; ins. ilene-di + d. (i)j-e [no adj. ilenedije-] : ?Ht. ilessar/ilesn- ‘sign’ 

ire-le-si- ‘strange, alien’’ (attr. to ziw-ala- ‘laborer’, lit. ‘payer’); Mil. noun *;re-/c/i-formally 

matches HLuw. irha-la/i- ‘frontier post’, to irha/i- ‘border, frontier; area’ 

therefore / that’s why’ [no noun kedi-; no adj. kedije-; different: eke-di + ij-e] 

kiki(je)- ‘recite’ (subj.; trqqiz) [not ‘cause to pay’, no noun kille] : Ht. ki-ta- ‘reciter’ 

kmma-sa- ‘everyone/crowd’’ + qerei-mi- ‘heated/agitated’ < IE. *g^‘'her- ‘get warm’ 

madra-ne ‘to delight/gratify’ [not ‘meet’] < IE. *med-rd- ‘joy’; see note 5B (above) 

mie- ‘offering; meal’ : (?) *mla- in esdna-ml-a {*es-dn-a-, above); not to mlu ‘pledge’. 

7. Examples of interpretations of relatively transparent Mil. passages 

An attentive text analysis of Mil. inscriptions shows that many word combinations 

are considered in the dictionaries as just one word: dzi: sse [note the division mark!]; sse 

psse; ebi n(e) ube; dde lupeliz; ki lie; ti mlu [ti for ki]; masxxm tije; mrvyasla) uweti; muwi lade; 

n(e) ebureni; n(e) astte; prij(e) eduli se; ute hneri; sapali te; kedi (i)je; ilenedi (ijje; pad(a) mruwasa; 

ep(e) edes(i) [2-sg. imp. + voc. sg.; this is the 1®* - out of 4 - Trqqiz’s instructions, probably 

addressed to Pixre, in 55.VII-VIII]. On the other hand, the noun enari (one of Xerei’s 

epithets; related to CLuw. annari-) is interpreted as a 2-component structure en=ari; hence 

a ghost noun ari-. 

Proper name a[t]rala-mu<iv>a (subj. in the last sentence of the str. 44d.XIII), lit. 

‘Having might of a detachment’), is explained as an acc.-coll. phrase a[t]ral-a mu<w>-a, adj. 

-I- noun. - The word atrala exists in Pixre’s text, though, - but there it is a noun in the acc.- 

coll. phrase prijdm-a ... atral-a ‘cherished detachment’, str. 55.IX (cf. Lyc.-Mil. atra- ‘person, 

self); here prijdm-a is adj., attr. to atral-a. 

There are a number of entries which reflect wishful thinking, for instance: 

ddxugla] (GL: 40; 44d.VI); Schiirr’s checking clearly shows only ddxul.]. The context, - 

with subj. enfc/e(-Xeriga) + 3-sg.-pret. vb. [pdjura-de ‘presented’, - requires here a 2- 

word sequence with the latter form being a 3-sg. pret.: possibly dd(e) xu[pdi-de], cf. 
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dde ‘also’ (as in Lyc.); xupdi- may mean ‘heap up; toss’ (ex. 2). The subj. of this 

sentence is zuse ‘Zeus’ (zuse is not a noun in dat. pi.!); this is the 2"*^ strophe, - out 

of 3, - where Zeus appears in the Mil. text of Xanthos. 

trqqnta[..l (GL: 378; 55.IV); only one letter is damaged here, not two; but anyone who is 

sure that trqqnta is not a complete form has to look for two more letters at the end, 

not just one; indeed, a form trqqnta[.] seems bizarre (see note 1). 

The following Mil. passages (exx. 1 and 2) are relatively transparent; they provide some 

insight into the content of the inscriptions. 

Ex.l (str. 44d.VII, pt. a) is probably a warning to priests not to neglect offerings for 

Zeus. - The 3 strophes which refer to the libations and offering for Zeus are: 

44d.V; The storm-god god Trqqiz is angry (3-sg. pres. med. stt[e}ni) since no 

offering is chosen yet for Zeus (dat. sg. zin-i). 

44d.VI: Zeus {zuse, nom. sg.) doesn’t receive a libation from a priest, - so the god 

has to act on his own. 

44d.VII (!*• part only): Priest(s) shall watch that libation vessel for Zeus never dries 

up. - This latter passage is as follows: (1) [n]i=seke-tu: eivene zus-i: zbal-i tlije] 

‘May not dry up a v[essel] for Zeus (dat. sg. zus-i) to drink (inf. eivene) 

during a zbale-offering!’ 

Dat. zus-i matches zin-i ‘for Zeus’ in 44d.V (cf. dat. pi. zina-s-e [deities-protectors of Pixre], 

55.VIII. - Zeus and his deities have been considered in some ares as the divine protectors 

of the dead; cf. Mil. str. 44d.III, about ‘libations for the 12 protectors of Xeriga’ (his 

sepulcher is mentioned here as well). 

For seke- ‘dry up’ cf. IE. *sek- id. (LIV-: 523f.) - Yakubovich agrees in principle with 

the above interpretation (pers. comm.). 

Inf. eivene ‘to drink’ matches Ht. inf. II akuivanna id.; cf. also Palaic vb. ahuiva- 

‘drink’. - Related: Mil. uive- ‘libate’; gerund uiveti ‘when libating’ (sect. 9); uiverni- ‘libation’ 

(sect. 5); Luw. vb. u- ‘drink’, etc. 

Dat.-loc. sg. zb-al-i ‘for/during a meal’ matches Lyc. zb-et-e ‘sacrifice’ (acc. sg.) and 

Luw./Ht. vb. zuivai- ‘eat’ (EDH: 1040; there is also a noun). - For zb-al-i cf. qrbbl-al-i (dat. 

sg.; a libation for the Phellian god Qaja, 55.VII). - Cf. qrbbl-i, ex. 2, b. 

The above noun tijale- (beverage for men; libation for gods) is represented in 

Milyan by acc.-sg. form ti-u and dat. pi. tij-e; it probably originates from the IE. vbl. root 

*dhehi(y)- ‘suck(le)’ (cf. e.g. LIV-: 138). 

Ex. 2 (strs. 44d.VIII-IX) contains a tripartite instruction for feasts, - apparently for 

the land-tenants (= dat. pi. trmmil-e ... pis-e ‘for Lycian men’), - after they have completed 

their tribute delivery at a certain location. 

Each of the three sentences-instructions ends with a 2-sg. imp, form: 
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xupldi] (cf. xupdi-du ‘let one/him heap up in a very similar str. 44d.XXII); 

slama (cf. sldma-ti ‘adds/increases [some amount]’; related: Lyc. noun hlmmii-); 

asxxa (cf. asxlxa-t]i ‘provides/secures [a treat for ...]’; str. 44d.XIII). - There is no 1- 

sg. pret. form as-xxa in Milyan inscriptions. 

The whole text (pts. a-c) seems to read as follows: 

(a) trmmil-e=be=te=ker-i: tre-i xal-i pis-e: xupldi] 

‘For the Lycian men {trmmil-e ... pis-e) there (= in this case’), pile/heap up (imp. 

xupldi]) a keri-meal (acc. sg. to the noun keri- ‘meal, feast’) in three portions!’ 

(b) qrbbl-i: me=ij-e=(a)lbdm-a: psses-i: slama 

‘And for them- {me=ije), increase/add (imp. slama) the albdma-beverage in/to the 

delivery-related goblet(s) (dat.-loc. sg. qrbbl-i ... psse-s-i)V [cf. dat. pi. pssej- 

e ... zirepl-e ‘to the delivery-related vessels/containers’ in 44c.XII (first 

sentence)]. 

(c) ker-li] lepr-i -j- asxxa: 

‘Provide/secure (imp. asxxa) embers/heat (acc. lepr-i) during/for the fceri-feasti’ 

Note words: pis-e ‘for the men’ (dat. pi., possibly to pise- or pisei-; for the structure, cf. nom. 

sg. terei and Lyc. PN xerei); cf. Ht. pisen- ‘man’ (EDIT: 670). 

xupldi] (2-sg. imp.) ‘heap up’; cf. 3-sg. imp. in 44d.XXII: xupdi-du ... tre-i xal-i ... 

tri-su ‘let him heap up [pots and dishes] in three portions thrice!’ 

[Incorrect emendation xup].:)] by Schiirr: cf. DLL: 136, and GL: 140f.] 

xal-i ‘portion’ (dat.-loc. sg.) vs. Ht. hali- ‘ration, portion, share’ (cf. HED-3: 23). 

For qrbbl-i cf. instr. qrbble-di ‘with the goblets’, 44d.I (one of Xerei’s instructions for 

a major festivity in Xanthos); note dat. sg. qrbbl-al-i ‘for a (^.-libation’, above. The form 

qrbblali is not an adj.: it is a noun used in dat.-sg. phrase pridm-i... qrbblal-i ‘for a cherished 

^;.-libation’ (Trqqiz’s T* instruction, 55.VII). Adj. psse-si- matches pssei(je)-; cf. also noun 

pss-e in gen. pi. Inot acc. sg.] ‘(a share) of deliveries’, 55.XIII; cf. iter. vb. pssa- ‘deliver’ (clear 

cognates in Ht.). The noun keri- refers to a meal/feast for the tax-payers after they delivered 

their dues, - as well as for the warriors who have just returned from a raidT>attle. Note 

44c.IX: Xerei [with his warriors] was racing from raids for a keri-feast ‘thrice twelve times’ 

(tri-su: qhndtbi-su). The noun lep-ri- (along with lemp-e, dat. pi.) is related to the Ht. vb. 

lapp- ‘glow’. 
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II. Milyan words which didn’t make it into the dictionaries (sections 1-11) 

1. Last passage in Xerei’s text: xfitaba tutl-tu-<p>e ... [not xntaba-tu tetur-e] 

The last (unfinished) sentence of Xerei’s Milyan text looks like his advice to the 

future ruler of Lycia, Xerei’s successor. This sentence (str. 44d.XXIII = 44d.70-71) is 

presented here in Schiirr’s revised version (pers. comm.) The former reading of the 

opening phrase xntaba-tu tetur-e (3-sg. imp. + dat.-loc. pi.) is to be replaced by xiitaba tutl- 

tu=<p>e (noun in nom. sg. + 3-sg. imp. + ptc. ‘also’, or sim.) 

We may note that Mil. xfitaba- is always a noun (meanings: ‘commander; ruler; 

lord’). Pace Kloekhorst (Yazyki mira: 153), the Mil. nominal [not verbal!] base xnta-ba- is 

not a phonetic variant of the Lyc.[-Mil.] vbl. base xnta-um- ‘to rule’; in Milyan, this base 

appears only once, in a deverbative xntawa-z-a (dat. sg., 44d.67) which seems mean ‘for 

the royalty/rulers’; -zP- < *-tyV- (?); there are 3 attributes. 

The verb tutl- (< *tu-tul-l) may mean ‘expand / beef up’ (or sim.) It seems to 

originate from the IE. nominal base *tu-tul- or *te-tiil- ‘swelling’ (Lat. tu-tul-, Irish tu-thle; 

cf. lEW: 1081), to IE. vbl. root *tewhr ‘swell, get strong’ (cf. LIV-; 639). 

The interpretation of the last Milyan sentence 44d.70-71 may be as follows: 

nei-z=ke: tuivi-z t<r>mmil-e: sukr-i: xfitaba tutl-tu=<p>e: trqqfit-i [.] 

‘And also {=ke ... =<p>e), let the [future] ruler expand / beef up- (imp. tutl-tu) the 

royal feasts {nei-z ... tuivi-z) for the Lycians, [and let him expand] the sukri- 

libation(s) (acc.-sg.) forTrqqiz [.]!’ Altern. (end): ‘... [and] forTrqqiz, 

for [his] sufcn-libation(s), [the ... (acc. pl.)^’- 

The noun siik-re- (to IE. *suk-r6 - ‘agitation’ > Lith. sukriis ‘agile’, etc.; lEW: 914) 

refers both to a libation for the storm-god Trqqiz and to a potable for warriors. 

As it seems, the adj. neUje)- [not related to the acc. pron. ne ‘it’] means ‘royal’: it 

refers to treats, presented by a ruler to the Lycians (dat. trmmil-e), and to the Eye. 

commander (dat. zrigal-i; see below). The adj. nei(je)- may be akin to the Ht. verb ne- / nai- 

‘lead, turn directions’ (cf. Accent: 530) < IE. *neyH- ‘lead, direct’ (LIVh 450f.; Mil. verb 

nenije- ‘direct [provisions to ...]’ may be a cognate). 

The adj. neiije)- ‘royal’ is structured as a number of other Mil. adjectives, e.g.: 

murei(je)- ‘winy’-, to mure/i- ‘wine-party’- : mur-en-e- ‘invigorate’ (syn.: muwa-); 

mlei(je)- ‘meal/offering-related’ (see sect. 5), to Lyc.-Mil. mle- ‘meal, offering’; 

pssei(je)- ‘delivery-related’, to psse- ‘delivery’, zi-psse- ‘tax delivery’ (:vb. pssa-). 

Note also Eye. *efinei(ie)-, to mne (DLL: 21; for similar Mil. forms see DLL: 122). 

In another ex. (= 2"^' sentence of 44c.VIII), Xeriga - the ruler of Lycia - presents, 

clearly after a war/battle, a ‘winy feast’ (acc. sg.: murei + tuwi) to Xerei’s guards/warriors 

(waxs-a), and a ‘royal treat’ (acc. sg.: nei tala) to Xerei himself who appears here as ‘Top 
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fighter’- (dat. sg. zri-gal-i < zri-qal-i, to noun zriqali-): tuw-i=pe=ne: padre-te: xeriga zvaxs-a: 

murei: sebe=zrigal-i: nei tal-d ‘Also {-pe), Xeriga presented it (acc. sg. anim. ne), a winy feast 

(acc. sg. murei + tuwi), to the guards (all. or dat. pi. waxs-a), and [he presented] to the Top- 

fighter- a royal tala-dish (acc. sg. nei tal-d)\ 

The noun tala- (some treat or container with a treat) may match Ht. talla- (a vessel), 

but probably not the Mil. noun tal-i ‘invocation’ (or sim.; dat.-loc. sg.); this latter is related 

to Ht. verb tallii/e/a- ‘pray to, invoke (a deity)’, cf. EDH: 819. 

Mil. tuwi- may mean both ‘votive offering’ (DLL: 133) and, in most cases, ‘feast (for 

men)’; syn.: keri- (above). - An underlying meaning ‘display’ (of sculpted figures, etc.) 

appears in the Lyc. hapax tuw-i (loc. sg., 44b.37; not ‘offering’), cf. Lyc. vb. tuwe- ‘place 

(upright)’ (DLL: 74) and Mil. vb. tu- ‘place (as a treat)’ : iter, tu-s- (see sect. 11). 

Dat. sg. zri-gal-i (g [y] < q [x"]) is a phonetic variant to nom. sg. zri-qali ‘Top fighter’-: 

one of Xerei’s epithets. - Mil. zri- matches Lyc. hri- (related: Mil. serHje)- ‘elevate/glorify’, 

end of 44c.XIV). Lor *qali- ‘fighter’^ cf. Ht. hulla-, hulU- ‘smash, defeat’ < IL. *h2ul- / *li^'elhr 

(Accent: 62). 

Mil. verb padr-e- is a pendant to pdur-a-; both mean ‘bring, present’ (cf. DLL: 124, 

for pdura-). Both verbs possibly originate from a vbl. noun *pad-ur- ‘bringing, delivery’ (or 

sim.): this word-formation type is possibly present in a few other Mil. verbs; cf. qidri- ‘to 

race/gallop’ < *qi(je)- ‘run’ (?); pubra- ‘destroy/damage’ (?). 

2. Dat. pi. mqr[-e: er]eim-e''iox allotments to supplies’ [no adj. mqreim-e] 

Due to a fracture on the left, several letters have been damaged at the beginning 

of the lines 42, 43 and 44 of the str. 44d.XIII. - In two cases, the fracture is ignored in the 

dictionaries, hence non-existing words husaw{w}hn[.]la (DLL: 113; GL: 35) and mqreime 

(DLL: 132; GL: 233). - What we really have in each case here is a dat. phrase, consisting of 

two nouns: 

(Line 42) busaw{iv}hn[-a: a]l-a ‘for the Busan officers/officials’, lit. ‘for the Busans, 

for the officers/officials’: the former noun is an apposition to the latter, as it frequently 

happens in Milyan. The phrase is either in allat. or dat. pi. (certainly not in acc. coll.: the 

dir. obj. here is xhtab-u, the opening word of the strophe). 

(Line 43) mqr[-e: er]eim-e ‘for the shares for the storages/supplies’ (dat. pi.) 

The 3''‘^ passage (line 44) shows a damaged form asx[xa-t]i ‘(he) provides (treats 

to/for ...)’; cf. 2-sg. imp. asxxa (see pt. I, note 7, ex. 2 ). There is no Tsg. pret. as-xxa / as- 

x[xa] (to as- ‘do, make’) in the known Mil. texts (the vb. as- ‘make’ appears only once, in: 

... -ne=(a)s-tte, pron. + 3-sg. pret.; there is no noun nestt-e). 
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Mil. str. 44d.Xin is the 2'"^ (out of 5) in Xerei’s narration about his journey to several 

cities, - to collect tribute and reward the locals. - The agent in parts a and b of this strophe 

is clearly Xerei, the narrator: he is presenting treats to two types of recepients: see text 

below (parts a and b). In pt. c, Atralamuwa provides treats ‘for the low-ranking ones’: d. 

pi. ctr-e. 

The form eluioi (pt. a) is not a noun in dat.-loc. sg. (as in DLL: 114 and GL: 57). (a) 

xntab-u=pe: kntr-e: elu-wi=pe: husawlw}nn[-a: a]l-a: ‘I’ll also {-pe) libate’ (vb. elu-) the lord- 

(xntab-u) at/during the Lnfre-feast(s)' for the Busan officials/officers’ (lit.: ‘for the Busans, 

for the officials’; see above). 

The only form here which can be verbal is elii-ioi; the only l-sg.-pres. ending for 

elu- is -wi: a form ‘elii-u’ is not possible {elu- is similar to luelpu- ‘set hope, rely on’ < IE. 

*welp- id.; see sect. 7, below; 1-sg. pres, to welpu- seems to be welpu-wi*). 

For elu-, cf. IE. *alu- ‘[i]n words related to sorcery, ... and intoxication’, DIER-L 3; 

cf. also Mil. noun alba- (strong beverage) < (?) Anat. *alum- ‘witchcraft, magic’’; vb. alba- 

‘treat someone to alba-' < (?) Anat. *alwa- ‘bewich, cast spell’; cf. Hittite. 

The dir. obj. xntab-u / xntab-a may refer either to a god (as xntab-d in 44d.II; see 

below) or to a commander (as in cf. 44c.I) - It is not excluded that acc. sg. xntab-u (part a) 

refers to a whole group of high-ranking commanders. 

In the subsequent passage (b), Xerei treats to alba-beverage some lower-rank 

officers (acc. sg. coll, wijedr-v, syn.: al-i). 

The expression xntab-u ... elu-wi ‘I’ll libate (or: ‘I’m libating’) the lord’ (pt. a) is 

comparable to wer[i] ... xntab-d: uive-ti ‘the cup-bearer ... libates (vb. uioe-) the lord ...’ 

(44d.II: probably a major libation rite in the royal precinct in Xanthos). Note Xerei’s words 

liLi]esdtnni-u qntb-e: lava-xa ‘I’ve libated [the god] Qhtbe of Phellos’ (visit to Wzzaije- 

Antiphellos, 44d.XV). Qhtbe may be identical to the god Qaja of Phellos, libated by Pixre 

(str. 55.VII: Trqqiz’s 1*‘ offering instruction). 

(b) tralij-e: wijedr-i=be: alba-xd: mqr[-e: er]eim-e: 

‘I’ve treated to fl/i'(7-potable(s) (1-sg. pret. alba-xd) the officers/functionaries (ivijedr-i) for 

the allotments (d. pi. inqr[-e}) [collected/delivered by the wijedri] for the Trallian storages 

(dat. pi. tralij-e ... ereini-e)'. 

[tralij-e ... [er]eim-e is a framing construction in the above sentence; nasalization in 

alba-xd refers to the acc.-sg.-anim. form wijedr-i; -i = [-1]]. 

(c) mulen-i=pe: zppl-i: etr-e=be: asx[xa-t]i a[t]ralamu<iv>a 

‘Also {-pe), Atralamuwa provides/secures (3-sg. pres.-fut. to factit. vb. as-xxa-), at 

the zpple-p\ace, a mu/eni-potable’ for the lower ones / law-ranking ones (dat. pi. etr-ey. [Cf. 

sect. 3, for the phrase mmo-i la-de (dat. sg. + 3-sg. pret.): the noun miiwa- ‘strength(ening)’ 
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functions as a separte noun only in this case; the Mil. vb. muwa- means ‘strengthen, 

invigorate’ (syn.: mur-en-e-), not ‘overpower’]. 

The above PN a[t]ralamu<w>a (lit. ‘Having might of an atrala-detachment^) is the 

subj. of pt. c, not an acc.-coll. phrase a[t]ral-a mu<w>-a (adj. + noun). As for atrala, it is a 

noun: cf. Pixre’s ‘cherished department’: acc. coll, prijam-a ... atral-a. 

For mul-en-i [lit. ‘energizer’, or sim.] cf. Lyc. PN Mula, lit. ‘strong’ < *muioalla- (GL: 

225; cf. DLL: 99: Mullijese < *muwaUi-esi ‘shall be strong’, a Wunschname). 

For the nobility, a treat tes-en-i (< *taks-ann-i-, a shake?) is used in 44d.XL 

A ‘seven-drink’ s<ep>tdmi- is to be poured as libation for the ‘exhausted’ (allat. trij- 

a) storm-god in 55.V. - At the end of this strophe, the noun k<h>ta ‘heat’ is used; it is 

compared with the noun kht-re- (pt. a, above) in the sect. 5. 

For ereim-e (dat. pL, pt. b: to erei-mi- ‘supply’), cf. abl. ereime-di ‘from the supply’ 

(Trqqiz’s 2"^^ offering instruction, 55.VII). 

3. Xerei acts: muw-ila-de'^ioo\ii... for invigoration {m.y [no noun muwilade\ 

In the dictionaries, the phrase muw-i la-de (noun muwa- in dat. sg. + verb la- in 3- 

sg. pret., 44c.X) is interpreted as one word: noun muwilade (= dat.-loc. pi. to muwilada-, 

DLL: 122; similar: GL: 230); no meaning is suggested. 

Actually, we deal here with a sentence (ex. 1) which is structurally very similar to 

at least 2 more sentences from the Xanthos text (ex. 2 = 44c.VI; ex. 3 = 44c.I): 

(1) al-i: muw-i la-de: ephta-di=sebe: pasbb-d 

‘([He = zreteni-Xerei]) took the command (acc. sg. al-i) and the detachment /troop 

(acc. sg. pasbb-d) for an invigoration (dat. sg. muw-i) from the takings/ 

booty’ [after-war events; abl. ep-hta-di is a from of a/ep-hta- ‘takings, booty’, 

a noun which is closely related to the Ht. ptcp. appant- ‘taken’]. 

(2) ... wiiedr-i: htuwiteni: pdura-di: sebe=pasb-d 

‘(...) the top commander (htuwiteni-Xerei) brings both the command (acc. sg. 

wijedr-i) and the troop (acc. sg. pasb-d)' [start of a war, - after an enemy 

assault]. 

(3) sebe: pasb-d natri: sla-ti: xustte-di: sebe=xhtab-u 

‘Natri glorifies/awards {sla-ti) with dexterity- (instr. xustte-di) both the 

detachment/ troop (pasb-d) and the commander (xhtab-u)’. 

[Ex. 3 represents the opening of Xerei’s Mil. text: ‘the commander’ (= Xerei-) and his 

warriors return with booty from a raid, - and are awarded ‘for the shares for the 

depositary’ by the god Natri(-Apollo), Xerei’s divine patron; cf. sect. 10]. 
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Synonymous nouns ali- and wijedri- denote a ‘command’, - that is, some low- 

ranking officers {ivije-dri- may lit. mean ‘messenger’: to Mil. *wiie- ‘send’ and Ht. u-iya- 

id.); xiitaba- means here ‘commander’; 

pas-b(b)a- means ‘protective unit, detachment, troop’; to Ht. pahs- ‘protect’. 

For the above noun a/ep-nta- ‘takings, booty’ cf. structurally similar nouns: 

udr-nta- ‘incantation’ (Antiphellos; cf. CLuw. iitar ‘word; spell’; see sect. 5); 

pas-nta- ‘protection’ (Antiphellos; cf. pas-(b)ba-, above); 

xuzr-hta- ‘protection’ (Xanthos; cf. adj. xuzruioeti- ‘protecting/protective’); 

tas-iita- ‘brazier’- (Xanthos; Lyc. tah-hta- id.); related: Mil. dat-loc. pi. tss-e ‘on the 

braziers/hearths’- vs. Lyc. noun 89e- ‘place of sacrtfice’, or sim. (cf. DLL: 

75). 

4. Treats: (kat<a>q-e) [a]na-z-, xlp[p]-a) (a)da[-z] {kuprim-i) [not in dictionaries] 

The str. 55.IV contains a 7-component chiasmic construction which consists of a 2- 

word designation of the storm-god in allative {trqqht-a ... l.]pa[r]dn-a ‘for Trqqiz the ...’) 

and a 5-component ‘list’ of provisions, preserved/accumulated (verb qla-) by Pixre. - The 

delicacies prepared for the storm-god Trqqiz are: 

(1) kdt<a>q-e ... [a]na-z (gen. pi. + acc. pi.) ‘snacks- {[a]na-z) of grains”’ {kdt<a>- is an 

emendation for kdtd-; letter d is similar to a, hence frequent misspellings). The noun kdt<a>- 

qe- (type: kapsa-qe- ‘small things’-) may match Hitt, kant- (sort of wheat); for [a]na-z, cf. 

[an]a-z (?) ‘snacks’- in 44c.IV: here Xeriga determines (pzzi-ti) treats ‘for a wine-party’: dat. 

sg. mur-i (cf. vb. mur-en-e- ‘invigorate’). - Cf. also CLuw. noun and-hit- ‘sample, taste’ (at 

an offering preparation) and vb. atid(i)- (subj.: ‘fire’); see CLL: Hf. and HH^: 16. 

(2) xlp[p]-a (acc. sg.), possibly some wine: the noun xlplpja- may mean ‘Aleppo’ 

(thus: ‘Aleppo-wine’ ?); the same identification is also proposed by Schiirr (pers. comm.): 

cf. Lyc. [< Mil.] PN xlppa-si- ‘[person] of/from Aleppo’. 

(3) edal-zj... kuprim-e [or: (a)da[-z} ... kuprim-e] (acc. pi. + gen. pi.) ‘meals- of choice’, 

or sim.; for kuprimi- (prob. vbl. noun), cf. kiipri- ‘gratify’ (syn. *madra-). 

The noun eda-, or (a)da-, ‘meal’- seems to match both the adj. ed-ije- ‘meal-related’ 

and the voc.-sg. form ede-s(i) ‘meal-provider’- (or sim.: a substantivized adj.); neither is 

listed in the dictionaries; see below for reasons. 

Adj. ed-ije- ‘meal(-related)’ appears in edij-e tik-e, dat. pi. in 44c.XIII; there is no Mil. 

vb. ije-ti ‘buys’ (though this latter appears in both Lyc. dictionaries). 

The phrase edij-e tik-e seems to mean ‘for meal-related potables’^ matching Pixre’s 

tik<a a>di<j>a (all. or dat. pi.) in 55.XIII: a text later restructured by Xerei for his own poem. 

- Cf. other semantically similar phrases in dat. pi.: 

uwem-e: mlej-e ‘for offering-related (m.) libations’ (for the storm-god; cf. sect. 5); 
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tij-e qzz-e ... ‘for drinks to meals/meats’ (for the commoners ...) in 44d.XXI. 

Nouns qzze-, qhze- (all. qhz-a), qez-mmi- lit. mean ‘slaughter [of animals]’ (:Lyc. qas- 

‘destroy’, GL: 301) and seem to refer to feasts for men (but not to offerings). 

Nouns in dat. pi. tij-e (:acc. sg. ti-u ‘libation’ for Trqqiz) and tik-e (possibly to tija- 

ka-*; cf. synon. ti-d-hta-) may originate from the IE. root *dhehj(y)- ‘suck(le)’. 

The voc.-sg. form ede-s(i) (above; final vowel may ‘disappear’ even before a 

consonant) is used at the beginning of the str. 55.VII (Trqqiz’s T* offering instruction). It 

is lacking in the dictionaries, being ‘hidden’ in the letter sequences sepedes (GL: 320) and 

epedes (DLL: 115); epe- is interpreted in DLL as ‘back-’, but this contradicts the context. - A 

more detailed analysis shows the strophes 55.VII-VIII as Trqqiz’s offering instructions, - 

all addressed to Pixre and destined for a team of his divine protectors. - Each instruction 

starts with a 2-sg. imp. form: 

(1) ep{e) ‘take ...!’ (2) da ‘put/place ...!’ (3) epe ‘take ...!’ (4) xi ‘offer ...!’ 

The acc.-objecfs are: effigies of a god (1) and a goddess (2) [fo be moved to their 

libation areas]; a libation(-vessel) palara- (3) [cf. all. palaraim-a ‘for libations (for 12 

deities)’]; offerings dl-a, acc. coll. (4) for [12?] deities zinas-e, dat. pL; to *zin(a)- ‘Zeus’. 

In the T' instruction, Trqqiz uses the above mentioned voc. form ede-s(i); in the 3''‘‘ 

instruction - the voc. form wzzaije-si, lit. ‘man of/from Wzzaije(-Antiphellos)’. 

The reference to Trqqiz appears at the end of the str. VIII: trqqiz ki kiki-ti ‘(it is) 

Trqqiz who is reciting (...)’ [not ‘makes pay’, or sim.] 

Iter. vb. kiki- or kikije- ‘be reciting’ matches Ht. noun kita- ‘(priest-)reciter’; both 

words originate from the var. *geHy- of the IE. vbl. root *g*^">eHy- ‘sing, shout’. 

5. Dat. pi. uwem-e: mJeif-e^ioT meal-related (m.) libations’ [no uwe meOmJeje] 

The T‘ sentence of the str. 55.V (Pixre’s offering rite) is as follows: 

me=uwem-e: mlej-e: pri=pe trij-a da-te qir(:}z-e qabalime-di: s<ep>tdm-i: udrht-e 

‘And also {m=e ... =pe), for the offering-related (adj. mlej-e, dat. pi.) libations (dat. 

pi. uwem-e), first (pri), one/he placed (da-te), during incatantions- (loc. pi. udr-iit-e : CLuw. 

utar), for the Exhausted one (all. trij-a = trqqht-a ‘for Trqqiz’), a seven-drink- (acc. sg. 

s<ep>tdm-i) of [various] shares/ingredienfs (gen. pi. qir{:}z-e, fo qirza- ‘share’), along with a 

bovine’’. 

The form qirz-e is gen. pi. in all cases; acc. pi. is qirz-d, fo the noun qirza- ‘share’. 

For the noun in instr., qabalime-di, cf. Lyc. adj. qebelij-a, attr. fo uw-a ‘bovines’. 

For the loc.-pl. form udr-ht-e (to udr-hta- ‘incantation’) cf. dat. pi. pas-ht-e ‘for the 

[acts of] pfotection’ (to pas-hta- ‘protection’; syn. xuzr-ht-a, all.), etc. 

The vb. da- ‘put, place’ is used only in Antiphellos; syn. tu- appears in Xanthos. 
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For tnlei(je)- ‘offering-related’ cf. Lyc.-Mil. noun mle- ‘offering, meal’ [different: acc. 

mill, to mill- ‘pledge’]. - Noun mle- is related to the 2"'* part of the Lyc.-Mil. compound 

esana-rnl-a (with var.) ‘blood-offering’ (DLL: 115), used in Milyan only in dat.-loc. pi. form. 

- The word *esana- ‘blood’ is structured similar to ekdna- ‘(animal) victim’ (:Ht. akkami(a)- 

‘death’; cf. also Mil. gen. pi. ekdn-e ‘of the victims’ in an offering rite for Zeus, as depicted 

in the str. 44d.V). 

There exist several adjectives, structured similarly to the above inleKje)-: 

pssei(je)- ‘delivery-related’, to psse- ‘delivery’, vb. pssa- ‘deliver’; 

rnureKje)- ‘winy’- (cf. DLL: 122 for structure), to muri- ‘wine party’’; 

neKje)- ‘royal’ (refers to treats, presented by a rulerl. 

For the noun uwe-mi- ‘libation’, cf. Mil. vb. uzve- ‘libate’ (all occasions; uwa- in the 

1-sg. pret. uwa-xa); see sect. 9. 

[There is no uiva/e- ‘see’ in Mil., - except for some remnants: cf. loc. sg. pr-uw-a 

‘under supervision’ (feast instruction, 44d.II) vs. Ht. para-uwa-nt- ‘supervisor’]. 

As for the allat. trij-a (about the exhausted storm-god: to adj. trija/e-), cf. Ht. vbs. 

tariye/a- ‘become weary’ (EDH: 840) and tarai-Hari- ‘exert oneself, become tired’ (ibid.: 833) 

< IE. *terhrye- ‘rub, exhaust’ (for some reason, Kloekhorst ignores this etymology). 

Allat. forms trqqnt-a (... [.]pa[r]dn-a), trij-a, pigas-a refer to the Lyc. storm-god. 

The othography of the str. 55.V is very clear; there is a division mark (colon) both 

after uiueme and after mleje (cf., e.g., GL: 211, s.v. meuwe). - Unfortunately, all researchers 

ignore the colon after the form uioeme and spell the opening of 55.V either as me uwe 

memleje or me uwe me mleje, - though this doesn’t make sense. 

GL: 211 shows :meuwe me: mle[s]e: when citing DLL: 77 me uwe, conj. + preverb. 

Despite the colon between uweme and mleje, a PN memle- (in dat. sg. meml-eje) is listed in 

DLL: 98. - In GL: 206, this latter identification is presented as me:mleje (not me:mle[s]e this 

time), - and supported, - in spite of the colon. 

Dat.-pl. phrase uwem-e: mlej-e ‘for the offering-related (m.) libations (w.)’ (above) 

structurally matches pssej-e ... zirepl-e in the 1®* sentence of 44c.XII (= 44c.58-60, next) which 

seems to contain a rhetorical question (as also the str. XI). 

Xerei (now the ruler of Lycia) is speaking: 

ki=be [or: kibe]=uwe=neu: pssej-e: qidri-di: laxa-di: zirepl-e: 

‘Isn’t yet someone racing/galloping (kiObe ... =ne-u [< *ne-ive] ... qidri-di) from a 

raid/raids (abl. laxa-di) to the delivery-related produce-vessels/containers?’ 

The noun laxa- ‘fight/raid’ (:Ht. lahha- ‘military campain’) is not related to the noun 

ul-ax-a- ‘killer, killing’ (cf. sect. 10). 

There are several nouns in Mil. inscriptions which refer to libations. 
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Both uioe-mi- (above) and qrbbla-li- or qrbbla-le- (in dat. sg. qrbblal-i) denote a 

libation, performed for a male god (storm-god Trqqiz; god Qaja of Phellos). - Cf. the noun 

qrbb-le- ‘drinking vessel, mug’ (or sim.); such vessels were used during feasts ‘for the 

Lycian men’ {tnhmil-e ... pis-e ) and for libations for the male gods. 

The term tuwemi-ltuivemi- denotes a libation for the goddess Xba-lada (wife of the 

god Qaja of Phellos?) or for the female deities, the nymphs. 

For the vbl. form da-te ‘placed’ or ‘was placing’ in the former sentence of 55.V, cf. 

xi[s-t]te (iter.) ‘was offering’ in the latter sentence (= pt. b) of 55.V, next: 

sebe kuprimesi k<h>ta e: xi[s-t]te -j- eph) 

‘And the sacrificer {kuprimesi, lit. ‘gratifier’; most probably, Pixre himself) 

was offering repeatedly {xi[s-t]te) later {eph), when {e) [there was] heat- 

{k<h>ta)\ 

For the term kuprimesi-, cf. edes(i)- ‘meal-provider’- and luzzaijesi- ‘man of 

Wzzaije(-Antiphellos)’ which appear in Trqqiz’s instructions, 55.VII-VIII; all these terms 

apparently refer to Pixre-the-sacrificer (cf. sect. 4, above). 

Nouns k<h>ta ‘heat’- (Schurr’s emend.; pers. comm.) and khtr-e (‘feasts’-; loc. pi. in 

44d.XIII) may originate from the IE. vbl. root *(s)kend- ‘shine, glow’ (LIV^: 554). 

6. Loc. pi. ubr-e nz(-e); dat. pi. ut-e, nom. sg. nneri [no noun utenneri\ 

In this section I’ll discuss the difficult strophe 55.XII. It starts with a succession of 

letters ubrehzabrala which seems too long for just one word. The dictionaries list several 

proposals for splitting up this letter chain into words: 

ubreh zabrala <*ubrehi + zabral-a (DLL: 133 and 137) [but also abrala with a note ‘not 

necessarily complete!’ (ibid.: 112)]; 

ubrehza-brala, Schiirr (as quoted in DLL: 133 and 137); 

abrala (GL: 428, s.v. [zjabrala), with a remark: 

‘Melchert... wollte Nom.-Akk.Pl.n. zabrala in 55,7 lesen: Uberholt, da gema[3 dem 

Wiener Abklatsch ubrehni abrala: utehneri: rmpaimi: mqri-{8)ti: zu lessen ist’. 

As in many other cases, the Wiener Abklatsch is unreliable: according to Schurr’s 

recent checking (pers. comm.), the text shows ubrehz, not ubrehni; the vbl. form in this 

strophe is mqri[.]-{8)ti, and not mqri-{8)ti. - Schiirr proposes an emendation mqri[h]-{8)ti 

{[h] with a question mark), but this word cannot be a 3-pl. form with the ending -hti 

because the subj. here {hneri; (a)rihpaimi; see below) is in nom. sg., and not in nom. pf. 

So, the only possibility is rhqri[s]-{8)ti, - that is, 3-sg. pres.-fut. iter. hiqri[s]-ti. We 

may note that other vbl. forms derived from the base ihqr-i- also contain iter. suff. -s-. - 
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The vbl. base mqri-s- probably means ‘apportion/ration periodically’ and governs nouns 

which denote treats for gods or men (see exx. below). 

Identificabon of abral-a as acc. coll. (cf. DLL: 112 and 137) is supported by the 

presence of a functionally identical form aal-a (further in the text), - possibly to *anal-a, as 

per Schiirr (pers. comm.) Its variant al-a refers to offerings for the deities zina-si-z (dat. pi. 

zinas-e) in the Trqqiz-supervised ritual 55.VII-VIII (the offering recepients seem to be 

Pixre’s gods-protectors). - At least formally, one more noun, zmpr-a, is present in the same 

sentence {abral-a ... zmpr-a ... aal-a), but zmpr-a may be loc. sg., cf. muxss-a ‘during 

evocation(-rite)’; pruw-a ‘under control/supervision’; xab-a ‘at the river’-; or it may be allat. 

All the above leads to a conclusion that our text may represent an instruction 

formulated by Pixre for certain periodical offerings and/or feasts in the future. 

Identification of abral-a as a separate word in the sequence ubrefizabrala suggests 

an interpretation of the preceding sequence ubrenz as consisting of two forms, ubr-e and 

nz(-e): possibly 2x dat.-loc. pL; an auslauting -e is regularly omitted before the initial vowel 

of the next word, thus nz(e) abrala < *nze abrala. If so, the form nz(-e) is probably a 1-pl. 

pers. pron. in dat. ‘for us’ (or sim.; possibly, ‘for our sake’): not surpising, since both Pixre 

and his wife are sculpted on the upper part of Pixre’s sarcophagus. 

The pron. nz{e) matches Luw. anza ‘us / for us’; cf. also Lyc. adj. nzz-ijah-a ‘ours’, 

acc. coll. (DLL: 46). 

The opening word of this strophe, ubr-e (dat.-loc. pi. to ubra-7), is probably based 

on the noun uba- or ube- (:Car. upe / ue [ube] ‘tomb’), as in ub-e (loc. pi.) / ub-e (gen. pi.) 

‘tombs, sepulchers’. Such words are used in Milyan in plural: cf. ub-e and ub-e above (by 

the way, this word refers only to Xeriga’s sepulcher), cf. also loc.-pl. phrases: 

plejere-s-e: [xu}p-e ‘at the luxurious tombs’ [not [me]=pe] : noun pleje-re- ‘plenty’; 

ntad-a xilnij-e ‘at the tombs of [Xeriga’s] grandmother’ (a ritual description). 

For nta-da- cf. Lyc. nta-ta- ‘burial chamber’ (< *endo-dhehi-, DLL: 45); accordingly. 

Mil. da- ‘put, place’ [3x; Antiphellos] matches Lyc. ta- id. 

The opening phrase of 55.XII, ubr-e nz(-e), may mean ‘at the sepulcher-site(s), for 

us (or: ‘for our sake’) ...’; though other interpretations are certainly possible. 

Now let us turn to the sequence utemieri as presented in the dictionaries: 

utenneri, one word (noun- in nom. sg.), or uteri neri (?), DLL: 134; 

ut-efineri, Schiirr (as quoted in DLL: 134); 

utenneri, or uteri neri, or ut enneri, GL: 409. 

Actually, we rather deal here with a Lyc.-Mil. noun fineri ‘exorcist’-, or sim., - to 

Lyc. zumme-nne- ‘keep (the deceased person(s)) curse-free’ (or sim.; Schiirr’s pers. comm.); 

cf. also the Late-Anat. PN ’‘'Zuihme-nneri (in Greek versions), - lit. *‘Evil-dispeller’, or sim. 

(For the noun in dat. sg. or pi. ut-e see below). 
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The attr. (a)rmpaimi modifies the noun hneri ‘exorcist’-; this implies that the subj. 

phrase hneri: (a)rmpaimi denotes a priest (?) of Armpa-Arma, the god of the dead in Mil. 

inscriptions, - hence ‘Arma-imbued exorcist’, or ‘Arma’s priest-exorcist’ (or sim). The 

priest hneri may have been obliged to periodically provide treats {abral-a [libations?] ... 

aal-a [meals, as in 55.VIII]) to the protecting deities and/or to Arma himself: this would 

shield from evil both Pixre and his wife after they die and are buried in their sarcophagus. 

The god Arrmpa(-Arma) appears in the str. 44d.III, in connection with a libation 

for the 12 gods-protectors of the (deceased?) ruler Xeriga: allat. qhndtb-a: xuzrht-a xerigas- 

a ... palaraim-a ‘... for the 12 protectors of Xeriga for [their] libations’. - These xuzrhta- 

deities match the [12?] deities called zinas-e (dat. pi. in 55.VIII): Pixre is providing for them 

a potable palar-d (acc. sg.) and offering (vb. xi-) them the treats dl-a (=dal-a in our str. 55.XII). 

- Does the noun ubr-e refer to these deities, - as dat. pL, - and not to the sepulcher area? 

As for the form ut-e (dat. sg.- or pi.; cf. allat.- ut-a, 44c.IX), it is probably related to 

the noun ut-et-a- (a beverage) in acc.-sg. form utet-u, 44c.XI. - Cf. also CLuw. verb u- 

‘drink’; Mil. uioe- ‘libate’, noun uive-mi- ‘libation’ (sect. 5); gerund construction mryyas(a) 

uiveti ‘when libating the Dark deities’ (sect. 9). 

A tentative translation of 44c.XII follows (note archaic phrase ut-e ... mqrils]-ti). 

ubr-e hz(-e) abral-a: ut-e hneri: (a)rmpaimi: rhqrils-]ti: zmpr-a: qele-i: 

punamadije-di: dal-a: tuxara-di) 

‘In the sepulcher-area (?), for our sake (lit. ‘for us’), the Arma-imbued 

exorcist- {hneri: (a)rmpaimi) will periodically apportion {mqri[-s]-ti) 

[the treats] abral-a ... dal-a for libations/feasts (ut-e) for/during a 

purification-rite- {zmpr-a) in the precinct {qele-i), with a total 

smoking-out- (instr. punamadije-di ... tuxara-diy. 

For tuxara- cf. CLuw. tuhhara- (in Ht. texts). - This may refer to a burnt offering. 

For. zmpra- cf. vb. zmp- ‘curse, berate’- (Trqqiz’s action) vs. CLuw. ptcp. zamm-ant- 

‘bewiched’, to *zamn-a- ‘cast spell’ (or sim.), noun zamman- ‘spell, magic’ (?). 

In principle, an interpretation of the nouns abral-a ... zmpr-a ... dal-a as acc.-coll. 

forms denoting treats, would match the triad [a]na-z ... xlp[p]-d ... (a)da[-z] ‘snacks, 

xlppa{wme), meals’ (or sim.) in 55.IV: Pixre’s reference to delicacies preserved by him to 

Trqqiz (all. trqqht-a); sect. 4, above. 

We may note here that, in the Antiphellos inscription, there are at least two 

sentences, - each containing a 2-word phrase, - with both words separated from each other 

in the text. - In all other cases (almost entirely in Xanthos), these 2 words clearly reflect a 

time when they have been ‘neighbors’, - but merged into one word later: 

(1) 55.Ill ek-e: pleli-z: abura: m(e)=ebei: tirbe-ti: zirdpl-a (vs. 44 ek-abura, (e)k-ebur-e). 
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(2) 55.XII ...ut-e nneri: (a)rmpaimi: inqril-s]-ti ...(vs. 44 t-mqri-s-nte, 3-pl. past; 2x). 

Our interpretation of the ex. 1 (str. 55.Ill, Pixre’s warning to cheaters) follows; 

‘The security/inforcers (nom. sg. abura) in the districts (loc. pi. ek-e), Phellians (voc. 

pi.), will certainly (ni(e)) smash there- (ebe-i) [one’s] produce-vessels’. 

[In the preceding str. 55.11, Pixre stresses that every land-tenant and all his men 

must deliver their dues to avoid punishment. - Cf. other voc.-pl. forms; tutasiz 

‘kinsmen/relatives’, 55.X; xbadiz ‘Valley-gods’, twice in Trqqiz’s tale, 44c.IITX]. 

As for the ex. 2 (part of the above analyzed strophe), the underlined words in the 

phrase ut-e nneri: (a)rmpaimi: maril-sl-ti are clearly comparable with cases in Pixre’s 

inscription where the form ut-marinii (cf. exx. below) has probably emerged from two 

neighboring words. 

The dat.-sg. form utmqrim-i (55.X) matches the underlying phrase *ute mqrimi in 

the same way the sequence ni-k-mqimiz matches the underlying phrase ni=ke=mqrimiz: the 

vowel -e has been absorbed by the subsequent m-: we have; 

ut-mqrimi < *ute mqrimi vs. ni-k-mqimiz < *ni=ke mqrimiz. 

The archaic component u- has been preserved only in the old inscription of 

Antiphellos: the simplification process in Milyan may have been; 

[55] ut-e ... mqr- > *iite-mqr- > ut(e)-mqr- > (u)t-mqr- > [44] t-inqr- > mqr-. 

Cf. a formally similar situation with eke ... abura (above); 

[55] ek-e ... abura > [44] *eke-abura > ekebur-e > kebur-e {abura is present as well). 

The form utmqrimi appears in Pixre’s short sentence in the str. 55.X (pt. a); kapsaq- 

e: pina-u: ut(e-)mqrim-i ‘I’m giving [to my vassals/laborers?] small things- (noun kapsa-qe-; 

cf. km-qe- ‘booty-stuff’-) for the mqrimi-appoTtioning (dat. sg.) for zdfcj-feasts/parties (< *ut- 

e, dat. sg. or pi.)’. [Pixre seems to speak here to his underlings; similar situations are 

frequently depicted by Xerei in his own narrative]. 

It is important to underline that there is no dittography in the sequence pinau: 

utmqrimi (55.X, above), no shift *tmqrimi > utmqrimi caused by the auslauting -u of the 

preceding word pinau (as suggested in DLL; 131, s.v. *tmqrune/i-). The form ut-mari-mi is 

quite archaic; the situation becomes very clear as soon as this form is compared with an, 

even more archaic, structure ut-e ... marils]-ti. 

There is only one case in Pixre’s text (str. 55.1), where the component u- is absent 

in a related form t-mqr-e (gen. pi. ‘of rations’; not acc. sg.) Still, it is not clear that there was 

no u- in the underlying sentence; the division mark (colon) appears in this text 7 times, 

separating all full-meaning words, - but it is absent between ivirasajaj-a and t-mqr-e. This 

may imply that the underlying structure here was *wirasaiaia utmqre. 

Next ex. shows the form t-mqri-s-nte ‘they have apportioned...’ in the str. 44d.I: 

al-i=ke ml-e mir-e=ke ml-e t-mari-s-nte: wisid-i: pruw-a ‘they have apportioned treats (2x acc. 
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sg. ml-e) both for the officials (dat. sg. al-i) and for the commoners (dat. sg. or pL- mir-e), 

for/during a wine-party- (dat.-loc. sg. wis-id-i) under control/supervision (loc. sg. or pL- 

pruiv-a)’. 

[The component t- seems not to show any meaning. - The noun pr-mva- 

‘supervision’ has cognates in Hittite. - For the noun wis-id-i, cf. vbl. form wisi-u, 1-sg. pres., 

- possibly, ‘shouldn’t I press out (some uteta-dhnk for ...)’, in Xerei’s rhetorical question, 

44c.XI; vb. ivis(e)i- matches CLuw. wis(a)i- ‘press’ (DLL: 134)]. 

Cf. also sect. 2, for the nominal base ihqre- ‘portion, share, quota’. 

7. Adj. lup-eli- ‘sad’: CLuw. noun lupp-asti- ‘regret’ [no ddel-u p<l>eliz\ 

Starting with the strophe 44d.XVIl, Xerei is describing several events in Xanthos, 

the capital of Lycia. Ruler Xeriga’s funeral and a subsequent oath of the subjects seem to 

be depicted in the str. 44d.XIX (= 44d.59-62). It is clear that these events are related neither 

to Phellos {plluwi certainly does not mean ‘Phellos’; see below) nor to Pixre’s Phellian 

nymphs (pleliz lijaiz). 

As in several other cases, nom.-pl. forms are used here as acc.-pl. forms, - a 

situation, typical for Anatolian languages as shown by Yakubovich (cf. SLL: 33). 

The T* sentence of the str. XIX contains two dir.-obj. phrases: 

acc. sg. qlij-u: xupelij-u ‘funerary (x.) outfit- {q.f (or sim.), - and 

acc. pi. [formally nom. pi.] lijei-z ... lupeli-z ‘sad/mourning (lup-eli-z) 

nymphs’. 

Conj. sebe ... dde apparently means ‘and also’ (for the Lycian-type component dde 

‘also, in addition’ cf. GL: 37f.); sebe ... dde seems occasionally to match se=de. 

The relatively complex dir.-obj. structure is as follows: qlij-u: xupelij-u: sebe=liiei-z: 

dde=lupeli-z ‘the funerary outfit- and also the [effigies of the] sad/mourning (adj. lupeliz) 

nymphs’. 

There probably was a nymphs’ altar in Xanthos; cf. in this respect the acc.- pi. 

phrase xbada-si-z ... lijenuwe-z ‘Xanthian nymphads’ (44d.XVI: apparently some of the 

nymphads of the Xanthos Valley; Xerei says here that he used to strengthen [vb. muwa-] 

these nymphads ‘with fuiecme-libations’; cf. sect. 5, end). 

The above component dde (once dd) is apparently an occasional borrowing from 

Lycian: cf. also Lyc. verb dde-ze- ‘place/add [a body] to ...’: it matches genetically the Mil. 

noun de-zi- ‘additional placing/delivery’- (cf. data in GL: 41; DLL: 10 and 114). - Mil. adj. 

lup-eli-, - [lup-] or [lub-], - ‘sad, mournful’ matches CLuw. noun lupp-asti-llump-asti- 

‘ regret’. 
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The 3-pl. imp. form ni... lugatii (end of the sentence, str. XIX) can be interpreted 

as a warning to people at the funeral: ‘let them not burnVdamage- ...!’ (for luga-, cf. HLuw. 

caus. vb. luha-nu-). 

The whole str. 44d.XIX seems to read as follows: 

(a) me=qlij-ii: xupelij-u: sebe=liiei-z: dde=lupeli-z: ni=uwe: lugdtu: 

‘But let them not burn- (nz ... lugdtu) the funerary outfit- (acc. xupelij-u + qlij-u) and 

also {sebe ... dde) the [effigies of the] mournful {lupeli-z) nymphs (lijei-z) ...’ 

(b) smmet-e: klleim-e qntil-i=uwe: plluw-i: ml-u x<r>dti tunewfin-i:) 

‘... when keeping (gerund x<r>dti) [their] property(-related)- pledge (acc. sg. plluw- 

i: ml-u) for the obliging/obligatory payments (dat. pi. smmet-e: klleim-e) at 

the management (loc. sg. qnt-il-i) for [the sake of the god]- Tunewhni(- 

Trqqiz)’. - 

If x<r>dti is a 3-pl.-pres, form, the interpretation of pt. b may be: ‘They [= the 

subjects/vassals] shall keep (or: ‘are keeping’) the property(-related)- pledge for (or: 

‘during’) the obligatory payments (dat.-loc. pi. smmet-e: klleim-e) to the management (qnt- 

il-i) for [the sake of]- Tunewhni(-Trqqiz)’. 

For tune-umni- cf. xbide-ionni- ‘[god Natri] the Kaunian’; trele-iofini- ‘Trallian’. For 

the gerund xrdti cf. 44c.V uiveti ‘when libating (the Dark ones)’; sect. 9. 

Mil. vb. xra- governs dir.-obj. forms mlu ‘pledge’; loaxsa ‘watch’; ziwald ‘hireling’- 

(lit. ‘payer’; synon. zaj-ala-, - structured as xum-ala-, a functionary). 

For plluw-i: ml-u ‘property(-related)- pledge’ (acc. sg.) cf. Pixre’s words: mlu[:] xra- 

u plluw-i: <t>ut-a ‘I’ll keep the property(-related) pledge to [my] kin’ (55.XI). 

Acc.-sg. form plluw-i presupposes an adj. pluwi(je)- ‘of the property / property(- 

related)’-; plluwi is only used as attr. to the noun mlu ‘pledge’. - For plluw-i cf. IE. adj. 

*pelh-iu-/plhiew- ‘viel’ (LIV^; 482’). - The underlying IE. root *pelhj-/plehj- ‘sich fiillen, voll 

werden’ may be reflected in the Mil. noun pleje-re- ‘plenty’, cf. adj. plejere-si- ‘luxurious’ 

(about royal sepulchers); for the structure of pleje-re- cf. qi-ql-eni-re- ‘supply’ (cf. verbs qel- 

en-e and qla- ‘preserve, accumulate’). 

Gerund xrdti ‘when keeping’ (if not 3-pl. pres.-fut. ‘they’ll keep’; see above) 

appears in 55.X-XI: Pixre states that he used to strengthen (vb. muwa-), with tuweme- 

libations, his pledge to the river-deities (acc. ml-u neri-u, noun + adj.), and that he will keep 

a property pledge (ml-u ... plluw-i) to [his] kin- (all. <t>ut-a, cf. voc. pi. tuta-si-z). - For tuta- 

‘kin’ (possibly io IE. *teutd) cf. Eye. PN Tuti-nimi : Ht. tuzzi- ‘army’ (thus contra 

Kloekhorst, EDH: 908). 

For smm-et-e: kllei-m-e (dat. pi.: adj. -i- noun) ‘for the binding/obligatory- payments’, 

cf. Eye. verbs smma- ‘bind ...’ (DEE: 58) and ttl(e)i- ‘pay’ (ibid.: 68; cf. 118: Mil. *kllei- ‘pay’, 

kllei-me- ‘tribute’- < ptep. [but there is no Mil. noun kille]). 
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Mil. tune-ivhn-i (dat. sg.) seems to be Trqqiz’s epithet; it is this god who ‘imposes 

taxes’ ([z]at-a: dpi-ti, 55.VI), - not the ruler of Lycia. - Accordingly, these taxes have to be 

paid to Trqqiz, - but since this is not very realistic, the taxes may be payed ‘to the manager 

/ management’; dat. sg. qht-il-i; cf. Lyc. qht-a ti ‘who [is] in charge’ (or sim.); Mil. qiitra 

(nom. sg.; some urban authority). The noun qnt-il-i- is structured as maw-il-i- ‘assessor’ (lit. 

‘remover’). 

In the str. XIX, all seems to be tied to the commander Xerei succeeding the 

deceased ruler Xeriga at a major event in Xanthos. The above interpretation is supported 

by a broader context; in the preceding str. XVIII, Xerei demands tribute deliveries from 

the nobility for a major ‘fiery cooking’ (all. lusalij-a: zen-a); this may explain the warning 

ni ... lugdtu ‘let them not burn ...!’ in the str. XIX. 

On the other hand, considering the form lijeiz ‘nymphs’ as subj. in the above 

strophe leads to a profound misinterpretation of the events envolved. Such 

misinterpretation can be seen in Schiirr’s emendation lijeiz: ddelu p<l>eliz (nom. pi. + acc. 

sg. in -u + nom. pi.; cf. data in DLL; 120) for the phrase lijeiz: dde lupeliz [our version; ‘(and) 

also the mournful nymphs’, dir. obj.; see above]. 

Schiirr’s emendation has been made in order to obtain, - by all means, - the adj. 

form pleliz ‘Phellian’, attr. to lijeiz ‘nymphs’; hence the text ‘corrections’ p<l>eliz and ddel- 

u, - though dde is just a syntactic component, precisely as in Lycian (by the way, Lyc. ddeu 

cannot originate from *ddelu, cf. DLL; 9f.) 

But neither Phellos {plluwi per Schiirr; but see above) nor the ‘Phellian nymphs’ 

have anything to do with the urgent events in the Lyc. capital Xanthos as they are depicted 

by Xerei in the str. XIX. 

The phrase lijeiz ... lupeliz ‘sad/mournful nymphs’ (nom. pi. used as acc. pl.l 

matches grammatically Pixre’s phrase pleliz ... lijaiz ‘Phellian nymphs’ in 55.1; 

[eb]ann[e-]: ml-u=te=ne=welpu-ti: pixre: lijenuw-i: pleli-z: madra-ne: wirasaj-alja}: t-mqr- 

e: lijai-z) 

‘On this pledge (acc. sg. ml-u) to the nymphad (dat. sg. lijenuw-i) here {te [on the 

sarcophagus?]), Pixre sets hope/counts on it (3-sg. pres.-fut. welpu-ti + acc. 

sg. -ne) in order to gratify/delight (inf. madra-ne) the Phellian nymphs 

during treats/ entertaining (loc. sg. or pi. wirasaj-a*, lit. ‘helping(s)’) of 

rations (gen. pi. t-niqr-ef. [Altern.; acc. sg. lijenuw-i is an adj., attr. to acc. 

ml-u; no change in meaning]. 

The component t- originates from ut- < ut-e (dat. sg. or pi.) ‘for drinks/ libations’, cf. sect. 

6; cf. also noun ut-et-a- (a potable); see sects. 5. 
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For the noun lijcnuive- ‘nymphad’ (DLL: 120) cf. acc. pi. lijemiwe-z ‘(Xanthian) 

nymphads (of Erbbina)’. - In the str. 44d.XVI, Xerei strengthened [verb miiwa-] these 

nymphads ‘with libations’: instr. tuweme-di. 

The base rna-dr-a- (:inf. rnadra-ne ‘to gratify/delight’) probably originates from the 

IE. noun *med-r6- ‘joy’ < IE. *med- ‘voll/satt werden’ (LIV-: 423f.; NIL: 463 f.) 

Mil. vb. ivelpii- clearly expresses a favorable action; it can not mean ‘refuse’. Mil. 

ivelp-u- ‘set hope, rely on’ probably originates from the IE. verb *welp- with the same 

meaning (LIV-: 680). - Cf. also Mil. acc.-sg. phrase loelpum-i... pash-u ‘reliable detachment’ 

[of Xerei] in 44d.XV. It matches semantically Pixre’s phrase (in acc. coll.) prijam-a ... atral- 

a ‘cherished ... detachment’ (55.IX). - For prijdmi- (2x in Antiphellos) cf. IE. *pre\/H- 

‘vertraut/lieb sein’ (LIV‘: 490). 

The above phrase mlu=te=ne=welputi is presented in GL: 271 as me utenew elputi 

which doesn’t make sense; the 2"*^ character is certainly /, not e. The appropriate entry here 

is entitled “:pixre: (Lyk.B) PN?”: Tischler doubts about Mil. pixre being a PN. - But who, 

if not Pixre, is the author and the main character of the Antiphellos text TL 55.I-XIII ? 

(An earlier version of this section is to appear as a paper in the journal Historische 

Sprachivissenschaft, 2015 [2016]). 

8. ebi=n(e)=ub-e ker-e: seb[e-di]{noTix. + acc. +2x d. pi. + vb.) [no PN ebinube] 

Erroneous - but frequent - interpretations of certain words in Mil. inscriptions as 

personal names seem to primarily arise from insufficient attention to a broader context (as 

well as from disproportional attention to long lists of Lyc. names, - though such names 

very seldom appear in Mil. texts). - Schiirr’s unconfirmed identification of 3 opening forms 

of the str. 44c.IV as a PN ebinube is supported in both Lycian dictionaries, - cf. DLL: 114 

and GL: 49, - though Melchert remarks in DLL: ‘Quite unclear, but perhaps personal name 

with Schiirr’. 

We may approach the Mil. text in question as the 2"*^ strophe of Trqqiz’s tale (leli) 

‘to the gods’ assembly’: dat. sg. masas-i: tidijeic-i (end of the str. 44c.II). 

As per Eichner, Trqqiz starts talking at the very beginning of the str. 44c.III and 

ends in the str. 44c.X. - In the str. 44c.XI, Xerei - now the ruler - starts speaking in the T'* 

pers. 

Trqqiz begins his tale with a depiction of ruler Xerga’s actions: layr-a: trbb-di: xeriga 

‘Xeriga arranges the feasting-tables (acc. coll, layr-a, cf. DLL: 119) ...’ - It is reasonable to 

assume that, in the str. 44c.IV, Xeriga keeps acting in a similar manner. This implies that 

ebinube is not some new PN but rather one more reference to Xeriga in Trqqiz’s tale. - 

Actually, only ebi (= subj.) is a direct reference to Xeriga in the str. 44c.IV; see next. 
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The subj. in the str. IV is probably ebi ‘Local one / der Hiesige’, cf. Lyc. nom. sg. ebi 

to ebi(je)- ‘local, of this place’ (DLL: 12). The form n(e) cannot be an anaphoric pron. in acc. 

sg. (anim.) since there is no subsequent noun in acc. sg. This leads, almost automatically, 

to a translation of ebi=n(e) ...seble-di] as ‘the Local one [= Xeriga]) doesn’t control/observe 

...’■ (vb. sebe- is related to the noun saba- ‘guard/watch’-: probably to the Ht. base sapas-; 

see pt. I, note 3, above). 

Note the vbl. form sebe-di in the str. 44c.X where Trqqiz depicts, - naturally, in a 

positive way, - the commander Xerei (= zrcfeni-Protector from the preceding str. IX) as 

controlling/inspecting four Lycian cities, - apparently, after a civil war: [...] sebe-di: qirz-e: 

ziiv-i ‘(the Protector) is controlling/inspecting (sebe-di) [+ 4 city-names in acc. sg.] during 

the payment (loc. sg. ziw-i) of shares/reparations- (gen. pi. qirz-e, to qirza- ‘share’)’. 0 

In the sentence about the ‘Local one’ (= ruler Xeriga, str. IV), two loc.-pi. forms, ub- 

e and ker-e, seem to mean ‘at the sepulchers’ and ‘during meals/feasts’, accordingly; the 

noun keri- ‘feast/meal (for men)’ is used on several occasions. - For the noun ub-e ‘at the 

sepulcher(s)’ [of Xeriga] see sect. 6. 

The strophe 44c.IV (= 44c.39-40) seems to read as follows: 

(a) ebi=n(e)=ub-e ker-e: seb[e-di=pe=k]udi: sldma-ti: zrbbl-d: 

‘The Local one- (ebi = Xeriga), at [his] sepulcher(s) (ub-e), during feasts (ker-e), also- 

([-pe]y doesn’t observe/controP (n(e) ... seb[e-di]) where ([k]udi) one 

expands (sldma-ti) the gains/booty’. 

(b) mqr-e: mur-i: tupleleimi [seb(e)=an]a-z: sebe=sbirt-e pzzi-ti: lelebe-di: xhtabas-i[:)] 

‘The tupleleimi (‘Fight-winner’- = Xeriga) determines the ration (acc. sg. mqr-e) for 

invigoration / wine-party (dat. sg. mur-i), snacks- (acc. pi. lanja-z’’), and the 

ruler’s share (acc. sg. sbirt-e ... xhtaba-s-i) from the takings/booty (abl. lelebe- 

di)\ 

As usual, Trqqiz uses two designations when speaking to, or about, one person; 

accordingly, there are two, - grammatically identical, - vbl. forms. - In our case, Trqqiz 

refers to Xeriga as ebi ‘Local one’ and tupleleimi ‘Fight-winner’-; the two vbl. forms are n(e) 

... seb[e-di] ‘doesn’t observe/control-’ and pzzi-ti ‘determines’ (the 3'''* form, sldma-ti ‘one 

expands’, belongs to the subordinate clause). 

A derisive attitude of Trqqiz (that is, of Xerei) toward Xeriga is especially 

transparent in the str. V where Trqqiz adresses Xeriga directly. The god (anticipating an 

enemy assault) urges the ruler, - voc. sg. waxsi ‘Guardian-’, - not to give strong potable to 

the warriors, and concludes his advice as follows (note the 2"*^ voc. form): ... sebe=ne: layr- 

i: xntabaimi: sldma zrbbl-d ‘... and. Ruling one (voc. xhtabaimi), expand (2-sg. imp. sldma) 

the gains/booty not at [your] feasting table!’ - It is possible that ne represents here both the 
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negation n(e) ‘not’ and the anaphoric pron -e which modifies the noun zrbbl-a: ‘...it, the 

booty’. 

9. mryyas(-a) uweti'w\iQr\ libating the Dark deities’ [no adj. mryYasuweti-] 

This phrase is listed in DLL: 121 as ‘mrKKasmvet(i)- (adj.) ‘sacred, holy’- (case 

unclear)’. - In GL: 223, this expression is presented as follows [note a misspelling -ss- for - 

s-]: “:mrKKassuweti; ... Mit Suffix -iveti gebildet (vgl. masaiiweti)T'’ 

It is also mentioned here that Gusmani has proposed (in 1962) a word-division 

mryyas(a) uiveti. This is formally correct: acc. coll, mryya-s(-a) ‘Dark ones / Dark deities’ is 

governed by the gerund moeti ‘when libating’. - As for Masa-uweti, it is a Mil. PN (one of 

many, borrowed into Lycian), where the D* component equals mas-a ‘gods’: an acc.-pi. 

form, used only in Milyan. - For masa cf. also DLL: 122. 

The gerund [< active ptcp.] uioeti ‘(when) libating’ (to uwa/e- ‘libate’, uive-mi- 

‘libation’, cf. sect. 5) both structurally and functionally matches xrati ‘(when) keeping (a 

pledge / a hireling)’; 7W72iti ‘when announcing (the offerings)’; trbbmiti ‘when handing 

over (everything)’; qeleneti ‘when preserving / setting aside ...’; cf. also Lyc. hbati < *swandi 

‘pushing (the 7 [warriors] to death)’. - Altern.: trbbeni ti ‘deliver, thou’ (2-sg. imp.-t- voc. ti, 

2-sg. pers. pron.; also: mini ti ‘announce, thou’). 

Both the base mryya- (of the above noun mryya-s(a)) and Ht. DN Margwa-ya- 

originate from the IE. root *merg‘''- ‘dark’; only these two Anat. languages have preserved 

the velar component of the underlying IE. (Mil. y = [y"]). 

Ht. base margioaya- matches CLuw. mariva- in the same way as Mil. mryya- matches 

Lyc. rnrbba- (b = [fe]). 

Mil. expression mryyas(-a) uiveti ‘when libating the Dark ones’ is used in Trqqiz’s 

warning, directly addressed to the ruler Xeriga, str. 44c.V (= 44c.41-44; next ex.) - 

Anticipating an assault, Trqqiz advises Xeriga not to give (imp. ni ... pibi ‘don’t give’) 

strong- potables to the warriors (dat. kres-e) who have just returned from fights [and] raids 

(abl. pre-di ... Uaxla-di). [Cf. also sect. 8, above]. 

Since such action would break a long-standing tradition, Xeriga chooses to ignore 

the god’s advice, - which results in a disaster, as shown in the str. 44c.VI. 

The str. 44c.V now follows; the emended form [utetu] equals acc. sg. utet-u, to ute- 

ta-, a beverage for men/warriors; it is used by Xerei, now ruler, in 44c.XI, a rhetorical 

question. [Xerei says here: ‘Shouldn’t I press out (some) uteta for the internal ones (all. 

ntelij-a)?’; he seems to refer to his close associates in Xanthos]. 

(a) [utet-u]=pe: ni=ke: waxs-i: pibi: kres-e: (a)rmpal-i: pre-di: xapax-i: l[ax]a-di: mryyas(a) 

uiveti: 
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‘But/and {-ke), also- (-pe). Guardian (voc. waxsi), when libating {uweti) the Dark 

ones (acc. coll, mryyas(-a)) for Armpa’s good graces- (2x dat. sg.: (a)rmpa-l- 

i ...xap-ax-i), don’t give [wtefu(-drink)] to the warriors- (dat. pi. kres-e) [who 

arrive] from battle(s) [and] from raid(s) {pre-di ... l[ax]a-di)V [Arrhpa seems 

to be the god of the dead on all occasions; Xeriga seems to relax frequently 

near his sepulcher, located ‘at the abode of the Dark ones’ {mryydJ)]. 

(b) sebe ne; layr-i: xhtabaimi: sldma zrbbl-d:) 

‘And, Ruling one (voc. xhtabaimi = ruler Xeriga), increase (imp. sldma) it- {-e), the 

gainsA)ooty- (acc. sg. zrbbl-d), not at [your] feasting-table (loc. sg. layr-i)V 

[jie = neg. n(e) ‘not’ + acc. sg. enc. -e ‘it’ (?)]. 

For mryyas(a) (coll.; type; kmma-sa ‘crowd’) the above mentioned mryydi which may 

originate either from *margHda- (;Lyd. deity Mariwda-) or *marg’‘'ada- (if to CLuw. noun 

marwatar ‘blackness’, EDH; 562). It seems to refer to the abode of the Netherworld god(s), 

protector(s) of the deceased and their sepulchers; cf. sect. 6. 

10. Mil. enari- ‘Mighty one’ [not en(e)=ar-i\ : CLuw. annara/i- ‘forceful, virile’ 

[For phonetics, cf. Mil. me : CLuw. dnnan ‘under’; Mil. inf. ewene ‘to drink’ : Hitt. 

akuimnna id.; note also Palaic vb. ah(u)wa- ‘drink’. - In Milyan, the commander (later ruler) 

Xerei is referred to either by rank or epithet]. 

God Natri and commander Xerei appear in the str. 44c.VII in two hypostases: 

First, the Kaunian [Natri] (xbidewhni) rescues (puke-ti) the Protector (zreteni-Xerei) 

from killers/killing (abl. ulaxa-di [not to laxa- ‘fight/raid’ : Ht. lahha-]). 

Later, the Mighty one (enari-Xerei) gratifies [the god] Natri of Turaxssa (acc. 

turaxssal-i: natr-i) ‘who [ti for ki], with [his] guards/warriors (instr. waxsa-di), has annulled 

{mawa-te, lit. ‘removed’) the pledge (rnlu) of (= to) Vistaspa’. 

[Xerei may have deliberately made the latter phrase ambiguous: who is who?] 

The text and our interpretation of the above str. 44cVII (= 44c.46-48) follows: 

(a) hte=ne puke-ti: xbidewhni: ulaxa-di: zreten-i: 

‘Further/thereafter {hte), the Kaunian [Natri] rescues him (acc. sg. -ne), the 

Protector (acc. sg. zreten-i), from killers/killing (abl. to noun ul-ax-a-y 

(b) seb(e)=enari: kupri-ti: turaxssal-i: na{:}tr-i 

‘And the Mighty one (subj. enari) gratifies- (kupri-ti) the Turaxssan Natri...’ 

(c) ti=ml-u mawa-te: waxsa-di: wizztasppaz-h:) 

‘... who (ti for ki), along with the guards/warriors (instr. waxsa-di), has 

removed/annulled (mawa-te) the pledge of (= to) Vistaspa’. 
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NB sound-ornamentation in 44c.VII; (a) -i -i -i -i + (b) -i -i -i Rhyming in vbl. forms: 

(a) puk(e)-ti vs. (b) kup(ri)-ti. [Schiirr considers tu7ilu an acc. sg. to a ‘noun timla-, cf. DLL: 

130; not possible]. 

For piike-ti cf. DLL: 126: ‘expresses favorable action’. - It is not excluded that puke- 

‘save/rescue’ originates from IE. vb. *bheiig- ‘flee; free oneself’ (cf. LIV-: 84). 

Melchert agrees with me (pers. comm.) that Lyc. pron. ti is used here for the Mil. 

ki ‘who’ [cf. ti in 44d.7 (?)]; note also Lyc. acc. pron. [eh]aiin[e] (Schiirr’s emend.) used for 

Mil. ebene* ‘this’ (acc. sg.) in 55.1. 

For the noun laxa- ‘fight, raid’ cf. Ht. lahha- [not to ulaxa-]; note 44c.IX: 

se=de=ker-i trisu: qmidtbisu: pre-te laxa-di: zreteni: 

‘And repeatedly- (se-de-), the Protector was racing/galloping for a keri{- 

feasP) from fights/raids (abl. laxa-di) thrice 12 times’. 

Yakubovich, who agrees with my interpretation of 44c.VII, proposes for the abl. form 

ulaxa-di a translation ‘from killers’, instead of ‘from killing’ (pers. comm.) - For ul-ax-a- 

‘killer’ (and factit. vb. *id-ax-a- ‘kill’, lit. ‘make dead’) cf. mrss-x-a- ‘cheater/dodger’ (noun) 

vs. ‘cheat/dodge’ (verb); cf. also as-xx-a- ‘provide/secure’ (2x in 44d), etc. 

The verb kupr-i- ‘gratify’- (‘choose’ in DLL: 118) presupposes a noun *kup-re- < IE. 

*kup-r6- ‘erwiinscht’ (lEW: 596; type: suk-re- [beverage for gods/men] < *suk-r6- ‘agitation’). 

The verb kupri- seems to refer to providing savory offerings to a god. 

Related: kiipri-ini- ‘gratification’ [altern.; adj. ‘gratifying’-]; it refers to the offerings 

for Trqqiz (all. trqqnt-a, 55.IV), and for Zeus (dat. zin-i, 44d.V); cf. sub-stantivized adj. 

kupri-me-si- ‘sacrificer’ = ‘‘^‘one-of-gratification’ (= Pixre in 55.V). 

Mil. mill does not mean ‘offering’; it appears only in acc. sg. (thus ml-u to mlii-) and 

always means ‘pledge’ (cf. IE. vbl. root *mleivh2-/mliih2- ‘speak’; EIV-). It is usually 

governed by xra- ‘keep’ or miiiva- ‘strengthen’ (not ‘overwhelm’). 

11. Acc. medu + 2-sg. imp. tu ‘place /n.-beverage (for...)’ [not me=d<e>=tu] 

Mil. vb. til- doesn’t appear in the dictionaries, though its iter, base tus- does (it is 

present in Lycian as well). - Vb. tu- is used in Mil. texts several times, - always as 2-sg. 

imp. tu ‘place (as a treat)’; it governs the noun medu (= CLuw. rnaddii ‘wine’) in the str. 

44d.XVIII (see below). - Mil. verbs tu- and tus- are used only in the Xanthos text; the 

Antiphellos inscription shows da- ‘to place’ instead (2x). 

Xerei’s instructions in 44d.XVIII (=44d.56-59) with medu tu are addressed to rndmre 

(voc. sg.), - an overseer of offering and feast preparations in Xanthos. A broader context 

depicts events after Xeriga’s death (indirectly reflected in 44d.XVII) and before his funeral 

(44d.XIX; see sect. 7). 

The 2-sg. imp. tu ‘place (as a treat)’ appears 2x in the str. 44d.XI (= 44d.34-37); 
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(a) me=muni: trbb-di: tuw-i: uwadr-a: 

‘And/but the mMnf(-functionary) arranges / hands over (trbb-di) everything (acc. 

coll, uwadr-a [altern.: ‘bovines’; cf. Lyc.]) for the tuwi-feast (dat. sg. tuw-iy 

(b) me=tu=pe=ne=tesen-i: qnz-a: prijelij-a: 

‘And/but also (me ... -pe), place (2-sg. imp. tu) it (-ne), the tesen-i (acc. sg.: a potable), 

to the meat dishes (all. qfiz-a) of the foremost/noble ones (adj. in allat., attr. 

to qnz-a)V [Altern.: noun in all. prijelij-a ‘for the noble ones’]. 

(c) me=de=tu xezm xbadas-a: 

‘And place it (-de), the allotment (acc. inanim. xezrn), for the Xanthians (allat.)!’ 

The form tu is the only one which may be verbal in pt. b (above); teseni cannot be a verb 

since this word is introduced by the anaphoric acc.-sg. pron. -ne. 

Both tes-en-i (lit. ‘mix’ if from *tasdna- < *taksanna-) and mul-en-i (lit. ‘energizer’) 

probably refer, in their appropriate contexts, to potables served to the guests during a 

feast/meal; for the suff., cf. sek-eni- (a roast ?), below. 

The noun xezrn ‘allotment’ (type: masxxrfi, a rite) is synonymous to the related 

anim. noun xzzdta-, cf. CLuw. hizza- ‘hand over’ and Ht. h(a)ink- ‘bestow, offer’. 

Allat. xbadas-a (to the noun xbada-si- ‘Xanthian’) matches allat. prijelij-a ‘to the 

nobility / foremost ones’. For xbada-si- < *xbada- ‘river-valley’, cf. tuta-si- ‘kinsman/relative’ 

(substantivized adj. in voc. pi. tutasiz) to <t>uta- ‘kin’. 

Voc.-pl. (=nom./acc. pi.) xbad-i-z means ‘Valley gods’: Trqqiz addresses them twice 

in his tale. - There is no dat.-pl. xbad-e, referring to the ‘(river) valley’ (pace DLL: 135). In 

both Mil. inscriptions, the 3-sg. pret. xba-de means ‘(Trqqiz) assigned/used to assign 

(guards to/for ...)’; it appears twice in 7-component chiasmic constructions, depicting 

Trqqiz’s supervision of libation- and offering-preparations. The verb xba- ‘‘'‘attach’ 

matches CLuw. hapai- ‘attach’ (cf. CLL: 55). 

The above phrase medu tu is used in the str. 44d.XVIII (= 44d.56-59) where Xerei 

mentions the security/enforcers ((e)kebur-e, dat. pL), - possibly as a concealed threat which 

is meant for the affluent, - but tardy, - tax-payers. 

This strophe seems to depict an offering preparation, announced (verb mini-) to 

the gods. The offering, - and probably a feast (which routinely follows an offering), - seems 

to be planned for the funeral rite for the deceased ruler Xeriga. (Both the funeral of the 

ruler and the oath by the subjects are depicted in the subsequent str. 44d.XIX; see sect. 7). 

- Str. 44d.XVIII seems to read as follows: 

(a) atlas-i: ne=(a/e)bureni: trmmilijeti: (e)ripss-e: tmpeiveti: 
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‘Milyan gentry/elite (voc. sg. coll. t. ... t.), secure it (2-sg. imp. (ale)burmi + acc. sg. 

-ne), [your] own/personal tribute-delivery (2x acc. sg.: atla-s-i ... (e)ri-pss- 

e)V 

(b) sebe=i=tel:] seken-e: mdrnre (e)kebur-e: medii tu: 

‘And here, right now- {sebe=i=te), [cook] Mamre (voc. sg.), place/serve (2-sg. imp. 

tu) a medii-heverage (acc. inanim.) to sekene-roasts- (dat. pi. in -e) for the 

security/enforcers (dat. pi. (e)kebur-e) ...’ 

(c) liisalij-a: zen-a nuniti: xruwasa-z:) 

when announcing- (gerund nuuiti to vb. mini-; -it- = [-Id-]) [to the gods?] the 

offering-provisions- (xruwasa-z) for a flaming/fiery broiling-!’ (all. lusalij-a: 

zen-a, adj. + noun; cf. Ht. vb. ze - ‘cook’, EDH: 1033). 

[Altem.l: ‘Announce- , thou (2-sg. imp. mini + voc. ti, - that is, Mamre), the 

offering provisions ...’ (etc.)]. 

[Altern. 2; nuniti = 3-sg. or 3-pl. pres.; this seems much less likely]. 

The imperfective vb. ebur-eni- ‘secure’ is structured as trbb-eni- ‘hand over’ (syn.: trbb-); 

similar: mur-ene- ‘invigorate’ (syn.: muwa-); qel-ene- and *qi-ql-eni- ‘preserve’. - Mil. suff. - 

ene/i- matches Ht. -anna/i-. - The suff. var. -eni- may have been a part of the verb mini-, if 

to *nu-eni-; for the root nu- ‘announce-’ cf. IE. *newH- ‘shout’ (LIV-: 456). 

The noun tmpeweti- ‘forceful ones’, or ‘gentry/elite’ (synon.: tmpe, voc. sg. in a 

semantically very similar strophe 44d.XX) is also used in a 4-component dir.-obj. phrase 

44c.XI: tuburi-z: uple<s>i-z: s(e)=ikctesi: arppaxus{:let-i: tmpewet-i:) ‘the noble (u.) Tuburans 

as well as- (conj. s(e)-iketesi) the elite (f.) of Arppaxu’s [descent]’. 

Mil. noun seken-e (dat.-pl. to sek-en-i- ?) is related to the Lyc. heken-e (dat. pi.) in the 

sentence N-324.25 se=de=heken-e: nteml-e ta-di"... and (he) is placing / shall place (= ‘make’) 

a hearth (or sim.: acc. sg.) for roastig / broiling ...’ 

For the Mil. vbl. root *sek-, cf. IE *senk- ‘burn’ (lEW: 907; DIER-b 78). 

The noun medu is genetically identical to CLuw. maddu. - As it was mentioned 

above (pt. I, note 1), the Lyc. and Mil. words with -b- < IE. *-bh- and -d- < IE. *-dh- are 

immune to Cop’s Law. 

The 2-sg. imp. form tu is also used in Xerei’s feast instruction 44d.XI: 

me=tu=pe=ne=tesen-i: qnz-a: prijelij-a ‘And place the teseni-shake (?) to the meat dishes (all. 

qnz-a) for the foremost ones (all. prijelij-a)V 

The above exx. show a typical structure ‘provide a beverage to meals for ...’; it is 

used both by Pixre and, - quite frequently, - by Xerei; cf. Shevoroshkin: 2014. 
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III. A problem with the Glossar des Lykischen 

As A. Kassian writes at the beginning of his review of the Glossar des Lykischen 

[GL], 2007 [in: Babel und Bibel, 6, 2012], “Sadly enough, two large publications [of 2002] 

dealing with Lycian (especially Lycian B) are not considered in the dictionary: 

Sevoroskin.V.V., Word Combinations in Milyan and Lycian Inscriptions, ... Studia 

Linguarum 3 [= StL = Gs. Korolh’], ... Sevoroskin.V.V., Mylian Passages with neu and ni(- 

ke), ... Anatolian Languages [= AnL]”. 

Kassian adds that the paper from the Gs. Korolev is mentioned in the GL list of 

references, “but in most cases its data are not included explicitely in the vocabulary 

entries”. - Actually, at least four GL entries contain my materials from the StL, cf. GL: 41; 

122; 218; 353, - but over 200 StL identifications are not even mentioned in the GL. 

Then Kassian says: ‘Thus the following data should be added to the book under 

review. In the rest of this review, I will adduce data from the lexical sections of 

Sevoroskin’s papers (where the forms are listed in alphabetic order) with minimal 

comments”. - Kassian cites about 210 interpretations of mine from each paper (this 

amounts to just one list of items, since both papers in question practically contain the same 

data). - But that is not all. 

Quite unusual for a major dictionary is the selective way in which Tischler (who 

completed and published the Glossar after Neumann’s death) presents many of my 

identifications of Lyc. and/or Mil. words in a number of GL entries. 

Tischler lists some of my old, - obsolete, - interpretations and then provides 

Melchert’s DLL identifications (these latter seem correct), - but, in doing so, Tischler 

(a) omits Melchert’s assertions about basing his data on my interpretations (my 

exx. 3-9, next; no GL listing of my data in ex. 7), - or, he 

(b) omits Melchert’s words in DLL about his identifications matching mine (exx. 

1, 10), - or, for that matter, omits any relevant data from DLL (exx. 2,11). 

The 11 exx., which now follow, are arranged alphabetically. - In five cases (exx. 4, 

6, 8, 9, 11), Melchert refers to my paper in Gs. Korolev, 2002. 

(1) GL: 53 [Mil.] “:eirh: ... Korolev-Sevoroskin I (Mil. etym. [1966]) ... 42ff. ... 1. Sg. Pras. < 

*euni... ‘ich feiere’ ... Melchert DLL^ 114: Nom.-Akk. PI. n. eim ...” Tischler doesn’t 

mention here that Melchert, in this DLL entry, considers the form eim as a 

participle in *-mi- and mentions the same grammatical interpretation from a paper 

of mine (where I’m also proposing a meaning for the participle eim): DLL: 114 

“eime/i- (ptc.): nom.-acc. pi. nt. eim ... Similarly also Shevoroshkin, Orbis 17.489, 

who takes as participle of verb ‘do, make’”. 
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(2) GL: 94f. [Lyc.] Sevoroskin brief!.: ‘Denkmal’ oder ‘Darstellung’. Gusmani... 

‘Tribut’ ... Ihm folgt Melchert, LL p. 26.” [no DLL data in GL]. But cf. DLL: 24 

“hlmme/i- ‘addition; gain, income’ ... Cf. Gusmani ... Laroche ...; also 

Shevoroshkin, GsKronasser 211, and Hajnal, LV182 with note. 

(3) GL: 175f. [Lyc.] kumaza ... Melchert DLL’’ 33: ‘Priester’ ... Ableitung von 

gemeinluwisch ‘heilig’” [no citation from my work in GL]. In DLL: 33 

Melchert says: “kiimaza~'‘ ‘priest’ ... Forms based on *kuma- already identified by 

Shevoroshkin ... (1969).” [DLL: 33 s.v. kumalihe-: *kuma- ‘sacralized’]. 

(4) GL: 263 [Mil.] pdiira- ... 3. Sg. Pras. pdiiradi... - Sevoroskin, briefl.: ‘er belohnt, verteilt, 

gibt (ab)’ ... - Eichner, Verb n. 139: Verb, 3. Sg. Pras.; ebenso Melchert DLL^ 124 

(‘bringen’).” Tischler omits Melchert’s words which refer to my 2002 paper (StL): 

DLL: 124 “pdura- (verb) ‘bring’ (?) ... See Gusmani ... and Eichner ... - Sense as 

suggested by Shevoroshkin, 2002: 128.” 

(5) GL: 268 [Lyc. and Mil.] “pihi- ‘geben’, ... - 2. Sg. Imp. (?) pibi 44c, 42. - So Gusmani, 

ArOr 36, 1968 ... Melchert DLL^ 124. - Anders Sevoroskin, briefl.: Wurzelnomen 

‘Gabe, Wohltat’ o.a....” But Melchert writes in DLL: 124 as follows: ''pibi(je)- (verb) 

‘give’ (= Lyc.): imv. 2"*^ sg. pibi c 42. See Shevoroshkin, 1968: 470 and Orbis 17.473ff, 

and Gusmani, ArOr 36.2, note.” 

(6) GL: 290 [Lyc. and Mil.] 'putu ... Sevoroskin ... ‘er soli zerstampfen’ oder ‘er soil 

einmeisseln’... ahnlich Melchert DLL^ 125: zu lyk. pu- ‘einmeisseln”. But Melchert 

actually writes in DLL: 125 this: (verb): imv. 3'''* sg./pl. putn ... Likewise 

Shevoroshkin, 2002: 140, with the sense ‘adjoin’. Or cf. Lyc. pu- ‘inscribe’?” [But an 

interpretation ‘inscribe’ contradicts the context which deals with moving gods’ 

statues to those of other gods, - for a ritual]. 

(7) GL: 338 [Lyc.] “tarbi- Verbalstamm (?) ... Viell. ‘jemamdem etwas unterwerfen ...’; 

ahnlich auch Melchert DLL^ 60: ‘overpower, conquer’, entsprechend luw. tarpi-, 

h.-luw. tarpai- ‘treten, stampfen’” [no V.S. data in GL]. Melchert writes in DLL: 60: 

“tarb(e)i- ‘overpower, conquer’ ... Pret3Sg tarbide ... Definitely martial context ... 

Same identification already by Shevoroshkin (1969) ... with sense ‘trample’ or 

similar.” [Semantically correct, - but tarb-id-e is rather the last - out of four - loc.-pl. 

components in TL 44a: hdtah-e tldmiel-e nel-e tarbid-e ‘in battles in the Tloan squares 

(nel-e), in commohons” (or: ‘in frontal attacks”)]. 

(8) GL: 370 [Mil.] ^‘‘trbbdi ... Sevoroskin briefl.: ‘er sanktioniert, bestimmt, vertraut an o. 

a.’...” - Melchert DLL^ 131: ‘iibergeben, aushandigen’.” Actually, Melchert writes 

in DLL: 131 the following: “trbb- (verb) ‘hand over’ (or similar?): pres. 3'''^ sg. trbbdi 

... Sense as per Shevoroshkin, 2002: 142.” 
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(9) GL: 392 [Mil.; Lyc.] ... ‘legen’? ... In 44d,21 sheint ein Abl.-Instr. davon 

abzuhangen. Ablehnend aber Sevoroskin, JIES 7, 1979, 192 f. - Nach idem briefl. 

sei tusiti vielmehr Pradikat ..., etwa: ‘behebt (einen Schaden)’ oder ‘freut sich’ ... 

Melchert DLL^ 74, 132: Iterativum zu tu(ioe)- ‘legen’ ... - Sevoroskin a.O.: zu heth. 

dusk-, spater duskiya- ‘sich freuen, frohlich sein’...” But what we read in DLL 74 

about Lycian is this: “tuioe- ‘place (upright)’ ... Iterative P3P1 tushti ... (thus with 

Shevoroshkin, ]1ES 7.192, contra Laroche ...).” Cf. now about Milyan, DLL: 132: 

“tus- (verb) ‘place’: pres. 3''‘* sg. tustti d 21 (= iter, of *tuioe- ...) - Thus also 

Shevoroshkin, ]IES, 7.192, vs. others.” 

(10) GL: 394f. [Lyc. and Mil.]: ‘":tuwi: (auch lyk. B) Nomen ...; Meriggi ... ‘Widmung, 

Opfergabe ...’ - Ihm folgt Gusmani ... - Sevoroskin, MSS 36 ... ‘Denkmal’. Idem 

briefl.: ‘Unterschrift, Satz, Inschrift’ ... - Melchert DLL^ 74, 133: ‘votive offering, 

ritual offering’.” Actually, in DLL: 133, Melchert writes: “tuive/i- (noun) ‘votive 

offering’ (or sim.) ... - Similar interpretation by Shevoroshkin, ZDMG Supp. 1 

(1969) 270, Meriggi ..., and Gusmani ...” 

(11) GL: 438: ‘'zrbbld ... Acc.Sg. (?) ... Sevoroskin, Vopr. Jaz. 1965/2, 115 ...: ‘eingeritzte 

Inschrift’.” [DLL - which refers to my 2002 paper - is not cited in GL]. Cf. DLL: 

114: “’zrbbla- (noun): acc. sg. zrbbld ... Per Shevoroshkin, 2002; 142 and 189, ‘trophy’ 

< ‘booty’” [zrbb-la- to Hitt, sdruw-ai- ‘to loot, plunder’; from IE.] 
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The Central Asian substrate in Old Iranian 

EJ. Michael Witzel 

Harvard University 

§ 0. INTRODUCTION 

The question of substrates in Old Iranian has hardly been broached, — and if so, in negative 

fashion.' For some years, therefore, I thought it would be useful to take a closer look at 

Avestan and 0.Persian texts and see what we may find by way of possible, or even of 

probable non-IIr. and non-IE words.^ Naturally, not all words given below will turn out be 

substrate words; any initial listing like the present one will be fraught with overcounting^ 

in favor of non-IE origins, and also with unintended errors. 

Several highly developed arehaeological eultures (towns and cities) existed in the 

general South Central Asian"* (SCA) and Greater Iranian areas^ that may have contributed 

to the Iranian substrate vocabulary. The latter generally reflects an agricultural/pastoral 

society, but not one of towns and walled cities, as seen in the Bactria-Margiana 

Archaeological Complex (BMAC, or Oxus Civilization).*’ Other archeological areas of 

interest are Sahr-i-sokhta^ on the Afghan/Iranian border in Seistan, Shahdad in Central 

Iran,** Mundigak** in S.E. Afghanistan, and the highly developed southern Iranian belt from 

Elam-Ansan via Tepe Yahya all the way to the recently diseovered Jiroft"* culture in the 

Bampur area, which is fairly close to the Indus Civilization." 

' For a full length treatment see Commemoration Volume M. Mayrhofer (ed. by Velizar Sadovski; 

forthcoming: Vienna). — The late F.B.J. Kuiper somewhere denies the existence of a substrate in Old 

Iranian, though he saw a lot of this in Vedic and Sanskrit. Note also G. Windfuhr, in Encyclopedia Iranica, 
referring to Lubotsky’s and my work: “These studies disprove the earlier assumption, at least for Avestan, 

of a pure, or purified, Indo-European lexicon”: 

http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/iran-viil-non-iranian-languages-overview-. Cf however Sims- 

Williams 1998. 

■ Witzel 2003: 39 n.l58. While at at Tokyo in 2004/5,1 went through Bartholomae’s dictionary and marked 

all items that seem to belong to an non-Indo-European substrate. 

^ I remind of the intense discussion that followed F.B.J. Kuiper’s lists of non-lA substrate words in the RV 

(1955, 2011, see: http://www.aa.tufs.ac.jp/sarva/materials_frame.html). 

^ Former Soviet Central Asia (S. Turkmenistan, S. Uzbekistan, S. Tajikistan), and northern Afghanistan. 

^ See Witzel, Iranian Migration, 2013: 422-441. 

^ Sarianidi 1977, 1980, 1991,1993; Litvinsky, B. A., and L. T. P’yankova 1992; Salvatori 2000, 2008; 

Hiebert 2004; Possehl 2007; Francfort 2009. 

’ Tosi 1968, Costantini and Tosi 1978; Salvatori and Tosi 2001. Hauptmann et al. 2003; Salvatori 2008, 

Salvatori et al. 2008. 

*Hakemi 1997. 

^ Casal 1961, Vogelsang 1987. 

See Dossiers d’Archeologie 2003; Majidzadeh 2003, Lawler 2003, Steinkeller 2006, 
Majidzadeh and Pittman 2008, Madjidzadeh 2011. 

" Cf. Witzel 2003. 
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Preliminary notes: 

SCA signifies the substrate language(s) of South Central Asia, which by and large 

overlaps with the Bactria-Margiana (BMAC) area. The lists given below follow the word 

order of Bartholomae’s Wdrterbuch (BTHL). 

In the sequel, I mostly leave out the asterisk * sign for reconstructed substrate 

forms; thus other than thus marked IE, Hr. etc. forms. Double asterisk points to 

reconstructions of a more distant in time, such as loans into the SCA substrate from 

neighboring cultures. Brackets [ ... ] indicate clear non-S,CA origin (i.e., IE, Hr., Iran, 

words). SCA words are mostly given here without translation, to save space; for a more 

detailed discussion see the appended word list (§ 7). PIE, Hr, lA and Iran, noun stems are 

indicated by hyphen only where necessary for the argument. 

Generally speaking, what is given here as SCA substrate may belong to the 

(Proto)Hr., pre-Iranian, or in some cases even of the Old Iranian periods. 

In many cases, this is clear enough, for example, SCA c > s > O.Iran. s, or kh > 

X, but in other cases we do not know at what stage a word has been taken over into pre- 

Iran. or Old Iranian, thus at the *c or *9 stage, or whether it came directly from a substrate 

form with 5 —thus well after the Hr. stage— so that the (late) Old Iran, change s > h did 

no longer affect the word, and thus s was retained in SCA substrate words. In cases where 

we have to reconstruct aspirated media, based on Vedic forms, aspiration is indicated by 

raised h (g^, etc.) as it has been lost in Iranian. 

SCA personal and geographical names excluded here from analysis, due to the 

inherent difficulties of etymologizing them;'‘ (see the appended list, § 8). 

§ 1. SOUNDS 

The Proto-Iranian substrate shares with the Indo-Iranian substrate (A. Lubotsky 2001, 

Witzel 1999, 2003) a certain predilection for aspirated occlusives and for palatal 

consonants. 

§1.1. Aspirates 
Lubotsky (2001: 303) has listed 6 cases where kh, ph, th that are not due to IE laryngeal 

impact; *sphara, athari’an, kapha, khd, khara, mayilkha*; these can now be expanded 

with some 30 additional words (for meanings and discussion see the appended list, §7): 

*avathe, *kaith, *kaiipha, etc. 

§ 1.2. Palatals 

Lubotsky listed some 13 cases involving c, j, c, j, s, z (Lubotsky 2001: 304y.*ancu, 

dcd/acas, carva, daca; drca/drca, jharmiya, kacyapa, kaica/gaica, kiicsi, maljha, naij(s), 

ucij, vardjha.* This list can now be expanded to some 130 cases found in the current 

materials.' ayajdna, ustra, kasyapa, kiicsi, ksTra, kcvaipd, Jafuka, picta, maksi, miista- 

masa, vrcsa, spajga, crask, etc. The reason for the surprising multiplication of cases is that 

Avestan was spoken in the Greater Bactria/Sistan area. Its speakers entered the area a few 

'• For these see Mayrhofer, Iran. Namenbnch 1979, and R. Schmitt 1995. 
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centuries later than those of pre-IA/Vedic,'^ and remained in the same area while the Proto- 

lAs moved on to India. 

§ 1.3 Clusters with s 

There also are frequent clusters with s. Lubotsky (2001; 304) has seven cases: *kucsi, 

vrcsa, matsya, naij(s), ksira; pusca, scaga/scaga*. This list, too, can be enlarged now by 

some 30 cases of C + s: *dxs-ta, etc., s + C: *iskata, *ustra, etc. 

Further, there are some ‘unusual’ consonant groups: *kacvTs, kucra, kucsi, kcnu / 

ksnu; kcvaipd / ksvaipd ; kcvTd/ ksvTd; barca / bars, vrcsa, (v)ruvdcnd, picta, spajga, cyajg 

/ syajg. * 

§1.4 Consonant variations exist between media/tenuis, (non)aspirated occlusive. They 

cut across the O.lranian/OIA divide, which may be due to two or more distinct dialects of 

the S. Central Asian substrate.They include: *kh :: gh ;: k :: g ; *th/dh; *dh: t; *t : th?; 

*d: t?; *bh:: ph :: (uu); *p: b; *kcv : s; * c : s ; *th/s ; *s/s. 

• There is some inner-Iranian fluctuation: 

k : g, p : b 

k : kh, t: th 

th ; s 

• Some patterns of fluctuation also exist between Iranian and Vedic: 

k : g'^, t: d*’, p : b’’; note *ph : b'’ 

d’’: t, g : k 

Such cases seem to point to an early SCA substrate with aspirated media that were retained 

in Vedic; however, pre-Iranian aspirated media developed into O.Iran. tenuis; and 

SCA/pre-Vedic tenuis developed into Iranian media. The evidence may point to a degree 

of uncertainty in adopting SCA substrate words into pre-Vedic and pre-Iranian (see above): 

for example, if the substrate language had a lenis/fortis distinction instead of a media/tenuis 

distinction. — For SCA vowels, see § 4, and below, note 35. There are the following short 

and long vowels and diphtongs: a d, i i, u u, r f, ai di, an du; but there is a complete lack 

of e, o: apparently all hypothetical SCA vowels such as e, e, ce, o, etc. merged with the 

phoneme a when the substrate words were taken over into pre-Iran, and pre-Vedic. 

§ 2. SUFFIXES 

A. Lubotsky (2001: 303 sq.),'^ based on some Vedic-O.Iran. comparisons, has drawn 

attention to certain peculiar types of word formation in the Indo-Iranian (= SCA) substrate, 

such as the unusual suffixes directly attached to ‘roots’. They include: ~ka (normally not 

denominational in Hr.): at-ka, stu-ka, etc.,- -sa (rare in the inherited Hr. lexicon): pTyu-sa, 

See Burrow 1973 and Hintze 1998. 

See already Lubotsky 2001. 

For a detailed discussion of this and other features see my forthcoming paper in the Commemoration 

Volume M. Mayrhofer, ed. by V. Sadovski (see note 1). 

Lubotsky 2001: 303/4 on the -ka, -sa, -pa, -aj, -us suffixes. 
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etc.; -pa in: kacya-pa etc., and some unusual formations: stupa/stiipa, nagna(-j^ii) 

‘breadVVed. nagnahu ‘yeast’; kariis ‘damaged pavastd/a ‘cloth’, etc. 

This list can now be considerably extended. However, when analyzing the word 

structure of an unknown language’^ what is to be regarded as a suffix? For example, is -k- 

a suffix or is it just -k that was secondarily extended with the dominant O. Iranian/Vedic - 

a stem. Thus, in the absence of grammatical information on SCA, where to segment: stiika- 

or stuk-dl 

There are some certain suffix variations in the SCA substrate, which helps to 

analyse the syllable structure. Next to the dominant Hr. stem suffixes -a, -a, -i, -ii to 

substrate words there are some 20 SCA -ii stems (some 7.6 % of 380 words): *asu,jazu / 

Jajn. etc. There also are some 20 cases of-/ stems, (some 7.6 % of 380): *dxsti; caci,'^ etc. 

§ 2. SECURE SUFEIXES 

Undeniably clear cases include namat-ka :: namat-a.^'^ This indicates an underlying 

substrate word namat. Further: dxs-t-a :: dxs-t-i, with a suffix -t-. If so, we also have to 

segment gas-t-a; pic-t-a /pis-ta (and maybe also vdithimi-t-ka). That SCA words indeed 

ended in consonant is hinted at by td-tu-k ‘loam’ (see below § 3), kurit ‘collar,’ trans 

‘mouth,’ etc. There also is the ‘strange’ suffix -p^t (or rather p^-t) that interchanges with - 

iska-ta :: iska-pt > iskaft. — The suffix -in(a) is seen in: paina :: paind :: paina- 

ina and cafna > safna ‘iron’ :: cafna-ina; cafna-ina-caipa. 

A suffix -m(a) may be discerned in Avest. gantu-ma ‘wheat’, which is, however, a 

western loanword that had arrived from the Greater Near East along with the introduction 

of wheat cultivation."' The suffix is found both in O.Iranian and in OIA (OIr. gantuma / 

OIA godhiima, EWAia II 499). The Near Eastern loan word {**gdnd/gdr}~ see § 3), has 

somewhere along the way (in Proto-Kartvelian?) aquired a suffix -u (P.Kartv. *ghomu) / 

*gantii, to which an additional (SCA) substrate suffix -ma was added. 

A suffix -man occurs in: aps-man :: aps-a, and a suffix -aj is seen in hf')ais-aj-a 

:: hhis ‘to heal.’ A suffix -ur/ar followed by the common substrate suffix -na (see below) 

occurs in sdk-urna; sik-arna; cuk-urna. A suffix -rva or -arva is apparent in Ved./Avest. 

Gandha-rva/Ganda-ra/ja, Atha-rva/Adaii-riinan, Ad-rauiian, Sa-rva/Sau-rnua (Lubotsky 

2001). The suffix -v appears in dcd/acas > Avest. asah ‘region, space’ :: Ved. dsd- (f). 
In sum, there are substrate words ending in consonant(s), and others with the 

following clear suffixes: -k, -t. -p(*')t, -aj, -ina (or -in), -ur/ar-na (or -iirn/arn), -ma (or - 

m), -man, -(a)rva, -s. 

A provisional list of primary and secondary SCA suffixes would therefore include,: 

as, -is/Ts, -us; -aj, -ij, -ac, -ac, -ca; -ag, -dk, -at, -ta, -an; -ant; -ar, -ir, -ur; -at, -ad, -it; - 

Cf Kuiper 1955, and especially 1991, introduction, on the substrate in Vedic. 

For the Central Asian loanword: ist-i ‘brick’ :: Bur. d-iscik, Toch. iscem, etc., sec below. 

For the obvious -kfa) suffix see at-ka, etc., above. 

Note that the affix -t-, as seen in many formations with -ta, such as dxs-ta, iska-ta, gas-ta, pavas-ta etc. is also 

found as a prefix, clearly seen (see below § 3) in : inja/ t-inja, similar to the tila: jar-tila case in India. 

Though with a popular etymology in Ved.; cf. Fuller 2009. 

“ For the n/r vaccilation see Witzel 2003; § 3.6 s.v. pard/pandh pard leopard, ser < sergh-Zsengha, pre- 

OIA *singha, Ved. simha; detailed discussion in 2003: §5. 
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as, -ast; -kra; -kha; -ga; -t, -tva, -tya; -tha; -na, -nu, -nga; -pga, -phya, -phra; -bi; -ma, - 

man, mant; -ya, -ra, -van, vant; -vas, -s, -stya. 

Two or more consecutive suffixes may be involved in: *duthu-bi; pabrd-na, prasa- 

na, vag-tha-na, marjis-taf^ vdithi-mit-ka, etc. 

§ 3. PREFIXES, REDUPLICATION 

There are a few clear prefixes:''^ inja ‘here’ :: t-inja ‘back, etc.’"- Some ka- prefixes may 

be included here - though in the inherited Hr. words they usually reflect the “pejorative” 

Hr. ka-/ku-/kat-. 

The few interesting cases of reduplication may tell about the syllable structure of 

the substrate: tu-tu-k ‘clay, mud, loam;’ ra-rd-j ‘to go;’ vl-ci-ca ‘chalk’ — Cf also miista- 

masa ‘myrrh.Thus: 

CvCv - (CvCv); CvCvC; CvCCv 

§ 4. SYLLABLE STRUCTURE 

There are a few clear cases of loans into SCA. The word for ‘wheat’ has very ancient Near 

Eastern (**gdnd/g3r) and subsequent Proto-Kartvelian origins: *ghom-u > O.Iran gantu- 

ma, Ved. godhtl-ma, thus a structure CvCv//CvCCv + ma suffix."’ 

The word for ‘brick’ clearly has a Central Asian substrate origin as it occurs all the 

way from Tocharian to Avestan/Old Persian, Burushaski and the lA Kalasha in the high 

Pamirs, as well as to Vedic. SCA ist/isti/istu > Ved. isti , istakd ‘brick’, Avest. istiia- 

‘brick’, zamdJstuua- ‘clay brick’; OP isti-; note Toch. B iscem/iscem ‘clay’ Toch A: *isce: 

isdc^^ > Uighur isic ‘earthen cooking vessel’, Burushaski d-isci-k, Kalasha kh-isti-pokhta 

‘brick,’ the latter two with unexplained prefixes. 

The word for ‘donkey’: unlike the horse, the donkey and the half-ass {hemion) are 

animals of the arid steppes and deserts of the Near East (and far beyond).^® The word may 

be a loan into Indo-Iranian languages from early Semitic (or from an unknown third 

source): **khar> Avest. xara, Vedic khara, EWAia I 447: Hr. *khara-; extra-IIr. links are 

uncertain, but cf Akkad, hdrum, ajarum ‘male donkey’. Also to be compared is Pashto 

xdr ‘muddy, dirty brown’ (Morgenstieme 1927: 97, NEVP 96), next to Pashto xar 

The -is, -14S suffixes (as in kar-us) point to non-Para-Munda origin as they appear both in in pre-Iranian 

and in Vedic, differently from Kuiper 1991, Witzel 2003; note the ritual vocabulary concerned with Soma 

and its priest (Kuiper 1955). 

They are to be distinguished from the “Para-Munda” prefixes detailed in Witzel 1999/2003: ka-, ki-, ku-, 

kdr-, etc., though, there are a few that look similar. However kit-lka-^e\\\' as in kii-yava, ka-mairiia are Hr. 

denigrating prefixes. 

Cf NP inj5 Vi J — which reminds of Ved. prefix cases such as tila ‘sesame’ /jar-tila ‘wild sesame’. 

This may be a loanword, note that Vedic has giiggulu/gulgulu ‘bdellium’; in AV 19.38.2 it is 

characterized as saindhava and sanmdriya, thus as from Sindh or from across the ocean (South 

Arabia/Yemen). 

Witzel 2003. 

See Pinault 2003 on reflexes of this word in Tocharian. 

The ‘prefix’ v- in Marathi vlt brick is an automatic phonetic outcome; cf Witzel 2003: § 3.2. 

See the summary by Becker 1994. 
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‘donkey’. Ved. khara would be an early loan from Iran, as to signify a new breed, different 

from Ved. garda-hha. However, it seems easier to posit an Hr. loan * khara-, next to another 

one, llr.(?) *gar-d-a.^' The word used in NIA for the half-ass/hemion, surviving in W. 

Gujarat (Gimar), is khor. 

Their shared geographical area must also have been close to that of the words for 

the ‘lion’ and ‘leopard’. The clearly Central Asian substrate word for ‘lion’ has the same 

interchange of r/n already seen in *g3nd/gdr ‘wheat’. The word for ‘lion’ is **ser^Vseng^''^ 

: pre-OIA *singha > *sinjha > Ved. simha', however, pre-Iran. *ser^\ Proto-Iran. *sarg 

that has resulted in Khot. sarau, Khoresm, sar/, Sogd. sr/w/srw, Parth. sarg/sgr, Pahlavi 

sgr, syr, N.Persian ser.^~ 

The same r/n variation is seen in the word for ‘leopard’: **pdrdh/pandh ‘spotted 

animal, leopard/panther, seen in O.Iran *pard etc. Further, note the loan from a Near 

Eastern substrate language into Greek pdrdalis, pdrdos, leo-pardos (Witzel 2003 § 2.1.3) 

These old, non-BMAC loanwords have the following syllable structure: 

CvC **gar, ser, seng 

CvCv ghomii; — khara 

CvCC **gdnd; pardh, pandh 

CvCCv-f-ma gantii-ma 

vCC -(v) (*isce-m, *Lsd-c) 

(C)vCCv d-iscik, kh-isti- 

They were received in O.Iran. with a syllable structure closed by single or double 

consonant (followed by other suffixes), as well as with a simple structure of open syllables, 

with interchanging C and V. These results are sustained by a survey of the syllable 

structure in other available words, given below. 

Syllable structure of SCA words. The structure of roots allowed in Indo-European has 

been well established.^^ Not allowed are: media-e-media (with intervening PIE e); 

aspirated media-e-temiis; media-e-aspirated tenuis; tenuis-e-aspirated media, tenuis-e- 

resonants-tenuis: thus: *geh, *geph, *kehh, *teurk. Such words would automatically 

qualify as derived from a substrate. However, as Hr. aspirated media has developed to 

media in O.Iran., it is difficult to trace some such patterns in the SCA substrate. 1. The 

type is attested a few times: gar/o > Avest. gab'a‘robber, bandit,’ etc.; 2. The type 

*hhet would appear as Iran. *bat; 3. The type *geph is rare; 4. There are hardly any 

cases for the type *kehh > Iran. *kab. 

There are many words with open syllables, such as: *duthubi, prasana; magava, 

pakriima; madaka: mrjdna, pabrdna* etc. *-masa; vT-ci-ca* etc. However, a wide variety 

of possible syllable types are attested. Words beginning with vowel (length neglected here) 

include the following structures: vCv, vRv, vC-a; vCvC-a, vCvRR; vCCv, vCR-a, vRR-a; 

vCvC, vRvRv, vRvR-a; vCCC-a, vCCR-a; vCvCv, vCvC-a, and some other variations 

F. South worth, 2005: 80, notes the close resemblance between 01A garda-bha and Central Dravidian 

forms like Naiki gardi: he also sees one of the few possible links of Dravidian with the SCA substrate: the 

word may be related to PDrav. *kaz-ut-ai. Central Drav. (Kolami) gdddi. 

Contrast Tib. senge; O.Chin. *‘‘so[n/r]-a}je (Behr), *siidn-)jei (Karlgren), Mod. Chin, shi-zi, Jpn. shi-shi', 

further Toch. A sisdk, B secake "lion" < secdke < *sec-dke, with the common, borrowed Hr. suffix -a-ka 

(Pinault 2003), see Witzel 2003 § 2.1.3. 

Szemerenyi 1970: 72 sqq., Mayrhofer 1986: 95, n. 19; cf Beekes 1995: 162. 
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involving resonants (here indicated by R). Words starting with consonant include these 

patterns: CvCv, CvCCv, CvCvCv; CvRvC, CvRCv, CvCRv, CvCRvC; CvCvCC-a, 

CaCRvRC-a. The decision which syllable structure applies in a certain word depends on 

parsing, on suffix segmentation. 

Much of the above, again, does not look IE or Hr.; there simply are too many words 

with open syllables (CvCv). Apart from this, the syllable structure CaC is most common, 

as well as CvC involving other vowels^"* and the diphtongs ai, au, however not -e- and -o- 

. This opens the interesting question whether the SCA substrate words still went through 

an Hr. ‘filter’; PIE *e > a, *o > a, some of which occurred at a rather late date; note the 

palatalizing effect of *e in reduplication (cakdra), and Brugmann’s o > 

Second, if the presumable suffixes are separated, the syllable structures CaC-Ra- 

Ra, CaC-aR-Ra, too, emerge.Third, occasionally 2 or 3 suffixes are seen: *vag-tha-na; 

v-aj-ag-na; cup-ti-thar-nga, * etc. However, due to parsing uncertainty, referred to above, 

a large number of possible word shapes exist that cannot be detailed here (see examples in 

§7). 

Long middle syllable? Lubotsky (2001) has observed a number of three-syllable words 

with long middle vowel. From the present materials we can now add a few words with both 

long (also metrical) and short middle vowels; *pahrdna : prasana; mrjdna; var^^a* > 

Avest. vardza, Ved. vardha;^^ *magava, madaka, duthubi; jarma-ya; pakruma; 

sadanaipatd; vdidi-mid-ka. * 

Multi-syllable words. Next to the large number of two syllable words, such as *aka, aku, 

adu, akti, atka, ancu* etc., 3 or more syllables also occur: * sadanaipatd > Avest. 

haSdnaepatd, -pdtd ‘a plant used as incense, and for sacred fire.’ Further: * duthubi, 

vdidimidka, (v)ruvdkra, (v)ruvdcnd, cdrastya* etc. 

Cf. the same structure of some non-BMAC loans in SCA substrate words, § 3. 

We do not know, obviously, whether the hypothetical SCA sounds *d, *e, *£, *ce, etc. were heard and 

realized by early OIran. speakers as the pre-OIran. phoneme a, and likewise *.7, *o, *a etc. as a. If we had 

substantial vowel vaccilation, as with the local (Para-)Munda vowels in the Vedic substrate (Kuiper 1991), 

we might get a clue as to the numbers of SCA vowel phonemes and their allophones. At this stage, we can 

only list the reconstructed sounds a d, i I, u ii, r f, ai di, au dii. - For the date ofpre-OIr. entry see also 

below § 6. 

R indicates the resonants m, n, y, r, 1, v. 
The word for ‘boar’ *vardjha is an old loan from Uralic, see EWAia II 514 sq, Lubotsky 2001: 303 sq; 

note the impressive depictions in BMAC art. 
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§ 5. SEMANTIC CATEGORIES 

The semantic fields of the SCA words, even if they sometimes overlap, resulh^^ in the 

following initial summary. 
1. nature c. 27 SCA words 

2. body c. 44 

3. clothing c. 9 

4. home, food, domestic occupations c. 29 

5. society c. 45 

6. (domestic) animals c. 43 

7. agriculture, domesticated plants c. 27 

8. (martial) implements, war c. 20 

9. evils, illnesses, obnoxious animals c. 36 

10. abstract terms c. 27 

11. religion c. 29 

§ 6. CONCLUSIONS 

Religion apart - we have to disregard the Zoroastrian as well as the Islamic overlay - both 

the Avesta as well as the O.P. data point to the old substrate language(s) of Greater Eastern 

Iran, - just as the Vedic substrate points to the substrates of, subsequently, the SCA area, 

the Hindukush, the Punjab, the Upper and finally, the Middle Gangetic areas (Witzel, MT 

1999,2004). 

Further, swe need to distinguish clearly between, on the one hand, the individual 

data represented by the Rgveda^*^ and the Old Iranian texts, and on the other, the data where 

hath old Hr. texts agree, - in other words, the substrate that influenced the various Hr. 

dialects when its speakers were entering and passing through southern Central Asia 

(roughly, the BMAC area). 

In this paper, the focus is on the individual Old Iranian substrate. This means, in 

relative historical terms, the period after common Hr. (c. 2000 BCE), after the immigration 

of the pre-IA speakers into the B.MAC and western Iran (Mitanni lA, c.1500 BCE), after 

the lA immigration into the Hindukush and finally into the Greater Panjab (c. 1400-1000 

BCE). With Burrow, we deal here with the subsequent period when the speakers of pre- 

or O. Iranian, following on the heels of the Indo-Aryans, entered southern Central Asia, 

Bactria, Sistan (c. 1000 BCE), and beyond. 

The ultimate background for many of the substrate words listed here is the 

infiltration and expansion of O.Iranian speakers, through the BMAC area, into Afghanistan 

and beyond. As such, the appended list (§ 7) differs considerably from the earlier ones of 

Lubotsky/Witzel (1999-2003) and Kuiper (1991, for the common O.Ir. -Vedic substrate). 

As mentioned, the distribution of words in these categories is sometimes somewhat idiosyneratic; some 

words have been eounted twiee. The numbers thus only provide a general impression. For details see the 

diseussion in Comm. Vol. Mayrhofer. 

We still have to compare Kuiper’s 1955/1991 lists with what is now available for the SCA substrate 

(Lubotsky 2001, Witzel 1999/2003): how many of the SCA/BMAC words have actually made it into 
Vedic? One expects to have more of them in pre-Ir. (Afghanistan), as would indeed be seen in a 

preliminary list of substrate words in Pashto. 

In the Rgvedic substrate we probably will have to eliminate some of the ka- eases. These overlap, in many instances 
with the mueh more frequent “Para-Munda” prefixes: ka, ku. ki, kdr, etc. (Witzel 1999). 
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There are a number of new developments that are present mainly in the O. Iranian 

substrate: 

• sounds: frequent palatal eonsonants, interchange of certain consonants (media/tenuis 

fortis/lenis?, nonaspirated/nonaspirated occlusive), no e/o-vowels; 

• certain if rare prefixes: 

• some reduplication; 

• a peculiar syllabic (CvCv, CvC) and suffix structure, with some long, 3 or 4 syllabic 

words; 

• new and different semantic categories (when compared to the Vedic substrate), pointing 

to an agrarian village society. 

The number of suspected SCA substrate words (c. 380) is very high when compared to 

Kuiper’s list of Indian substrate words in the RV (383) as the extent of the Avestan and 

O.P. texts is so very much smaller than the RV. This is exactly the opposite of what is 

expected. 

There was much stronger influence on Avestan by the non-IIr. substrate of the 

southern Central Asian and Greater East Iranian areas than that seen in the Rgveda by the 

Indian substrate of the Greater Panjab.This result requires that, in future, we must take 

a much closer look at the wealth of materials found in Middle and New Iranian languages. 

Even if the appended SCA word list (§ 7) would be pared down, as some have tried with Kuiper’s RV 

list. In the latter case some 200 out of 386 words have survived a serious paring down — which still 

amounts to some 2% of Rgvedic vocabulary. This figure would be much higher in percentage for the SCA 

words in the small Avestan corpus. 
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§ 7. A provisional list of SCA substrate words in Old Iranian''- 

1. *au-tra > Avest. aoSra ‘shoe’ BTHL 42. 

2. *aun-ya > aoniia ‘a type of fireplace or heating apparatus’ BTHL 42; EWAia 1131: Sims-W. ~ "river 

bed.’’ 

3. *aka > aka ‘evil, bad’ BTHL 44, Ved. agha; Avest. aya. EWAia I 39: no extra-IIr. words. 

4. *aka-na > akana ‘receptacle of arrows, quiver’ BTHL 46. 

5. *aku > aku ‘scissors’ BTHL 46. 

6. *agur-ya > ayuiriia ‘name of parasites of humans’ BTHL 49. 

7. *ak-ti > axti ‘pain, illness’ BTHL 51, EWAial 39: see aka-. 

8. *adu > aSu ‘water eourse, rivulet, ehannel’ BTHL 57. 

9. *at-ka > aSka/ atka ‘upper garment, cloak’ BTHL 61 = Ved. atka. Lub. 304; EWAia I 58; II 

530: unclear. 

10. *atha > aSa ‘ground, farmstead’ BTHL 66; not: EWAia 1 59. 

11. *atrant > aOrant ‘?’ (of cereal crops) BTHL 67. 

12. *ancu "Soma plant ’ > qsit Lub. 304; BHTL 361; Ved. aipsii, MW 2004: Toch. ankwas, Chin, yangkui; 

but EWAia I 37: ‘no extra-IIr. eonneetions’. 

13. *aps-man > afsman ‘verse line in the GaOas’ BTHL 103: EWAia II 402: ‘Dichtwerk’. 

14. *ap-sa > afsa ‘damage, loss’ BTHL 103, EWAia I 90: ~ Ved. apsas ‘injury’? 

15. *aps-man > afsman ‘damage, disadvantage’ BTHL 104. 

16. *as-ra > apra, O.Av. angra ‘hostile, enemy’ BTHL 104. 

17. *acu > asu ‘sword’ BTHL 109; cf. Ved. asi; EWAia I 145: unclear whether ~ Palaic hasira ‘dagger’. 

18. *anai-tya > anaiOiia ‘ban’ BTHL 115. 

19. *anair-ti > anairiti ‘name of an inseet pest on dogs’ BTHL 124. 

20. *ayaja-na > aiiazana (name of an agricultural tool used when plowing) BTHL 159. 

21. *ayas-ya > aiichiia (name of class of female demonie [Daiva] beings) BTHL 161, EWAia 1 104: ~ 

Ved, ayasya (epithet of Indra)?? 

[22. *avai- : auuac-tat ‘pain’(exclamation: auuoi, auue) BTHL 168, cf auuoiia 334 (onomatopoet.). 

[23. *avathc? > auuaOe ‘?’ in list of swear words {i9a ya9na ahmai anuade, i9a ya9na ahmai auuoiia, i9a 

yaSna ahmai) WYWL 172; Persianisms? 

24. *ara > ara ‘a kind of illness’ BTHL 185 EWAia 111 15: alarka ‘mad dog’ (Epic)? 

25. *aria-ka > aracka ‘?’ name of a kind of ant BTHL 186, EWAia I 128: no conn.- Ved. alT-ka evil, etc. 

(of snakes). 

26. *arau-na > arauna ‘wild’ BTHL 190; EWAia I: 107: arana ‘foreign, far’ not ~ Avest. arauna. 

27. [ascu ‘shanks’ BTHL 211, 1852] 

28. *astar-ya > astairiia (name of an illness) BTHL 214. 

29. *asau-va > asauua (name of a class of enemies of the Ahurian creation) BTHL 256. 

30. *asir-ya > asiriia (name of parasites of humans) BTHL 260. 

31. *aja-na > azana (name of an illness) BTHL 265. 

32. *aca/aca-s > asah ‘region, space’ Lub. 303-4: Ved. asa-, EWAia I 178: only Pashto dsedol, 

not found in NEWP. 

[33. *ase > ahe ‘indeed, true’, particle BTHL 280. 

■*- The current list follows the order of Bartholomae’s entries; it gives the reconstructed SCA form first (i.e. 

*au-tra), with provisional suffix parsing, followed by the Avestan word (as default, not indicated), and 
eventually, an Old Persian form, as well as EWAia and other notes. 
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34. *aka > aka ‘manifest’ BTHL 309. 

35. *axs-ta > axsta ‘pacified, peace’ BTHL 311, see next. 

36. *axs-ti > axsti ‘peace’ BTHL 311. 

[37. *adra > adra ‘low social position, subordinated’, cf. Ved. adhra; BTHL 322, EWAia I 165. 

~ nadh?, II 34 ‘in Not sein’. 

[38. *avaya? > auuoiia exclamation: ‘woe’ BTHL 334, cf. auuae 168. 

39. *rg-ant > oroy-ant ‘terrible, despicable’ BTHL 349, EWAia I 249: semantic problem: ~ Ved. 

rghay° ‘toben’, 262: not ~ Ved. rhant. 

[40. *ithe? > iOe (in swear words, see: i9e i9a yaSna) BTHL 366. 

41. *inja > inja‘baek’cf t-inja BTHL 367. 

42. *isud > isud ‘demand for return of loan’ BTHL 375; EWAia I 200 ~ Hr. is ‘Kraft 

erstreben’, Ved. isudhy° etc. 

43. *iska-ta> iskata ‘rock’, place name? BTHL 376; cf. Bd. 12.2.21; cf. foil. 

43a. *iska-pt > iskaft ‘rich in caves’. 

44. *isti-ya > istiia ‘brick’, BTHL 378 cf zomo.istuua; OP isti- Note: Toch. B iscem/iscem 

‘clay’ Toch A: *isce: isac. Bur. d-isc-ik, Kalash kh-isti-pokhta ‘brick’, Witzel 2003. 

45. *una > una ‘hole, cleft’ BTHL 402; cf Ved. una-. 

46. *ucad > usad ‘ a plague of Bactria’ BTHL 405. 

47. *(uz?/uj)-yada-na > uz-iiazdana ‘a part of the nose’ BTHL 413. 

48. *usada > usada ‘part of the back’ BTHL 415. 

49. *ustra > ustra ‘ camel’= Ved. ustra BTHL 420, EWAia I 237: unclear; < *(H)us-tro- 

/Huktro-? 

50. *kai-ta > kacta ‘name of some inimieal beings’ BTHL 428; EWAia I 358, Bailey ~ Ved. 

klsta cte. 

51. *kaith > kaeS ‘to teach’ cf kaes BTHL 428. 

52. ’''kaica> gaisa > (-)gaesa, gaesu ‘(curley) hair’BTHL 479; 1408; ~ Ved. kesa -g- 

according to gaona? EWAia I 401: no clear etym., Lub. 302, 304, cf LIV ’^kes 

‘abschneiden’? 

53. *kais > kaes ‘to teach’ , see kaeS BTHL 429; ~ Ved. kTsta?? 

54. *kaupha > kaofa ‘back, mountain pass’ BTHL 431 NP koh ‘mountain’, koha ‘hump’; - cf. 

Ved. kubh° : kubhra- ‘hump(cd) bull’. 

55. "^kaus > kaos ‘to kill’ BTHL 432 > NP kustan to kill. 

56. ’"kapas-ti > kapasti name of an infectious disease in war time BTHL 436. 

[57. ""kapauta > OP. kapauta(ka) ‘blue/gray’ / Lapis lazuli ~ Ved. kapota ‘pigeon’ Lub. 303; 

EWAia I 303 origin unclear, probably IE. 

[58. *kapara > kapara, Ved. kapala‘vessel’Lub. 303; MP kabarag ‘vessel’; EWAia I 300: not 

unanimously expl.; IE: Lat. caput etc. 

59. "^kapha > kafa ‘foam (at the mouth)’ = Ved. kapha, NP kaf BTHL 437; Lub. , EWAia I 303: 

Khot. khava < *xafa/xapa?, rest unclear. 

60. “"kan > kan ‘to dig’ = Ved. khan BTHL 437; EWAia 1 446: Hr . *khan :: Iran, kan/xan, cf 

kha- ‘opening, channel’ (ety. unclear). 

[61. *ka-mrda > ka-maroSa ‘head (of Daivic beings’, cf. Ved. murdhan BTHL 440; EWAia 1 

285, IE ka-/ku- (pejorative) prefix; II 368: ~ Ved. murdhan, PIE *mlh3dh-on-. 

62. ’^kaya-tha > kaiia9a ‘a certain sinful act’ BTHL 441. 
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63. *kava > kauua ‘hump’ BTHL 442 ~ Vcd. kabandha? — cf. 54 kaupha. 

64. *kara > kara ‘name of a (mythical) fish’ MP kar BTHL 443. 

65. *karu-s ‘damaged (teeth)’ Lub. 304. 

66. *krka > kahrka ‘sound of rooster; rooster’ BTHL 452 , NP kark ‘hen’, - cf. Ved. krka-vaku 

‘rooster’. EWAia 1 388: Iran. *krka (NU); I 136 kahr-kasa ‘vulture’; probably onomat. 

67. *krpu-na > kahrpuna ‘name of a Daivic animal’ (‘dog snake’?) BTHL 455. 

68. *kfsa > karsa ‘ a certain weight’ > Skt. karsa BTHL 457; EWAia I 342 karsapana ‘coin’ = 

OP karsa ‘a weight’. 

69. *kasya-pa > kasiiapa ‘turtle’, Sogd. kysph, NP. kasaf, etc. = Ved. kasyapa BTHL 460, 

Lubotsky 304; EWAia 1 331: ‘rest unclear’. 

70. *kacv-Ts (instead of kaspTs?) > kasvTs ‘name of an illness’ BTHL 461. 

71. *ka-svar-tha > ka-x'araOa, -x'areiOT ‘a class of Daivic creation’ BTHL 462 ~ ‘black’, cf 

Gothic swarts. 

72. *kr-ma > karama ‘star, shooting star’ (pairika-) BTHL 469; ~ Ved. knni?? - EWAia 1 325 : 

karama ~ Vcd. kalmali? “unclear” 

73. *kas-ya > k^nhiia ‘?’ BTHL 472, cf EWAia 1 286: Avest. k^h ‘cling to’?? 

[74. *kuta-ka > kutaka ‘small’ BTHL 472, MP kotak ‘little, child’ NP koda ‘child’, EWAia 1 

326: cf O.P. skauSi ’low, poor’, ~ IE : Goth, hauns ‘low’, etc. : *ku (Vcd. ku-ru- 

‘denigrator’ K. Hoffmann). 

75. *kurit > kuirit ‘collar’ BTHL 474. 

76. *kuru-ga > kuruya ‘name of an illness’ BTHL 474, EWAia 11 465: cf IE*leug, Vcd. roj ‘to 

break’; Avest. urux-ti. 

77. *kuc-ra > kusra ‘ arched, domed, hollow’ BTHL 475; cf Ved. kosa? - EWAia I 360 ~ Ved. 

*kus-i?; EWAia I 380: if kusra ‘metal plate?— EWAia I 404: if ~ Vcd. kosa, Khot. kusa 

‘vessel’, etc. Unclear beyond Hr. 

78. *kuc-si > Iran. *kitsi ‘side of the body, flank’ Ved. kuksi ‘Backe, Wange; Hinterbacke’; 

Lub. 304; EWAia 1 360: Sogd. qwsy [kusi]. 

79. *ksTra ‘milk’ > Iran. *xsTra, Ved. ksTra, Lub. 304, EWAia 1 433: MP sir, Yigda-Munji xsira. 

“Extra-IIr. conn, unsure.” 

80. *gaisa > (-)gacsa, gacsu ‘(curly) hair’ BTHL 479; 1408; ~ Ved. kesa < *kaica,’ Lub. 302. = 

cf LIV *kcs ‘abschneiden’? -g- according to gaona? - EWAia I 401 about conn.with 

Vcd. kesa, and possible contamination of *gcsa (> gaesa/gacsu) and kesara. 

81. *gauna > gaona ‘hair’ BTHL 482, cf Afgh. yuna ‘hair, color’, W. Osset, gun ‘hair, color’; cf 

Vcd. guna? 

82. *gada > ga6a ‘robber, bandit’ BTHL 488; EWAia I 460 , cf II 571; if from Hr. *gada, non- 

IE root structure; but: EWAia I 460: ~ Ved. gadh ‘seize, seize bounty’; Sogd. gd ‘thief, 

no extra-IIr. 

85. *gada > gada ‘illness”? BTHL 488; note Kuiper 1991: RV a-gada ‘not ill’ cf EWAia I 460 ~ 

Ved. gad ‘to speak’? [non-IE] 

83. *gad-va > gadfla, -a ‘ dog, bitch’ BTHL 489. 

86. *gada > ga6a ‘club’ BHTL 489, cf. Lub. 303 (non-IE root structure); EWAia I 460 ~ Vcd. 

gada ‘club’; “rest is unsure.” 

87. *gaph-ya > -gafiia ‘?’ BTHL 490, 24: PN. 

88. *gan-ti > (-)gainti ‘(bad) smell BTHL 493, 1473; cf Vcd. gandha; Lub. 303. 

89. *gantu-ma > gantuma ‘wheat’ BTHL 493; cf Ved. godhuma; P.Kartv. *ghomu, Georgian 

yomii; probably from an earlier **gdnd/gdr (Bur. giir, Basque gari, etc.) :: **qnd: Hittite 
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kant, Egypt, xnd, Scmit. hnt (Arab, hinf'™)- ~ Skt. godhuma; EWAia II 498-9.' loan 

word, with folk etymology, Witzel 2003. 

90. *gu > gu ‘hand’ (of Daivic beings), BTHL 505, cf. Nep. gu(h)u ’feces’, due to S.Asian 

cleaning method; see *97 gutha. 

91. *gava-na > gauuana ‘name of a seed bearing plant/com’ BTHL 510. 

92. *gavas-na > gauuasna ‘?’ (name of an animal?) BTHL 510. 

93. *gfnu > garonu ‘ a skin disease, scab’ BTHL 515. 

94. *gas-ta > gasta OP, ‘disgusting’ BTHL 517. 

95. *gup-ra > gufra ‘deep, secret’ BTHL 524. cf. NP zufr, Greek gupe - cf. Nep. gupha; EWAia 

1 464: ~ Ved. gabhlra ‘deep’, Avest. jafra ‘deep’, jaiBi.(vafra) ‘deep snow’, jafnu :j-< 

*g(w)embh instead of *gafra, etc. - Root contamination; gufra < gafra x guzra, etc.; not 

extra-IIr. *jambh/gabh. 

96. *gunda > gunda, -a ‘dough used for baking’ BTHL 525, MP gund, NP gunda. 

97. *gu-tha > -gu9a ‘feces’ BTHL 1120; cf. Nep. gu(h)u etc.; see above *90 gu. 

98. *gna-na > ynana ‘a plant used for abortion’ BTHL 526. 

99. *gra-va > grauua ‘cane, stick’ BTHL 529, NP yarv. 

100. *khau-da > xaoSa ‘hat, cap’BTHL 531, W.Osset, xodo ‘cap, hat’; cf. OP. Saka tigra- 

xauda. 

101. *khab('’)za > khabza> xapza ‘pederast’ BTHL 531, cf NP xafj ‘incubus’. 

102. *khan > xan ‘spring, well’ BTHL 531 ~ Ved. khan, kha//keh2; - Lub. 303; see above 60 

*kan. 

103. *khara > xara, -a ‘ass, donkey’ BTHL 532, NP xar = Ved. khara; Lub. 303; - EWAia I 

447: Hr. *khara, ‘unclear ‘extra-llr. ~ Akkad, harum, ajarum ‘male donkey’ - cf. Pashto 

xar ‘muddy, dirty brown’ Morg. 1927: 97? 

104. *kca/ksa > xsa ‘to teach’ BTHL 541 ~ Ved. ksa, caksc, ksata; - EWAia I 420: also Avest. 

xsa ‘to view’; apparently Ved. kTa : KAS (MS, KS; khya is later). - On Ved. KAS, 

EWAia I 344: Avest. kas; perhaps < *k'‘'ek? (Gr. tekmor ‘sign’)? 

105. *kca-trT/ ksatrT > xsa9rT ‘ woman, female (animal)’ BTHL 547. 

106. *kcnu / ksnu > xsnu ‘to have enough, sufficient’ BTHL 557 NP xsusnud; EWAia I 441,436 

ksnu ‘sharpen’. 

107. *kcvai-pa /ksvaipa > xsuuaepa ‘ backside, arse’ BTHL 560 NP seb; Lub. 302: Ved. sepa; 

Pkt. cheppa Lub. 302; cf EWAia I 437 Hr. *ksaip/b unsure. 

108. *kcvTd / ksvTd > xsuuTd, xsuuid ‘milk, fluid foodstuff BTHL 562; EWAia I 433 Avest. 

xsuuiid ‘milk’ ~ °xsira, Ved. ksTra. 

109. *caku-s > cakus ‘ hammer (as thrown weapon), throw’ BTHL 575. 

110. *cag-vas > caguuah OAv. ‘offering, granting’ BTHL 576. 

111. *cas-ra > caqra(-qhak) ‘something that is together/common with the (assigned) pasture ‘ (of 

domestic animals), BTHL 580; *capra ‘pasture’, MP carak ‘pasture’ with cross of MP 

car ‘to move about’ and car ‘to graze’. 

Ilia. [caraitT ‘young woman’ (of Ahurian creation ) BTHL 581 ~ car.] 

112. *jai- > *jae(-karsta) ‘(made by) men BTHL 601, cf jahT. 

113. *jau >jau‘?’ a sin? BTHL 601. 

114. *javara > jauuara O.Av. ‘deliberation (on human actions, at the time of judgment’) BTHL 

605. 
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1 15. *Jazu. Jaju > jazu ‘a kind of dog’ ; (jaini-)yaska ‘ a killing desease’ BTHL 606. 

116. *taira > tacra ‘mountain peak' BTHL 623. 

[117 *tanura‘baking stove’BTHL 638: from Semitic tanur; MP, NP tanur. 

118. *taiyQri > taiiuri ‘ a kind of bread’ BTHL 647. 

119. *t-inja > tinja ‘backwards’ BTHL 651, cf. inja. 

120. *tutu-k ‘clay’ BTHL 655 ; cf Toch. loan(?) tukri ‘clay’. 

121. *da-ga > daya ‘a bad characteristic of horses’ BTHL 675. 

122. *daks >-daxs ‘to throw?'BHTL 981; EWAia I 746; Tichy *deik“‘to throw’, not found in 

Vcd. 

123. *daca > Iran. *dasa ‘hem, thread ’ > Khotan. dasa, etc. Lub. 304. 

124. *da-bi > da^i ‘a certain illness’BTHL 680. 

125. *dasa-ka > dahaka ‘certain Daivic beings’ BTHL 704, see dahaka dahaka. - Cf EWAia 

I 724 dahaka ‘name of dragon’, OP Daha/Dahae, Daai; Khot. daha ‘man’ etc.; cf II 681 

s.v. sas. 

127. *danu > danu ‘grain, cereal’ BTHL 734, dano.kars ‘carrying away grains’; cf. Vcd. dhana 

‘roasted grains’ EWAia I 787; Khot. etc., Toch. tano/tam < IE *dhoH-neh: not sure.- cf 

Pashto luna ‘boil’ NEVP 44. 

128. [danavaza ‘name for abarat-, BTHL 734.] 

129. *dicu > disu‘name of a predator, active at night’BTHL 747. 

130. *duthu-bi > du9upi.(buzdi) ‘fear, anxiousness’BTHL 749. 

131. *duma > duma ‘ tail’ BTHL 749, NP dum, dumb; cf EWAia III 267 (dumbaka ‘fatty tailed 

sheep’) 447 luma < E. Iran). 

132. *dum-na > dumna ‘?’ hand? BTHL 750. 

133. *dujaka > duzaka/zuzaka? ‘a name of the hedgehog’ BTHL 755, MP zuzak, NP zuza; - 

Lub. 303: Ved. jahaka; Bal. jajuk, duzux; NP zuza - 303/4: *Jajhaka/a // *jajhuka/a 

‘hedgehog’. - ef EWAia I 582. - See ditto, Szemerenyi, Orbis 19: 501 sqq: Hr *jaj(h)uka/ 

jajhaka; see below *362. 

135. *drsa / dfsa : Iran. *darsa ‘eoarse woolen garment’, in: Wakhi Ssrs/dirs, etc. : Lub. 303/4; 

EWAia 1 740 ~ Ved. dursa ‘coarse garment’ < IE *drH-k6-. 

136. *dvaisa > duuaesa ‘pain, suffering’ BTHL 764 < *d(h)vaps(h)a; - ef. EWAia I 770 ( Hr. 

dwais ‘to hate’). 

137. *drap-sa > drafsa ‘banner’ BTHL 771, Ved. drapsa; NP dirafs [not useful: EWAia 1 755 ~ 

drapi- ‘eloak’ ; I 758]. 

138. *dri-bi > dripi ‘spot, birthmark’BTHL 778. 

139. *dri-bi-ka > dripika ‘moaning, howling’ BTHL 778. 

140. *druka > druka ‘an illness’ BTHL 778. 

150. *thangu > Dangu ‘name of a plant’BTHL 785. 

151. *thura > -Sura ‘victorious’ BTHL 92 (Y.Avest. & OP.), 786 - Persianism in Avest.? then: 

cf EWAia 1 650: Avest. sura ‘strong’, Med. *sura, MP sur. IE *kuhiro (~sav). 

152. *tva-sa/tvak-sa > SPasa ‘atmosphere’BTHL 797. 

153. *trans > Draqh ‘mouth’ BTHL 801. 

154. *paina > paena ‘honey’ BTHL 817. 

155. *paina-ina > pacnaena ‘made from honey’BTHL 817; from *paina > paena‘honey’. 

156. *pakru-ma > paxruma ‘firm, fast’ BTHL 819; of penned up cattle, not those on pasture. 

157. *pabra-na > paprana ‘mountain ineline, ravine’ BTHL 844. 
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[158. Pairika ‘sorceress, witch’ BTHL 863; or: < ’’‘pari-Hjk" ‘looking back (over shoulder’); NP 

par! ‘Peri’. 

169. *pavas-ta ‘cloth’ > OP pavasta ‘(clay) cover (for unbaked clay tablets)’; RV pavasta 

‘blanket, cover’. Lub. 304. EWAia II 105: IIr.*pavasta, extr-IIr. unclear. 

170. *par-sa > parsa ‘ear of com’ BTHL 877 = Ved. parsa, EWAia II 101: rest unclear. 

[171. *pars-\'ya > parsuiia ‘snowy-’, name of certain types of water BTHL 878; II 191: pmsva’ 

“dew, cool dew”, ~ pros ‘to drip’- Germ, frieren. Frost etc. 

172. *pacu-vfjda? > pasuuarozda ‘name of a plant’BTHL 884 - ~ Ved. *pasu-vrdh? 

[173. *pazdu ^ pazdu name of certain small damaging animals, beetles, caterpillar I BTHL 885; 

cf NP pazdak ‘grain mite’; EWAia II 167: *pazdu ‘insect; Avest. ‘beetle, mite’; - *pesd 

‘to fart’, Latin pedis ‘louse’... cf Ved. Pedu? 

174. “"pa-pa ‘bad’ > Iran./Avest. papa: papo.vacah; Ved. papa, Lub. 304, EWAia II 120: origin 

uncertain; Gr. pema ‘suffering, distress’?? 

175. *pic-ta / pis-ta OP, ‘written’ BTHL 1083; NP niwista, E.Oss. nifista ‘script’ > Asoka 

Pkt: nipista. 

176. *pikha > pixa ‘knot’ BHTL 1045; NP pixak ‘knot’. 

177. “"pTyu-sa > Iran. pTyusa, Wakhi pyix Munji f9 ’yii ‘biestings’; Ved. piyusa ‘bicstings’ < 

“"pTyusa-; Lub. 304, EWAia II 138: certainly - pay, payas; - note Bur. burns ‘boiled 

butter’. 

178. *pis-ra > pisra ‘implement for smelting’: see Blazek 2003 : 7-8: - Hr. *cipra > Ved. silpa, 

Avest. pisra/srifa? 

179. *puca > pusa ‘diadem’ BTHL 911,1679. 

180. *baivan > baeuuan, baeuuar ‘10,000’ BTHL 913; NP bevar; [EWAia II 750 baeuuarzo- 

fraskomba]. 

181. *b('’)ais-aj-a > baesaza‘healing’, bisajiia-‘to cure’; bis BTHL 914 = Ved. bhesaja; -a 

BMAC loan; note suffix -aj , no Vrddhi; see bis/ Ved. bhis, bhesajya ‘healing’, Lub. 304, 

EWAia II 264: Hr. *bhis; - lAr. bhas ‘to speak’ ?? 

182. *baucu > baosu‘a certain sinful action’BTHL 920. 

183. *bata > bata;-bata‘threshed’BTHL 87, 924. 

184. ’"b('’)anga > baqha, bangha ‘hemp, narcotic Bhang’ BTHL 925; -bapha ‘Bhang’ BTHL 87; 

NP bang ‘Bilsenkraut’; = Ved. bhahga ‘ a grass’ in PS/AV; later: ‘hemp, Bhang’. 

EWAia II 241: apparently not Hr. (I 800: a-baqha ‘not liable to perish’, Henning). 

185. *barg > barog ‘to welcome’ BTHL 945, cf. IE bherghi “hochwerden/ s. erheben.” 

186. baros-man ‘bundle of twigs in ritual’, BTHL 947; EWAia II 212 cf Ved. barsva 

‘gums’(note -s-); Avest. barozis ‘cushion’; - II 214 - barhis offering strewing’ - IE 

*bhelgh ‘to swell’; - II 238 barosman - brahman - cf I 191 - idhma’-barhiE 

187. *barca / barsa > barasa ‘neck or back of the horse’ BTHL 951; NP bus ‘neck’, Pashto: wrag 

‘mane (of a horse)’ NEVP 89. 

188. *basi > basi ‘a measure of length’ BTHL 952. 

189. *bada > baba ‘indeed’ BTHL 953; cf ba, baibistam; bat - Ved. bat, bata (exclamation); 

phat. 

190. bat BTHL 954, see preceding. 

[191. *baz-vant? > bazuuant ‘firm’ BTHL 962. EWAia II 221 ‘thick’? Ur.? ~ Ved. bahu...; then 

Iran. *bazu- < IE *bhnghu-. 
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192. *ban-tra > bcj9ra ‘illness’ BTHL 962. 

193. *bansnu > basnu ‘height, depth/altitude' BTHL 963. 

194. *b('’)is-aj > bisaz ‘to heal’ BTHL 966; see baesaz; ahum.bis; above 182 baesaza. 

195. *brava-ra > brauuara ‘?’ a plague of Bactria’ BTHL 971. 

196. *pusca ‘tail’> Iran. : Avest. pusa? ‘wreath, crown’'? Ved. piiccha; Lub. 304, EWAia II 

140: “not explained to satisfaction.’’ 

197. *pyasu > fiiaphu ‘hail’ BHTL 973. 

198. *praith > franS ‘to putrify, decompose' BHTL 974; cf. Ved. mrityati ‘decomposes’? 

[ 199. *praur-pa? > fraoropa ‘mountain (chain)’ BHTL 976; EWAia I 230; < fra-varpa (relating to 

mountains), ~ varp° < *wlHp ~ Ved. ulapa- ‘herb, bush’. 

200. *pravi > frauui ‘prospering?’ BHTL 991. 

201. *prasa-na > frasana‘testicles, scrotum’BHTL 1007. 

202. *pra-pa > frapa ‘?’ (said of Satavaesa) BHTL 1015. 

203. *prasmi > frasmi ‘?’said of the deity Haoma BHTL 1022. 

204. *psu-ta / psuta > fsuta ‘cheese’ BHTL 1029. 

205. *naij(s) ‘spit’ > Avest. naeza- ‘pin of needle’ Lub. 304. EWAia II 41: ~ niks ‘pierce’; no 

extra-lIR.; ? IE *ncig(h)(s); cf. II 49 nih- “piercing”? 

206. *naija > naiza > naeza ‘a certain illness’ BHTL 1037; w.Osset, nez, E.Osset, nlz ‘illness’ 

(cf. 205 ;:‘piercing pain??). 

207. *naija > naiza > naeza ‘lump, mass of mud, clay’ BHTL 1037. 

208. *nagna-(jhu) ‘bread’ > Iran, ’^nagna ‘bread’, Ved. nagna(4tu) ‘yeast’ Lub. 304; EWAia II 6: 

MP, NP nan, Sogd. nyny, etc.; *nagna ‘bread’ only in Iran. 

209. *nauth > nao9 ‘to make a whizzing sound’ BHTL 1038. 

210. *natha > na9a‘a certain part of dress’BHTL 1038. 

211. *nath > na9 (vT.na9) ‘to skin’ BHTL 1038. 

212. *nfp > narap ‘to wane (of the moon)’ BTHL 1053; cf. IE *nerHi ‘untertauchen’? 

[213. *naska ‘bundle (of holy texts) BTHL 1060; cf O.Irish nascim ‘I bind’; EWAia II 32: < 

nad-ska? ~ nada ‘head cover’, Iran. *nad ‘to tie’? :: Ved. nah ? 

214. *nasni ‘?’, (certain actions) BTHL 1065. 

215. *nama-ta > namata ‘(small) twigs’ BTHL 1068; > Skt. namata EWAia III ‘felt’, from *nam 

‘to beat?’. 

215a. *namat-ka > nama9ka ‘(small) twigs’ BTHL 1068; see: namata. 

216. *niksa-ta > nixsata ‘downward from’ BTHL 1080 : ni-xs? 

[217. *ny-aka > OP nyaka; -a ‘grandfather, grandmother’ BTHL 1094, cf Witzel 1972 *ni- 

Hk^o- ‘hinten befindlich’. 

218. *maik-ant > mackant ‘seeping out’ BTHL 1104; *mik‘.\ NP makldan, mazTdan ‘to suckle, 

taste’, S. Bal. mieag ‘to suckle’; ~ maega / Ved. megha ‘cloud’? < mih ‘to urinate’: 

change as in kesa ; gaesa? 

219. *mait > mact ‘to say’ BTHL 1105; cf. mac9: t: th. 

220. *maith > maeO ‘to send, mittcre’ BTHL 1105. 

221. *mith cf Lat. mittcre; cf IE meith: ‘wechseln’. 

222. ’“maisa > maesa, -T ‘sheep’ BTHL 1109 = Ved. mesa, NP mes, etc. EWAia II 380: IE *moiso 

or *maiso?, cf. Lith. maisas ‘big sack’, Russ, mech ‘skin’, O.Norse meiss ‘woven 

carrying basket’. 

223. *maga > maya, -a ‘hole in the ground, hollow’ BTHL 1110; NP may ‘depth; cf mayak 

‘hollow’; - EWAia II 289: different from Ved. magha “gift” etc. 
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224. *maga-va > mayauua ‘not married’ BTHL 1111; from * magu ‘celebs’. 

[225. *mag-na? > mayna ‘naked’ BTHL 1112; Ved. nagna, W.Oss. boynog, Gr. gymnos : diff. 

anlaiit; certainly with dissimilation in Avcst. n-n > m-n ; - But Mir. etc. with b- ; Sodg. 

Byn’k etc.; EWAia II 5; IE *neg“-n6, with secondary change to PIr. *magna-. 

226. *maksi > maxsT ‘fly, bee’ BTHL 1112; = Ved. maks(ika)- ‘bee, fly’; - loan, Finno-Ugr. 

etymology mekse, see Witzel 2003, etc. EWAia II 287: Finno-Ugr. from pre-IIr. meks-. 

- ote Ved. masaka ‘mosquito’ > Iran. *makasa: Parth msg, NP magas, Yigda moyuso 

(EWAia II 334: many distortions...; cf. Latv. masals, masal ‘horse fly’?). 

227. *mats-ya “fish’ > masiia; Ved. matsya Lub. 304, EWAia II 298; EWAia II 297: IE ~ 

Germ. *mati ‘food’, Goth. mats. 

228. *madakha > maSaxa, -a ‘grass hopper’, a Daivic animal, BTHL 1114; NP malax. 

229. *madhu > ma8u ‘wine’ BTHL 1114; opp. of hura; - loaned into C. Asia and China, see 

Witzel 2003; note Panini maireya, cf O.v.Hiniiber, Uherhlick. - EWAia II 302, 303,1 45 

on Avest. ma5u-: Sogd. mdw, Osset myd/mud ‘honey’ etc. (Gr. methu-). 

230. *maya-s > maiiah ‘coitus, cohabitation’ BTHL 1141. - If, inspite of semantics, with EWAia 

II 315: ~ Ved. mayas ‘refreshment’ etc., then IE *mei(H)-es; - or Ved. MAY’ ‘exchange 

??? 

231. ’•‘mayukha > mayuxa ‘wall peg’ OP. Lub. 303: ~ ved. mayukha ‘Stab zum Aufspannen des 

Gcwebes’; OP mayuxa; MP mes, Sogd. myyk ‘peg’, etc. - Lub 303. - EWAia II 317: OP 

|myuxl, Sogd. myyk, NP mex etc., ~ Ved. MAY', which is unlikely, see Lub. 2001. 

232. *mf-da > maroSa‘?, a plague of Margiana’ BTHL115L 

233. *marjis-ta > -marozista ‘?’, of the Cista; BTHL 1083. 

[234. *maj-ga > mazga ‘marrow , brain’ BTHL 1159; NP mazg, EWAia II 291 ~ Ved. majjan 

‘bone marrow’, < IE *mosgh, OHG marg etc.; but Ved. jj instead of *jjh :: *mosgh-. 

235. *mrga > moroya ‘bird’ BTHL 1172; NP mury ‘chicken’, Ved. mrga ‘wild animal, antilope’ 

EWAia II 370: “origin unclear.” 

236. *mrju > marzu > morazu ‘vertebra of spine’ BTHL 1173; EWAia II 334: ~ Ved. malha see 

*238: IE *melgh ‘to swell’, cf Avest. marazu ‘neck vertrebra’. 

237. *mrju > marazu ‘?’ BTHL 1174; cf. EWAia II 364 marazu ‘short’ see Ved. muhur 

‘suddenly’? 

238. *mrja-na > msrzdna > marazana ‘belly’ BTHL 1174; NP mulan; EWAia II 334: ~ Ved. 

malha ‘having a growth on the neck’, Avest. marazana ‘belly’- IE *melgh ‘to swell’, cf 

Avest. marazu ‘neck vertrebra’. 

239. *maljha? "belly, growth on the neck’ EWAia I 334, Lub. 304: cf. Avest. marazana ‘belly’, 

marsuiia (gen.sg.). - EWAia II 334: Ved. malha ‘having a growth on the neck’ - IE 

*melgh ‘to swell’, cf. Avest. marazu ‘neck vertrebra’. 

240. *mid-ka >-miSka- see BTHL 1533. 

241. *minu > minu ‘neck pendant’ BTHL 1186, 1679; - Mitanni lA mani-nnu, Avest. 

{zardnii.)maini, Ved. mani; EWAia II 293: Iran. *mani < IE *monh2i-, moneh2- ‘neck’: 

OHG mana ‘mane’, Latin monlle ‘neck band’, etc. ; - does not explain -n- (see Mayrh. 

on “spontaneous” -/?-). 

242. *musta-masa > mustamasa ‘myrrh’ BTHL 1189; NP murd. 

243. *mrauda > -mraoda‘whoring’BTHL 392. 

244. *mruvi? > mruuT ‘quarrel’ BTHL 1197 - cf Ved. bru/Avest. mru, see *mleuh2 ‘sprechen’. 
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245. *yama > yama ‘glass, glass vessel’ BTHL 1264; cf. yamo- *248. 

246. *yu > yu ‘extent (of time)’ BTHL 126. 

247. *yas-ka > (-)yaska ‘illness’ BTHL 148, 605; NP yask ‘misfortune’; - note again BMAC - 

ka suffix.- EWAia II 392; connection with Vcd. yaksma ‘wasting) dcscasc’ only 

accidental, or taboo word? < IE *yeksko-? 

248. *yama ‘glass/mug’ > yamo.[pacika xumba] ‘a device to make glass; glass furnace’ BTHL 

1286; cf yama; NP jam ‘glass, mug, beaker’ — cf above *245. 

249. *yavTya ‘canal’ Lub. 303: Ved. yavya, yauviya OP. EWAia II 405: no secure connection 

with verbal root and extra-IIr. 

250. *yac > yas ‘ to desire’ BTHL 12881 NP yasa ‘wish, desire’; Gr. eko?; cf IE *ies ‘sieden’?? 

251. *yas > yah ‘crisis, decision, turning point’ BTHL 1291. 

252. *vaith > vae9 ‘to get to know’ BTHL 1321, see vaed. 

253. *vaith > vaeD ‘to establish in court’ BTHL 1321. 

254. *vaima > vaema ‘cleft in rocks’ BTHL 1326; cf. > Arm. vem ‘rock’. 

255. *vagtha-na > vay9ana ‘head of Ahurian beings’ BTHL 1326; MP vaydan; “not: vak 

(BTHL).’’ 

256. *vaph? But: [vaf ‘to sing about s.o/s.th.’ BTHL 1346; from ‘to weave’, cf Ved. vayati; 

NP bTfad ‘weaves’] - EWAia III 506 vabh ‘to bind’, °vabhi ‘weaving’, ~ Avest. vaf ‘to 

sing, praise’, MP waf ‘to weave’; etc. vafus ‘Spruch’. 

257. *vapra> vafra ‘snow’ BTHL 1347; MP vafr, NP barf, see above 95: jaiBi.(vafra) ‘deep 

snow’; EWAia II 505: ‘same formation’ as in Iran *vavra/a ‘snow’; cf Khot. bora, MP 

wafr, etc. (Ved. vapra ‘fire place’). 

258. *varaj''a > varaza > varaza ‘boar’ ~ Ved. varaha Lub. 303, 304; EWAia 514: MP waraz, 

etc.. Hr. *w(e)rogho- > Finno-Ugr. loan: Finn, oras, Mordw. urcs. 

259. *vasa > vapha ‘part of the back’ BTHL 1348. 

260. *vi > vi (vinaoiti) ‘to slaughter’ BTHL 1356. 

261. *vr> vr (varanu)‘to make/get pregnant’BTHL 1363. 

262. *vrc-sa ‘tree’ > varasa ‘a plant’ ; Ved. vrksa Lub. 304, EWAia II 572: perhaps as *wjk-s-o 

~ Ved. valsa-; EWAia II 526 ‘shoot, twig’ IE *wolko- ‘hair, etc.’ Russ, volos’ ‘hair’. 

263. *vf-ka > varaka ‘leaf of plants’ BTHL1367; NP barg; - SCA -ka suffix; - EWAia II 525: 

Ved. valka- ‘tree bark’ ~ Avest. varaka, Sogd. wrkr, MP warg etc.; ~ Russ, volokno ? 

‘finely combed Flachs’; cf. valsa. 

264. *vfk-tra > varaxadra ‘a sinful action’ BTHL 1367. 

265. *vajag-na > varogna > vazayna‘frog’, a Daivic animal BTHL 1389 (land and water frogs). 

266. *vaji > vair > vazT ‘suckling, giving milk (cow)’ BTHL 1391. 

267. *vas > vas ‘to say’ (Ahuric) BTHL 1392; cf aos; S.Bal. gvasag ‘to say’ - cf IE wek“ 

‘speak’? 

268. *vaidi-mid-ka >-vaidimidka see BTHL 1533. 

269. *vfd-ka > varadka, varadka ‘kidney’ BTHL 1420; cf Ved. vrkkau ; - note diff in pre-IIr? 

dialect-; BMAC suffix-ka; - EWAia II 571; Ved. vrkka- < Hr. *vrt-ka-, from vart 

‘round’ > Finno-Ugr: Syry. verk ‘kidney’ etc.; *wrtka ‘kidney’ > Avest. varadka > Ved. 

vrkkau Lub. 304. 

270. *vasunT > vohunT ‘blood’ BTHL 1334; NP xun, NBal. gvahar. 

271. *vTcica > vicica ‘chalk, mortar’ BTHL 1437; NP gac ‘chalk’; only in : ... vTcicaesva ... 

tutusva V. 6. 51. 

272. *vithu-sa > vT9usa ‘?, a plague of Margiana’BTHL 1447. 
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273. *viju > vizu > vTzu ‘a kind of food’ BTHL 1471. 

274. *vya-tra > viia9ra ‘hope’ BTHL 1475. 

275. *rai-tva > racSuua ‘mixture, mess, confusion’ BTHL 1482. 

276. *rai-tva > raeSuua- denom. pres, stem ‘to mix’ etc. 

277. *raug-na > raoyna ‘butter’ BTHL 1488; NP royan ‘clarified butter’. 

278. *rauja? > raoza ‘a predator, fox or jackal’ BTHL 1496; Yidga: ruzo ‘fox’; Phi. transl. 

ropas, EWAia II 483: ~ Ved. lopasa ‘jackal’; Iran. *raupatsa ~ Gr. alo’pex ‘fox’; IE 

*h2leupcko- > FinnUgr.; cf words like Avest. raopi ‘a certain type of dog’; urupa ‘a kind 

of fox’, raoza. 

279. *rap > rap OAv., YAv. ‘ to give/find assistance’ BTHL 1508; - in view of k/g, t/d, etc. ~ 

Ved. labh? 

280. *ras > rah ‘to defect, to make one defect’ BTHL 1517. 

281. *rath > raO ‘to adhere, stick’ BTHL 1522. 

282. *ratha >-raOa ‘inheritance’ BTHL 1037. 

283. *rana > rana ‘outward part of thigh, thigh’ BTHL 1523; NP ran ‘thigh’; EWAia I 108: ~ 

aranT : “als Metonymic fur die beiden Reibholzer... .” 

284. *rama > rama OAv. ‘cruelty’ BTHL 1524 - cf IE *lemh ‘brechen”? 

285. *rac > ras ‘to give, move’ or similar BTHL 1525. 

286. *raraj > raraz > raraz ‘to go’ BTHL 1526; NP gurazTdan ‘to prance’; BTHL compares 

O.Oscian slaagim ‘path’. 

287. *(v)rut-van >uru0uuan/r ‘entrails, belly’BTHL 1531; NP ruda, N.Bal. roO‘entrails’. 

288. *(v)run-ya > uruniia ‘vessel’ BTHL 1532. 

289. *(v)ruvan > uruuan ‘soul’ BTHL 1541: < Hr. *(s)ruuan? 

290. ’"(vjruvak-ra > uruuaxra ‘heat’BTHL 1541. 

291. *(v)ruvac-na > uruuasna ‘a certain plant, whose soft wood is used as frankincense, and for 

maintaining the sacred fire’ BTHL 1544. 

292. *cai-pa > saepa ‘welding, smelting’ BTHL 1547 - detailed discussion V.Blazhek, “Is 

Fenno-Lappic ’^seppo ‘smith’ of (Indo)Iranian origin?” Philologcia Fenno-Ugrica 9 

(2003) 1-10. 

293. *caina > sacna ‘eagle’ BTHL 1548, ~ Ved. syena < IE*k(y)eina? - EWAia I 221; II 662: 

Ved. syena ‘falcon’; Elam.-Iran. syaina. Perhaps < designation of color: IE *ki-ei-no, 

kiehi-ino-?? 

294. *caukan-ta > saokonta-vant ‘containing sulphur’ BTHL 1550; N.P. saugand. 

295. *cauca-ya > saocaiia ‘a sinful action’ BTHL 1550. 

296. *cak > sak ‘to pass (of time)’ BTHL 1553. 

297. *caci > saci ‘ an illness’ BTHL 1554. 

298. *cana-ka > sanaka ‘mouth (of a river)?’ BTHL 1558. 

299. *cargan > sarogan OAv. ‘helper’ BTHL 1566. 

300. *card > sarod, OP 9ard ‘species’ BTHL 1566. 

301. *car-ya > sairiia ‘(dried camel) dung’ BTHL 1567; MP sargTn ‘dung’. 

302. *ca > sa O.Avest. ‘to ward off, fight off BTHL 1569. 

303. *cadayantT > sabaiiantT ‘a garment, dress’ BTHL 1570 - EWAia I 555: Morg. 1927: 60: 

sabaiiantT ‘long trousers’ (“covering”: Ved. chadayati) ~ Pashto psobn ‘put on (clothes)’ 

etc. 
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304. *cara-na > sarana ‘an illness' BTHL 1572. 

305. *caras-tya > sarastiia ‘ an illness’ BTHL 1573. 

306. *cima > sima ‘creating horror’ BTHL 1580. 

307. *cuku-ma (<*kukur-na) > sukurona ‘a kind of dog’ BTHL 1582; NP sugur; - cf. Skt. 

kurkura, Pali kukkura, Ncp. kuk(k)ur, etc. 

308. *cudu-s > su8us ‘mill?’ BTHL 1583; cf. x'aed, pistra, gunda; EWAia 11 657 “apparently 

‘sieve’ (Geigen'K.Hoffmann Aufs. 884, n. 9) ~ Ved. sudh ‘to cleanse’: Phi. transl. swpt 

[suft] ‘pierced through’. 

309. *cupti-damga > suptiSaronga ‘belonging to the same county'BTHL 1583. 

310. *cub-ra > suPra ‘arrow’ BTHL 1583; PDs surb ‘arrow’; — cf. however now Lawergren at 

the Harvard Round Tabic, 2001: ‘small trumpet’. 

[311. *cura > sura ‘ hole, lacuna’ BTHL 1585; cf. NP surax; EWAia II 650: Ved suna- ‘dearth, 

emptiness’; ~ Gr. kuar ‘ear of needle, ear opening’, Toch.B kor ‘throat’ < IE *kuH-r/-n- 

‘hole’ etc. 

312. *cus > susi ‘lungs’ BTHL 1586; MP, NP sus; Kurd, sos EWAia II 677: ~ Ved. Was ‘snort’; 

Khot. Suva lungs, etc. < IE *kues, O.Norse hvtesa ‘snort’. 

313. *skati > skati ‘locust?’ BTHL 1586. 

314. *skara-ka > -skaraka ‘making fun of BTHL 79. 

315. *skar-ya > skairiia‘a kind of stove’ BTHL 1587. 

316. *skanda > -skonda ‘bodily harm, illness’ BTHL 211; EWAia II 750: ~ Ved. skandha- 

‘shoulder bone’, skandhas- ‘twig’ ~ a lost root *skandh ‘to break (off) ~ O.Avest. 

sksndo ‘damage, YAvest. skando ‘illness, bodily harm, damage’. 

317. *scaga / scaga ‘billy-goat’ > Iran. *saga?,- Osset, sceg; scegee “koza” = Ved. chaga ‘ram’, 

Lub. 304; EWAia I 558: > Mordw. Wva ‘goat’; - extra-IIr. conn, uncertain. - Cf 

Caucasian: Adygc aca; Bur. acas :: IE *Hag, etc., W'itzcl 2003: 21. 

318. *star > star ‘to sin’ BTHL 1597; cf MP astar ‘sin’. 

319. *stamba > stomba ‘quarrel, fight’ BTHL 1606; NP sitamba ‘quarrelsome’. 

320. *stig > stig ‘fight’ BTHL 1607 ; MP stczTtan, NP sitey, sitez; - cf IE *stcigh ‘steigen, 

schreiten?? 

321. *stip-ti > stipti ‘an insect, parasite on dogs’ BTHL 1608. 

322. *stu-ka ‘tuft of hair’ > Ved. stuka, stupa Lub. 304, EWAia II 760: Osset, styg/cestug 

‘bundle, lock’. 

323. *spar-sa > sparqha‘gum (of jaw)’ BTHL 1613. 

324. *spaj-ga > spazga > > spazga ‘slanderer, denouncer’ BTHL 1615; MP spazg , cf NP 

sipazgT. 

325. *spa > spa ‘to throw’ BTHL 1615. 

326. *spat >-spat ‘ a certain plant; cushion’BHTL 1003; Iran. *frapas. 

327. *spada > spada > OP spada, Avest. spa6a ‘troop, army’ BTHL 1617; NP sipah. 

328. *spa-ra Lub. 302, NP supar ‘ploughshare’ etc. : ~ Ved. phala, EWAia II 203: < Hr. 

*sp(h)ara ~ PHAL ‘to split, burst open’ <sp(h)aR? 

329. *spya/spa >-spiia/-spa‘to bury ‘ BTHL 1059, 1060. 

340. *spis > spis ‘louse, etc.’ BTHL 1625; MP spis, NP spis, spus. 

341. *snauda> snaoda ‘ clouds’ BTHL 1626. 

342. *snaud-ant > snaodant ‘crying, screeching’ BTHL 1626. 

343. *snakan > snakan ‘a kind of food’ BTHL 1629. 
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344. *c/syajg > fra-siiazg ‘to chase (away)’ BTHL 1630 [cf. EWAia II 655 siiazd/sizd ‘to go 

away’ ~ Ved. SES ‘to leave a rest’? No extra-IIr. conn.]. 

345. *sravasu > srauuaqhu ‘gliding stealthily, creeping’ BTHL 1643, 1649; EWAia I 687: “if 

‘creeping’, sr(a)uuant ‘approaching while creeping’, < *tsrau°- ~ Ved. TSAR, IE perhaps 

*t-sel < d-sel, from *(H?)d- etc. 

346. *s/crask > srask ‘to drip’ BTHL 1644; MP srixt ‘dropped’. Arm. srskcl ‘to sprinkle on’; 

saraska ‘tear’; MP sirisk ‘tear’. 

347. *sripha > srifa ‘(animal) nostril ‘ BTHL 1646; EWAia II 637: Ved. sipra ‘lip, moustache’ ? 

etc. - Avest. srifa < *sifra? - No extra-IIr. connection. 

348. *s/cru-tra > -sruOra ‘name of first half of night’ BTHL 94. 

349. *jaksa-tra> zaksaOra > zaxsaOra ‘denigrating speech, blasphemy’BTHL 1657. 

350. *janda > zanda > zanda ‘name of a certain heretic’ BTHL 1662. 

351. *java-s > zavas > zauuah OAv. ‘strength’ BTHL 1669; [EWAia 1 580: ~ Ved. JAV ‘to be 

quick, hasten’]. 

352. *j('’)armiya ‘firm structure’, Avest. zairimiia”; zairimii-aqura ‘tortoise’; Lub. 304; EWAia I 

49; II 807: ~ Ved. harmya- ‘strong house, ruler’s house’; unelear origin of Hr. ’"jhar- 

miia-. 

353. *j'’army-asura > Avest. zairimiiapura ‘tortoise EWAia (see harmya-); ef EWAia I 49. 

354. *jarma-ya > zarmaya > zarmaiia ‘springtime’ BTHL 1683 - gharma ‘hot’; Iran, summer 

month? - But: Avest. garomma ‘heat’, OP. garma-pada etc. < IE g^hor-mo-. 

355. *jars-tva > zarstva > zarstuua ‘stone’ BTHL 1684. 

356. *javar > zavar > zauuar ‘(physical) strength’ BTHL 1689; cf NP zor - cf 351 javas. 

357. *jmana > zmana > zomana ‘payment’BTHL 1690. 

358. *jgrsna > zgrsna > zgorosna ‘round, eonvex’ BTHL 1698; cf NP gird ‘round’. 

359. *jrada > zrada > zra8a ‘armour, collar’ BTHL 1703; MP. zreh; Arm. zrahk’; NP zrih. 

360. *jru-van > zruvan > zruuan ‘time, point in time’ BTHL 1703; MP zrvan; Arm. zruan. 

361. *j3jha-ka/a / *jajhuka/a ‘hedgehog’ < > *dujaka > duzaka/ zuzaka? ‘a name of the 

hedgehog’ BTHL 755, MP zuzak, NP ^za; - Lub. 303: Ved. jahaka; Bal. jajuk, duzux; 

NP zuza; EWAia I 582 — see above *133. 

362. *san-man > sanman > sanman ‘throw’ BTHL 1705; EWAia I 422: apparently ‘blade, point’ 

~ Ved. ksadman < ks/s < IE *ks- ‘eut, laughter... No extra-IIr. conn. 

363. *sam > sam ‘to swallow’ BTHL 1705. 

364. *su > su ‘to scratch’ BTHL 1707; cf Ved. sas ‘to cut’. 

365. *sa-man > saman ‘feces’ BTHL 1708; cf Ved. sakrt etc. 

366. *svai-pa ‘tail’ LUB 304; EWAia II 654 Ved. scpa(s)- ‘tail’; “not sufficiently epxlaincd’’ 

(cf II 637 on saefa); note sv-: s-/*s. 

367. *(sau)-s/cafna-ina > hao-safnaena ‘made of steel’ BTHL 1737, sec next. 

368. *(sau)-s/cafna-ina-caipa > hao-safnaenb.saepa ‘where steel is welded’ BTHL 1737 - see 

Blazek 2003: *safna ‘iron’ ~ saep ‘smelt’ s.v.; Sogd. spnyqry [spane-kare] ‘smith’; 

Avest. saftia < *spana: Sogd. *aspan-, Khot. hTssana, Pashto ospan, Oss. aefsaen etc. 

etc.; Hitt, kuwanna(n) ‘copper, precious stone’ < IE * kwnHo-. 

369. *sakha > haxa ‘sole (of foot)’ BTHL 1744. 

370. *sadanaipata > haSanaepata, -pata ‘a plant used as incense, and for sacred fire’ BTHL 

1758. 
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371. *saprci > haparasi ‘a plant, not used for sacred fire’ BTHL 1765 (haptazdyai ’?’ BTHL 

1766). 

372. *su > hu ‘to stew, to roast’ BTHL 1782. 

373. *sr-ta> harata ‘having a certain illness’BTHL 1789. 

374. *sard-is > haradis ‘madness’BTHL 1789; NP hala‘mad person’. 

375. *saku-ma > hakurana OAv. ‘help, assistance’ BTHL 1801. 

376. *sarsT > hairisT ‘female (of humans and animals)’ BTHL 1806 htjm.iuua ‘part of the horse 

drawn wagon, perhaps poles’. 

377. *sika-ma > hikarana ‘round’BTHL 1812. 

378. *sika > OP. Oika ‘sand’ -Lub. 302; EWAia II 728: Vcd. sikata ‘gravel, sand’; -Khot. 

siyata, Sogd. sykth, Pashto saga, etc.; note Iran. *s-/s- :: Vcd. s-. 

379. *sik-ra > hixra ‘fluid excrement’ BTHL 1812; MP hixr - cf above 265 sakar- / sakn- / 

sakrt : MP sargen, Bal. sayan, Khot. satana < IE *kok'‘r/n-, Gr. kopros :: “"sokr/n- > Hitt, 

sakkar/saknas, Gr. skor/skatos : s/s <k. 

380. ’^suyagna > huyayna ‘sharing a bed, room’ BTHL 1835. 

381. *svaina > x'acna ‘glowing’BTHL 1861. 

§ 8. A provisional list of personal and geographical substrate names (in their Avesta 
and and O.Persian forms) 

Aosnara ‘7’ PN BTHL 44 

AkayaOa PN BTHL 46 

Axtiia PN of a non-believer BTHL 51 

AOu(-tavah) PIN of a mountain BTHL 61 

ApaxsTra ‘without milk?’ PIN (name of a country) BTHL 73 

AijhuuT PIN , name of a country BTHL 112 

Ankasa PN of a believer BTHL 130 

(Antar3.)Kai]ha PIN, name of a mountain range BTHL 133 

Ainiiava PN, name of a believer BTHL 138 

Amru PN, name of a believer BTHL 147 

Auuaiia PN of a believer BTHL 175 

Ara PN of a believer BTHL 186 

Auruua-sara PN BTHL 201 

Arazura PN of a Daiva BTHL 202 

Arsada O.P., PIN, name of fortress in Arachosia BTHL 204 

Asagarta O.P., PIN, name of a country, Sagartia BTHL 207 

Asabana PN, name of a Turanian family BTHL 207 

AOrauuan/aOaurun = Lub. 303 Vcd. atharvan 

0r3xsa PN, a famous myth, archer BTHL 349 

Indra = Ved. Indra BTHL 367 

Usig PN, Old Av. ; name of some teachers inimical to Zorastrianism’ = Ved. Usij, BTHL 406; 

Lub. 304 

Usaoma PIN, name of a mountain BTHL 414 

Kaeuua PIN, name of a believer BTHL 429 

Kaoirisa PN, name of a mountain (range) BTHL 432 
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Kakahiiu PIN, name of a mountain BTHL 432; ka-kah? 

Ka-xuzT PN, a class of female Daivic beings BTHL 432 

[Ka-x''ar3{)a, -T ‘name of Daivic beings’ BTHL 462; - note Ann. kaxard ‘phannakos, goes’; and 

Kashm. Skt. (Raj.) kahkhorda etc. see CDIAL. 

Katu PN, name of a believer BTHL 433 

Ka(m)pada O.P., PN name of an area in Media, Cambadene BTHL 436 

Ka(m)bujiya O.P., PN, Cambyses BTHL 436 

(-jKapha PIN, name of a country; upa-° a mountain range; MP kang-diz BTHL 133, 437 

Kauuata PN a certain Iranian nobleman, prince BTHL 443 

Karsna PN, name of a believer BTHL 456 

Karsnaz PN, name of an Iranian family BTHL 459; for -az sec Skt. trsn-aj; bhis-aj, baes-az- 

Kapisa-kani OP, a fortress in Arachosia; BTHL 463 ~ *kapisa NP kabTsa, kafsa Carthamus 

tinct.; ‘Farberdistclhom’?; -cf. S. Shaked, Bactrian Docs. 41; also: casta-kana 563, 

Dasta-kani 702; cf KapisT, Panini 

K^saoiia PIN, name of Hamun lake; BTHL 472 

K^so.tafoOra PIN, name of a mountain (chain) BTHL 471 

Kuganaka OP, name of a town in Persia, BTHL 472 

Ku(n)dru OP, PN name of a town in Media, BTHL 473 

Kunda, -T PN name of demons BTHL 474 

Kuirinta PIN ‘name of a town and river’ BTHL 476 = modem Karind, on the Zagros pass; — cf. 

KEWA kalinda 

Ga(n)dara OP, PIN Gandhara , BTHL 488 

Ga(n)dutava OP, PIN, name of an area in Arachosia BTHL 489 

GandaroPa PN ‘name of a demon’ BTHL 493; ~ ’Ved. Gandharva, Lub. 303 

GandroPa PN ‘name of a believer’ BTHL 493 , see Gandaropa 

Gauua ‘Sogdia’ BTHL 509 

Tasi ‘name of a DaevT ‘ BTHL 517 

Xnonta PIN ‘name of a country, Hyrcania’ BTHL 533; Humbach restores Xronta 

XnqOaitT PN ‘name of a Pairika’ BTHL 533 (NB word is not inflected) 

Camru PN ‘name of a believer’ , BTHL 581 

Cispi OP, PN name of a Persian BTHL 599 

Taoziia ‘name of a people’ (at the sources of the Raqha river) BTHL 624 

Taumui ‘name of a Daiva’ BTHL 644: cf Ved. Turvi? 

Tarava OP, PIN a town in the Yautiya area of Persia, BTHL 648 

*TTra ‘name of a deity, BTHL 651 cf. YAv tlrd.nakaOPa, Greek Tiri-dates, Bactrian documents 

(S. Shaked) Tlri-vahista. 

TuOaska PIN, ‘name of a mountain (chain)’ BTHL 655 : Hr *tudat-ka, like Ved. ejat-ka. 

Tusa PN, ‘name of an Iranian hero’ BTHL 657 

(Dasta-kani) PIN in Bactria, S. Shaked 36) 

Dahaka PN, ‘name of a legendary Daivic king’ BTHL 704; a three-headed monster = Bevarasp; 

cf NP azdaha ‘dragon’ 

Daduhya OP, PN ‘name of a Persian’ BTHL 731 

[[Dastayni PN of a believer, father of Paro.dasma BTHL 740 = Ved. -Agni]] 

DraOa PN, ‘name of a believer’ BTHL 774, short form of name? 
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0ika 'gravel, sand’ OP; PIN Sikayavatis; cf. Ved. si'kata , Lub. 302 

Orit PN, ‘name of a believer’ BTHL 807, ~tra ‘to protcet? 

Oritl PN ‘name of sccond(!) daughter of ZaraOustra’ BTHL 807 

Paesatah PN ‘name of a believer’ BTHL 818 

(Paiti-)draOa PN, ‘name of a believer’ BTHL 851; see DraOa, PN, BTHL 774 

(Paitii-)arsa-uuant PN, 'name of a believer’ BTHL 839 

Parata PN, ‘name of a believer’ BTHL 856; ef Ved. ?? 

Pairistura PN, ‘name of a believer’ BTHL 867 

Parga OP, PN ‘name of a mountainin Persia’ BTHL 868 

Parsinta PN, ‘name of a believer’ BTHL 877 

Pazinah PN ‘name of a believer’, BTHL 892; pa-zinah ‘free of damages’? 

Pouruta PIN ‘name of country’ BTHL 900; Grk. Paructai, Aparutai ? ~ with pauruuata/parvata? 

(a-iskatom pourutom Yt 10.14, see Gershevitch, Skjaervo 1995) ‘up to ... L’ 

Pitaona PN ‘name of a man killed by Karasaspa’ BTHL 905; ef Oractaona 

Pisinah PN ‘name of an Iranian prince’, grandson of Kauuata; Kauui dynasty; BTHL 907 

Pisiya(h)uvada PIN, ‘name of an area’ BTHL 907 

Pisinah PIN, name of a lake BTHL 908; now PisTn on the upper Lora River 

PuOa PN ‘name of an Iranian family’ BTHL 909 

(Baga)bigna OP, PN ‘name of a Persian’ BTHL 922; ef Gr. (Aria-)bignes 

Bapri PIN, ‘name of a town, Babylon’ BTHL 925; unlikely ~ OP. Babiru, Pali Baveru; just 

‘beaver [land]’? Yt 5. 29, Yt 5.129 tqm yazata azis .. dahakd ha/irdis paid daiq ’haointe 

Baiiana PIN, ‘name of a mountain (chain)’ BTHL 927 

Bardiya OP, PN ‘name of a Persian, brother of Cambyses: Smerdis’ BTHL 945: short form of a 

name in *brzi- 

Baxtrl OP, BaxOT YAv. PIN,‘name of Bactria’; BTHL 953; ef upa.vaxoOrika mountains and 

MW, Persiea 1980 

Babiru OP, PIN ‘Babylon(ia)’ BTHL 954; ef baph ; from Semitie bab-el. 

BuOi PN ‘name of a Daiva’ BTHL 968 

Buidiza PN ‘name of a DaivT’ BTHL 968 

BuOra PN ‘name of a believer’ BTHL 968 

Fratura PN, ‘name of a believer’ BHTL 981, cf Ved. tura? 

Fraprasiian PN ‘name of a legendary Turanian king’ BHTL 986; MP frasyak 

Frazdanu PIN ‘ name of a lake’ (in Sistan?) BHTL 1005; MP frazdan. Arm. hrazdan 

Fraciia PN ‘name of a believer’ BHTL 1012 

Fra-paiiah PIN ‘name of a mountain’ BHTL 1016 

Franiia PN, ‘name of a believer’ BHTL 1016 

Franah PN ‘name of a believer’ BHTL 1023 

Naotara PN, ‘dcscendcnt of Naotara’ BHTL 1037 

Naphus-mant PIN ‘name of a mountain (chain)’ BHTL 1041 

Niuuika PN, ‘name of a nonbeliever’ BTHL 1085 

Nisaiia, OP Nisaya PIN, ‘name of two different areas’ BTHL 1085; one between Merw and 

Bactria, the other in Medi 

Maena-xan PIN, ‘name of a mountain (chain) BTHL 1107; cf Skt. Mena, name of a river, 

Menaka; 

Maka ‘name of a country’ BTHL 1109; Gr. Mokai; - in Gedrosia = W. Baluchistan; Mesopot. 

Makkan/Magan (mod. Makran) 
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Magu OP, ‘name of a Median tribe, its priests’, BTHL 1111; MP mayuk, NP muy, moy; — loan 

in Skt. magu, see EWAia Ill (Sun priests, Saura & Bhavisya Pur.,v. Stietencron) 

Maxsti PN, ‘name of a believer’ BTHL 1112; 

Maciya PIN ‘name of a people’ BTHL 1112; Herodotos 4.191 Moxues; see Maka; for the 

palatalization see Witzel 1972 

Maru OP, PIN ‘name of a town in Media’ BTHL 1144; ef. Bh 2.6.; Ved. Maru ‘desert’ 

[Mahr-kusa PN ‘name of a Daivic being’; sorcerer BTHL 1147; ‘destroyer’ , from mrk ] 

Margu OP, PIN ‘name of the country of Margu, Margiana, Mcrw’; BTHL 1147; NP Marv,Mary- 

ab; cf mrga, maroya ‘meadow’ 

[Martiya OP, PN -name of a Persian’ BTHL 1150 = martiia ‘human’] 

Marduniya OP,PN ‘name of a Persian, Mardonius’ BTHL 1151; from *marduna 

‘vintner’, cf NP mtil ‘wine’, Skt. mrdvTka ‘vine’ 

Mada OP, PN, ‘name of a people, Medes’ BTHL 1168 

Mazainiia PN, ‘name of the Mazana Daivas’ BTHL 1169; cf Mazandaran 

Morozu ‘name of a Daivic being’ BTHL 1174 

MuiOT PN ‘name of a DaivT’ BTHL 1188 

Muraka PN ‘name of Daivic beings’ BTHL 1189 

Muza PIN, ‘name of a people’ BTHL 1189; - the Muzh area in W. Xinjiang, next to Mt. Muzh 

Tagh Ata and R. Muzh Kol; cf also same mountain in N. Kashmir; Ved. maujavant RV, 

mujavant AV, Pur. munjavant 

Yautiya OP, PIN ‘name of an area in Persia’ BTHL 1230; = Herodotos’ Outioi ? 

Vaekorata PIN, ‘name of a country’ BTHL 1313; cf. Ptolemy; Bagarda on the Paropanisus; cf. 

Vaikarna RV? 

VaeOaqha PN ‘name of a believer’ BTHL 1320 

VaesaOa PN, ‘name of a believer’ BTHL 1328; = vaesa-Oa? 

VaOa-gan PN ‘name of a non-believing prince’ BTHL 1344 

Vanara PN ‘name of a believer’ BTHL 1354; cf. Skt. vanara ‘monkey’?? 

Varona PIN, ‘name of a country’ BTHL 1371; cf. Varnu = Bannu in E. Afgh., and Vamu in N. 

Hindukush: in Bactr. Doc.s, Sims-Williams, S. Shaked. 

Vasan PIN ‘name of a mountain range’BTHL 1392 

VaxaOrika PIN name of a mountain (range)’ BTHL 1408; < *vax30ra; note however; BaxOT, 

Baktris etc. see Witzel 1980 

(Vaiti.)gaesa PIN ‘name of a mountain chain’ BTHL1409; modem Badgis, Bd. Vatges; Witzel 

1972 ‘whose (top) has hairs (mffled) by wind’ 

VariOkana PN ‘name of a daughter of VTstaspa’ BTHL1412 

Varo-gan PN ‘name of a bird’ BTHL 1412 ; cf Ved, vara ‘tail hair’? 

VasT PN ‘names of a mythical fish’ BTHL 1413; M vatsT? - matsya?? 

Vidama PN ‘name of a Persian’, Hudames; BTHL 1443 

ViOpana PIN ‘name of a mountain range’ BTHL 1445 

Vivana OP, PN ‘name of a Persian, Satrap of Darius’ BTHL 1452 

Viyaxna OP, ‘12* month’ BTHL 1475 

Raemana PIN ‘name of a mountain(range) BTHL 1484; < *rayi- ‘riches’? 

RaoMiia PN ‘name of a people’ BTHL 1497 
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Ragi (OP), Rayi, Raji PIN, ‘name of a town and area in Media’; BTHL 1497; Gr. Ragai, modern 

Rai; note however evidence for SE Afghanistan 

Raxa OP, PIN, ‘name of a town in Persia’ BTHL 1497; = Aracha in Ammianus Marcellinus? 

Urupi PN ‘name of the second Iranian king’ BTHL 1532 

Uruniio.vaidimidka PIN ‘a mountain (chain) BTHL 1533 

UruuaaOa PIN ‘name of a river’ (in Drangiana) BTHL 1537 

Uruuaxsaiia PN ‘name of a believer’ BTHL 1542; ‘der Freude bringendc’? 

Saokanta, -konta ‘name of a mountain(chain)’ BTHL 1550 

Saka PN ‘name of a people’ BTHL 1554; NP sagitan, Gr. Sakastane 

Saka PIN ‘name of a country’ (Saka land) BTHL 1554 

Sairima PN ‘ name of a people’ BTHL 1566; MP Sahman = ‘Arbm’ (Eastern Rome) on the upper 

Tigris, Sauromatians? 

Sauruua PN ‘name of a demon’ = Vcd. sarva BTHL 1568; Lub. 304 

Sainu PN ‘name of a people’ BTHL 1570 

Sai-muzT PN ‘name of a believer’ BTHL 1570 

Sikaya(h)uvatT OP ‘name of a fortress’ BTHL 1579 

S7yuire(.ci0ra) ‘of Sigurian (origin)’ BTHL 1580; cf Sigru RV? 

Suguda PN, PIN ‘Sogdian, Sogdia’ BTHL 1582; cf Szemcrenyi on Scythians 

Sku(n)ka OP PN, ‘name of a Saka chieftain’ BTHL 1588 

Skudra OP, PIN ‘name of a country’ BTHL 1588—cf Szemcrenyi, on Scythians 

Stipi PN BTHL 1607 

Spongha PN ‘name of a believer’ BTHL 1619 

[Spitii-ura PN ‘name of a brother of Yima, who has white kids (sheep)’ BTHL 1625] 

Spinja ? PN ‘name of a tribe’ BTHL 1625 ; cf Spinja-uruska PN ‘name of a nonbeliever, enemy 

of VTstaspa; 

Snaoiia PN ‘name of a believer’ BTHL 1627 

SnauuiOka PN ‘name of a boastful man, killed by Korosaspa’ BTHL 1630 

Zaini-gu PN ‘name of an enemy killed by Fraqrasiian’ BTHL 1660 

Zra(n)ka OP PIN ‘name of a country, Drangiana’ BTHL 1701 

Hagmatana OP., PIN, ‘name of a town in Media, Ekbatana’ BTHL 1744 

Hamankuna PIN ‘name of a mountain chain’ BTHL 1775 

Haraiva OP, Haroiuua PIN, ‘name of a country. Aria’ BTHL 1787; NP Hare, cf Ved. Sarayu; S. 

Shaked 31: hrkyn ‘Haraivan’ 

HaraitT, Hara PIN ‘name of a mythical mountain’ BTHL 1787 

Hara(h)uvatT OP, Harax'aitl PIN, ‘name of a country, Arachosia’ BTHL 1788; Ved. Sarasvatl; 

Pahl.Tr. harahmand; however expected: *harax''at; not = mod. Aryandab; cf haraxwanya 

‘from A.’, a sort of wine, S. Shaked 46 

Hara PIN ‘name of a mythical mountain’ BTHL 1788, cf HaraitT 

(H)uvara-zmT PIN ‘name of a country, Choresmia’ BTHL 1855; cf. X'airizam 1878 

Xiiaona PN ‘name of a people and country, Chionite (Hun)’ BTHL 1858; Yt 9.30; Yt 19.87 

X'airi-zam PIN ‘name of a country, Choresmia’ BTHL 1878 ; cf (H)uvarazmT 

Abbreviations 

Akkad. Akkadian 
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AV Atharvaveda 

Avest. Avestan 

BMAC Bactria-Margiana Archaeological Complex 

BTHL Ch. Bartholomae, Altiranisches Worterbuch 

Bur. Burushaski 

Chin. Chinese 
Drav. Dravidian 

EWAia M. Mayrhofer, Etymologisches Worterbuch des Altindoarischen 

lA Indo-Aryan 

IE Indo-European 

Hr. Indo-lranian 

Khoresm. Khoresmian 

Khot. Khotanesc 

MT Mother Tongue (Journal) 
NEVP G. Morgenstieme, A New Etymological Vocabulaiy of Pashto 

NIA New Indo-Aryan 

NP New Persian 

OChin. Old Chinese 

OlA Old Indo-Aryan 

O.Ir(an). Old Iranian 

OP Old Persian 

O.Pers(ian) Old Persian 

Parth. Parthian 

PDrav. Proto-Dra vidian 

PIE Proto-Indo-European 
P.Kartv. Proto-Kartvelian 

SCA South Central Asian 

Tib. Tibetan 

Toch. Tocharian 

Ved. Vedic 
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What is hidden under the “Uralic-Yukaghir” label? 

Ilia Peiros 

EHL program, Santa Fe Institute 

Part I 

It is well known that Uralic and Yukaghir languages share some words. This 
observation has been explained either as traces of common origin (the Uralic-Yukaghir 
hypothesis), or as borrowings into Yukaghir from some Uralie daughter-languages, like 

Samoyedic. In this paper I am examining the origins of these similarities. 
A lexicostatistical list of 50 most stable items' is given in Appendix I. The 

percentage of shared words between the languages ^ is summarized in Table I. The table 
clearly identifies well-known linguistic families: Uralic (Finnish and Selkup), Yukaghir 

(two languages / dialects), KamChukchic, Altaic (Turkish and Evenki), and Eskaleut 
(Chaplino, Atkan) (step 1). 

Step 2 groups together the Uralic, Yukaghir, and KamChukchic families, but fails 

to detect any Altaic - Eskaleut relation. 
The lack of reliable phonological correspondences undermines this lexicostatistical 

classification. So far, such correspondences have been established only between Uralic and 

Altaic as parts of Nostratic.^ For other languages (Yukaghir, Chukchee, and Nivkh) only 

the most general correspondences are known. How, for example, should the comparison 

“NEW”: Yukaghir -ydr=pdj and Nivkh c'uz- be treated? The semantic match of the two 
words is perfect, but the correspondences of consonants seem to be irregular; therefore all 
options (common origin, borrowing, or chance resemblance) are equally acceptable. 

Keeping this consideration in mind, one can challenge a possible connection of 
Uralic to Chukchee, or even Yukaghir. All Uralic words which match to words of these 

languages, have Nostratic etymologies, while least two Chukchee - Yukaghir matches are 

found in “Siberian” languages, like Nivkh,"' but not in the Nostratic database. 

Appendix II consists of Yukaghir words with Uralic and/or Altaic reconstructions 

' Sergei Starostin has ranked stabilities of items in the Swadesh list from the most stable (N1 ‘we’) to the 

most unstable (NlOO ‘small’) (Starostin 2007, 838). 

- Three potential Yukaghir-Uralic comparisons have been rejected: 2. TWO: Yukaghir *kij=o- two is 

compared with Altaic *gojV ‘different, other’, rather than Uralic *kakta ~ *kdktd ‘two’; 18. MOON; 

Yukaghir *kinfi)j- ‘moon’ is compared with Uralic *koj[n]e ‘morning, dawn’, which has a Nostratic 

etymology (NDB282); 28. WATER: Yukaghir *onji: ‘water’ does not belong to a well-known Nostratic 

word ‘water’ (> Uralic *wete, etc. NDB58). 

^ The Nostratic or Euroasiatic family, as it is presented in the Nostratic database (NDB) consists of Indo- 

European, Uralic, Altaic, Dravidian, and Kartvelian; the Afro-Asiatic languages form a sister-branch of 

Nostratic. 

Mudrak has proposed that Yukaghir is related to Nivkh. 
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connected by more or less simple semantic correspondences.*’ 131 out of 145 words have 
Nostratic etymologies (see Table 11). 

Table II 

Distribution of Yukaghir comparisons. 

1. Yukaghir - Nostratic 
(including Uralic and Altaic) 

77 

2. Yukaghir - Nostratic 
(including Uralic, without Altaic) 

16 

3. Yukaghir - Uralic 
(without Nostratic) 

9 

4. Yukaghir - Nostratic 
(including Altaic, without Uralic) 

38 

5. Yukaghir - Altaic 
(without Nostratic)^ 

6 

From my point of view, the distribution of examples suggests that the Yukaghir 
language is more likely to be related to Uralic as another member of the Nostratic 

superfamily, and its similarities with the Uralic languages are due to the common Nostratic 
origin of the two families. Of eourse one cannot absolutely exelude that some forms were 

borrowed into Yukaghir from Uralic, Altaic, or even from unknown languages. 

Yukaghir - “Siberian” connections and Nostratic - Yukaghir phonological 
correspondences will be discussed in Part 11. 

Table I 
Lexieostatistical matrix 

Step 1 

Fin Sel YukT Yuk L Chu Ite Tur Eve E.sk Ale Niv 

Finnish X 47 15 15 19 17 12 17 4 11 4 

Selkup 47 X 17 19 17 17 7 17 6 13 9 
Yukaghir T 15 17 X 62 16 18 7 8 6 12 10 

Yukaghir L 15 19 62 X 20 20 7 8 2 9 8 
Chukchee 19 17 16 20 X 56 17 10 12 12 15 
Itelmen 17 17 18 20 56 X 11 8 10 16 10 
Turkish 12 7 7 7 17 11 X 22 11 9 11 
Evenki 17 17 8 8 10 8 22 X 16 10 4 
Chaplino 4 6 6 2 12 10 11 16 X 38 10 
Atkan 11 13 12 10 12 16 9 10 38 X 13 
Nivkh 4 9 10 8 15 10 11 4 10 13 X 

^ Recent borrowings, such as from Yakut into Yukaghir are not listed. 

^ Examples with Eskimo counterparts are not included, as they can indicate borrowings. 
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Step 2 

Fin Sel YukT Yuk L Chu he Tur Eve Esk Ale Niv 

Finnish X 47 15 15 19 17 12 17 4 11 4 

Selkup 47 X 17 19 17 17 7 17 6 13 9 

Yukaghir T 15 17 X 62 16 18 7 8 6 12 10 

Yukaghir L 15 19 62 X 20 20 7 8 2 9 8 

Chukchee 19 17 16 20 X 56 17 10 12 12 15 

Itelmen 17 17 18 20 56 X 11 8 10 16 10 

Turkish 12 7 7 7 17 11 X 22 11 9 11 

Evenki 17 17 8 8 10 8 22 X 16 10 4 

Chaplino 4 6 6 2 12 10 11 16 X 38 10 

Atkan 11 13 12 10 12 16 9 10 38 X 13 

Nivkh 4 9 10 8 15 10 11 4 10 13 X 

Abbreviations 

AEB Altaic database: http://starling.rinet.ru/main.html 
Am Amur dialect of Nivkh 
IN Nikolaeva (2006) 
Itl Itelmen 
K Kolyma dialect of Yukaghir 
KCh Kam-Chukchic 
NDB Nostratic database: httD://starling.rinet.ru/main.html 
OM suggested by Mudrak (MS) 
Redei suggested by Redei (1999) 
Sa Sakhalin dialect of Nivkh 
Tundra Tundra dialect of Yukaghir 
UEW Uralisches etymologisches Worterbuch 
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Appendix II. 
Yukaghir lexicon compared with Uralic and Altaic. 

Structure of an entry: 

1. Proto-Yukaghir reconstruction (my modification of the form suggested by Nikolaeva and /or 

Mudrak)'. 

2. Proto-Uralic reconstruction and its distribution in the family. Uralic reconstructions are given 

according to the Uralic database; it consists mainly of etymologies from the Redci’s Uralic 

dictionary with additions and comments by Helimskiy and others (UDB). 

3. Proto-Altaic reconstruction with it Tungusic reflex followed by the information about the 

distribution in other daughter families and the reference to Altaic Etymological Database, a 

slightly modified version of Etymological Dictionary of the Altaic Languages (ADB). 

4. Proto-Nivkh reconstruction (modified Mudrak’s reconstruction). 

5. Chukchic form based on the Chukchee-Kamchatkan database prepared by Mudrak and his book 

(2000). Actual reconstruction belongs to me. 

6. Proto-Eskimo taken from the Eskimo database prepared by Mudrak and from his Eskimo book 

(2011), which contains also many interesting Altaic and Siberian comparisons. 

7. Number of Nostratic etymology in the Nostratic Database (NDB) prepared by Sergei Starostin 

and his colleagues followed by additional references.'. 

All these databases are accessible through “Tower of Babel” project started by Sergei Starostin 

(http://starling.rinet.ru/). 

I. Yukaghir - Nostratic (including Uralic and Altaic) 

1.1. 

Yukaghir *a=(ia- further there. 

Uralic *e- this. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 

67. 

Altaic *e (perhaps *a / *e mixed) that (deictic root). 

Tungusic *e- this; Turkic, Mongolian, Korean, 

Japanese; AEB 2246. 

Nivkh *a(j)- there. 

NDB 189; Redei: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.2. 

Yukaghir *aka- elder brother. 

Uralic *eka elder (male) relative. 

Sami, Obic, Samoyedic; UEW 72. 

Altaic *ak'V elder brother. 

Tungusic *aka / *kaka man; elder brother; 

Turkic, Mongolian; AEB 649. 

Nivkh *aka- elder brother. 

NDB 64; OM: Yuk-Niv. 

1.3. 

Yukaghir *al- K curse; magic. 

Uralic *arpa prediction, sorcery, lot. 

Finnic, Flungarian; UEW 16. 

Altaic *arV witchcraft, craft. 

Tungusic *ar- to make, work; Turkic, Mongolian; 

AEB 53. 

NDB 203. 

1.4. 

Yukaghir *al T, *a:l K below, under. 

' I extensively also use three databases kindly shared with me by Mudrak: Proto-Nivkh, Proto-Yukaghir, and his 

lexical comparisons between Nivkh and Yukaghir. Oleg’s help is greatly appreciated. 

^ Detailed references are given in the quoted databases. 
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Uralic *ala space below smth., below. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 

6. 

Altaic *ale below, lower. 

Turkic, Korean, Japanese; AEB 25. 

Nivkh *al- behind (postpos.j. 

NDB 409; Redei: Yuk-Uralic; OM: Niv-Yuk. 

1.5. 

Yukaghir *aml- to suck. 

Uralic *ime to suck. 

Finnic, Ugric; UEW 82. 

Altaic *em\/ ( ~ *ami) to suck. 

Turkic, Mongolian; AEB 2551. 

Nivkh *am=ra- to taste. 

NDB 626; OM: Yuk-Niv. 

1.6. 

Yukaghir *ahli-ci- K; *engana- T amply. 

Uralic *ena (also *anV ~ *on\/) big, much. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Obic, Samoyedic; UEW 

74. 

Altaic *ani very. 

Tungusic *ana- very; Turkic, Mongolian, Korean; 

AEB 37. 

NDB 1331. 

1.7. 

Yukaghir *aoa mouth. 

Uralic *ar)e mouth; hole. 

Sami, Volgan, Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 

11. 

Altaic *ar)a hole, crack, gape. 

Tungusic *ar)a- to dig; crack, hole; Turkic, 

Mongolian, Japanese; AEB 17. 

Nivkh *ar)k (Am), *amx (Sa) mouth, beak. 

NDB 480; IN: Yuk-Uralic; OM: Niv-Yuk-Alt. 

1.8. 

Yukaghir *cayi=da- K to land, touch. 

Uralic *takka to hang, be attached. 

Finnic, Permic, Samoyedic; UEW 507. 

Altaic *tiok'e to touch, reach. 

Turkic, Mongolian; AEB 2199. 

Nivkh *toa- (Sa) to touch. 

NDB 579; OM: Yuk-Niv. 

1.9. Yukaghir *cAI- to add, join together. 

Uralic *cilV all; whole. 

Volgan, Permic; UEW 613. 

Altaic *ca\o full, to fill. 

Tungusic *3alu(-m)/u//; Turkic, Mongolian, 

Korean, Japanese; AEB 229. 

Nivkh *c'ar to fill; full. 

NDB 661; OM: Niv-Yuk-Alt. 

1.10. 

Yukaghir *camani: K salmon, sp. 

Uralic *sampe sturgeon. 

Finnish, Obic; UEW 462. 

Altaic *samV a k. offish. 

Korean, Japanese; AEB 2725. 

NDB 1891. 

1.11. 

Yukaghir *cAmo- big, large. 

Uralic *temV/u//; to fill, stuff. 

Volgan, Permic, Hungarian; UEW 520. 

Altaic *t'amu to put into, gather. 

Tungusic *tama- to gather, collect; Mongolian, 

Korean, Japanese; AEB 2303. 

NDB 844; Redei: Yuk-Uralic; OM: Yuk-Niv-Alt. 

1.12. 

Yukaghir *cAr]u to protect, defend. 

Uralic *car)kV to help. 

Volgan, Hungarian; UEW 56. 

Altaic *cat]gu gift, loan. 

Tungusic *3ar](g)- be in need, straitened; loan, 

as a loan; Japanese; AEB 226. 

NDB 1684. 

1.13. 

Yukaghir *cinca muscle; calf. 

Uralic *sene (*s6ne) vein, sinew. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 

441. 

Altaic *si'r)ri sinew. 

Tungusic *sire- sinew, thread; Korean, Turkic, 

Mongolian; AED 2009 

NDB 159 (without Altaic); IN: Yuk-Altaic. 

1.14. 

Yukaghir *cir=c K to sprinkle. 

Uralic *cor\J-to flow, drop, overflow. 

Finnic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 40. 

Altaic *si6ri, *siuri, *siuru to flow, drip. 

Tungusic *sir- spring, well; to strain, press out; 

Turkic, Mongolian; AEB 2184. 

NDB 190. 
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1.15. 

Yukaghir *coko:- T completely. 

Uralic *cukkV (*cokkV) thick. 

Volgan, Permic, Ugric; UEW 62. 

Altaic *c'ako many; befall, enough. 

Tungusic *cak full; Turkic, Korean, Japanese; AEB 

265. 

Nivkh *sak all. 

NDB 26; OM: Yuk-Niv. 

1.16. 

Yukaghir *cono- T pity. 

Uralic *sor)e to wish, want. 

Finnic, Permic, Obic; UEW 447. 

Altaic *sar]e to envy. 

Tungusic *sar)gu- to enjoy other people's grief; 

Korean, Japanese; AEB 1913. 

Nivkh *cah- (Am) annoyed. 

NDB1564; OM: Yuk-Niv-Alt. 

1.17. 

Yukaghir *cugun-m9- corner. 

Uralic *cukkV- (cokkV-) to curve, bend. 

Permic, Ugric; UEW 42. 

Altaic *c'6k'i to Incline, sink. 

Tungusic *coK[i]- to incline, bow; Turkic, 

Mongolian, Korean; AEB 329. 

NDB 826. 

1.18. 

Yukaghir *cur]- to think, mind, clever. 

Uralic *somV-r\/ sorrow; be sad, sorry. 

Volgan, Permic, Hungarian; UEW 485. 

Altaic *3umo to think of, remember. 

Tungusic *36m- to remember; Mongolian, 

Japanese; AEB 2633. 

NDB 1644. 

1.19. 

Yukaghir *cupa narrow. 

Uralic *cuppa narrow. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Hungarian; UEW 44. 

Altaic *c'iup'i small, narrow. 

Tungusic *cip[u]-norrow; Mongolian, Korean, 

Japanese; AEB 299. 

NDB 1275; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.20. 

Yukaghir *ece: K father. 

Uralic *aca father. 

Sami, Obic, Samoyedic; UEW 22. 

Altaic *acV elder relative, ancestor. 

Tungusic *asT wife of elder brother; Turkic, 

Korean; AEB 55. 

Nivkh *ece=x old man. 

NDB 984; IN: Yuk-Uralic; OM: Yuk-Niv-Alt. 

1.21. 

Yukaghir *el- negative marker. 

Uralic *e ~ *a ~ *a negative marker. 
Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Obic, Samoyedic; UEW 68. 

Altaic *e not. 

Tungusic *e- not; Mongolian; AEB 407. 

NDB 1186; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.22. 

Yukaghir *em K mother. 

Uralic *ema mother, female. 

Finnic, Hungarian, Samoyedic; UEW 74. 

Altaic *eme woman, female. 

Tungusic *emV mother-in-law; female; Turkic, 

Mongolian, Korean, Japanese; AEB 428. 

Nivkh *ama=k mother. 

NDB 1009; IN: Yuk-Uralic; OM: Yuk-Niv-Alt. 

1.23. 

Yukaghir *ehe; mother. 

Uralic *aha mother-in-law. 

Sami, Volgan, Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 10. 

Altaic *eha mother, elder sister. 

Tungusic *ehi- mother, female; Turkic, Korean, 

Japanese; AEB 432. 

Nivkh *ahxfemale, wife. 

NDB 1011; IN: Yuk-Uralic; OM: Niv-Yuk-Alt. 

1.24. 

Yukaghir *epe: grandmother. 

Uralic *apV elder female relative; aunt, elder sister. 

Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 15. 

Altaic *ep'a mother, elder sister, aunt. 

Tungusic *ebke grandmother, aunt; Turkic, 

Mongolian, Japanese; AEB 439. 

NDB 1723. 

1.25. 

Yukaghir *ida- time, later. 

Uralic *o6e (66e) year. 

Finnic, Permic, Ugric; UEW 335. 

Altaic *bt'e old. 
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Tungusic *(x)ut- old; earlier, before; Turkic, 

Mongolian, Japanese; AEB 1610. 

NDB 99. 

1.26. 

Yukaghir *il- T reindeer. 

Uralic *altV/emo/e animal: female deer, horse. 

Sami, Volgan; UEW 609. 

Altaic *el\/(-k'\/) deer. 

Tungusic *(x)elken wild deer, domestic deer; 

Turkic, Mongolian; AEB 425. 

Nivkh *olvarak (Am) deer. 

NDB 628; IN: Yuk-Altaic; OM: Yuk-Niv. 

1.27. 

Yukaghir *il- to scold, abuse. 

Uralic *jerV curse; to swear, to curse. 

Permic, Obic; UEW 97. 

Altaic *Tru to be ashamed, shy, hostile. 

Tungusic *ire(n)te- to be ashamed; Turkic, 

Mongolian, Korean, Japanese; AEB 689. 

NDB 184; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.28. 

Yukaghir *ima: K, *an=ima: T to sit. 

Uralic *am\/ to sit. 

Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 8. 

Altaic *ema (""-o) to stay, be left, leave. 

Tungusic *eme-n- to leave; Japanese; AEB 427. 

NDB 2110; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.29. 

Yukaghir ’isaya K to fall. 

Uralic *ecV- to fall. 

Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 71. 

Altaic *uc'o to fly, fall. 

Tungusic *(x)uca- to stumble; Turkic, Japanese; 

AEB 2484. 

NDB 2102. 

1.30. 

Yukaghir *ke:j- K dry. 

Uralic *kujwa dry. 

Einnic, Obic; UEW 196. 

Altaic *k'idbar\/ ( ~ -iu-) dry. 

Tungusic *{x)ur- to dry (meat); Turkic, 

Mongolian, Korean, Japanese; AEB 1050. 

Nivkh *qaw (Sa) to dry, wither. 

NDB 1316. 

1.31. 

Yukaghir *kel- to come. 

Uralic *kala to ford. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 133. 

Altaic *gele to come; to go. 

Tungusic *gel- to get hardly on one's way; 

Turkic, Mongolian, Korean, Japanese; AEB 945. 

Nivkh *Ya- (Am), *yal- (Sa) to return, come back. 

NDB 34; IN: Yuk-Uralic; OM: Yuk-Niv-Alt. 

1.32. 

Yukaghir *kel''i- T brother-in-law, sister-in-law. 

Uralic *kalV sister-in-law. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Obic, Samoyedic; UEW 135. 

Altaic *kele ( ~ -i, -o) daughter-in-law, bride. 

Tungusic *keli relative-in-law; girl, sister; Turkic; 

AEB 755. 

NDB 336; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.33. 

Yukaghir *ker- T family. 

Uralic : Perm. *kar settlement 

Altaic *gerV house, house poles. 

Tungusic *gerbe- to procure poles (for the tent); 

Turkic, Mongolian; AEB 503. 

Nivkh *ker- (Am) summer lodging. 

NDB 1325; OM: Yuk-Niv-Alt. 

1.34. 

Yukaghir *kimar K membrane. 

Uralic *kama scab, peel. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 

121. 

Altaic *kami a k. of cloth. 

Tungusic *kam- to hem a garment; head 

kerchief; Turkic, Mongolian; AEB 715. 

NDB 1836; IN: Yuk-Ural. 

1.35. 

Yukaghir *k6c- T to run. 

Uralic *kace- ~ *koce- to run, crawl. 

UEW-. 

Altaic *k'acV to run, drive. 

Tungusic *xasa- to pursue, drive; Turkic, 

Mongolian; AEB 955. 

NDB 3. 

1.36. 

Yukaghir *k66- K to scrape. 

Uralic *keskV to whet, sharpen. 
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Komi, Mansi; DEW 151. 

Altaic *k'i6se to scrape, shave. 

Tungusic*xusi / *kusi knife- Turkic, Mongolian, 

Japanese; AED 1063. 

Nivkh *xez- to dig. 

NDB 606. 

1.37. 

Yukaghir *kin-3a- moon^. 

Uralic *koj[n]e morning dawn. 

Finnic, Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 167. 

Altaic *gi6jriu dawn, dayiight. 

Tungusic *gianam dawn; Turkic, Mongolian, 

Korean, Japanese; AED 531. 

NDB 170. 

1.38. 

Yukaghir *kute: K cover of urasa. 

Uralic *kota hut, hovei, house. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric; UEW 190. 

Altaic *k6t'V ( ~ k'-, -u-) viiiage, iocaiity. 

Turkic, Mongolian, Korean; AEB 894. 

NDB 1026. 

1.39. 

Yukaghir *ku6e- to be, stay. 

Uralic *kujV to He. 

Volgan, Permic, Obic; UEW 197. 

Altaic *kejbe to He. 

Tungusic *kebi- to bow down. He iow, 

Mongolian, Korean, Japanese; AEB 750. 

NDB 450. 

1.40. 

Yukaghir *lej- to remember, know. 

Uralic *alwa understanding, reason; to understand. 

Finnic, Permic; UEW 609. 

Altaic *ali to know; to iisten, hear. 

Tungusic *ala-1 to teii 2 (caus.) to teach, 

expiain; Turkic, Mongolian, Korean; AEB 26. 

Nivkh *alYa- to iearn, find out; *lika (Am) be 

powerfui (shaman). 

NDB 647. 

' This is another possibility to compare this Yukaghir 

word; Uralic *kui]e moon. Finnic, Volgan, Ugric, 

Samoyedic. UEW 211. Nivkh *q'ei] sun. Redei; Yuk- 

Uralic. 

1.41. 

Yukaghir *lom3a K moisture, wet; *lawja T water. 

Uralic *lampe bog, marsh. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Samoyedic; UEW 235. 

Altaic *lamo seo, wave. 

Tungusic *lamu sea; wave; Mongolian, 

Japanese; AEB 1187. 

NDB 20. 

1.42. 

Yukaghir *mal=3 K cioudberry. 

Uralic *molV (*mo6v) a k. of berry. 

Volgan, Permic, Ugric; UEW 279. 

Altaic *melu a k. of berry. 

Tungusic *m[e]likte rowan; Turkic, Mongolian; 

AEB 1277. 

NDB 1461; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.43. 

Yukaghir *menma- to jump. 

Uralic *mene to go. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric, Samoyed; UEW 272. 

Altaic *mer)a to run, trot. 

Tungusic *mer)- to hurry; to run around (of a 

dog); Turkic, Mongolian; AEB 1281. 

NDB 1451; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.44. 

Yukaghir *moFYi- joint, knee. 

Uralic *polwe knee. 

Finnic, Volgan, Samoyedic; UEW 393. 

Altaic *bialmi knee, ankie. 

Tungusic *bialebki knee cap, knee; Turkic, 

Mongolian, Korean, Japanese; AEB 133. 

NDB 1863. 

1.45. 

Yukaghir *mon to say. 

Uralic *mOnV (*monV) to say. 

Finnic, Volgan, Flungarian, Samoyed; UEW 290. 

Altaic *mana (~-o) to iearn, try. 

Tungusic *man-du- to try, strive; Japanese; AEB 

1250. 

NDB 132; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 
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1.46. 

Yukaghir *monil T; *manal*majl K hair. 

Uralic *puna hair. 

Finnic, Volgan, Ugric; UEW 402. 

Altaic *p'une hair; feather. 

Tungusic *pune- hair; Mongolian, Japanese; AEB 

1858. 

NDB 69. 

1.47. 

Yukaghir *moQoj- T femaie. 

Uralic *miiia daughter-in-iaw, young woman. 

Finnic, Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 276. 

Altaic *majt]V go-between. 

Tungusic *mar]a go-between, matchmaker; 

Korean, Japanese; AEB 1240. 

NDB 517. 

1.48. 

Yukaghir *m\/- /; *mi=t we. 

Uralic *mE /. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 294. 

Altaic *bT 1st person pronoun. 

Tungusic *bi; *bue, *mu-n- we; Turkic, 

Mongolian, Korean, Japanese; AEB 126. 

Nivkh *mi- we, inci. 

NDB 1436; IN: Yuk-Urallc. 

1.49. 

Yukaghir *helba- K to skin, peei. 

Uralic *riilke (*hulke) to skin, depiiate. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Obic; UEW 319. 

Altaic *h6lo ( ~ -U-) to piuck, pick out. 

Tungusic *h[u]l- to exuviate, fade; naked; Turkic, 

Mongolian, Japanese; AEB 1507. 

NDB 355; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.50. 

Yukaghir *nel''i- to iick. 

Uralic *halma tongue. 

Sami, Volgan, Ugric; UEW 313. 

Altaic *hajia ( ~ -o) shoot, sprout; teeth, giiis. 

Tungusic *hal- groove on upper Up; gums of 

teeth; Mongolian, Korean, Japanese; AEB 1521. 

NDB 861; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.51. 

Yukaghir *hori-l''sworrrp, bog. 

Uralic *horV swamp. 

Finnic, Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 324. 

Altaic *niure to become wet, soak. 

Tungusic *h[u]r- shaliowp/oce; Turkic, 

Mongolian, Japanese; AEB 1490. 

NDB 54; Redei: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.52. 

Yukaghir *hV- negation of pronouns. 

Uralic *nV not. Ugric; UEW 302. 

Altaic *ani not, negative verb. 

Tungusic *a(n)- not; Turkic, Korean, Japanese; 

AEB 74. 

NDB 1197; IN: Yuk-Uralic; OM: Yuk-Alt. 

1.53. 

Yukaghir *pec- to run, trot. 

Uralic *pucV to run, run away. 

Komi, Mansi; UEW 399. 

Altaic *baso to run, drive. 

Tungusic *basa- to drive, urge; Mongolian, 

Japanese; AEB 98. 

NDB 1775; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.54. 

Yukaghir *pirV- T to surround. 

Uralic *pOrkV (‘pOryV) to turn, revoive. 

Volgan, Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 414. 

Altaic *p'iaru to spin, piait, wrap. 

Tungusic *por- to spin, turn round; Turkic, 

Mongolian, Korean; AEB 1779. 

Nivkh *p'ir- turn around. 

NDB 1497; OM: Yuk-Niv-Alt. 

1.55. 

Yukaghir *po:j T; *pe:j K cheek. 

Uralic *pelja ear. 

Sami, Volgan, Permic, Ugric; UEW 370. 

Altaic *p'ulo cheek. 

Tungusic *pul- corner (of mouth); cheek; 

Mongolian, Korean, Japanese; AEB 1855. 

Nivkh *avlax Up. 

NDB 833. 

1.56. 

Yukaghir *p6g- to run, go after. 

Uralic *pukta to jump, run. 

Volgan, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 402. 

Altaic *p6ki (~ -k'-, -e) to run, run away. 

Tungusic *pukti- to run, gaiiop; Mongolian; AEB 

1669. 

Nivkh ‘peyo (Am), *peb(o (Sa) to hurry. 
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NDB 2; IN: Yuk-Uralic; OM: Yuk-Niv. 

1.57. 

Yukaghir *poj- numerous. 

Uralic *paljV thick; many. 

Finnic, Volgan, Obic, Samoyedic; UEW 350. 

Altaic *p'ule ( ~ -i) to be left, surplus. 

Tungusic *pule- to be left, surplus; Turkic, 

Mongolian; AEB 1851. 

Nivkh *pil big. 

NDB 385; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.58. 

Yukaghir *poj white. 

Uralic *pajV white; to gleam. 

Sami, Hungarian; UEW 360. 

Altaic *paja ( ~ p'-) to shine, glitter. 

Tungusic *paja- to glitter (of snow); blinded by 

bright light; Japanese; AEB 1702. 

NDB -; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.59. 

Yukaghir *pu- to blow. 

Uralic *pus\/to blow. 

Einnic, Permic, Obic, Samoyedic; UEW 409. 

Altaic *p'ucV (~p-,-o-) to blow. 

Tungusic *pus- to blow, blow out (fire); to fan; 

Korean, Japanese; AEB 1841. 

Nivkh *fu=v to blow. 

NDB 136. 

1.60. 

Yukaghir *pVril- spark. 

Uralic *porV to burn. 

Finnic, Permic, Samoyedic; UEW 737. 

Altaic *p'ore fire; to burn. 

Tungusic *puri- / *piri- to dry (overfire); Turkic, 

Mongolian, Korean, Japanese; AEB 1828. 

Nivkh *var- make a big fire. 

NDB 308; OM: Yuk-Niv. 

1.61. 

Yukaghir *qa:r, *qar K hide, skin. 

Uralic *kere bark. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric; UEW 148. 

*karna bark. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric; UEW 138. 

Altaic *k'era bark. 

Tungusic *xerekte skin; Turkic, Mongolian, 

Japanese; AEB 996. 

Nivkh *keS- birch bark. 

NDB 209. IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.62. 

Yukaghir *qal- T skin, bark. 

Uralic *kalwVsk/n, membrane. 

Finnic, Permic, Ugric; UEW 121. 

Altaic *k'ali napless skin, membrane. 

Tungusic *xalukta membrane, dandruff; birch 

bark; Turkic, Mongolian; AEB 963. 

NDB 103; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.63. 

Yukaghir *qa3i-, *qan3i- cold. 

Uralic *konta cold, frost. 

Finnic, Samoyedic; UEW 176. 

Altaic *k'i6jr)o cold. 

Tungusic *xir)u- cold; to freeze Turkic, 

Mongolian, Korean, Japanese; AEB 1054. 

Nivkh *kar] to freeze ? < Tungusic. 

NDB 597; IN: Yuk-Uralic; OM: Yuk-Niv-Alt. 

1.64. 

Yukaghir *qonde:- reindeer stag. 

Uralic *kunta wild reindeer. 

Sami, Obic; UEW 206. 

Altaic *kenda a k. of ungulate animal. 

Tungusic *kende harnessed deer; Turkic, 

Mongolian; AEB 785. 

NDB 1668. 

1.65. 

Yukaghir *qV- interrogative. 

Uralic *ku- ~ ko- who. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 191. 

Altaic *k’a{j) who, interrogative pronoun. 

Tungusic *xia (*xai) what, who; Turkic, 

Mongolian, Korean, Japanese; AEB 959. 

Nivkh *ja=qa (Am), *jan=qo (Sa) interrogative. 

NDB 1369; IN: Yuk-Ural; OM: Yuk-Niv-Alt. 

1.66. 

Yukaghir * sal- to break. 

Uralic *carke- to break; to ache. 

Finnic, Volgan, Ugric; UEW 32. 

Altaic *c'aro to cut off, tear off. 

Tungusic *cari- to tear; Turkic, Korean, 

Japanese; AEB 274. 
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NDB 423. 

1.67. 

Yukaghir *salYar- T tooth. 

Uralic *cilV-mV fang (of predators). 

Sami, Volgan; UEW 613. 

Altaic *sTla sharp stick; tooth. 

Tungusic *sila(-bun) spit; Turkic, Mongolian, 

Korean, Japanese; AEB 2097. 

NDB 756. 

1.68. 

Yukaghir *sem- T shore, beach. 

Uralic *sajmV low ground (with a pond or brook). 

Permic, Ugric; UEW 457. 

Altaic *s[ia]mi island; forest. 

Tungusic *sumi ( ~ c-) foreland, shallow place; 

Turkic, Korean, Japanese; AEB 2196. 

NDB 1687. 

1.69. 

Yukaghir *sirqa- K knife (big). 

Uralic *corkV a k. of cutting instrument; axe, knife. 

Sami, Permic, Ugric; UEW 39^. 

Altaic *c'ire to cut, scrape. 

Tungusic *cire- to scrape off; Turkic; AEB 322. 

NDB 884. 

1.70. 

Yukaghir *sole intestine. 

Uralic *sola intestine. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Obic; UEW 483. 

Altaic *si6lo some internal organ. 

Tungusic *silu-kta Intestine; Turkic, Mongolian; 

AEB 2050. 

NDB 195; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.71. 

Yukaghir *soq- K to pile together. 

Uralic *(:ukkV-rV heap, herd. 

Permic, Hungarian; UEW 43. 

Altaic *c'ugu bundle. 

Turkic, Mongolian, Korean, Japanese; AEB 335. 

NDB 1827. 

1.72. 

Yukaghir *ta=cli to give. 

Uralic *tOYe to bring, give. 

Finnic, Volgan, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 529. 

Altaic *t'uja to give, give a feast. 

Tungusic *tuju- to give; to give a feast; Turkic, 

Mongolian; AEB 2452. 

NDB 119; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.73. 

Yukaghir *ta=t thou. 

Uralic *tE thou. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Hungarian, Samoyedic; 

UEW 539. 

Altaic *t'i thou. 

Mongolian; AEB 2365. 

NDB 1582; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

1.74. 

Yukaghir *tiw- wing, feather. 

Uralic -. 

BF *tTpe wing. 

Altaic *dmp'u wing, fin. 

Mongolian, Japanese; AEB 2646. 

Nivkh *tup=rfeather. 

Chukchic *cup?a soft skin of reindeer antlers. 

NDB 1284; OM: Yuk-Niv-Alt. 

1.75. 

Yukaghir *tu: T full. 

Uralic *taw\ full. 

Finnic, Ugric UEW -. 

Altaic *t'uji thick. 

Turkic, Mongolian, Japanese; AEB 2454. 

NDB 233. 

1.76. 

Yukaghir *tV this, that. 

Uralic *ta *te ~ *ti) this, that. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 513. 

Altaic *t'a (*t'e) that. 

Tungusic *ta- that; Turkic, Mongolian Korean, 

Japanese; AEB 2286. 

Nivkh *tV- this (very close). 

NDB 1581; IN: Yuk-Uralic; OM: Yuk-Niv-Alt. 

“ The identity of medial clusters in Yukaghir and 
Uralic requires an additional explanation. 
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1.77. 

Yukaghir *ku6u: sky. 

Uralic *kuncV ~ *kucV star. 

Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 210. 

Altaic *k'ucV a k. of star. 

Tungusic *x6si-kta star; Turkic; AEB 115. 

NDB 282. 

(1.78) 

Yukaghir *cilg- bough ? < Nivkh. 

Uralic *salkV pole, stick; tree trunk. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric; UEW 460. 

Altaic *salk\/ a k. of board, frame. 

Tungusic *sa\k- pole, post; Turkic, Mongolian; 

AEB 1905. 

Nivkh *c'ilx (Am) pole. 

NDB 750; IN: Yuk-Uralic; OM: Yuk-Niv-Alt. 

(1.79) 

Yukaghir *ico: T to see, look. 

Uralic *wica- to see; to beware, guard; wait. 

Finnic, Permic, Hungarian; UEW 571. 

Altaic *\/b30 to see, understand. 

Tungusic *e3e- to understand, remember; 

Turkic, Mongolian; AEB 445. 

NDB 454; IN Yuk-Uralic or Yuk-Tungusic. 

(1.80) 

Yukaghir *jara- T grey. 

Uralic *cerV grey. 

Permic, Ugric; UEW 36. 

Altaic *siajri white. 

Tungusic *siaru- lightning, rainbow; Turkic, 

Mongolian, Korean, Japanese; AEB 2036. 

NDB 294. 

(1.81) 

Yukaghir *kelni=3a- K worm, caterpillar ? < Niv. 

Uralic *kOIV insect. 

Permic, Obic, Samoedic; UEW 227. 

Altaic *kulV ( ~ -0-, -I-) snake, worm. 

Tungusic *kulT-n worm, snake; Korean; AEB 913. 

Nivkh *kalar]a worm, caterpillar ? <. *kal long. 

NDB 601; IN: Yuk-Uralic; OM: Yuk-Niv. 

^ The Uralic reflex in this Nostratic comparison might 

be substituted by the following: Uralic *kuhce ~ 

(1.82) 

Yukaghir *kd6V- dlrt.^ 

Uralic *kack\/ bitter, sour, rotten. 

Obic, Permic; UEW 640. 

Altaic *kusi ( ~ -o-) to rot. 

Tungusic *kusu touchwood; dandruff, soot; 

Korean, Japanese; AEB 934. 

NDB 1835. 

(1.83) 

Yukaghir *k6l=ge:l K steep bank. 

Uralic *kurVfaushes, thick forest. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic; UEW 677. 

Altaic *k'ori hill; embankment, boundary. 

Tungusic *xure mountain; Turkic, Mongolian, 

Korean, Japanese; AEB 1148. 

Nivkh *kul dune, sandhill. 

NDB 237; OM: Yuk-Niv. 

(1.84) 

Yukaghir *larqu- root. 

Uralic *sarV vein, sinew, root. 

Volgan, Permic, Ugric; UEW 437. 

Altaic *si6rme sinew. 

Tungusic *sumu-s/new; Mongolian, Korean; AEB 

2083. 

NDB 158; Redei: Yuk-Uralic. 

(1.85) 

Yukaghir *lepe to smear with mud or clay. 

Uralic: Finnic *lipa, *lipe6a slippery. 

Finnic; UEW -. 

Altaic *lajp'V to glue, stick to. 

Tungusic *labgan-, *lipa- to glue, to smear; Turkic, 

Mongolian, Japanese; AED 1210. 

NDB 363; IN: Yuk-Tungusic. 

(1.86) 

Yukaghir *IEpk- blood. 

Uralic *lappV spleen. 

Volgan, Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 242. 

Altaic *liap'V spleen. 

Tungusic *lipce spleen; Turkic, Mongolian; AEB 

1208. 

NDB 815. 

*kuce urine; to urinate. Finnic, Volgan, Permic, 

Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 210. 
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(1.87) 

Yukaghir *h[iw] name. 

Uralic *nime name. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; (JEW 305. 

Altaic *li6mo(r)a) name; spell, divination. 

Tungusic *nim-r]a- to shamanize; Turkic, 

Mongolian, Korean, Japanese; AEB 1213. 

NDB 186; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

(1.88) 

Yukaghir *niar T bare patch on fur; cf. *hil- K to lose 

hair 

Uralic *harV hairless skin. Permic, Obic; UEW 313. 

Altaic *hiarke to pinch (hair). 

Tungusic *nirku- short hair (of deer); Turkic, 

Mongolian, Japanese; AED 1472. 

NDB 1099; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

(1.89) 

Yukaghir *nonu=do: T egg. 

Uralic *muna egg; testicle. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 285. 

Altaic *namo testicle. 

Tungusic *nama / *mana (*mar)a) testicle; 

Turkic, Mongolian; AEB 1415. 

NDB 1453. 

(1.90) 

Yukaghir *noq=s sable. 

Uralic *hukV-sV sable, marten. 

Permic, Ugric; UEW 326. 

Altaic *t]iak'u dog, wolf. 

Tungusic *r]oKe sable, wolf; Turkic, Mongolian, 

Korean; AEB 1540. 

NDB 830; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

(1.91) 

Yukaghir *ola K- to steal. 

Uralic *sala to hide, steal; thief. 

Finnic, Volgan, Obic, Samoyedic; UEW 430. 

Altaic *3ela to deceive. 

Tungusic *3ele- / *3elu- to lie, deceit; secret; Turkic, 

Mongolian; AED 2590. 

NDB568; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

(1.92) 

Yukaghir *pu6a- top. 

Uralic *pi5e ( ^ -ka) high, long. 

Finnic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 377. 

Altaic *bedu thick, large. 

Tungusic *burgu- fat, thick; Turkic, Mongolian, 

Korean, Japanese; AED 179. 

NDB 654; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

(1.93) 

Yukaghir *qanbo- K hand, five ? < Tungusic. 

Uralic *komV(rV) handful. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Samoyedic; UEW 175. 

Altaic *k6mpo fist, wrist. 

Tungusic *komba- wrist, hand; Turkic, 

Mongolian, Japanese; AEB 875. 

NDB 1318. 

(1.94) 

Yukaghir *sira: T nit < Tungusic? 

Uralic *sajOrV nits. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic; UEW 770. 

Altaic *siajrf nit, louse. 

Tungusic *sire- louse, helminthes; Turkic, 

Mongolian, Korean, Japanese; AEB 1982. 

Nivkh *hirk- body louse. 

NDB 85; IN: Yuk-Tungusic; OM: Yuk-Niv. 

(1.95) 

Yukaghir *s6j=l K stone. 

Uralic *sojwa clay. 

Permic, Samoyedic; UEW 483. 

*sawe clay. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Obic; UEW 468. 

Altaic *sfpa clay, to smear. 

Tungusic *siba- to smear (with clay); Turkic, 

Mongolian, Japanese; AEB 2011. 

NDB 371; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

(1.96) 

Yukaghir *to6- K tooth, bite. 

Uralic *tola wedge, peg. 

Volgan, Permic; UEW 797. 

Altaic *tiulu ( " *c-) wedge, peg. 

Tungusic *3ul- wedge; Turkic; AEB 2250. 

NDB 1955. 
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(1.97) Tungusic *iru- to sink; to melt; Turkic; AEB 2788. 

Yukaghir*al''-thow'’. NDB 1513. 

Uralic *elV humid, damp, wet. 

Permic, Obic; UEW 73. 

Altaic *ire to melt. 

2. Yukaghir - Nostratic (including Uralic, without Altaic) 

2.1. 

Yukaghir *ah- to speak. 

Uralic *ane voice, sound. 

Finnic, Permic Flungarian; UEW 25. 

NDB 172; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

2.2. 

Yukaghir *jalVk/our. 

Uralic *helja (*nelja)/our. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric; UEW 316. 

NDB 1120; Redei: Yuk-Uralic. 

2.3. 

Yukaghir *jar)li3 K soup. 

Uralic *jamV gruel, soup. 

Volgan, Samoyedic; UEW 90. 

NIvkh *ar]g=aj-(Am) to cook. 

NDB 1672. 

2.4. 

Yukaghir *]er]fire. 

Uralic fire; to burn. 

Volgan, Permic, Flungarian; UEW 26. 

NDB 302. 

2.5. 

Yukaghir *li:p K spade. 

Uralic *lippV shovel, board. 

Finnic, Volgan; UEW 690. 

Nivkh *lup- (Am) to scoop. 

NDB 374; IN: Yuk-Uralic; OM: Yuk-Niv. 

2.6. 

Yukaghir *^0- to be, exist. 

Uralic *ela- to live. 

Finnic, Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 73. 

NDB 43; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

2.7. 

Yukaghir *me- to take. 

Uralic *miYe to give; sell. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Obic, Samoyedic; UEW 

275. 

NDB 846. 

2.8. 

Yukaghir *melu6- chest, breast. 

Uralic *malke (*malye) breast. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric; UEW 267. 

Cf. Eskimo *mul3, *m3luY- nipple, breast. 

NDB 114; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

2.9. 

Yukaghir *mi(g)i- this side, near. 

Uralic *mu other, this, that. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric; UEW 281. 

NDB 1458. 

2.10. 

Yukaghir ‘hiy- to bend. 

Uralic *hikV to bend, bow. 

Sami, Samoyedic; UEW 317. 

NDB 1477; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

2.11. 

Yukaghir *hum- to press. 

Uralic *homa to catch, grab. 

Sami, Samoyedic; UEW 322. 

NDB129; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

^ Nikolaeva compares the Yukaghir word 
with Uralic *sula < Nostratic (NDB 51). 
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2.12. 

Yukaghir *ol''- K to cut leather to make ropes. 

Uralic *wole (*w6le) to cut, shave. 

Finnic, Permic, Obic; UEW 579. 

Nivkh *val to cut. 

NDB424. 

2.13. 

Yukaghir *pan- to stand; put. 

Uralic *pane to put, place. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Obic, Samoyedic; UEW 

353. 

NDB 197; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

2.14. 

Yukaghir *pu6e:- berry. 

Uralic *picla a k. of berry. 

Finnic. Volgan, Permic. Obic; UEW 376. 

NDB 1677. 

2.15. 

Yukaghir *qor=qa- K winding. 

Uralic *kurV curved, to curve. 

Permic, Ugric, Samoyedic; UEW 220. 

Nivkh *qori to lean. 

NDB 1848. 

2.16. 

Yukaghir *wa6u: root. 

Uralic *wacV ~ *wancV root. 

Volgan, Permic, Samoyedic; UEW 548. 

Nivkh *viz=lex root. 

NDB 1917; IN: Yuk-Uralic; OM: Yuk-Niv. 

(2.17) 

Yukaghir *cumur T back. 

Uralic *saqkV back, ass. 

Mari, Ugric; UEW 472. 

NDB 1895. 

(2.18) 

Yukaghir *j6: belt. 

Uralic *jaje belt, girdle. 

Permic, Samoyedic; UEW 90. 

NDB 463; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

(2.19) 

Yukaghir *la3i- slow. 

Uralic *lohca soft. 

Sami, Ugric; UEW 250. 

NDB 536; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

(2.20) 

Yukaghir *noYa sand. 

Uralic *maYe land, earth. 
Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Obic, Samoyedic; UEW 263. 

Nivkh *mat( sand. 

NDB 177. 

(2.21) 

Yukaghir *qaj=l T stone. 

Uralic *kiwe stone. 

Finnic, Volgan, Permic, Ugric; UEW 163. 

NDB188; IN: Yuk-Uralic. 

(2.22) 

Yukaghir *so:log K ashes, soot. 

Uralic *si6'ie {*su6'ie) charcoal. 

Finnic, Volgan, Obic, Samoyedic; UEW 477. 

NDB 585. 
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Revisiting the question of Austronesian implosives 

Peter Norquest 
University of Arizona 

In this paper, I ask the question of whether an original contrast between a series of 

voiced implosive and plain stops can be reconstructed for Proto-Malayo-Polynesian, or if 

all instances of this contrast are conditioned and ultimately secondary. The secondary 

development of implosives is examined in the North Sarawak languages, and I suggest that 

a similar mechanism may account for the development of preglottalized voiced stops and 

implosives in the Kra-Dai and Austroasiatic phyla. Direct evidence for the preservation of 

this distinction is then presented for the Western Central Malayo-Polynesian area, and 

indirect evidence for this distinction is presented for Proto-Oceanic and Nias (Barrier 

Islands). 

1.0 Introduction 

The reconstruction of a second series of voiced stops in Austronesian is a topic which has 
prompted a certain amount of controversy. Prentice (1974) may have been the first scholar to note 

the distinction between a plain and ‘phonetically complex’ series of voiced bilabial stops, citing 
examples from selected languages of North Borneo and Javanese. Blust {1995a, 1997a, 1997b, 

1998, 2000, 2001,2002, 2006, 2007, 2010) has examined this issue in more detail, focusing on the 
Bornean languages of North Sarawak and (to a lesser extent) Sabah; he argues that this phonetic 

complexity is secondary, the result of phonetic and prosodic conditioning (Blust 2009: 641-42). 

Moreover, he argues that the Old Javanese evidence cannot be used to support such a distinction 

because it is based partly on demonstrable loanwords, and that fortis reflexes in Old Javanese are 
usually due to borrowing from Malay. The languages examined by Prentice, therefore, do not 
represent an optimal foundation upon which to examine the issue of a possible fortis/lenis contrast 
in the voiced stop series of Austronesian. 

In order to pose the question of whether or not a fortis/lenis distinction existed at the level 
of Proto-Malayo-Polynesian, it is important to first take into account cases in which there are 

plausible alternative explanations. The first goal of this paper is to outline the secondary 

development of implosives (and other ‘fortis’ consonants) in certain North Sarawak languages from 

original intervocalic geminates, and to then propose a similar mechanism via which preglottalized 

voiced stops and implosives may have arisen — at least in some environments — in the neighboring 
language phyla of Kra-Dai and Austroasiatic. 

After discussing how some instances of a fortis/lenis split can be shown to be secondary, 1 
show how other cases do not appear to be amenable to this kind of explanation. I then open the 

question of whether or not an implosive scries can be established at the level of Western Central 

Malayo-Polynesian (WCMP). I have chosen a subset of the WCMP languages - all of which have 

a fortis/lenis distinction in their voiced stop series - as the foundation of this study, and compare 

them with the Nias language (of the Barrier Islands off the west coast of Sumatra) and Proto- 
Oceanic (POc), both of which have structurally similar distinctions in their respective phonological 

inventories. The ultimate question is whether evidence from WCMP, Nias and POc is sufficient to 
suggest that these distinctions be reconstructed at the level of Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP). 
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The structure of this paper is the following: section two presents evidence for the secondary 
origin of a fortis/lenis distinction in Proto-North Sarawak (PNS). Section three examines 

preglottalizcd voiced stops and implosivcs in Kra-Dai, and section four implosives in Austroasiatic. 
Section five returns to Austroncsian, where the phonological context for the fortis/lenis contrast in 

three key subgroups and languages is presented, and section six examines possible evidence for 
original implosives in PMP. Section seven concludes. 

2.0 Secondary origin of implosives: Proto-North Sarawak 

Blust (1995a, 1997a, 1997b, 1998, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2006, 2007, 2010) has treated the 
languages of northern Borneo in some detail, focusing on the North Sarawak languages in particular 
and the Sabahan languages to a lesser extent. While a fortis/lenis contrast occurs in both of these 
families, it only occurs in Proto North Sarawak (PNS) in medial position. 

Blust (2006) reconstructs a scries of voiced aspirates in Proto-North Sarawak, based on a 

distinction in the daughter languages between plain/lcnitcd voiced stops and phonetically 

‘complex’ reflexes such as voiced aspirates, implosivcs and fricates. However, only Kclabit evinces 

actual voiced aspirates, whereas other languages show other reflexes including implosives, 
voiceless stops, and voiceless fricatives. Blust suggests that the voiced aspirates have arisen 

secondarily from consonant gemination resulting from (1) lengthening of consonants after either 
(a) word-internal or (b) epenthetic initial schwa (which satisfies the requirement for a bisyllabic 

template), and (2) coalescence of word-internal consonant clusters. 
To illustrate the first case, examples of PNS plain medial voiced stops arc shown in (la), 

and geminate voiced stops following schwa in (lb): 

(a) Gloss PMP' PNS 
ash *qabu *abuh 

3pl *(si-)ida *idah 

rain *qujan *ujan 

digging stick *tuGal *tugal 

Gloss PMP PNS 
sugarcane *t3buh *t3b:uh 
faint *m3dan *m9d:an 

blink *k9J3p *k9j:9p 

sleep — *m9g:9l 

Examples of the second case arc given below in (2). In some cases, such as the examples given in 
(2a), medial stops are also preceded by schwa and the cause of gemination is ambiguous; in others, 
such as those in (2b), gemination clearly can’t be attributed to this: 

Gloss PMP PNS 
peel off (skin or bark) *bakbak *b9b:ak 
mouth *baqbaq *b9b:a? 

tie by encircling *b3(|,b94 *b9b:9d 
crush by pounding *b9kb9k *b9b:9k 
tamp down earth *dakdak *d9d:ak 
darkness *d9md9m *d9d:9m 

' Please note that traditional PMP phonemes are interpreted in the following way throughout this paper: j = 

IdJ, z = [}], g = [g], R = [r], y = [j]. and e = [o]. 
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Gloss PMP PNS 
cuckoo *butbut *bub:ut 
pluck, pull out *butbut *bub:ut 
weevil *bukbuk *bub:uk 
heap, pile *bunbun *bub:un 
rice porridge *buRbuR *bub;uR 

Blust states (p.c.) in regard to the North Sarawak languages that “synchronieally nearly all 
eonsonants are allophonically geminated after a stressed schwa” and that “voicing is more difficult 

to main over longer time intervals, and one way to cope with this is by terminal devoicing of voiced 
geminates. This is exactly what Kelabit /bh/, /dh/ /gh/ are in their phonetic realizations; they start 
voiced but end voiceless, yet alternate under suffixation with their plain voiced counterparts 

because suffixes triggered stress shift, removing the condition for gemination in pre-PNS.” 
However, I disagree with his conclusion that “[t]he directionality here is clearly from voiced 
aspirate to implosive, not the reverse.” 

I do agree with Blust in reconstructing original gemination as the earliest stage of these 

medial voiced stops in PNS, which had multiple outcomes in the daughter languages (including 

both voiced aspirates and implosives) on the basis that (1) if voiced aspirates were to be 
reconstructed, the devoicing of i.e. would be predicted to result in an aspirated voiceless stop 

(possibly later reinterpreted as a fricative /), not in a plain voiceless stop p, and (2) it seems strange 
that a voiced aspirate would become an implosive, since this would require a reversal of glottal 

aperture from lax to constricted. I therefore predict the possible trajectories of change for an 

intervocalic voiced geminate (using the bilabial place of articulation as an example) to be the 
following: 

(1) (a) -b:->-?b->-6- 

(b) -b;- > -bp- > -p- 
(c) .b:->-bN(>-pN>-f-) 

The reflexes of voiced geminates in languages of the four branches of PNS (Blust 2006: 321) arc 
given in Table 1: 

PNS *b; *d: *i: *g: 
Bintulu 

Kenyah 

6 (f J g 

Kenyah (Long San) 6 cf J cf 
Kenyah (Long Wat) b d i g 
Kenyah (Long Dunin) b/6 d/d' s T 
Kenyah (Long Anap) 

Kelabitic 

P t c k 

Kelabit (Bario) b*- d** d'’ g” 
Kelabit (Long Napir) f s s k 

Kelabit (Pa’ Mada) P t t k 
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PNS *b; *d: *i: 
Kelabit (Tring) P c c k 

Berawan-Lower Baram 

Berawan (Long Terawan) P c c k 

Berawan (Long Jegan) P c c k 

Narum f t c k 

Kiput s s c k 

Miri f s s k 

It is apparent that at least some of these changes were areal in nature, and occurred after the break¬ 

up of PNS, since the same kinds of changes happen in languages from different branches. The 

languages above are regrouped below in table 2 according to the broad direction in which these 
changes took place: 

Table 2: Reflexes of PNS geminate voiced stops by branch 

PNS *b: *d: *i: 

Shortening 

Kcnyah (Long Wat) b d J g 

Implosion 

Kcnyah (Long San) 6 (f / If 
Kenyah (Long Dunin) 6/b d7d s 
Bintulu 6 cf J g 

Aspiration 

Kelabit (Bario) b'’ d" d” g" 

Devoicing 

Kelabit (Pa’ Mada) P t t k 
Kenyah (Long Anap) P t c k 
Kelabit (Tring) P c c k 
Berawan (Long Terawan) p c c k 
Berawan (Long Jegan) P c c k 

Devoicing with Frication 

Narum f t c k 
Kiput s s c k 
Kelabit (Long Napir) f s s k 
Miri f s s k 
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Prentice (1974) drew attention to the bilabial split in North Sarawak and a similar distinction in two 
Idahan languages of Sabah: the Kadazan dialect of Coastal Dusun and the Timugon dialect of 

Lowland Murut. In Sabahan, there is a similar contrast in fortis and lenis reflexes of voiced stops. 
The difference with PNS is that this distinction occurs in initial position as well as medial position. 

Focusing on Kadazan, examples of the lenis/fortis split in medial position are given below-, in 

which it can be seen that the conditions of the split are the same as those for PNS; 

(3) (a) Gloss PMP Kadazan 
cloud *Rabun gavun 
housepost *hadiRi to-igi 
paddy *pa(|aj paaj 
indicate *tiyuq tuu9 

(b) Gloss PMP Kadazan 
stab *t3b3k tobok (< *t9b:0k) 

hiccough *s3du sodu (< *s3d:u) 
sting, smart *hap3()ps podos (< *p9d:9s) 
pinch *k3JUt kodut (< *k9d:ut) 

Prentice suggests that unexpected fortis reflexes in the Idahan languages may be due to borrowing 
from Malay, and this seems to be true largely for fortis reflexes occurring in initial position. 
although there are not always Malay counterparts for all fortis examples. Examples of lenis (4a) 
and fortis (4b) initial reflexes in Kadazan are given below: 

(4) (a) Gloss PMP Kadazan 

moon *bulan vuhan 

branch *daqan laan 

path *jalan lahan 

(b) Gloss PMP Kadazan 
crocodile *buqaja buazo 
tongue *dilaq diha 
saliva *julaq duha 

As a rule, reduplicated forms in Sabahan also have fortis reflexes in initial position where lenis 

reflexes would be expected: 

Gloss PMP Kadazan 

smash *bakbak babak 

fish trap *bubu bubu 

weevil *bukbuk bubuk 

rice porridge *buRbuR bubur 

pour out *busbus bubus 

k.o. bird *butbut bubut 

^ Kadazan data have been drawn from Prentiee and various publieations by Blust, and supplemented by 

Antonissen (1958). 
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There do not appear to be any counterexamples in Blust’s PNS data to the rule that geminate voiced 
stops must follow schwa, and there is only one in the Sabahan data to which I have access (Kadazan 

loviid ‘spring’ < PMP *t3buc[). It is therefore extremely probable that most, if not all, voiced 
geminates following schwa in the languages of northern Borneo are of secondary origin. There is, 

moreover, a small group of counterexamples in which voiced geminates in PNS must be 
reconstructed following vowels other than schwa. Examples are given below from each of the four 

main subgroups; 

(6) (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Gloss PMP Bintulu 

pinch *kubit kubit 
sit — kudu? 
suck, inhale — sidbk 

Gloss PMP Proto-Kenvah 
how — *ub:in 

sleep — *lud:u 

brave — *kaj:aw 

point — *uj:u? 
quick — *sag:it 

Gloss PMP Proto-Kelabitic 
hand — *tid:u? 
salt — *tud:u? 
behind *udehi *ud:ih 
nose *hicjui] *id:uq 

spit *lujaq *lid:a? 

Gloss PMP Proto-Berawan-Lower Baram 

pour water on — *tub:a? 
borrow *hijam *id:am 
extremity *qujui] *ud;ui] 

It is possible that these represent sporadic innovations within each branch, perhaps conditioned by 

stress on the final syllable (for example Bintulu kuBit < *kub;it); if so, more research is required in 

order to state the possible conditions under which they occurred. 

In summary, Blust’s explanation for the secondary origin of implosives in the PNS 

languages appears to be sound in most cases: they developed from original intervocalic geminates 

which derived from (a) a post-schwa environment and (b) the coalescence of word-internal 
consonant clusters in reduplicated forms. This explanation can also be extended to the medial fortis 
series in Sabahan; the initial fortis reflexes, however, remain unexplained. 

3.0 Kra-Dai Preglottalized Stops and Implosives 

The focus of this section is the Kra-Dai phylum, with an eye toward ascertaining whether 

some or all of its preglottalized stops (Proto-Be-Tai) and implosives (Proto-Hlai) may have arisen 

via similar processes as those described above for PNS. I have chosen to focus on the Western 
Kam-Tai (WKT) branch (Norquest 2015:2), which includes Hlai (Norquest 2015) and Be-Tai 

(Pittayapom 2009, Norquest ms), since its historical phonology is the better understood at present 
than the Kam-Sui and Kra branches. Proto-Hlai and Proto-Be-Tai forms are compared with Revised 

Austronesian (RAn) forms; for a discussion on the difference between the RAn and traditional PAn 
consonantal inventories, see Norquest & Downey (2013). 
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The regular outcome for plain voiced initials in WKT was devoicing. This was true in the 
case of original monosyllables and forms where the first syllabic seems to have been lost at a time 
prior to devoicing. Note also that the merger of the uvular and velar stops *g and *g in initial and 

final positions appears to have occurred very early as well. Reflexes arc given below, with 

unattested but expected reflexes in parentheses (Proto-Ccntral Tai and Proto-Southwestern Tai are 
combined as Proto-Southem Tai); 

Table 3: Reflexes of RAn initial voiced stops in Western Kam-Tai 

RAn PHlai PBe PNTai PSTai 
*b *ph *p *P *p 
*d *jh *t *t *t 

*tJ1i (*h) (hr) (*tM 

*} *t^li (*c) (*c) (N) 

*g *kh *k *k *k 
*G *k'’ *k *k *k 

Examples are given in (7). When a RAn form is bracketed, it means that it has no Formosan reflexes 

and the reconstruction is projected from the PMP form: 

(7) 

Gloss RAn PHlai PBe PNTai PSTai 
body hair [*buLu] > *bul. — — *pul ... 

mouth [’^baqbaq] > *baq — *pa:k *pa:k *pa:k 
spurt (from mouth) *buR39 > *buR ♦pHli — — ... 

father *aba > *ba *p'’a:? ___ — ... 

twine rope *b3Xb3/( > *b3/( *p'’3n — ... 

chest, liver *d3bd3b > *d3b — *t[3]p *tap *tap 
two, four *cju9a > *(ju *t/’3W? — — ... 

sharp *|_aj3m > *j3m *t9'’3;m — — ... 

eat, feed *gaji > *gap “^kSn *k3n *kuiji *kin 
dirty sweat *dagi > *gi *khi: — — ... 

Isg *agu > *gu — — *ku: *ku: 
hold in fist *G3mG3m > *G3m — — *kam *kam 
ribcage *taG3Raq > *G3Raq *k'’a:i]? — — *kRa:q? 

When compared with the Austronesian evidence, it can be argued that WKT initials which were 

formerly medials of sesquisyllabic forms were conditioned depending on whether the preceding 
vowel had been schwa or not, a situation similar to that in PNS discussed above. This was true 
particularly in Proto-Hlai and Sack, where implosive and preglottalized voiced stops were 

eonditioned by a preceding schwa (these are indieated by the voieeless ‘high’ register in Saek). 
Preglottalized stops appeared following all vowels in all other Tai languages. Proto-Be tends to 

follow this latter pattern as well. Expected but unattested reflexes are plaeed in parentheses in the 
tables below: 

PHlai PBe Saek Other Tai 

*C-b > *u *C-b >*?b *C-b > v^ *C-b > *?b 
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*C-d> *r 

*C-ct> *r 
*C-i > (*hj) 

*C-g > *fi 

*C-G > *fi 

*C-d >*?r 
*C-(^>*r 
*C-j >(*?j) 

*C-g > *g 
*C-G > *g 

*C-d > r‘ 
*C-(l>tr" 

*C-j > ) 
*C-g >y‘ 
*C-G >y‘' 

*C-d > *?d 
*C-(^> *?d 
*C-j > (*?j) 

*C-g >*Y 
*C-G >*Y 

Table 5: Reflexes of medial voiced stops after schwa in WKT 

PHlai PBe Saek Other Tai 

*Cob > *6 *C3b >*?b *C3b > b^^ *C3b > *?b 

*C3d > *(f *C3d >*?r *C3d > d" *C3d > *?d 

*C3(1> *cf *C3(l>*?r *C3(1> d" *C3ci> *?d 
*C3j > (*t9) >(*Vj) *C3J > 0") *C3j[ > *?j 
*C3g > (*k) *C3g >(*g) *C3g > ( y‘ ) *C3g>(*Y) 
*C3G > *k *C3G >(*g) *C3G > (y'O *C3G > (*y) 

In the examples below, when the Saek reflex is either v‘', or tr‘\ *C-b, *C-d or *C-(^ are 

reconstructed respectively for Proto-Northern Tai (PNTai). When the Saek reflex is either ox 

*?b or *?d arc reconstructed. Examples of medial voiced stops following non-schwa vowels are 

given in (8), and medial voiced stops following schwa or an indeterminate vowel in (9); 

(8) 

Gloss RAn PHlai PBe PNTai PSTai 

shoulder *qabaRa *r)a;fi *?bia? *C-ba:h *?ba:h 

poison (fish) *tuba — — *C-bLU3 *?blU3 

live, raw *qudip *Curi:p *?rj3p *C-dip *?dip 
clay pot, earth *gud3n *Cur3n — — — 

shrimp *qudai] *Cura:i] *ruai] — ... 

sun, star *qadaw *ra:w — *C-c|^a:w *?da:w 
how, which *ku()a *ra; *ra: — *?daLq 
worm’ *quL3(f — — *C-(lLU3l *?dui3n 
elbow *sigu *Cifiu:qfi — — ... 

dirty sweat *dagi — — *Yi: *glaj 

Isg *(a)gu’ *fiu: — — ... 

thick, viscous [*bu[g]3t] — *gat — — 

fence, field dike [*paG3r] *Cifi3:n^ — *Yal *Yan 

For all Proto-Tai groups excluding Saek, it can be postulated that vowels in the first syllable of a 
word with final stress were neutralized to schwa, creating the necessary environment for secondary 
lengthening of voiced stops and subsequent development of prcglottalized stops. For example: 

^ This form assumes metathesis in either PAn or PTai; the vocalism also implies a low vowel, so that the 

putative Pre-Tai form would be *qu4a[. These two points make this a weaker comparison. 

This etymology assumes metathesis in either Proto-Austronesian or Proto-Tai. 

^ Where the Tai protoform indicates *gu, the Proto-Hlai form indicates *agu; there was probably variation 

between the two depending on context, similar to the variation which occurs in Austronesian. 

The first vowels of the Austronesian and Hlai forms don’t match; this etymology may be viable if it is 

assumed that *-Gar was a root. 
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qabaaa > ’•‘kabaRO > ’'‘k9b:a:R > *k3?ba:R > ’^?ba:h ‘shoulder’ 
qudip > ’^kudip > ’^k9d:ip > ’^k9?dip> ’^?dip ‘live, raw’ 
qac[aw> *ka4aw > *k3d:a:w > *k9?da:w > *?da:w ‘star’ 

There are several Austronesian roots represented in the examples in (9) below. My default 
assumption is that these were preceded by schwa in the WKT forms: 

(9) 

Gloss RAn PHlai PBe PNTai PSTai 
spring, well [’^tobuR] — — ’^?bo:h ='?bo:h 
to block *-b9i3 *69:m ... — — 

(fish) hook *-bit — — — “^^bet 
soak *9d9m ’^cf9:m? — — 

small, child ’''k9di(k) *cfi? — ’^?dek ’''?dek 
nose, face =^-cjuq ’•‘d'oq ’“Vraq ’*‘?daq ’''?daq 
borrow ’“qojam — — — *?jui:m 
high-pitched [*9Gik] =^ki:k — — — 
sound, whinny 

There are two etymologies in which the Hlai and Tai evidence conflict with each other (PF = ‘Proto 
Formosan’): 

(10) 
Gloss RAn PHlai PBe PNTai PSTai 

dark, black [*-d3m] *d3m? *?ram *C-dam *?dam 

navel (PF) *pu4a *Curui: *[d/r]3: *?dui3 *?dui3 

In the case of ‘dark, black’ the FIlai form was presumably preceded by a schwa whereas the Be-Tai 

form was not. There is no explanation for the reconstructed implosive in the PNTai form for ‘navel’ 
unless the Sack form dua' on which it depends was borrowed from another Tai language. 
There arc two forms in which Tai implosives correspond with Austronesian reduplicated forms: 

(11) 

Gloss RAn PNTai PSTai 

butterfly ’•‘baqbap *?ba:? *?bT:? 

bamboo tube [’“bupbuq]^ ’^'?baph *?bai]? 

There are four forms in which Tai *?b corresponds with initial *b in Austronesian: 

(12) 

Gloss RAn PHlai PNTai PSTai 

blind *buta — *?bo:t *?bo:t 

^ For another example in which Austronesian *-ui] corresponds with Tai *-ai] (< *-3r)), see ‘nose’ in (31) 

above. 
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flood [*ba9aq] *6a:fi — *?ba;h 

spotted with white [*b3lai]] — *?da;i]h *?bla;qh 
moon *bu[aX (*C-jia:n) *?bliu9n *?blLU9n 
In the case of ‘blind’, the Austronesian evidence given in section 6 below supports the 

reconstruction of an implosive: *6ula. Two other of the above etymologies, however, are 
problematic. 

In the case of ‘flood’, a comparison can be drawn with PNS *3b:a? ‘water’, in which PMP 

*bahaq is reduced to *baq through the loss of medial *-h-, and a schwa is epenthesized at the left 

edge of the word to maintain a bisyllabic template. This would not completely explain the WKT 

forms, however, since their final glottal fricatives correspond to the medial *-9- in *ba9aq, not final 

*-q (the normal WKT reflex of RAn *q is *k). The series of changes which would have resulted in 

Kra-Dai would therefore have to be the following; 

*ba9aq > *ba9 > *3b;a9 > *3?ba:h > *?ba;h 

Since Kra-Dai correlations with Austronesian initial syllables are less frequent than those with final 

syllables, and it is unclear whether there was ever a phonological motivation for initial schwa 

epenthesis in Kra-Dai (as in the case of PNS), this etymology must remain speculative. 

The case of ‘moon’ is particularly thorny. Besides the fact that the Austronesian evidence 

points unequivocally to a plain initial (see section 6), there is also the fact that the lateral 

correspondences arc irregular. Ordinarily, RAn *[ would be reflected as *-r- in WKT, and the Sack 

reflex of final *-X would be *-l (yielding PNTai *-l); the expected PNTai form would therefore be 
*pnu3l, and the PSTai form *p'’rLU3n. The best explanation for this dilemma is that the laterals 
underwent metathesis in Kra-Dai. Despite the striking similarity between the two forms, this 
comparison must therefore remain speculative. 

In summary, when there arc Austronesian cognates of WKT forms with preglottalizcd 

voiced stops and implosives, the evidence suggests that these originated secondarily in the precise 
environments as has been postulated for PNS in section two above; namely after schwa and in 

reduplicated forms. However, a handful of problematic forms was given in (12) above in which 

WKT preglottalizcd voiced stops and implosives correspond to initial consonants in Austronesian, 
a position in which neither of these conditions applies. 

4.0 Austroasiatic implosives 

Given the tendency for secondarily derived preglottalizcd stops to follow schwa in both 

Austronesian and Kra-Dai, the question arises as to whether this may be true in Austroasiatic as 

well. In order to explore this question, a set of Austroasiatic comparisons have been assembled 

using the lexical database at http://sealang.net/monkhmer/dictionarv/. 

Since reconstruction of Proto Austroasiatic is an ongoing project, Proto-Mon-Khmer 

(Shorto) data is cited along with several branch-level reconstructions; Proto-Vietic (Ferlus) and 
Proto-Bahnaric, Proto-Katuic, Proto-Khmuic, and Proto-Palaungic (all reconstructed by Sidwell). 
Although many of these comparisons have been suggested elsewhere in the literature, some of them 

are suggested here for the first time. Not all of them may end up eventually proving valid, but as 
with the Austronesian-WKT comparisons above, an attempt has been made to control for both 

semantic and phonological plausibility. When comparing these two phyla, it must be borne in mind 

that apparent cognacy should first be suspected as resulting from contact between their lower-level 

branches, as well as the possibility that both may have received loans from Chinese (probable 
Chinese loans are listed in the footnotes below); 

In general, plain voiced stops in Austronesian correlate with the same in Austroasiatic. 
Examples are given below: 
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(13) 
Gloss RAn PMK 

hibiscus *baRu *c-ba;r 

father *aba *?ba:? 

ash *qabu *bu[:]h 

shoulder *qabaRa *bla? 

hole *lubaq — 

wall [*diqdiq] *t2-di[:]q 

PBahn PKat PKhm PPal 

*ba:? _ _ *ba;? 

*bu:h (*?a69h) *b9h — 

— — *bla? — 

— — — *b9q 
— — — *di;q 

A similar correspondence exists between voiced stops in Be-Tai** and Austroasiatic: 

(14) 

Gloss 
father 

elder sibling 

dust 

run 

trough 

candle 

rope 
bed'° 
help 

PBe PI 
*bo:h 

*bi:[?/h] 

*b9:n? — 
*de;w — 

*duap — 
*diaH 

*da;k *ja:k 
*io:n'’ 
*jo:jh 

PMK PViet 

*bo:? 

*mbi:? — 

*bu:l? 

*ja:k 

PBahn PKat 
*?mbD: 

*d9W 

*-d9;q — 
*dian 

PKhm PPal 

*du? (*du?) 

*P-} — 

k-j9:i] — 

There are several examples of Austronesian-Austroasiatic comparisons with implosives in the 

latter. Note that most of the forms in (15) are preceded by a schwa in RAn: 

(15) 

Gloss RAn PMK PBahn PKat PPal PMon PViet 

seethe, froth *S9bu — *6oh *6u:s *k-l-m6uh — 

sugarcane *t3buQ *(t)6u:? — — *[t]6aw — 

in, at *di'- *kdi? *tdii *d(i/e)? — — 

dark *-d9m *cf9[:]m — — — — 

small *k9dit *kdl[:]t — *kndi9t — *di:t 

head covering *t9duq *tdu[9]q — *dbq — — 

Another group of comparisons includes a group of reduplicated forms in RAn: 

(16) 
Gloss RAn PMK PBahn PKat PKhm PPal 

* Instead of separating PNT and PST, top-level Proto-Tai reconstructions will be used in this section to 

conserve space. 
^ Proto-Southem Tai only. 

MC jtK dzyag (< OC *k.dzrap) 

" Proto-Southem Tai only. 

See also PWCMP *di ‘at, above’ in section 6 below. 
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*b3:r lips *biRbiR *ti-63r *69r *-6ir 
boiling, froth *bukbuk *[c]6uk — 

rot, weevil *bukbuk *(k)6uk *6uk~*buk *?a6uk 
pound *bukbuk *[k]6ok — 

heap, pile up *bunbun *6u[:]n — 

butterfly *bai]bar) *6a[:]i] — 

*6ar 

Austroasiatic implosives also generally correlate with Kra-Dai preglottalized stops and implosives. 

Without evidence for an original first syllable vowel, there is no way to test the schwa hypothesis 

in these examples; as above, loans between the two phyla must be suspected in at least some cases: 

(17) 

Gloss PHlai PBe PT PMK PViet PBahn PKat PPal 
bamboo slat basket *6ui] ... — ... — ... ... *631] 
draw water *63:k — — *6ok ... ... *63k 
grind — *?b3:n — — *k-6on ... — ... 

goat — — *?bc:? *b3be? ... (*-be:) (*bf?) 
flour ... — *?buJ3 *ti[-l-]6o:h ... ... ... ... 

wrap up — — *Vbe:n'-'' — — *6e:ir ... ... 

winnowing basket *dbi]? *?ro:i]? *?doi]? — *db:i]? *-db:i] *k-dbi] ... 

fall down *d3wfi — ... — ... ... ... *du:h 
dry season — *?riai]? ... *p-[cflai] — — ... ... 

have ... *?ra:j? ... *db[:lj — ... ... — 

trap — ... *Vdak *dak — *dak *dak *dak 
late at night ... — *?diuk — — ... — ... 

There is one Austroncsian-Austroasiatic form (18) and five WKT-Austroasiatic forms (19) which 

arc in conflict in terms of the expected manner of the initial voiced stop: 

(18) 

Gloss RAn PVict 
soak *3d3m *dam 

(19) 

Gloss PHlai PBe PT PMK PBahn PKhm PPal 
copper *du:i] — *do:i] *d3:i] 
yellow, orange *d[e]:r) — *d-re:2ij — 

perch *t93W? ... — *ju:h 
forest ... *9dor] *do:)] 
fat'" ... *vu:j *bwi: *|j-]6u[:li - *k-bu 

Finally, there are two cases, both involving original palatal stops, in which the FIlai and Tai reflexes 
are at odds: 

(20) 

Proto-Central Tai only. 

MCIE *bjrj 
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Gloss PHlai PI PMK PBahn PKhm PPal 

medicine *hja: *?ja: ___ — *?ja: — 

grandmother *t9uj:? *ja:h *ja? *ja? *ja? *ja? 

In the case of‘medicine’, the Proto-Tai evidence indicates an original preglottalized stop, possibly 
conditioned by an initial schwa (PTai *C3ja; > *Ja: > *?ja;), while the Hlai evidence indicates a 
non-schwa vowel which conditioned lenition of the following stop. The case of ‘grandmother’ is 

the reverse situation, in which the Hlai form indicates a preceding schwa (PHlai *Cp}a:? > *J3:? > 

*tpuj:?) whereas the Tai form underwent lenition. In both cases, the Austroasiatie evidenee aligns 

with Tai; ‘medieine’ is almost eertainly a Tai loan into Khmuie, as there are no other Austroasiatie 

witnesses and Proto-Khmuie has an alternate form *emaim which has cognates in other branches 

of Austroasiatie. 

In summary, the weight of the Austroasiatie evidence above supports the hypothesis of a 
secondary origin of implosives from geminated voieed stops, either after schwa or in a reduplicated 
form. This is shown primarily via the Austronesian eomparisons above which preserve original 

vowels in bisyllabic forms and which also preserve reduplieated forms; the fact that there is a 

general eorrespondenee with WKT forms is also suggestive, however. 

5.0 Description of the fortis/lenis distinction in WCMP, POc, and Nias 

Having reviewed the evidence for seeondary medial voieed stop gemination in the three 
phyla above, the question ean now be asked as to whether there is any evidenee for original 

implosives in Austronesian. This seetion provides the baekground on key Austronesian subgroups 
and languages which bear on this question. 

5.1 Implosives in WCMP 

The subgrouping for the WCMP subregion provisionally suggested in this paper is the 
following; 

Figure 1: Western Central Malayo-Polynesian phylogeny 

WCMP 

Flores-Lembata 

Flores Lembata 

Bima-Macro-Sumba 

Bima Macro-Sumba 

Sumba Hawu-Dhao 

I am in agreement with Blust (2008, 2012) that there does not appear to be direct evidence 
for a Bima-Sumba subgroup, but that a elose relationship does exist between Proto-Sumba and 

Hawu-Dhao; this will be referred to here as the Macro-Sumba (MS) group. The position of 
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Bimanesc is presently unelear. It may be the elosest relative of Maero-Sumba within Western 

Central Malayo-Polynesian (WCMP) based on eertain shared lexical innovations such as Bimancse 

mcimi, PMS *mami ‘ripe’; Bimancse hahu, Dhao aho ‘pound’; Bimanesc male, Dhao ka-male 

‘withered’; additional research is required before this can be established with any certainty. 
Outside of Bimancse, the closest relative of Maero-Sumba appears to be the Flores- 

Lcmbata group'\ which subdivides into Proto-Flores and Proto-Lcmbata''’. I consider this group 
(Maero-Sumba, Bimancse, and Florcs-Lembata) to comprise Western CMP. Further still arc the 

languages of Timor and the Moluccas (Eastern CMP), which will not be treated in this paper. 

Protoforms for Proto-Macro-Sumba (PMS), Proto-Sumba (PS), and Proto-Hawu-Dhao 

(PFID) groups have been reconstructed based on data collected by Pusat Bahasa and Steve Lansing 

and supplemented by data from the Austroncsian Comparative Dictionary (ACD), Austronesian 

Basic Vocabulary Database (ABVD) and Blust (2008); additional data used in the reconstruction 

of Proto-Sumba is taken from Onvlec (1984), and for Hawu-Dhao from Grimes (2008, 2010) and 
Wijngaarden (1896); Bimanesc data has been supplemented with Mansyur et al (1985), and Yunus 
(1981). 

Evidence for the implosive consonants *6 and *d' has been preserved in all WCMP 

subgroups; there is weaker evidence for a third implosive stop Where etymologies are available, 
these correspond to PAn voiced stops, contrasting with Icnited reflexes which also correspond to 

PAn voiced stops'’. Examples of bilabial implosives with PAn pedigrees are the most common, 

with fewer examples of alveolar and palatal implosives. These two scries also contrast with a third 

series of prenasalized voiced stops, which can often be shown to be of secondary origin (in most 

cases the coalescence of the prefix *ma- with the following initial). 

I reinterpret the phonetic value of original PAn *g as uvular *g. Since it patterns with the 
implosive series in resisting lenition in languages characterized by the Icnition of plain voiced stops, 

1 include it here for completeness. The reflexes of these three scries in select WCMP languages arc 
given below: 

Table 6: Reflexes of plain, implosive and prenasalized voiced stops in WCMP 

PWCMP Bima'* PSumba Flawu Dhao 

*6 6 *6 6 b~6 
*b W *P W h 

*mb mb *mb b bp 

*d' (f *d' d' d~d' 
*d r *r r r 

*nd nd *nd d <1 

_*1_ (f + J.19 
_L_ _1_ 

The Flores group includes languages such as Lio, Ende. Nagc, and Ngadha. all with dialects spread 

across west and central Flores. The Manggarai group is more distantly related, and Komodo and Palau’e 

(the latter spoken on the small island of Nitunglea) are its most distant outliers. The Lembata group 

includes Lamalohot, Lamalera, and Kedang (also split into numerous dialects), as well as the more distantly 

related Sika. 

For now, this must be considered a tentative subgrouping; I hope to explore the Flores-Lembata 

relationship in a future publication. 

This is not strictly true for *j, which will be treated in greater detail below. 

Bimancse occasionally has prenasalized forms which correspond to either lenited or implosive forms in 
other languages; this seems to have been a secondary development in Bimanesc after its separation from 

the Maero-Sumba group. 

Proto-Sumba does have forms which are potentially reconstructible to *f, such as *fala ‘fishing net’, 

*f3ra ‘tired’, and *fuki ‘reach’. Although this would seem a more likely candidate for the reflex of PMS *J, 
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PWCMP Bima'*^ PSumba Hawu Dhao 

*1 r * j- / 
JiJ i J 

*G g g T If 
*g h ? ? 

*0g Og *0g g g 

Note that the velar implosives and at least some palatal implosives in Hawu-Dhao appear to have 

arisen secondarily on analogy with the original anterior implosives *6 and *cf. That this is the case 

is indicated by the fact that Proto-Hawu-Dhao (PHD) *J corresponds to reflexes of both and *J 

(and even *j in the case of‘tree’ below) in other languages; 

(21) Gloss PMP PWCMP Bima PSumba PHD 

tree *kahiw *gaju had3u *Yaju *?^u 

In general, lenition of the original plain voiced stops in the WCMP languages appears to have begun 
early (often after the merger of the palatal with the alveolar series). Although it is tempting to 

reconstruct the lenition of *b and *d to the level of PWCMP, there is reason to think that this 

process had not begun until it had already broken up into its highcst-order subgroups. One piece of 

evidence for this is that the formation of secondary prenasalized voiced stops must have occurred 

before lenition; these merged with the reflexes of implosives in some languages, as the former 

denasalized and the latter deimploded, respectively: 

*b > P > w, h 

*6 > 6 > 6, b 
*N-b, *N-6 > mb > mb, b 

In nearly all instances, these split reflexes occur in the same cognate sets in each of these languages. 

Since there are no apparent conditioning factors that could account for this, the question arises of 

whether a distinction between implosive and plain voiced consonants can be reconstructed for 
PWCMP, as opposed to deriving it secondarily and independently in each group. 

There are occasional (though generally rare) discrepancies in implosive/plain 
correspondences both between and within subgroups. The majority of cases involve an unexpected 
lenited reflex where an implosive reflex is expected, although there are also a few cases of the 

reverse (for example in the case of ‘blood’, where forms in the Manggarai group of Flores 

reconstruct to *dara (< PMP *daRaq), even though all other intra- and extra-Flores evidence within 

WCMP points to *dara). The reason for these occasional discrepancies is unclear. 

Blust (2008) lists examples in WCMP languages in which there are apparent doublets with 

both fortis and lenis reflexes of the same etymon, such as Kambera wdka and 5aka ‘split’. There 

may be explanations for some of these; for example, PMS *baba ‘below’ and *6a6a ‘short’, both 

allegedly from PMP *babaq, appear to have originally been distinct forms which have fallen 
together (due to their semantic proximity) in most Austronesian languages in which *6 and *b have 
merged. A particularly egregious case occurs in the following example: 

comparison with the other languages indicates that the correct reflex is *r. Blust (2008:56) shows that at 
least some of the words with *f (such as ‘fishing net’) are probable borrowings from Malay. 
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Bima PSumba Hawu Dhao 

wall 

bali 
wari 

‘again’ 

‘restore’ 
‘reverse’ 

*bali ‘return' 

*Pali ‘return’ 
bali-o 
wari 
bari 

‘return’ 

‘turn, change’ 
‘turn (over)’ 

hari ‘again’ 

There are probably multiple faetors at play in this set of etyma. First, there are two potential PMP 

etymologies from whieh these may descend: *balik ‘reverse, turn around’ and *baliw ‘return’. Then 
there is the possibility of either a direct loan or contamination from Malay halik ‘reverse, return’ in 

one or more of the languages above. The data above suggests the reconstruction of two PWCMP 

doublets: *bali ~ *bali (with an alveolar lateral) and *bay ~ “^bay (with a retroflex lateral), both of 

which could potentially be derived from cither of the PMP etymologies *baliw ‘repeat, return’ or 
*balik ~ *bali ‘reverse, turn around’. 

In order to estimate how common these doublets arc in WCMP, Hawu-Dhao and Bimanese 

were used as case studies to search for additional pairs which alternate between implosive and 
lenited stem initials. In the case of Hawu-Dhao, only the following were found: 

PHD Hawu Dhao 

(a) *Pola wola hol[aJ ‘spread over, extend over 
^po-ko-bola pc-ke-bola — ‘stretched out (on back)’ 

(b) *r3ka — roka ‘weapon’ 

*m9-cf3ka — ma-efoka ‘sharp’ 

(c) *r3pi ropi — ‘hear’ 
*t3-cf3pi — ta-efopi ‘hear’ 

(d) *p3-lawa pc-lawa — ‘oppose, protest’ 
*po-laba — pa-laba ‘oppose each other’ 

It may be significant that in the first three of these cases, the variation occurs at the left edge of the 
root and the form with the implosive reflex is prefixed. Since PHD prefixes can be reconstructed 
conforming to a template of *C3- (which fronted to Ce- in Hawu and lowered to Ca- in Dhao), this 

post-schwa environment may have created conditions favorable to the development of secondary 
implosion described in section two above. This would predict the following developments of 
independent and affixed forms, respectively: 

*b3la > *P3la *p3-k3-b3la > ’^p3-k3-b:3la > *p3-k3-b3la 
*d3ka > *r3ka *m3-d3ka > *m3-d:3ka > *m3-cf3ka 
*dapi > *r3pi *t3-d3pi > *t3-d:3pi > *t3-d3pi 

The last case of alternation between *p3-lawa and *p3-la6a docs not submit to this explanation, 
however. 

There were eight potential cases of root-initial variation identified in Bimanese (24a), and 
two cases of variation in expressive forms (24b): 

(24) (a) ka-wapa 
wawo 

wira 

‘entrance’ 
‘top’ 

‘spread’ 

bapa ‘big mouth’ 

(tali-)bawo ‘attic’ 

bira ‘open (adj)’ 

Also Hawu ke-bali '(do) again’ 
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sa-woru ‘grated coeonut’ boru ‘shaving’ 

reko ‘convolution’ deko ‘to wind’ 

rundu ‘encourage’ efundu ‘id.’ 
rupgi ‘sliding’ dupgi ‘id.’ 
rusu ‘stabbed in the top’ dlisu ‘stab with sharp objeet’ 

wiko-wako ‘irreverent’ biko-bako ‘fond of bragging’ 

kiri-kora ‘look to and fro 

in surprise’ 

kidi-koda ‘confused’ 

There do not appear to be obvious Malaysian loan sources for any of these examples. Since all 

examples except the last one occur at the left edge of the root, the same explanation offered for the 

Hawu-Dhao examples above (an original *C3- prefix) may explain these cases as well. There is, at 
present, no direct evidence for this; however, Bimanese does have another kind of doublet in which 

the two members are distinguished by presence or absence of prenasalization, indicating the 

accretion of an original nasal-initial prefix with the implication that Bimanese has undergone a 
process of general prefix-reduction: 

(25) 

Base Gloss Prefixed Gloss Pre-Bima 

pula to close mpula closed (< *pula) 
foka to break mpoka broken (< *f9ka) 
tiri straighten ntiri straight (< *tiri) 
dolu egg ntolu to spawn (< *t3lu) 
copge insert ncoqge stuck (< *C3gge) 
sobu nest ncobu to nest (< *S9bu) 
giri squint tag giri dazzled (< *Giri) 
hawi hook ggawi to fish (< *gawi) 

The evidence above indicates that, while doublets do exist in the WCMP languages, they are neither 

very common nor are most of them the result of Malay loans. This weakens the argument that the 
implosives in these languages can be explained primarily as a result of language contact and 
borrowing. 

5.2 Fortis/lenis series in Oeeanic 

According to Lynch, Ross & Crowley (2002: 64), the Oceanie subgroup is defined by a set 
of innovations relative to PMP. While several of these involve ordinary mergers and deletions, 

there are two that are not obviously the result of regular sound change. The first, a series of 

contrastive labio-velars (*p™, *b", *m") lies outside the scope of this paper. The second, however, 

involves a distinetion between what is known in the literature as ‘oral grade’ and ‘nasal grade’: 

Table 7: Oral and nasai grade reflexes in POc 

PMP Oral grade Nasal grade 

*b *p *b 
*d * j- *d 

*s 
=t=k 
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Of the above, nasal grade reflexes of words with PMP etymologies are comparatively rare at the 

palatal and velar places of articulation; those at the bilabial place of articulation, on the other hand, 
arc particularly numerous. Examples are taken from the Austroncsian Comparative Dictionary 

(ACD) (Blust 1995b) or from Ross, Pawley & Osmond (1998) and Lynch, Ross & Crowley (2002). 

The terms ‘oral grade’ and ‘nasal grade’ have come into use because it can often be shown 
that the nasal grade consonants are reflexes of medial prenasalized stops. Compare the plain medial 

stops in (26a) with the prenasalized stops in (26b): 

(26) (a) Gloss PMP POc 
hearth *dapuR *rapuR 
to bury *l3b3p *lopor] 

stone *batu *patu 
dark *ma-9d3m *marom 

(b) Gloss PMP POc 
abdomen ’"konipui] *kobui] 
sago palm *Rambia *Rabia 

banana ’•‘punti *pudi 

wet season *r3nd9i] *rodor) 

However, as stated by the authors (ibid: 65), “Where [nasal grade reflexes] occurred word-initially 

they were the outcome of a pre-POc innovation which is unpredictable and whose cause(s) 
unknown." I suggest that in the cases where nasal grade reflexes cannot be shown to reflect an 
original prenasalized stop, they may instead be the reflex of an original implosive. For example, it 
is proposed here that items such as those in (27a) had original plain voiced stops, but those in (27b) 
had original implosive stops in Pre-Oceanic: 

(27) (a) Gloss PMP Pre-Oc POc 
fish trap ’^bubu ’•'bubu ’•'pupu 

crack *b3tak “^botak ’"potak 
leaf *dahun *dahun *raun 
thorn *duRi *duRi *ruRi 

(b) Gloss PMP Pre-Oc POc 
blind *buta *buta *buta 
night *b3Rpi ’^bopi “^bopi 
blood *daRaq *daRaq “^daaaq 
with *d3pan *dbpan *dopan 

5.3 Nias 

There are several distinctions which occur in Nias in word-initial position. These have gone 
unrecognized in the past because they depend on the phrasal environment, base (2011: xxiv-xxv) 
describes these as "initial mutations", where the initial of a word undergoes a change when the 

word is in the middle or at the end of the sentence (i.c. in interphrasal position). It is not true for all 

lexical items, however, and it is our assumption that this environment preserves original 
alternations lost in other environments. The initial mutations that can occur in Nias are the 
following: 
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(28) [f| > [p] [b] > [mb] [s] > [z] [?] > [n] 

[t]>[d] [d]>[ndr] [k]>[g] [?]>[g] 

The initial mutations relevant to this paper are those that involve the voiced stops. The initials mb 
and ndr also occur independently in word-initial position, and contrast with the ‘mutating’ initials 

above. Examples of non-mutating, mutating, and prenasalized initials are given below; 

(29) (a) Non-Mutating 

baxa [baxa] 

doho [doho] 

(b) Mutating 

baho [mbaho] 

dela [ndrela] 

(c) Prenasalized 

mbadu 

ndrohu 

‘inside’ 

‘recover’ 

‘ravine’ 
‘bridge’ 

‘breath’ 

‘sober’ 

I propose that the diachronic sources of these three categories of initials are as shown below; 

(30) Non-Mutating Mutating Prenasalized 

*6> [b] 

*cf> [d] 

*b > [mb] 
*d > [ndr] 

*mb > mb 

*nd > ndr 

A three-way contrast also occurs in word-medial position, but in this case the primary contrast is 

between fortis, lenis and prenasalized voiced stops; 

(a) Fortis 
taba ‘slice, piece’ 
lada ‘chili’ 

(b) Lenis 
hupa ‘grey hair’ 

a-uri ‘alive’ 

(c) Prenasalized 

lemba ‘sticky’ 

andro ‘ask’ 

6.0 Implosives in WCMP, POc, and Nias? 

In contrast with the Northern Borneo groups diseussed above, the languages presented here 

(particularly Nias and the WCMP languages) have rich inventories of words with implosive or 
fortis reflexes in both initial and medial positions. Many of these do not meet the criteria of (a) 
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post-schwa position or (b) being part of a reduplicated form, and include at least some fonns for 

which Austronesian etymologies can be demonstrated. These will be the topic of the present 

section. 

6.1 Secondary implosives in Macro-Sumba 

There is one case in which it can be shown concretely that implosives have arisen 
secondarily in the Macro-Sumba languages: when PMP *4^ followed schwa, it was reinterpreted as 

an implosive: 

(32) 

Gloss PMP PSumba PHD 

day *qabc|aw *l3cfo *lodb 
gall *qap3()u *p3du *3du 
sharp pain *hap3cj3s — *p3cfa 
stinging pain *hap3cj^iq — *p3cfr' 
ant ’"ssclpm — *[s]3da 

Prc-consonantal schwa may have conditioned implosion in other voiced stops as well. This is 

certainly true in the cases of Bimanese and Macro-Sumba below; it does not appear to have 

occurred in POc“: 

(33) 

Gloss PMP Bima PSumba PHD POe 

to douse ’^ssbu _ “^sabu *S3bu _ 

sugarcane *t3buh dobu *t3bu *c|3bu (*topu) 

to clear vegetation *t3bah — — — (*topa) 

dark *ma-3d3m — — *m3cfa“^ (*marom) 
head covering *t3dug todu ’"tsdliq *t3(fu — 

to stand *k3J3G kidl — “‘kodl — 

Reduplicated forms, on the other hand, do not appear to have conditioned implosion, although 
implosives or fortis reflexes occur in a post-schwa environment in Nias (‘tic by encircling’) and 
Macro-Sumba (‘mouth’). The medial reflex *(d)r in POc can be explained as the result of a 

prenasalized stop: ’"-pd- > *-nd- > ’''-(d)r-; otherwise, POc has plain reflexes following even original 

schwa: 

(34) 

Gloss PMP Nias Bima PSumba PHD POc 
peel off *bakbak — — — — “^papak 
mouth *baqbaq [mb]apa — *p36a ’“Paba ’^papaq 
tie by eneireling *b3(|b3ct [mb]3b3 — — — — 

pulverize “^bakbak — — — — *popok 

PHD ‘itch’ 

-- See also PMP *t3bud> POc *topuc ‘spring (of water)’, PMP *l3b3i] > POc *lopoi] ‘to bury’, PMP ^sbsp 

> POc *opoi] ‘to dam’. 

‘night’ 
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lips *biRbiR [mbjepe wiwi *pipi *pipiR 
weevil *bukbuk — ... *pupuk 
dark ’^domdom — — “^rodrom 
cold *ma-diqdiq ... *ma-riqi *m9-rigi *ma-dri(d)rii] 

Having discussed cases in which implosivcs may be of secondary origin, we can now revisit the 
question of whether or not there is evidence for original implosives in PMP. As shown in section 

five, there are lenis/fortis contrasts in initial and medial positions in Nias, the WCMP languages, 

and POc which could be indicative of a plain/implosivc contrast. We now move on to comparisons 
across Nias, WCMP and POc with an eye toward examining whether evidence exists for original 

implosives reconstructible to any higher phylogenetic level. 

Correspondences for plain and postulated implosive reflexes are given in the table below: 

Table 8: Reflexes of plain and implosive voiced stops in Nias, WCMP, and POc 

PMP Nias Bima PSumba PHD POc 

*b [mb]-, -P- w *p *p *p 
*5 b 6 *5 *6 *b 
*d [ndr]-, -r- r *r *r *r 

*cf d (f *cf *cf *d 

[ndr]-, -r- r */ *s 

[ndr]-, -r- (f SjCj. *s 

6.1 Voiced Bilabial Stops 

Examples of plain bilabial stops are given below in (35), and fortis bilabial stops in (36). 

In the WCMP languages, a prenasalized reflex often results from the contraction of *ma-b/6 > mb. 
and is ambiguous in differentiating between original *b and *6. Words with unexpected reflexes 
are placed in bold; possible Malay sources for these arc given in the last column: 

(35) 

Gloss PMP Nias Bima PSumba PHD POc Malay 
below *babaq — awa *PaPa *paPa *papaq 

pig *babuj — wawi *Papi *Papi — 

flood *bahaq — — nP]iPa ’^paa *paaq 

female *b[in]ahi — wei *Pine *P9ni-^ *p[in]e 
stench *bahuq a-bau WOU" *Pau *Pau *bou bau 

repay, respond *bal3s [mb]al9 — *balas — — balas 

mouth ’"baqbaq [mb]aPa — *P96a *P96a *papaq 

new *baq9Ruh — bou *mb9?u =^piu *paqoRuh 

lungs ’^baRaq [mb]o — — *paa *paRaq 

molar ’“baRaqaq [mb]oha — ... ... *paRaq 

hibiscus *baRU — wau *Pau *Pau *paRu 

The Dhao and Hawu forms mean ‘sister; mother’s younger sister’. The PHD form for ‘female’ can be 

reconstmeted as *mb3ni (< *mbina), from Dhao bfldni, Hawu bani. 

The WCMP languages disagree with all other witnesses in giving evidence for a plain initial. See also 

Proto-Chamic *b3w ~ *bDw. 
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batai] trunk, log *batar] — bata ... — *patai] 
stone *batu — wadu *Patu *Papu *patu 
buy, cost *b3h [mbjali weli *p9li *P3ll *poli 
paddle *b3Rsaj — wese — *Po[s]e *pose 
crack, split *b3tak — — ... *P9ta *potak 
k.o. bamboo *b3tUI] — — *P3tU-‘’ — *potup 
lips *biRbiR [mbjcpe wiwi *pipi — *pipiR 
seed rice *bin3hiq — — *Pini *pini ... 

wild taro *biRaq [mbjio wia *PiVa — *piRaq 
calf of leg *biti3s — wisi *Pici — — 

star *bituq3n — — — *P3tU *pituqun 
fruit *buaq [mb]ua wua *pua *Pua *puaq 
fish trap *bubu [mbjupu — ... *PuPu *pupu 
head hair *buh9k [mb]u — *Pu: ... ... 

drunk *ma-buh3k mabu ... *ma-Puk *ma-po ... 

foam *bu4aq — ... *Pura — *pusoq 
open *buka — — — *mboka *pukc 
node, joint *buku [mb]u?u — *ka-Puku — *buku 
moon *bulan — wura *Pulaq *p9ru *pulan 
car of grain *buliR — wuri *puli *Puri *puliR 
body hair *bulu [mbjulu"' wuru *Pulu *Puru-* *pulu 
hide *buni — — ... *Puni *puni 
flower *bupa — — *Pui]a-’ ... *pui]a 
crocodile *buqaja — mbai *poja *Poe *puqaja 
hunting bow *busuR — — ... *Pu[s]u *PUSUR 
testicles *butuk — wudu ... ... *putuk 
southeast wind *habaRat — — *Paa *paa *apaRat 
rat *-labaw ... ka-rawo *laPo *lapo *kalapo 
wave ♦nabok — — — *napa *napok 
ash *qabu [n]aPu — *aPu *aPu *qapu 
grey hair *quban hupa — *upai] — *qupan 
yam *qubi goPi uwi *upi ... *qupi 
evening "^Rabiqi me?owi'’'’ awi(-na) — ... *Rapi 
fish poison *tuba [d]upa duwa *tuPa — "^tupa 

(36) 

Gloss PMP Nias Bima PSumba PHD POc 
short * babaq ___ *ba6a *baba ___ 

reverse * balik bali-?3'^“ 6ali *6ali *bal[i] 
change * baliw — ... *6alu *bali 
widow * balu ___ *balu^’ *6alu —- 

mabuk 

‘kind of reed grass. Imperata cylindrica species’ 
‘leaf 

‘(plant) fiber’ 

‘tree species with medicinal leaves and bark’ 

‘last night’; the expected form is me?of^i 

‘yesterday’ 

'turn' 
‘reciprocal relation of a potential spouse’ 
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brave *ma-6aRani — mbani *mbani-^‘* *bani *paRane 

swell *6aR3q a-bao — — — *baRoq 

wet *ma-6as9q a-baso beca *mba[9]a *basa — 

pound rice *6aju mbad3u *bai — — 

split (tr) *69kaq — *b3ka *b3ka *pokaq 

heavy *63Raqat a-bua — *mbu3to^^ *bia — 

night *63Rqi boqi — — — *boqi 

sated *ma-b3SUR a-buso mbocu *mb3[9]u *b3CU *bosuR 

blind *6uta mbuda — *b3(ju *buta 

fall *na6uq m-abu *nabu *m3-napu — 

stab *tu6ak tuba — *t3b[u] — 

Although the above correspondences taken as a whole are generally regular, there are some 

additional details which complicate the decision to reconstruct an implosive scries. First, the 

majority of Bimanese initials, and a good number of the Proto-Sumba initials, have the vestiges of 

an original nasal prefix which (as mentioned above) renders the manner of the root initial 

ambiguous. 
Second, in the case of Nias, the majority of forms (four out of six) have a prefix *a- which 

raises the question of whether the left edge of the root could have been protected from lenition 
because of the historical morphological context. However, there are also Nias forms with lenis 

reflexes following the same prefix, showing that fortis and lenis forms did contrast in this 

environment: 

Gloss Nias Gloss Nias 

sullen a-baa-baa completed a-Pai 

hard a-be?e new a-Pena 

short a-bata young a-Puju 

exfoliated a-buru reduced a-PuPu 

Gloss Nias Gloss Nias 

low a-dapa tom a-rapi 

short a-dogo lazy a-rcu 

straight a-dala far a-rau 

choked a-da?a thin, limp a-mso 

6.2 Alveolar implosives 

There are fewer alveolar examples than bilabial examples; as the place of articulation 

becomes progressively posterior, numbers diminish. This is to be expected both according to the 

typology governing implosives (if this is a legitimate category) as well as the ratio of words in the 

lexicon (as of this writing, the number of words with initial *b in the ACD is listed at 1,033; those 

with initial *d are listed at 192 and those with initial *z at 50). Examples of lenis alveolar stops are 

given in (38) and fortis alveolar stops in (39): 

The word for ‘man’ in the western Sumba languages is *ka-bani (‘brave one’), showing that the 
underlying initial is indeed implosive. 

The vocalism in this form is aberrant, casting some doubt on its ultimate cognacy with the other forms. 
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(38) 

Gloss PMP Nias Bima PSumba PHD POc 
scurf *daki [ndr]a?i — — *raVi ... 

leaf *dahun — roVo *raVuq *rau *raun 
blood *daRaq [ndr]o raa *ra?a *raa *daRaq 
hear *d31]9R roqo riqa *raq3 *[d7r]iqa *roqoR 
fathom *d3pa [ndrjofa ndupa — *rapa *ropa 
cold *ma-dipdii] — *ma-riqi *mc-riqi *madri(d)riq 
housepost *diRi — rii ... *rii *ariRi 
k.o. tree *ditaq — ... *rita — — 

bone *duRi [ndrjoi — *rui *rui *ruRi 
shrimp *qudaq [gjuro — *ka-uraq *k-3ru *quraq 
alive *ma-qudip a-uri mori *morip *muri *maqurip 
they *si-da ja?ira — *Yi-rfa *rV *ira 
spoon *sfi/u]duq — ciru *[q]uru *curu — 

look upward *ti-i]adaq ... taqara *taqara *t3qara — 

rear, rudder *m-ud3hi — ... — *muri ... 

young, green *q-uda a-hura qoda *qura *q3ru *mura 
sleep *tuduR — — *turu — *maturuR 
exist *wada — wara ... *cra — 

(39) 

Gloss PMP Nias Bima PSumba PHD POc Malay 
in(side) *dal3m — ... *dal9 *dara *ralom dalam 
at, above *di (atas) ... dl *d)-ata *di-da ... di atas 
wall *diqcfiq — d'mdi *dindii] *di(|i *ridriq dindiq 
bathe *dlRUS — ndcu — *[d7Jliu *riRus 
two *dua dua dua *dua *cfua *rua dua 

extinguish *padbm — ... *p3cfa *pacfa — padam 

Unlike the case of the fortis bilabial stops, the examples of fortis alveolar stop are not generally 
complicated by morphological concerns. However, the greatest amount of agreement is between 

Nias and the WCMP languages, with POc having a strong tendency to favor Icnis reflexes. 

4.3 

Palatal implosives 

Only Bimanese appears to distinguish between plain *j and implosive */. The PMP 

alveolar and palatal voiced stops merged in Bimanese, so that it has three distinct reflexes of PMP 

*j: plain (and Icnitcd) [rj, implosive [d], and prenasalized [nd]. Since Bimanese [nd] can derive 

from either *Nd or *Nd', prenasalized Bimanese forms cannot help disambiguate between */ and 

*b 

The only reflex of PMP in PHD is */, suggesting that original PHD and *J merged as 

*/. In Proto-Sumba, */ merged with *j, which then shifted to *d and finally lenited to [r]; this 
appears to be what happened in Nias as well. Several of the forms below are therefore ambiguous 

between and *j. When unclear, ambiguous forms are given in (40) with examples of the lenis 
voiced stop (note that metathesis has occurred in PSumba ‘road’); examples of the fortis voiced 
stop are given in (41): 
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(40) 

Gloss PMP Nias Bima PSumba PHD POc 

needle *qaRum — ndau *roq-9 */au *saRum 

grass ’"jukut [ndr]u?u ="rut-3 ’"/u?u — 

road ’"jalan (lala) — ’"lara ’"/ara “"salan 
rain ""qujan — ura ’"uraq NJi ’"qusan 

(41) 

Gloss PMP Nias Bima PSumba PHD POc 
far “"/auq a-rou db?o rau “"/ou *sauq 

near “"qa/ani — deni rani — 

One of the biggest questions regarding a possible implosive palatal stop is what to make of the POc 

reflex *j. The POc reflex which correlates with the Bimanese form in ‘far’ is not the expected *j, 

but rather *s, which we predict should reflect PMP *j, not *J. There are only two forms in our 
dataset in which POc *j correlates with PMP *j (PMP *taj3m ‘sharp’, POc *tajim ‘sharpen’ and 
PMP *baliji ‘k.o. grass’, POc *pali[i]i ‘id.’). On the other hand, POc *j in initial position correlates 

with PMP *s in the following instances: 

Gloss PMP POc 
stopper, plug ‘"soqsoq *jojoq 

spear “"saat “"jaot 

Cordyline sp. “"siRi ’"jiRi 

anchor “"sauq (?) ’"jauq 

Since 1 do not see any direct evidence for the traditional interpretation of initial POc *j deriving 
from an original ’"Ns sequence, it is difficult to know what to make of this situation. For now, this 

question must be left for further research. 

6.5 Summary of evidence 

The hypothesis regarding original implosives in PMP presented above must remain tentative for 

now, but I feel it is worth further exploration. Certainly not all cases of putative implosives can be 

explained in the way shown above for PNS, because they do not (a) all follow schwa or (b) 
belong to reduplicated forms; this is true categorically for all cases which occur in initial position. 

The main obstacles in confirming this hypothesis have been the following: 

(1) While there are numerous examples of implosives in WCMP and of fortis reflexes in Nias and 

to a lesser extent POc, it has proven difficult to find many cases in which Austronesian etymologies 

exist with witnesses in all three groups. 

(2) The fact that at least some medial ‘nasal grade’ reflexes in POc can be shown to derive from 
earlier prenasalized stops leaves the question open of whether initial ‘nasal grade’ reflexes may be 
explained in the same way. It would be desirable in further research to find a way to discriminate 

between these two alternatives. 
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(3) It may turn out to be the case that some of the proposed instances of fortis/implosive reflexes 

above will eventually shown to be loans from cither Malay or other languages; however, several of 

the items above arc core vocabulary items and it seems unlikely that all of them would be amenable 
to this explanation. This point is not relevant to POc, but a better understanding of historical contact 

and the resulting loan phonology in both Nias and the WCMP languages is highly desirable. 

7.0 Summary and discussion 

This paper has two goals. The first has been to examine a case study of genuinely 
secondarily-derived implosivcs in North Sarawak. I argue that these arc derived from what should 

be reconstructed as medial geminate voiced stops in Proto North Sarawak, the sources of which (as 

originally argued by Blust) arc (a) lengthening after a preceding schwa and (b) coalescence of a 

consonant cluster in reduplicated forms. When this principle is applied to WKT, it can be seen that 

the same process which occurred in North Sarawak can also be used to explain the development of 

preglottalizcd stops and implosives in Kra-Dai; this contrast was inherited in both Proto-Hlai and 

Sack, but generalized to all original medial voiced stops in other Tai languages as well as Proto- 
Bc, perhaps as a result of the neutralization of all original first syllabic vowels to schwa before the 

syllables themselves were ultimately lost. Supporting evidence from Austroasiatic has also been 
provided, in which it appears that implosives were also conditioned by a preceding schwa, at least 
in some cases. 

Second, the open-ended question was asked whether the data from Nias, PWCMP and POc 

presented here provide evidence for the reconstruction of a scries of voiced implosive stops *6, *d', 
and (possibly) */ in Austroncsian. 

The development of the plain voiced stops in many WCMP languages is completely 

symmetrical, whereas it was asymmetrical in several other Austroncsian languages. In this way, 
the original three-way contrast between voiceless, voiced, and implosive stops was maintained in 
the latter. The majority of other Austroncsian languages, conversely, experienced mergers of the 

bilabial and alveolar plain and implosive voiced stops on the one hand, and the plain voiced and 
voiceless velar stops on the othcr’^ (the remaining palatal voiced stop then often merging with the 
voiced alveolar stop, although its development was more varied). I use the typical development of 
the WCMP languages cited in this paper as an example: 

WCMP Other languages 

*6 > 6 *6 > b 
*b > P *b > b 
*cf > cf *d' > d 
*d > r *d > d 
*k > k *k > k 

*g > Y *g > k 

Under this hypothesis, the lenition of *b and *d was motivated by a maintenance of contrast 

between plain and implosive voiced stops. Lenition of *g becomes part of this overall trend, the 
crucial difference being that in languages where *g failed to lenite, it instead devoiced, merging 

with original *k. This can be attributed on the one hand to the absence of an original (there was 
nothing with which to contrast), and on the other to a typological tendency which disfavors voiced 
posterior stops (Croft 2003: 159). The reason that traditional *g was not prone to lenition was 

For further discussion of this velar contrast, see Norquest & Downey (2013). 
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because it was actually uvular *g, which filled the gap left behind by original *g when it cither 
devoiced or lenited. 

The historical viability of this scenario depends crucially on the evidence that can be 

marshaled for the existence of an original implosive series. My present position is that the current 

evidence is not sufficiently strong to prove this case; nor is there sufficient evidence to disprove it. 

In order to do the latter, future research must show convincingly that (a) the fortis series of voiced 
stops in Nias is derived secondarily, (b) that ‘nasal grade’ reflexes in POc (particularly those in 

initial position) arc the result of accretion of an original *N-C sequence in all positions, and (c) that 
the implosives in WCMP (both in word-initial position and in word-medial position after non¬ 
schwa vowels) are the result of either some secondary change, or otherwise of borrowing from 

either Malay or some other language. Whether the implosive hypothesis is confirmed or disproven, 

in either case it will mark an advance in our understanding of Austronesian historical phonology 
and phylogeny. 

In summary, 1 wish to note a few observations from Blust (2009). Blust notes that “Thao, 

Bunun, and Tsou share the preglottalization of h and d as an areal feature” (Blust 2009: 52, 641) 

and that “implosive allophones of b, d and g are reported for Central Sama of the Sulu Archipelago 

(ibid: 641) and that h and d(but not g) are “automatically preglottalized [...] in Sindangan Subanon 
of western Mindanao” (ibid: 167); moreover, “implosive consonants are fairly common in the 
southeastern languages (Wolio, Muna, Tukang Besi) [of Sulawesi]”, with Wolio and Tukang Besi 

having both B and ^fbut Muna just B (ibid: 186). I consider these to be areas in which further 

research should be performed, with the above-mentioned southeastern Sulawesi area a promising 

place to start. I hope that other Austronesianists (as well as scholars of other Southeast Asian 
language phyla) will be encouraged to eonsider additional data related to the plain/implosive 

contrast discussed in this paper that may have been overlooked before now. 
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POSTSCRIPT 

This article is submitted respectfully in memory of Hal Fleming. 1 first 
corresponded with Hal more than twenty years ago, when 1 first became interested in 
historical and comparative linguistics and contacted him in regard to Mother Tongue, at 
that time only a newsletter. Hal was warmly responsive to my initial inquiry, and 
encouraged me to pursue my new interest; my interactions with him in those first few 
years directly influenced what 1 would pursue as a career throughout graduate school and 
beyond. 

I had only two opportunities to meet Hal in person, both around the turn of the 
millennium. He was refreshingly candid about his ideas and opinions, and had an 
infectious sense of humor. 1 admired him as both a linguist and an anthropologist and 
fieldworker; his contribution to long-range historical linguistics has been significant, and 
it is safe to say that this journal would not exist without his early efforts and continuous 

work and support. Hal worked hard, often thanklessly and without recognition for his 
many contributions to the field - may he rest in peace. 

P.N. 
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Sibling Terms in Kiowa-Tanoan and Uto-Aztecan 

Jane H. Hill 
University of Arizona 

1.0 Introduction 

Similarities in basic vocabulary between languages in the Kiowa-Tanoan and Uto- 

Aztecan families have been noticed for many years (e.g. Harrington 1928:1, Sapir 1929). 

Whorf and Trager (1937) presented the first detailed arguments for a genetic connection 
between the two families, presenting 102 proposed cognate sets (with daughter-language 
reflexes shown for only 67) and reconstructions to a common ancestor, “Aztec-Tanoan”. 
Whorf and Trager did not consider materials from Kiowa, which they thought was more 

distant from Tanoan than was Uto-Aztecan. Davis (1989) returned to “Aztec-Tanoan”, 
taking into account work by Hale (1962, 1967) that had incorporated Kiowa material. 

Subsequent research (e.g. Shaul 1985, Campbell 1997, Hill 2005) has identified many 
problems with the “Aztec-Tanoan” hypothesis. 

This essay takes up sibling terms in the two groups, which exhibit striking 
resemblances of the type that has attracted scholars to the possibility of a Kiowa- 

Tanoan/Uto-Aztecan clade. Whorf and Trager reconstructed two labels for siblings, 
(“Aztec-Tanoan) **pq ‘older brother’ (Whorf and Trager 1937:622, no. 38), and **p’o 
‘younger brother’ (Whorf and Trager 1937:622, no. 43). Davis also included ‘older 

brother” (1989:368, no. 1), and reconstructed as well an almost certainly spurious *p’a 

‘sister’ (Davis 1989:369, no. 19). However, a deeper examination of the Kiowa-Tanoan 

sibling terms, undertaken in the present essay, suggests that some of the resemblances 

accepted as correspondent by earlier authors are illusory, and, furthermore, that the 
problems with the sibling terms demonstrate that any return to the Aztec-Tanoan problem 
will require a thoroughly revised understanding of Kiowa-Tanoan (and probably of Uto- 
Aztecan as well). 

Recent work on Uto-Aztecan kinship systems (Hage et al. 2004, Hage 2011, Hill 
2015) suggests that the proto-language system was of “Dravidian” type. Dravidian systems 
exhibit “crossness”: parents’ same-sex siblings (father’s brother, mother’s sister) are called 

by the term for parents, and by extension, parents’ same-sex siblings’ children are ego’s 

siblings. These parallel cousins, called by the same terms as full siblings, are thus 

distinguished terminologically from cross-cousins, the children of parents’ opposite-sex 
siblings (father’s sister, mother’s brother). Second, such systems often exhibit 
intergenerational equations, where grandparents and grandchildren call each other by the 
same term, and aunts/uncles and nieces/nephews call each other by the same term (often 
with a diminutive marker on the junior member of the reciprocal pair). Finally, such 

systems exhibit affinal equations, where the term for “father’s sister’s husband” is identical 
to the term for “mother’s brother”, and the term for “father’s brother’s wife” is identical to 
that for “mother’s sister.” Such equations have been taken to encode a preference for 

marriage between cross-cousins. 
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While at the present day all kinship systems in the Tanoan languages spoken in the 

Tewa- and Tiwa-speaking Rio Grande pueblos are of the “Eskimo” type, Whiteley (2015) 

has identified traces within them suggesting that these are probably ancestrally Dravidian 
as well. Whiteley (2015) suspects that reorganization of the systems reflects the influence 
of the Catholicism imposed by Spanish conquerors on the Tanoan communities from the 

end of the 16*'’ century onward. 

Both Kiowa-Tanoan and Uto-Aztecan kin-term systems make terminological 

distinctions according to seniority in the same generation. This is very common in 

indigenous North America, and appears in the sibling terms that are discussed here.' 

2.0 Sibling Terms in Uto-Aztecan and Kiowa-Tanoan 

2.1 Preliminary resemblances. 

While Whorf and Tragcr (1937) and Davis (1989) reconstructed some kinship terms, they 

did not approach these terms as parts of a systematic set of semantic contrasts. An example of a 

comparison from this point of view appears in Table 1, which compares all the sibling terms from 

Towa of Jemez Pueblo, New Mexico with all the sibling terms reconstmeted by Stubbs (2011) (and 

other authorities cited there) for Proto-Uto-Aztecan (PUA). These distinguish male from female, 

and older (than ego) from younger. Note that in Towa these sibling terms arc used as well for 

parallel cousins, and this was surely the case in PUA as well. 

The Towa and PUA sibling-term systems share two similarities apart from the look-alike 

nature of the lexical items; the contrast between /p/ ‘male’ and /k/ ‘female’ for older siblings, and 

apparent vowel ablaut for older vs. younger brother. When 1 first noticed these properties, which 

approach shared aberrancy in the quasi-paradigmatic context of a system of kin terms, 1 was quite 

struck by it and thought that a deeper investigation of these parallelisms might provide support for 

the “Aztcc-Tanoan” hypothesis. Unfortunately, when the Towa terms arc replaced by Proto- 

Kiowa-Tanoan (PKT) reconstructions, following Sutton’s (2014) recent treatment, the case for 

common origin of these terms is greatly complicated and, in the main, weakened. 

Table I: Towa and Proto-Uto-Aztecan Sibling Terminologies 

Iowa* Proto-Uto-Aztecan 

Older Brother pipi *pa?ci 

Younger Brother peti *poni, *po(i’ot) 

Older Sister ko- *ko?ci 

Younger sister p' ae • ?c *pini, *pi(?it) * 

*pi(?it) is my own reconstruction; Stubbs (2011) and others apparently did not notice the identity 

between the Takic developments of the younger brother and younger sister terms, which inspired 

the second alternate in each case. 

Sources: PUA Stubbs 2011, Towa oB: Sprott 1992:256, yB:Spron 1992:49, oZ: Yumitani 

1998:11, yZiSprott 1992:76. Following Sutton (2014) 1 do not mark aspiration on i\d in Towa 

‘older sister'. 

' Abbreviations for kin terms used in the tables are as follows: GGF ‘great-grandfather’, F ‘father’, M 

‘mother’, B ‘brother’, Z ‘sister’, D ‘daughter’, S ‘son’, o ‘older’, y ‘younger’, ms ‘man speaking’, ws 

‘woman speaking’. Thus oZ ‘older sister’, FBD ‘father’s brother’s daughter’, MyZ ‘mother’s younger 
sister’, etc. 
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The PUA reconstructions shown arc in most details uncontrovcrsial. All forms arc well attested 

across the family and exhibit regular correspondences with the exception of some details in second- 

syllable inerements. However, Proto-Kiowa-Tanoan (PKT) kin terms have been little explored, and 

1 undertake here an initial exploration of that problem. 

Following Sutton (2014) 1 distinguish seven daughter languages: Kiowa, Rio 

Grande Tewa, Arizona Tewa, Northern Tiwa Taos, Northern Tiwa Picuris, Southern Tiwa, 

and Towa. Resemblant sets for the sibling terms are shown in Table II. This starting point 

attempts only to maximize semantic and phonological resemblance, although I include 
forms from Sutton’s (1914) proposed cognate sets for ‘older brother’ and ‘younger sister’ 

in the table as he gives them. Empty cells mean that 1 have not identified any resemblants. 

Table II. Kiowa-Tanoan Sibling Terms: Preliminary Resemblances 

Language Kiowa Rio 

Grande 

Tewa 

Arizona 

Tewa 

Taos 

Northern 

Tiwa 

Picuris 

Northern 

Tiwa 

Southern 

Tiwa 

Towa 

Older 

Brother 

pabi- 

(B (ms)) 

pa?re- 

‘older 

sibling’ 

(pahpa- 

‘GGF’ 

(Sutton 

2014:601) 

pip’i- popD- papa- papa- pxpi 

Younger 

Brother 

p’py- p’ay-’o p’ay-’u pet-i 

Older 

Sister (1) 

kok-oy 

(M, MZ) 

ko'6- 

(FBD, 

MZD) 

(FoZ 

(Santa 

Clara)) 

k6-?o 

(MyZ) 

ko-(oZ) 

Older 

Sister (2) 

kaye- MZ kaye- 

(MoZ) 

kaka 

(oZ) 

ka (M) 

kaju- 

(MZ) 

kia- (M) ke?i (M) 

kecu (MZ) 

kiwey (FZ 

(Boas)) 

Y ounger 

Sister 

p'i- 

(Z(ws)) 

?ayy ‘girl’ ?a-yu 

‘girl’ 

p'ayu p’^yVo p'ecu p' cE-?e 

The “older brother” forms except for Rio Grande Tewa paPre- and Arizona Tewa pip’i- are from 

Sutton 2014:601. The “younger sister” forms are from Sutton 2014:550. Other forms are re-spelled 

following Sutton’s system from Trager (1943) for the Tiwa languages, Dozier (1955) for the Tewa 

languages, and Yumitani (1998) for Towa. 
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2.2. ‘Older brother’ 

In the set for ‘older brother’ in Table II, I include the Arizona Tewa form because it is 

resemblant, but it probably docs not belong in the set, since its medial glottalized /pV is non- 

correspondent with the medial plain-release /p/ in the other languages. Laryngeal state is stable in 

Kiowa-Tanoan with very few exceptions (Hale 1967, Sutton 2014). 

Whorf and Trager (1937:622, no. 38) reconstructed “Proto-Tanoan" *p^ for this root. 

Davis reconstructed PKT *pa ~ *po. Hale (1962:2 no.5), in a study focusing almost entirely on 

stem-initial consonants, cites the Towa and Kiowa forms as possible cognates (including both Towa 

pi pi ‘elder brother’ and peti ‘younger brother’ as perhaps correspondent to Kiowa pa bi ). 

In his recent dissertation, which includes the most detailed discussion of Kiowa-Tanoan 

vocalism presented thus far, Sutton (2014:601) reconstructs a root for ‘older brother’. However his 

cognate set docs not include Rio Grande Tewa pa?re- ‘elder brother’ (attested both for Okay 

Owinge (formerly San Juan Pueblo) (Martinez 1982:9) and Santa Clara (Dozier 1955)), which he 

views as non-correspondent. He is almost certainly correct: as shown below, pa'Pre is part of 

another set that also includes Towa peti ‘younger brother’. Instead, Sutton’s Rio Grande Tewa 

cognate is pahpa-, ‘great-grandfather’ (the word means ‘great-grandmother’ in Arizona Tewa 

(Dozier 1955)). Sutton docs not include Arizona Tewa pip’i- ‘older brother’. For his set he 

reconstructs PKT *pipV ‘older brother’, a solution that resembles PUA *pa'?ci only in the initial 

/p/. 

Why does Sutton not reconstruct a first vowel *a for this “older brother’’ set? Under a 

“majority rule’’ analysis, apparently followed by Whorf and Trager (1937) and Davis (1989) we 

would expect *papV, which would better match the PUA form. However, many KT cognate sets 

show that PKT *a docs not become Towa /ae/ after labials. We would expect Towa /a/ following a 

labial, as in the set for ‘ear’ in Table III. Table III also shows that /o/, not /a/ as in the Rio Grande 

Tewa “older brother’’ forms in Table II, is the regular Tewa reflex of PKT *a (Sutton 2014:690). 

Table III. Kiowa-Tanoan ‘ear’ 

Language Kiowa RG 
Tewa 

Arizona 
Tewa 

Taos Picuris Southern 
Tiwa 

Towa 

ear t’o- ?oye- ye-_ t’obo t’ab t’alia watye- 

For the vowel correspondence in ‘older brother’, Kiowa /a/, Rio Grande Tewa /a/, Taos /o/, Picuris 

/a/, Southern Tiwa /a/, Towa /ae/, Sutton reconstructs PKT *i. Unfortunately, this series is not 

included in his summary list of correspondences for this PKT vowel (Sutton 2014:574). However, 

another one of his sets (Sutton 2014:679), shown in Table IV, docs exhibit this correspondence (in 

Kiowa and the Tiwa languages, Taos Northern Tiwa, Picuris Northern Tiwa. and Southern Tiwa, 

the corresponding phoneme in Table IV is the second vowel). Sutton states that Kiowa arrows 

were often made from willow wood, although he admits that the semantic resemblance is 

problematic. In any case, “older brother’’ and “willow, nest’’ are the only cognate sets that Sutton 

provides for this vowel correspondence. Nonetheless, it is clear that the vowels in the “older 

brother’’ set do not match the several well-attested sets that yield Sutton’s PKT *a, illustrated above 

by “ear” in Table III. 
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Table IV. Kiowa-Tanoan ‘willow, nest’ 

Language Kiowa RG 
Tewa 

Arizona 
Tewa 

Taos Picuris Southern 

Tiwa 
Towa PKT 

willow, 

nest 
zeba 
‘arrow’(?) 

yw ?ia- 
b 

?i-b ?ia-la zm *hJa(C) 

In all of the languages except Kiowa and Towa, the KT word for ‘older brother’ may involve a 

reduplication, so there is a high probability of secondary developments involving vocalic 

assimilation (as is obvious in the Tiwa words). The Kiowa and Towa forms appear to be 

compounds (the canonical lexical item in Kiowa-Tanoan languages has the shape CV or CVC). 

Better understanding of the effects of these morphological processes may clarify the vocalism of 

this set. However, in summary, while these forms look like they should be cognate, the set cannot 

be regarded as secure (at least as a genetically-motivated unit) at the present state of our knowledge. 

The most careful reconstruction thus far, Sutton’s *pipV, does not resemble PUA *pa?ci. In spite 

of the apparent case of ‘majority rule’, it is unlikely that the first vowel reflects PKT *a. 

2.3. ‘Younger brother’ 

For the second set in Table 11, ‘younger brother’ Whorf and Trager (1937:622, no. 43) 

reconstructed “Proto-Tanoan” *p’o and PUA ’"poni, ’"po. For Tanoan they included the Taos, 

Southern Tiwa, and Towa sets, observing that Towa initial plain-release /p/ is unlawful; it should 

be glottalized. As mentioned above. Hale (1962) included this Towa form with his ‘elder brother’ 

set. 

The ‘younger brother’ words appear to be compounds, with the second syllable being a 

diminutive suffix from the word for “child.” The vowels match the correspondence Picuris /o/. 

Southern Tiwa /u/ and Towa /i/ documented by Sutton (2014:529) for his PKT *yu, ‘child, 

diminutive’, shown in Table V. 

Table V. Kiowa-Tanoan ‘child, DI.MINUTIVE’ 

Language Kiowa RG 
Tewa 

Arizona 
Tewa 

Taos Picuris Southern 
Tiwa 

Towa PKT 

child. ?i- ?e- ?e- ?u ?o ?u -1 (?) *yU 

DIMINUTIVE (?) 
=^Wl(?) 

While we have only Tiwa and Towa cognates, the vowel of the first syllable in “younger brother” 

is apparently again Sutton’s PKT *i, with the same correspondences as in the first vowel of the 

“elder brother” series. However, instead of plain unreleased /p/ seen in the ‘elder brother’ words, 

these words have glottalized p, so they are not the same root, although they have the same vowels. 

The stem-final /y/ of the Tiwa forms may reflect a PKT velar *K (Sutton 2014:711, 713, 715, 720). 

The initial plain-release /p/ in Tewa is a serious problem; we expect /p’/. It is possible that 

this /p/ is an ‘ablaut variant’ of /p’/, but if this is the case it would be a unique example (Sutton 

2014:461). Sutton (2014:599) does observe that exceptions to regular developments of laryngeal 

states usually appear before vowels derived from PKT *i, as is probably the case here. Nonetheless, 
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the Tewa form is not a lawful correspondent, and. as we will see, it appears to be a member of a 

different set of eognates. 

While Hale (1962) included problematic Towa peti ‘younger brother’ with the ‘elder 

brother’ set with plain-release /p/, the second consonant /t/ and the apparent reflex of the diminutive 

suffix do not fit there. The ‘elder brother’ resemblances in Table II include Rio Grande Tewa pa9re- 

‘older sibling’. While this form was included in Whorf and Trager’s set no. 38 for ‘older brother’, 

Sutton (2014) rejects it as non-correspondent. However, the /r/ in pa'Pre- corresponds lawfully to 

the /t/ of Towa peti. Regular intervocalic voicing in Tewa (Sutton 2014:689) yields pre-Tcwa /d/, 

which becomes /r/; sec examples of Tewa /r/ from PKT *t# in Sutton 2014:739)). Furthermore, the 

vowels in the second syllable arc also correspondent (as in the set in Table V). Thus this pair of 

words yields a third set for ‘brother’. If the final vowels arc suffixes, the stem is PKT *pit, although, 

as Sutton (2014:754) points out, the status of possible coda consonants, versus other analyses, 

remains a major unsolved question in Kiowa-Tanoan. The second syllable of these words is 

probably once again the diminutive suffix from “child”, seen in Table V. A revised table for the 

‘brother’ words showing this adjustment appears in Table VI. 

Table VI: Kiowa-Tanoan ‘brother’, revised 

Language Kiowa Rio Grande 

Tewa 

Arizona 

Tewa 

Taos 

Northern 

Tiwa 

Picuris 

Northern 

Tiwa 

Southern 

Tiwa 

Towa PKT 

Older 

Brother 

pabi- 

(B 

(ms)) 

pahpa- 

‘Great’ (in 

GGF’( Sutton 

2014:601) 

pDpO- papa- papa- pipi *pipV 

Younger 

Brother 

p’py- p'ay-’o p’ay-’u *p’iK- 

yu 

Brother pa?rc- ‘older 

sibling’ 11
: 

*pit-yu 

*K in *p'iK-yu stands for ‘some velar stop’ 

The PKT reconstruction *pit can be compared compared to the consonant-final reflexes of 

“younger brother” which appear in Uto-Aztecan in the Takic languages and Hopi, as seen in Table 

VII. This reconstruction actually improves the similarities between the two language groups for 

“younger brother” compared to Whorf and Trager’s set 43, for which they give “Proto-Tanoan” 

*po(-y). 

Table VIL Takic and Hopi “younger brother” 

Language Luiseno Serrano Gabrielino Hopi PUA 

younger 

brother 
-peet -poit -pe: 'ec tipko < *ti- 

poko ‘younger 

sibling’ 

*po(?ot) 
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2.4. “Older Sister” 

Davis (1989:370, no. 42) reconstructed PKT *ka, *ko ‘mother’ and compared these to his 

PUA *ka ‘grandmother’ (actually ‘father’s parent’). However, this comparison is spurious, because 

the Towa form turns out not to be a lawful cognate in the resemblant set for ‘Older Sister 1’, in 

Table II. Furthermore, Kiowa ko k-oy (mother, mother’s sister) does not correspond to the other 

forms with /o/, but instead with the /a/ set in ‘Older Sister 2’. The vowel correspondence Kiowa 

/o/, Rio Grande Tewa /a/, Arizona Tewa /a/, Taos /a/, Picuris /ia/, and Southern Tiwa /e/ is supported 

by other sets, and Sutton (2014:553) reconstructs this correspondence as *i in PKT *qi(C) ‘mother’. 

This form resembles Proto-Uto-Aztecan ’'‘yi(C) ‘mother’ not at all. However, it does resemble PUA 

*ko?ci ‘older sister’. In the ancestral Dravidian form of Kiowa-Tanoan kinship systems, the word 

for ‘mother’ would have meant as well ‘mother’s sister’. Intergenerational equation yields terms 

for female parallel cousins, as in Tewa, that mean “little mother’s sister”. Since following crossness 

siblings and parallel cousins are equivalent, there is an obvious path of semantic change from 

‘mother’ to ‘older sister’. 

In summary, the “Sister” resemblances in Table II should be revised as shown in Table 

VIII. 

Table VIII. Kiowa-Tanoan “Sister”, revised 

Language Kiowa Rio Arizona Taos Picuris Southern Towa PKT 

Grande Tewa Northern Northern Tiwa 

Tewa Tiwa Tiwa 

Mother, kok-oy kaye- kaka kayu- kia- (M) ke?i ‘M’ *qi(C) 

Mother’s ‘mother. (MZ) (oZ) (MZ) kecu 

Sister, mother’s kaye- ka(M) (MZ) 

Sister sister’ (MoZ) 

Older ko'o- k6-?o ko- 

Sister (FED, 

MZD) 

(FoZ 

(Santa 

Clara, 

Dozier 

(MyZ) (oZ) 

1955)) 

Younger p’i- ?ayv ?ayLi p’ayu p’?y?o p’ecu p'iE-?e *p’i- 

Sister ‘sister ‘girl’ yv 

(ws)’ 

The words in the resemblant set ‘older sister’ in Tewa and Towa in Table VII unfortunately 

cannot be shown to be cognates. In Sutton’s extensive survey of correspondence sets for Kiowa- 

Tanoan vowels, there is no case where Towa /o/ corresponds to Tewa /o/. Instead, Towa /o/ 

corresponds to Tewa /a/, as in Table III above, and this relationship is stable even after PKT 
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labial consonants (Sutton 2014:560). Thus Towa kd- ‘older sister’, temptingly rcscmblant to PUA 

*ko?ci as seen in Table 1, at this time has no Kiowa-Tanoan etymology. 

2.5. “Younger Sister” 

The final KT resemblant set in the sibling terminology, for ‘sister, younger sister, girl’, is 

considered a good cognate set by Sutton. However, he provides two different reconstructions, 

PKT *p’i(yV) (2014:551) and PKT *p’ig'V (2014:603). Nonetheless, the set is a promising one. 

The second syllabic superficially resembles the “diminutive” set in Table V, but it is not the same 

clement, because the Tewa and Towa vowels are not correspondent in that set. The set does share 

the glottalizcd *p' with the set for ‘younger brother’, and the roots may be related (several of the 

languages in both families have ‘younger sibling’ terms that do not distinguish sex). 

2.6. Revised Resemblances: Proto-Kiowa-Tanoan (?) and Proto-Uto-Aztecan. 

In Table 1, a tempting set of resemblances between sibling terms in Towa, one of the 

Kiowa-Tanoan languages, and Proto-Uto-Aztccan, was illustrated. Table IX revisits these lexical 

sets, using tentative reconstructions for Proto-Kiowa-Tanoan proposed by Sutton (2014), except 

for ‘brother (2)’, which is my own proposal. 

Table IX. Proto-Kiowa-Tanoan and Proto-Hto-Aztecan Sibling Terms 

Language Proto-Kiowa-Tanoan Proto-Uto-Aztecan 

brother (1) (older?) *pipV *pa?ci (oB) 

brother(2) *pitV *poni, *po(?ot) (yB) 

brother (3) (younger?) *p’iK-yu (Tiwa only) (Hopi -poko- ?) 

sister (1) (older?) *qi(C) (M) *ko?ci (oZ) 

sister (2) (younger?) *p’i(yV) ~ ^p’ig-V (yZ) *pini, *pi(?it) 

While we have unearthed new KT-UA similarities in the coda consonants of ‘brother 2’ and 

‘brother 3', overall the resemblances in Table IX arc surely less compelling than those in Table I, 

where we looked only at Towa. In the first place, under Sutton’s model of Kiowa-Tanoan vocalism, 

where PKT has only three oral vowels *i, *u, *a, the first-syllable vowels are no longer resemblant, 

except in ‘younger sister’. The *labial ~ *velar alternation between ‘older brother’ and ‘older 

sister’ remains, but the close semantic resemblance is lost, since the PKT root (for which Sutton 

reconstructs *q, not *k) is not obviously a sibling term; in the daughter languages it is a term for 

‘mother, mother’s sister’ or ‘father’s sister’. 

It looks as though Proto-Kiowa-Tanoan may have had two roots for ‘sibling’, one with 

initial *pi..., and the other with initial *p’i..., the latter labeling the younger sibling in most of the 

daughter languages. In contrast, Uto-Aztccan has four different roots. In summary, the sibling 

terms are less similar when we compare the proto-languages than when we compare PUA with the 

Kiowa-Tanoan daughters. Other kin terms are not helpful; as noted above, Davis’s resemblant set 

(19) (1989:369) for ‘aunt, sister’ is almost certainly spurious. Whorf and Trager’s ‘grandmother’ 

comparison (1937:621, no. 29), based on a word that appears only in Taos Northern Tiwa, is also 

very weak. In summary, the evidence presented here suggests that at the very least any comparison 

between these items will require that Whorf and Trager’s (1937) and Davis’s (1989) 

“reconstructions” of the PKT vowels must be thoroughly revised. It is unlikely that Sutton’s (2014) 
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reconstruction of those vowels will be the last word, but he has shown clearly that the vowels in 

many of the sets used by Whorf and Tragcr and Davis are simply not regularly correspondent. 

3.0. Beyond Uto-Aztecan and Kiowa-Tanoan 

Zuni, spoken in western New Mexico and usually considered an isolate (Hill 2007) 

(although Sapir (1929) suggested that it might belong with Aztec-Tanoan), also has a labial/velar 

initial-stop alternation in the older sibling terms, with papa ‘older brother’ and kawu ‘older sister’ 

(the terms for younger siblings have no resemblance to the Kiowa-Tanoan and Uto-Aztecan forms). 

This raises the question as to whether the p-k alternation reflects an old areal set of nursery words, 

a domain in which terms for older siblings (who are often caretakers of their juniors) often fall. 

However, Keresan, the other major language of the southwestern pueblos, has no such alternation. 

Regarding alternations such as p/k and the Kiowa-Tanoan p/p’ as possibly marking relative 

seniority, Campbell and Poser (2008:214) cite the work of Nichols (2003) who suggests that such 

“phonosymbolic resonance properties” that create parallelisms in kin terms, pronouns, counting, 

and deictic sets such as spatially and directionally differentiated demonstratives, are typically 

secondary developments, and are disfavored as historical evidence. 

Finally, brief mention should be made of Oto-Manguean, suggested by Greenberg (1987) 

as the third member of his ‘‘Central Amerind” family along with Uto-Aztecan and Kiowa-Tanoan. 

There is not much joy to be found among the Oto-Manguean sibling tenns. In the first place, Proto- 

Oto-Manguean is reconstructed (e.g. Rensch 1976, Kaufman 1990) as laeking the bilabial stop *p, 

and its ‘brother’ terms therefore look very different from the p-initial words in Kiowa-Tanoan and 

Uto-Aztecan. Mcrrifield (1981:21) reconstructs Proto-Oto-Manguean as distinguishing seniority 

only for same-sex siblings. He reconstructs **tu, **nu, **yu ‘man’s older brother’ versus 

**kwaHn, **kaHn for ‘woman’s older sister”. The initial (labio-)velar stop in the ‘older sister’ 

reconstructions resemble the initial stop in PUA *ko?ci, but this is non-correspondent for 

Greenberg (1987:124), who held that POM *kw corresponded, not with Uto-Aztecan velars, but 

with *p, which in those languages is found in the “brother” words. Greenberg (1987:125) and Hage 

(2011) thought that POM **kwaHn eorresponded with Uto-Aztecan *pa ‘father’s sister’ (probably 

*pahaw“). 

3.0 Conclusions 

Kiowa-Tanoan and Uto-Aztecan share enough similarities that most people who 

have worked on the two language families have considered the hypothesis that they may 

share a common ancestor as entirely reasonable. However, they also provide a cautionary 

tale. 1 was very struck by the apparent parallelisms in both consonantal and vocalic 

alternations in the sibling terms shown in Table I, and thought 1 might have stumbled on a 

site that would give new support to the “Aztec-Tanoan” hypothesis. However, as I have 

tried to show here, closer examination of the relationships among the Kiowa-Tanoan terms 

^ Stubbs (2011) reconstructs *pahwa. However, a crucial fact about this word is that in Cupeno, a Takic 

language with an unusual stress system, the cognate is a “stressless” root, -paha. Mamet (2011:256) shows 

that Cupeno stressless roots of shape CVCV correspond regularly to roots with second-syllable stress in 

other languages. These words, in turn, can be reconstmeted with coda consonants in the stressed syllables 

(Manaster Ramer 1993). Thus PUA *pahaw is preferable to Stubbs’ proposal. 
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largely erased the parallelisms with Uto-Aztecan that were hinted at by surface forms in 

the modem languages. This review supports Sutton's (2014) demonstration that many of 

the sets that have been considered low-hanging fruit in work on the Aztec-Tanoan 

hypothesis are nothing of the kind. Furthermore, this exercise has provided yet another 

lesson in the importance of undertaking reconstmctions of daughter families prior to 

making long-range comparison, as opposed to cherry-picking promising resemblances in 

daughter languages. It is often suggested that parallelisms in lexical systems, ranging from 

the classic shared aberrancies in paradigms to parallel alternations in deictic terms and kin 

terms, are more resistant to change than are similarities in isolated lexical items. However, 

in this case the apparent parallelisms between Towa and Uto-Aztecan turned out to be the 

chance results of a number of secondary developments in Towa. 

It is, of course, possible that Sutton’s (2014) theory of Kiowa-Tanoan vocalism that 

I have followed here will turn out to be misguided, and justification will be found for more 

transparent reconstructions of vowels in tbe resemblant sets I have discussed, of the type 

that led Sapir, Whorf and Trager, Davis, and Greenberg to understand “Aztec-Tanoan” as 

an uncontroversial clade and hardly an example of long-range comparison at all. However, 

I hope to have shown that ample grounds for controversy remain. 
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Abstract 

We report here on the discovery of a universal phenomenon of human vocal communication, which is not articulate 

language. While its numerous semantic uses are subject to variation across languages and language families, several 

of its basic features and the recurrence of its different variants across languages point to a very ancient origin, certainly 

predating articulate speech, of which it may have been a precursor. 

1. Presentation 

Many a reader will start with incredulity upon learning that we claim to have discovered 

that hum interjections are universal in humans. Obviously it’s universal!” This was indeed 

the first reaction of several of our informants, whether their maternal language was Yoruba, 

Bambara, Kipsigis, Mandarin, or Bikol. However, as far as we know, hums have never been 

described in detail, let alone subjected to a cross-linguistic study. 

Although early evoked as a possible origin of human language (Condillac 1746: 169-82), 

interjections have always taken a far back seat in linguistic studies (Ameka 1992: 101). Moreover, 

most of the work devoted to them deals with words of the standard lexicon that may be used as 

interjections (e.g. well, crap), or with word-like interjections (e.g. hello, gee, wow). Interjections 

consisting in sounds that are not part of the phonetic inventory of the language they belong to - 

like English tut-tut, phonetically a series of dental clicks [I 1] (Ameka 1992: 105-6) - have long 

been reported as curios, without, however, arousing much curiosity. 

A nasal sound, used as an amazingly versatile interjection, appears in dictionaries under 

disguised forms, the most frequent of which are hum or hm, or their equivalent in non-Latin scripts, 

and we have found it in all of the 50-odd extremely diverse languages for which we have obtained 

data. 

Semantically, its exclusive use to convey feelings and states of mind of the emitter makes 

it much closer to animal communication than to symbolic language, though with a degree of 

semantic variety and refinement that has not been described for any animal vocalization. 

Phonetically, its lack of use of the supraglottal articulators (tongue, lips), even in its complex 

variants, is also close to animal grunts, but it also shares with speech and the first stages of babies’ 

vocalizations (Oiler 2000: 15 (table 1.3), 63, and passim) its particular, speech-like phonation, a 
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“modal voice” characterized by “regular vibrations of the vocal folds at any frequency within the 

speaker’s normal range” (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996: 48, Table 3.2). 

Its universality, its functional restriction to express feelings and its phonetic nature halfway 

between animal vocalizations and human words allow one to hypothesize that it may have 

appeared before articulate speech, and was a first step on the way that led to it. 

Moreover, this sound is also used in complex interjections, made of fixed sequences of 

sounds. One at least of these articulate interjections also seems to be universal, and might testify 

to another intermediate stage between a grunting system using speech-like phonation and the 

emergence of the first word. 

2. Material and methods 

Common interjections consist in or comprise an entirely nasal sound - produced by a 

normal, speech-like vibration of the vocal cords while the lips are kept closed. As a first 

approximation, one may transcribe this sound as mmm, as it essentially is like the internal part of 

the nasalized labial stop consonant [m], i.e. its part during closure of the oral tract at lips. 

It is not considered a sound of articulate language (which, as it appears, is not perfectly 

fair), and consequently the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) does not provide a symbol to 

represent it. In order to distinguish it from consonant [m] as it is used in articulate speech, we will 

provisionally represent it by ]rh[, between inverted brackets to remind the reader that it is a 

phonetic though not an IPA transcription and a redundantly nasalizing tilde ] [ to symbolize the 

permanent closure of lips. In this article, a tilde will consistently mark entirely nasal sounds, i.e. 

uttered with closed lips. 

To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that a sound specific to interjections is 

studied for itself cross-linguistically. Most linguistic studies devoted to interjections have studied 

the words representing them - which posed no problem for word-like interjections: in such cases, 

the sound of the interjection corresponds to the received reading of the written word (e.g. hello 

[ho'loo], gee [d3i:], wow [wau]). 

The present study, devoted to the sound ]m[ in interjections, is thus a pioneering one. As 

such, it is imperfect in several regards. First and foremost, in the absence of previous studies, not 

all the meanings and nuances it may express were apparent to us when we started, and even the 

most complete dictionary, namely the Oxford English Dictionary’, appears in this regard to be 

highly lacunar in both the meanings covered and their structuration (see Table 1). Actually, we 

were far from expecting to discover so many meanings and functions of this sound, and have 

gradually become aware of their existence, including during the final steps of the redaction of the 

present paper. Some others still may remain to be discovered. 

Our first goal was simply to document the use of this sound across languages and language 

families - initially, limiting ourselves to its meaning ‘yum.’ However, as we proceeded, we not 

only found that this sound was not lacking in any language submitted to enquiry, but furthermore 

pertained to a far richer communication system than we first thought, and also combined with other 

sounds to form complex, phonetically articulate interjections. 

The gradual way this complexity appeared to us, while we did not always seeurely take 

note of its components in the few first languages where we noticed them, entails that we are not in 

a position to give statistical figures for eaeh of its usages across languages of our sample. However, 

the sound investigated is lacking in none of them, and most of its uses are extremely widespread 

- each meaning is probably used in over 80% of languages, and several of them over 90%. 

Also, in the case of interjections consisting in sounds differing from those of ordinary 
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speech, the words used to represent them are written approximations which have acquired their 

own reading (e.g. humph [hAmf]), and this reading sometimes has become in the oral language an 

interjection by itself, besides the original interjection it described. This adds another complication, 

and our interpretation of humph-XWse: interjections, although independently suggested by three 

experienced linguists, two of whom are native speakers of Ameriean English (see note 3 below), 

will perhaps have to be modified or better integrated in the galaxy of ]m[ interjections that seems 

to emerge here. 

However, we found it important not to content ourselves with reporting the universality of 

this sound, but also to describe as best we could both the semantic variety and phonetic complexity 

of its uses, so that further studies which it undoubtedly deserves may start on a more precise footing 

than ours. In this regard, let us note that the interjections mentioned hereafter are often 

accompanied by specific facial expressions, which appear to be nearly automatieally linked to 

them - a fact that was spontaneously mentioned to us by several informants, both with and without 

anthropological training. These facial expressions are not considered here but should be 

systematically studied as well. 

For practical reasons, fieldwork was essentially conducted in New York City and Paris, 

with informants all bilingual in English or French, many of them multilingual. This may raise the 

question of possible influence from the other languages they spoke. However, we have taken care 

that the languages we investigated were the informants’ respective mother tongues, or at least, in 

a few cases, a language they had an intimate knowledge of, having learned it in early childhood as 

part of their familial environment, in the original area where the concerned language is spoken. 

Informants were asked to reorient themselves mentally in the context of this familial language, in 

order to avoid as much as possible contamination from the other languages/cultures they had been 

in contact with. 

Moreover, our study bears on usages which are part of the most basic conversational 

abilities, which every normal speaker possesses - in contrast to, say, vernacular names of 

medicines, religious practices, or wild animals or plants, which are often unknown or very 

uncertainly known to speakers outside the area where the language is originally spoken. 

Consequently, this particular condition of our investigation is not likely to have significantly 

biased the results. 

For four languages - namely, Swiss German, Cherokee, Irish and Kashmiri -, interviews 

were conducted with native speakers through videoconference on Skype. For three other languages 

- namely, Naron, Yupik and Diidxa Za field anthropologists contributed data drawn from native 

speakers living in the original area where the concerned languages are spoken. 

In order for the reader to get a clearer idea of the matter at stake, we will examine hums 

beginning with the English language. 

3. The nasal sound ]m[ in English interjections 

3.1. The nasal sound ]ifi[ in English simple interjections 

Several written English words refer to interjections consisting in a nasal sound ]m[. Table 1 

displays several of them, with their definitions and etymology, drawn from the Oxford English 

Dictionary, which offers by far the most extensive descriptions. For the purpose of the present 
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study, we will essentially consider the interjections rendered by the English words hum, h’m, hm, 

mm, um awAyum. 

3.2. Meanings and functions of English hum interjections 

There is a wide overlap in the respective definitions of hum, h’m, hm, mm and um, which 

essentially seem to be graphic variants of the same interjections, while yum is semantically 

specialized. And the variety of meanings indicated by the OED under entries hum, mm and um 

(h’m, hm are considered variants of hum and are not defined independently) is amazing - even 

though it is far from exhaustive. Besides those mentioned in the definitions given in Table 1, like 

‘hesitation,’ ‘embarrassment,’ ‘dissatisfaction,’ ‘dissent,’ ‘approbation,’ ‘satisfaction,’ ‘doubt,’ or 

‘gustatory satisfaction,’ ]m[ sounds also may express ‘attention to the speaker,’ ‘drawing attention 

to something,’ ‘irony,’ ‘reflection,’ ‘figuring out,’ ‘satisfaction,’ and ‘annoyance,’ and there may 

be still others which we have not formally identified. 

Table 1. English words referring to simple interjections consisting in a ]iti| sound 

• hum interjection (attested 1598) Pronunciation: /horn/. An inarticulate exclamation uttered with the lips 
closed, either in a pause of hesitation or embarrassment, or as expressing slight dissatisfaction, 
dissent, etc. <http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/89260> 

• mm interjection and noiin (attested 1911) Pronunciation:/m/Etymology: Imitative. 1. Expressing 
satisfaction, approval, or assent; 2. Expressing hesitation, reflection, or inarticulate interrogation. 

<http://www. oed.com/view/Entry/120416> 

• um interjection (attested 1672) Pronunciation: /(o)m/ Etymology: Imitative. Used to indicate: 1. 
Hesitating or inarticulate utterance on the part of a speaker; 2. Hesitation or doubt in replying to 
another; 3. Assent. <http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/208749> 

• h’m or hm interjection (attested 1854) [No pronunciation, etymology, or definition; cross-reference is 
made to hum and hem] <http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/87380> 

• yum interjection (attested 1878) Pronunciation: Etymology: echoic. An exclamation of pleasurable 
anticipation, with implication of sensual or gustatory satisfaction; frequently reduplicated as yum- 
yum, etc. <http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/232558> 

This table lists entries and definitions, quoted with permission from the Oxford English 

Dictionary, of words referring to interjections consisting in a ]m[ sound. The pronunciations 

in IPA are those of the written words, not the interjections themselves. This appears most 

clearly in the definition of hum; “an inarticulate exclamation uttered with the lips closed” is 

obviously incompatible with the phonetic transcription /ham/ given by the OED. Hum, h’m, 

hm, um and mm clearly are graphic variants of the same interjection, endowed with multiple 

meanings, only part of which are reported in the OED's definitions. To them must be added 

yum, according to the OED from an “echoic” origin which is left undetermined. But, while the 

word yw77 itself has become a widely used interjection, it nevertheless represents a particular 

form of ]m[. The most direct way to express, in a familiar setting, that what one is having, 

food or drink, is deliciously tasteful, is with a sound ]rhrh(m)[, of long or super-long duration 

with a rising intonation. It is indeed the sound “echoed” by yum. All six English words hum, 

mm, um, h’m, hm and yum thus refer to interjections consisting in the same sound ]m[. 

However, all these diverse meanings fall in the field of the emitter’s feelings or states of 

mind. None may be used to refer to an external object or event, a limitation they share with most 
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if not all animal vocalizations. The only possible documented exceptions might be the different 

alarm calls of vervets (Seyfarth et al. 1980) and other monkey species, each of which is specialized 

for a different predator and hence elicits a different fleeing reaction. However, even these alarm 

calls fundamentally express a feeling of the emitter, namely fear. 

Another consistent semantic quality of hum ~ mm ~ um interjections is a noncommittal 

feature which is captured by OED definitions such as “expressing slight dissatisfaction, dissent” 

or “expression of [...] mild surprise or dissent.” This quality, also present with positive meanings, 

makes hums the ball bearings and shock absorbers of informal conversation. Even though most of 

the time they go nearly unnoticed, at least at a conscious level, they are extremely frequent. They 

are very often emitted by the hearer, conveying to the speaker, without interrupting the speech 

turn, what his interlocutor thinks or feels about what he is saying at a particular moment. 

As a consequence, most hums are not part of a proper speech turn, and only are an 

attenuated echo of another’s words, hence their evanescent nature - only their particular color 

allows the speaker to tune his discourse to the feelings of listeners, often without being clearly 

conscious of it himself Once one has become aware of their existence, it is really amazing to 

observe how often oneself and others do indeed hum. 

But for all their utility in conversation, hums do not strictly depend on it. They also may 

be uttered in response to someone’s acts, again outside any proper speech turn, guiding the ongoing 

action without interrupting it. 

Finally, a particular use of ]m[ sounds seems to us extremely important. It may be uttered 

when alone, or otherwise only with extremely familiar people, and expresses deep physical and 

psychic relaxation and well-being, typically as a long or super-long ]mm(m)[ on a steady pitch 

with a marked fall at the end. This apparently spontaneous sound may be suppressed in many 

social settings but is spontaneous and nearly irrepressible in some others. 

We did not make a complete survey of mammalian vocalizations studies, but we 

nevertheless may point to interesting parallels. Nasal sounds have been observed in chimps as 

signals of appeasement (Goodall 1986: fig. 6.2 p. 127; see also p. 131). A specialist on American 

black bears, who has maintained continuous relationships with a female bear he raised as an orphan 

cub and reintroduced into the wild, says that she greets him with a nasal grunt to signal she has no 

aggressive intention (Ben Kilham, personal communication; see also Kilham & Gray 2002). 

3.3. Phonetic differentiation of meanings in English hum interjections 

It is not common, and at first thought hardly conceivable, that a given sign may express 

‘approbation,’ ‘dissent’ and ‘doubt’ as well as ‘satisfaction’ and ‘dissatisfaction’ - imagine if the 

word mouse might mean either ‘mouse,’ ‘whale,’ ‘mammal,’ ‘animate,’ or ‘inanimate,’ aecording 

to utterances! How does one know which of these meanings is intended by the speaker? 

This question goes unnoticed by the OED, let alone its answer. Even though it is not 

possible yet to fully explain the working of hum interjections, some preliminary indications may 

be given here. It seems to rely on a complex combination of pitch (the perceived frequency of the 

vocal cords’ vibration), loudness (the perceived amount of acoustic energy), and length (the 

duration of the sound). These features are imbricated in a way which is rather difficult to 

understand and does not seem to have been the object of much study - if at all: literature on 

universal of intonation (itself a complex feature involving pitch and duration) seems to deal only 

with complex sentences (Lieberman 1967, Hirst & Di Cristo 1998, Ladd 2001). 
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Moreover, the variations of these features obey rules that cannot be reduced to those 

described for articulate speech. Notably, ]rh[ sounds cannot be considered to be mere carriers of 

intonation: for instance, a hum expressing annoyance seems to crucially rely on the loudness 

contour of the corresponding ]rh[ sound. Explaining these variations in detail will require further 

investigations by phoneticians, involving several speakers for each language investigated in order 

to assess the extent of individual variations. 

3.4. A complex interjection comprising a nasal sound |iti[ in English 

Furthermore, the ]m[ sound is not only uttered alone, as an inarticulate interjection. In 

English, it is found in several interjections referring to complex phonetic sequences (Table 2). 

Table 2. English words referring to complex interjections comprising a ]ifi[ sound 

mph interjection (attested 1860; now rare) Pronunciation: /(3)mh/, /(h)m/ Etymology: imitative (see humph, 
iimph). Expressing disapproval, doubt, or dissatisfaction. <http://www.oed.eom/view/Entry/l23112> 

umph interjection and noun (attested 1568) Pronunciation: /(o)mh/ Etymology: imitative. An inarticulate 
sound, expressive of hesitation, doubt, or dissatisfaction. <http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/208892> 

humph interjection and noun (attested 1681) Pronunciation: /hAmf/ Etymology: imitative. 
The inarticulate syllable h’mf!, used as a) a signal; b) an expression of doubt or dissatisfaction. Also 
a noun, as a name for this utterance. <http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/89435> 

Here are presented some of the words, quoted with permission from the OED, referring to 

complex interjections comprising a ]ih[ sound. 

These three interjections have apparently much in common in both their respective spellings and 

definitions. They are semantically near equivalents, and cover a subset of the meanings expressed 

by ]m[ sounds, exclusively negative feelings - disapproval, doubt, hesitation or dissatisfaction. In 

this regard, they may be considered phonetically expanded variants of a particular subset of hum 

interjections. 

The original phonetic nature of the interjections they refer to is not indicated by the OED, 

which only describes the reading of the written words.' They all contain a ]rh[ sound and also share 

an unvoiced nasal expiration, rendered, in the English orthography, by their common final -ph. 

From the articulatory viewpoint, it may be considered a nasal equivalent of oral [h]; both are 

produced by the airflow expelled from lungs through the open glottis, with no gesture of 

supraglottal articulators to modify it. From the auditory viewpoint, however, it is very different. 

While an oral [h] produces turbulences of the airflow at the glottis, what is heard in its nasal 

equivalent is turbulences at the nostrils, producing a sound sharing auditory similarities with both 

[h] and [f].' This sound, which we will provisionally transcribe as ]h[, is also disregarded by the 

IPA (actually, the IPA does not provide a transcription for any entirely nasal sound). Its particular 

auditory quality may have been the source, in the written words mph, umph and humph, of the final 

-ph, reading [f] though with (visually) a [h] coloration. 

' The following interpretation of the .sounds mph, umph and humph refer to was independently suggested to us by 

Mathias Arminjon (French Translation Service, United Nations) and Peter MacNeilage (University of Texas at 

Austin), and confirmed by Sydney Lamb (Rice University). 

- Actually, the unvoiced fricatives [h] and [f] share several auditory features, with the consequence that [h] is a 

common historical outcome of a former [f]. 
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There also may be two onsets added to these interjections. A basic onset consists of an 

initial nasal glottal stop ]?-[, giving ]?mh[. This initial ]?[ may itself be preceded by a nasal ]h[ 

(perhaps rendered by the initial h- in hum and humph); the whole sequence humph would thus be 

transcribed as ]h?mh[. 

It seems that no onset ]h-[ without a following glottal stop ]-?-[ is possible; it may result 

from a physiological constraint bearing on the transition between ]h-[ and ]-m[, and imposing an 

intermediate glottal stop ]-?-[. Semantically, forms with a glottal stop ]?-[ may appear slightly 

more assertive than those without one. 

It is to be noted that forms with a non-negative meaning do not take the final ]-h[. This 

may indicate that this final ]-h[ intrinsically bears a negative meaning, and might be related to 

interjections consisting in a simple expiration, either through the nose (]hh[) or the lips (the bilabial 

voiceless fricative [4>4>])i in the latter case optionally preceded by a [p-] onset ([p4>4>])5 rendered by 

a number of English words (see in the OED interjections faugh, pah, phah, pew, phew, phoo, 

phooey, poh, poof, pooh, puff), expressing “cursory dismissal, contemptuous rejection, 

disagreement, reproach, disapproval, abhorrence, disdain, or disgust,” as well as, in a seemingly 

recent metaphorical use, “relief’ - of having escaped something unpleasant. 

Conversely, both onsets ]?-[ and ]h?-[ are not restricted to the expression of negative 

feelings. All the other meanings covered by simple ]rh[ sounds (those expressing approbation, 

surprise, reflection, thinking about, among others) can appear as either ]?m[ or ]h?m[. 

Moreover, all ]rh[, ]?rh[ and ]h?rh[ forms may be reduplieated, giving the simple-syllable 

form ]m-m[, or a sequenee with either of the two onsets, namely ]?m-?m[ and ]h?m-h?m[. When 

reduplicated, the intonational contour of the ]m[ form is distributed over the two syllables. 

Finally, the definition of humph by the OED as an “inarticulate syllable h’mf’ is 

inadequate. A syllable is a unit of organization of articulate speech, so “inarticulate syllable” is a 

contradiction in terms. The sequence h 'mf ]h?mh[ is a complex syllable, whose peak is a ]m[ 

sound. However, having a nasal sound as its syllable peak does not make h 'mf inarticulate any 

more than their second syllable peaks [n] or [rn] make the English words button [bAtn] or bottom 

[botrn] “inarticulate words.” 

Several features of both simple and complex ]m[ interjections make them likely candidates 

to be a very old system of communication, anterior to articulate speech. But directly extrapolating 

from the English language to remote prehistory would be of little significance. Therefore, we have 

to look for hums in other languages. 

4. Universal nasal interjections in modern humans 

4.1. Simple ]m[ interjections in other written languages 

Words referring to simple interjections analogous to English hum are found in many written 

languages. The sample list presented in Table 3 is by no means exhaustive, and results from a 

cursory investigation in dictionaries easily available to the authors. It only reports parallels to 

English hum~um~mm, leaving aside the also widespread parallels of yum. 
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Table 3. //w/M-like words in written languages other than English 

German; hum interjection A sound expressing thought, reservation, doubt; also sign of fretfulness. 
(Grimm & Grimm 1838-1971) 

Swedish: hm, hum interjection (attested 1618) Rendering various nasal sounds uttered when 
words are not immediately available to the speaker to express his thought; expressing indecision, 
doubtful assent, deliberation, disapproval, contempt, surprise; used to attract attention. 

(Svenska Akademien no date) 

French: hum interjection (attested 1680) Marking a distance from (the discourse of) the 
interlocutor; introducing a rectification of the interlocutor’s discourse; introducing a self-addressed 
discourse; marking embarrassment; used to ask discreetly to take the speech turn. 

(Imbs & Quemada 1971-1994) 

Italian: uhm interjection (attested 1879) Expresses doubt, uncertainty, disbelief. 
(Sabatini & Coletti 2010) 

Romanian: hm interjection Used to express doubt, distrust, reserve, dissatisfaction, disbelief, irony. 
(Academia Romana 1998) 

Latin: hem or em interjection An expression of surprise, in a good or bad sense; of admiration, joy, 
grief, indignation, etc. (like the intensive ehem, an expression of joyful surprise). 

(Lewis & Short 1879) 

Czech: hmm interjection Marks hesitation in speech. 
(Cesky-anglicky, anglicky-cesky slovnik no date) 

Russian: au (gm = [hm]) orxM (xm = [hm]) interjection (attested 19’^ cent.) Expresses doubt, 
disbelief, irony; used when the speaker hesitates or finds difficult to express himself. 

(Evgen’eva no date) 

Armenian: hpJ^hem) interjection Hem, hm, ahem. (Asmankoulian & Hovhannesyan 1984) 
Sanskrit: o'" ^(hOm) interjection Exclamation of remembrance, doubt, interrogation, 
assent, anger, reproach, fear, etc. (Monier-Williams 1899) 

Finnish: hm interjection Hum. (Deverriere & Charbey 1998) 

Hungarian: hmm interjection Umph. {Angol-Magyar Szotar no date) 

Turkish: him (hium) interjection (attested 1876, himhim) Nasal sound expressing doubt or 
dissatisfaction. (Ni§anyan 2001) 

Arabic: (hamhama) interjection An inarticulate utterance {hmm, hmm), e.g., to express 
astonishment, and the like; mumble, mutter(ing); hum; growl, snarl. (Wehr 1976) 
Hebrew: ann (ehm) interjection Um, h’m, ahem. 

Chinese: 0,S interjection 1. {eng) A groaning sound expressing interrogation, surprise. 2. {eng) Non¬ 
verbal grunt expressing approval. 3. {eng) interjection Expressing approval, appreciation or 
agreement. (CEDICT no date) 

The list of him-Wke words presented here is limited to easily accessible dictionaries and 

certainly might be widened, and the definitions given refined and completed. Its goal is 

essentially to establish that humming plays an important role in human languages, 

independently from the present authors’ own documentation effort (sections 4.2 and 4.3 and 

Table 4). 

This list, encompassing languages (including ancient ones) from different families and 

phyla - Indo-European, Uralic, Turkic (Eurasiatic), Semitic (Afroasiatic) and Sino-Tibetan (Dene- 

Caucasian) provides a first confirmation that humming plays an important role in human 

communication. The variety of meanings seems as widespread as the interjection itself, and the 

variation in the data of Table 3 may be essentially limited by the degree of precision and accuracy 

of the source dictionaries. 
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But these written data remain of restricted scope, as they cover only a fraction of the 

existing language families, all spoken in Eurasia and enjoying a long literary tradition. What about 

languages from other families and continents, or without an easily accessible written 

documentation? Even though it does not seem very likely that humming would be restricted to 

written languages, it is a matter that is subject to facts, not inferences. 

4.2. The universal interjection ]m| in the world’s languages 

We have investigated ]m[ interjections with native speakers of languages belonging to the 

most varied phyla, families and groups (Table 4). 

Table 4. Languages in which |m| interjections have been investigated and found 

Khoisan: Southern Africa: Central: 1. Naron. Niger-Congo: 
Mande: Northern: 2. Mandinka. 3. Bambara. Atlantic: 
Northern: 4. Fula. 5. Wolof. South-Central Niger-Congo: 
Volta-Comoe: 6. Abure. Ewe-Fon: 7. Fon. Yoruba: 8. Yoruba. 
Nun-Bamileke: 9. Bamun. Bantu: 10. Lingala. 11. Luganda. 
12. Nyankore. 13. Swahili. Nilo-Saharan: Nilotic: Southern: 
14. Kipsigis. Afroasiatic: Semitic Central: 15. Hebrew. 
16. Egyptian Arabic. South: 17. Amharic. Berber Northern: 
18. Tamazight. Cushitic: Eastern: 19. Oromo. Dene- 
Caucasian: Sino-Tibetan: Sinitic: 20. Mandarin. Tibeto- 
Burmese: 21. Tibetan. Dravidian: South Tamil-Kannada: 

22. Tamil. Eurasiatic: Indo-European: Germanic: 23. English. 24. German. 25. Swiss German. 26. Swedish. 
Celtic: 27. Irish. Italic: 28. French. 29. Spanish. 30. Sicilian. Slavic: 31. Croatian. 32. Polish. 33. Russian. Iranian: 
34. Persian. Indie: 35. Kashmiri. 36. Nepali. 37. Marathi. Altaic: Turkic: 38. Turkish. 39. Uzbek. Nippo-Korean: 
Korean: 40. Korean. Japonic: 41. Japanese. Eskimo-Aleut: Eskimo: 42. Alaskan Inupiaq. Amerind: Almosan- 
Keresiouan: Iroquoian: 43. Cherokee. Central Amerind: Otomanguean: 44. Diidxa Za (- Isthmus Zapotec). 
Austric: Austroasiatic: Viet-Muong: 45. Vietnamese. Tai-Kadai: Kam-Tai: 46. Thai. Austronesian: Malayo- 
Polynesian: 47. Tagalog. 48. Bikol. Creoles: Portuguese-based: 49. Bissau-Guinean Kriol. French-based: 
50. Dominican Patois. English-based: 51. Trinidadian Creole. 

The languages in this sample represent a majority of linguistic phyla, and a variety of their 

subgroups. Only Indo-Pacific and Australian languages are not represented, due to the 

difficulty to find speakers of these languages outside their original area. The linguistic 

classification followed is that of Ruhlen (1991). 
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Like English, all these languages without exception use ]rh[ interjections to express various 

feelings of the speaker. The exceptionless existence of ]rh[ interjections in all languages of this 

sample constitutes a strong first indication of their universality in modem humans. Possible 

exceptions which might be discovered by a more thorough investigation will certainly be few (in 

terms of taxa, at least), and might sooner be explained by loss, than that the global distribution 

documented here might be explained by independent developments. 

Another important point is that no single semantic use of ]m[ seems to be completely 

universal. For instance, while an overwhelming majority of languages in our sample, from Naron 

to Alaskan Inupiaq through Yoruba, Kipsigis, Tibetan and Tagalog, use ]mmm[ with a rising 

intonation for ‘joim,’ five languages, namely Bambara, Kashmiri, Diidxa Za, Vietnamese and 

Thai, do not. 
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The cases of Bambara and Kashmiri are particularly interesting, as there are in our data 

closely related languages in which a ]mmrh[ ‘yum’ interjection is commonly used - and it was 

known to our Kashmiri informant that other Indie languages do use it. This points to a cultural 

transmission of these interjections, with a non-negligible possibility of loss. 

Approving and disapproving meanings of hums also seem not to be used by all languages, 

but the conditions of our inquiry do not allow to be entirely definite in this regard. Their absence 

from some languages may have been due to some informants being too focused on another 

meaning, and/or the concerned meanings being expressed by another length-pitch-loudness 

contour than the ones we suggested. Individual variations may also conceivably have played a role, 

which cannot be pinpointed here, as most languages have been represented by a single speaker in 

our study. 

Nevertheless, both the absence of ]mmm[ ‘yum’ in a few languages, and the lack of 

evidence of the other meanings being completely universal already allow us to state that ]m[ 

interjections certainly include a culturally transmitted component, and are not entirely governed 

by instinctual mechanisms. 

4.3. A universal complex interjection comprising a nasal sound |m| 

We have investigated, in about half the languages listed in section 4.2 above, the complex 

interjection ]h?thh[ expressing irony, doubt or contempt, best transcribed by the English word 

humph. This rather complex sound, with its rather specific meaning, was found in languages as 

diverse as Swahili, Bambara, Yoruba, Arabic, English, French, Russian, Kashmiri, Chinese, 

Tibetan, Vietnamese, Thai, Bikol, etc., while it was lacking in no language in which it was 

searched. As such, it may be considered a good candidate to universality, though somewhat less 

strongly based than plain hum. 

5. Discussion 

The aim of the present study was to document the universality of ]iti[ interjections across 

languages and cultures. This important initial goal has been reached, on whose basis important 

conclusions may be drawn. 

The universality of the use of a ]rh[ sound in hum- and hiunph-hke interjections in humans, 

with a variety of shared functions and meanings, definitely points to a common origin. As such, 

this common origin must be anterior to the dispersion of Homo sapiens on Earth, some 100,000 

(±50,000) years ago. 

However, several of their features that have been highlighted above tend to push them back 

to a stage anterior to articulate speech. These features are: 

(i) Their lacking supraglottal articulation; 

(ii) Their non-symbolic functions, and, correlatively, 

(iii) Their being restricted to express feelings and states of mind of the emitter; 

(iv) Their specific, continuous way of signifying; 

(v) Their functional independence from articulate speech (even though they may interact 

with it); 

(vi) The apparently spontaneous nature of their use to express well-being; and 
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(vii) Their parallels in other mammals, including chimpanzees. 

All these features make these interjections closer to animal communication than to speech. 

However, both their wide range of semantic variation within the field of feelings, and above all 

the particular type of phonation they rely on distinguish them from animal vocalizations. 

In this regard, it is particularly interesting to note that Oiler (2000), summarizing thirty 

years of personal and others’ observations of the early stages of acquisition of language by babies, 

describes the first stage of babies’ vocalizations (starting at birth and during up to 2-3 months of 

age) as that of the acquisition of a speech-like phonation without any attempt at supraglottal 

articulation. Oiler explains that mastering this type of phonation, unknown to non-human 

mammals, is the most basic prerequisite for speech, and certainly a much more demanding skill 

than is usually realized. In a final chapter, he even commits himself to a journey into “speculative 

prehistory”, which starts by inviting us to 

imagine ape-like creatures, perhaps of the Australopithecus afarensis line (or [another, related] species). [...] 

One thing that makes them different from their [...] ancestors is that the members of this mutated line vocalize 

more [...]. Importantly, the call is produced quickly at a low intensity, within about 300 milliseconds, in a 

voice with smooth and periodic vibrations of the vocal cords, unlike the fixed signals of the repertoire. 

Furthermore, the call can be produced with or without a conspeeific present, especially in infancy, but also 

in adulthood. (Oiler 2000; 322) 

After explaining what this new “quasi-vowel” sound might have been good for - attracting 

or maintaining attention, enhancing social contact, seeking favors or support -, Oiler goes on: 

It may be important that the call be a relatively quiet one (as quasi-vowels are), so as not to attract unnecessary 

attention to the group from potential predators — loud enough to engage the conspecifics nearby, but not too 

loud. Survival is sometimes fostered by not calling attention to oneself [...]. Perhaps even more important is 

that the vocalization may be inhibitable and that it possesses the quality of Contextual Freedom to the extent 

that it can be suppressed in any circumstance in which silence is necessary. (Oiler 2000: 323) 

With their short, low-intensity, smooth, and inhibitable phonation, hums closely 

correspond to this hypothesized first stage of evolution of language. They may have evolved in 

archaic humans or pre-humans in a phase analogous to the first stage described by Oiler in babies, 

and consistent with his prehistorical speculation. The evolution of this phase would comply with 

the two basic Neo-Darwinian evolutionary rules, namely it would have consisted in a 

differentiation of ]m[ sounds to express more and more diverse feelings (i) through very 

progressive steps and (ii) with clear benefits in survival and reproduction at each step. 

The passage from a forest to a savannah habitat, implicitly alluded to by Oiler with his 

mention of Australopithecines as the genus in which it would have evolved, may have been crucial 

in this respect. In this new environment, which offered few possibilities of fleeing from the 

numerous powerful predators that had lived until then on mammalian herbivores, the survival of 

our ancestors, poorly equipped to resist individually, certainly relied heavily on the cohesion of 

the band - a strategy independently discovered by different animal species that have been subjected 

to heavy predation pressure in similar contexts, like baboons, buffaloes or musk oxen. 

The initial value of ]m[ sounds may have been to signify an absence of aggressiveness, just 

as with black bears and probably chimpanzees. It originally relied on both the absence of baring 

teeth, a clear threat used by most mammals, and the corresponding muffledness of nasal sounds 

due to the smaller passage of air and the nasal acoustic antiformants. These ]m[ sounds smoothed 

social relationships within the band and developed empathy between its members, while their 
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muffledness also satisfied the requirement to avoid, as much as possible, high-amplitude sounds 

likely to draw attention. This initial value is still present in modem interjections, as it appears from 

OED definitions “expressing slight dissatisfaction, dissent,” or “expression of [...] mild surprise or 

dissent.” 

The sounds evolved during this stage, apparently maintained until today in parallel with 

articulate speech (testifying to their unehallenged value of mildly expressing the speaker’s feelings 

towards the hearer and his diseourse and acts), would have paved the way for later developments. 

Complex interjections may testify to a further stage of the phylogenetic evolution of vocal 

communication in humans. They may have appeared only when plain ]m[ sounds of the first stage, 

represented today by hums, were in full use, and probably already differentiated into various 

semantic functions through phonetic variations involving only phonatory control (i.e. through 

loudness, pitch, and length). It is not possible to say whether complex interjections appeared before 

articulate speech or developed in parallel with it. It is nevertheless striking that the other sounds 

they comprise (glottal stops and h-sounds) do not involve supraglottal articulators either. 

In this regard, the subsequent stages described by Oiler (2000) in the acquisition of speech 

capacity by babies may again help. To him, the second and third stages (from 1 to 4 and from 3 to 

8 months, respeetively) are those of the progressive mastering of supraglottal articulation, first for 

vowels, then for consonant margins, which demand strongly enhanced skills in the coordination 

of a number of very different muscles. As a consequenee, during these two stages, it often happens 

that a phonetie transcription is inadequate to render babies’ vocalizations. The sounds produced, 

even though our adult ears tend to “shoehorn” them into IPA phonemes, only distantly conform to 

any phoneme target, for a great part because of relative timing inadequacies in the babies’ 

articulatory gestures. 

Thus, in a scenario where hums would have been the first speech-like sounds acquired by 

humans, it would have been natural that the same articulator, namely the glottis, of which our 

ancestors had already gained rather fine eontrol, were the first used to produee consonants. Most 

probably, rougher versions may have evolved before speech, paving the way to it, while the forms 

found today are influenced by our disproportionately enhanced articulatory skills. 

While much remains to explain in the working of these interjections, we are sure that it is 

a job worth pursuing and which certainly will continue to shed a new light on the millenary 

problem of the origin of language and more generally on human communication. 
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The Bashkir Gloss tdndy ‘baby’ and its 

Interphyletic Correspondences in Other Languages 

Sh. Nafikov, G. Yagafarova, G. Karimova, M. Valieva 

Russian Academy of sciences, Ufa Science Centre^ 

Abstract: The article contains some cross-linguistic and largely interphyletic comparanda concerning some putative 

cognates or parallels to the Bashkir and other Turkic words denoting ‘baby, infant’. A superficial search for so- 

called look-alikes taken from various languages of the Amerindian and Austric macrophyla and a study of sources 

have revealed many parallels which could be accounted for by chance similarities (which we think highly unlikely), 

by areal diffusion phenomena, or by a primordial unity dating back to ethnolinguistic prehistory. 

Case history. In lexicographical and other sources it is known that the Bashkir language 

has the gloss tdndy ‘baby’ which is polysemantic. The first meaning is ‘baby, infant’, a derivative 

being tdndyld - ‘to give birth’ (of a woman). The second meaning is known as a kinship term, 

especially in the Eastern archaic dialect where they have tdndy ‘younger brother / sister’, ‘younger 

brother-in-law’. Field and dialect material demonstrates that the word tdndy is current also in the 

transitional North-west dialect of the Bashkir language in the form of tdndkdy ‘junior sister’ 

{Dialectological Dictionary of the Bashkir language, 2002). 

It should be noted that the frequency of the word tdndy with derivatives is less than that of 

usual literary equivalents of the Bashkir words bala ‘child’, bdpes ‘baby’, sabyj ‘baby’, etc. In the 

absence of an etymological dictionary of the Bashkir language the origin of tdndy and its possible 

derivatives remain unknown. 

Possible cognate words in the Turkic languages are Yakut djon ‘people’, Bashkir dialectal 

(east) totjros ‘firstborn’, Tatar dialectal tonchok ‘firstborn’ from tun < ‘first’; Chaghatay tunruch 

‘firstborn’, Kumyk tunguch ‘firstborn’ (D.B. Ramazanova, Terms of kinship in the Tatar 

language, 74); Turkish tana tulon ‘children’, etc. 

The Bashkir language also employs tdndy ‘word for addressing persons younger than 

oneself; tdnd (Eastern dialect) ‘baby’; ‘word of appeal to younger sisters and brothers’. 

Some clarity may be brought through comparisons in other languages: cf.: Indo-European 

dhenu ‘suckling’ (R. Akhmetyanov, 2006), Chuvash tan ‘equable’ > Mari dialectal tan ‘friend. 

^ About the Authors: Shamil Nafikov, senior research fellow at the Department of Linguistics, 
Institute for History, Language and Literature, Ufa Scientific Center, the Russian Academy of 
Sciences; Gulnaz Yagafarova, senior researcher at the Department of Linguistics, Institute of 
History, Language and Literature, Ufa Scientific Center, Russian Academy of Sciences; Gulnaz 
Karimova, researcher at the Department of Linguistics, Institute of History, Language and 
Literature, Ufa Scientific Center, Russian Academy of Sciences; Madina Valieva, a junior 
researcher at the Department of Linguistics, Institute of History, Language and Literature, Ufa 
Scientific Center, Russian Academy of Sciences, 
e-mail: nafigoff(a),mail.ru. rishrinat@mail.ru 
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pal’; tin ‘equable’ (M.R. Fedotov, Chuvash-Mari language relationship, 241-242), Burushaski 

tana ‘bastard’, etc. 

In ancient Turkic such a word is not recorded, but tana means ‘seeds and fruit of some 
plants’ [Old Turkic Dictionary, 544). 

The authors propose to juxtapose the Bashkir words tana ‘baby’ and tana ‘heifer’. The 
basis for the joint consideration of these words is the sememe ‘young human / animal species’ as 

well as almost complete coincidence of the words in their appearance, i.e. morphonological 
similarity of our comparison. 

The proposed objective of this article is to find and show to readers possible matches, 
correspondences outside the Turkic, (resp.) Altaic languages, comparing very remote indigenous 
languages of the Americas, Southeast Asia and the islands of Oceania. 

A brief overview of the actual comparative material 

Employing the method of mass comparison of the material available, the authors have 

sampled the following comparanda concerning Bashkir tdndy, tana and similar words: 
I. The Athabaskan (Athapaskan) family of indigenous languages (North and north-west 

of mainland North America). 
The main word for ‘man, person, the men’ in these languages is the gloss dene and tene 

(John Campbell, “The Denes of America Identified with the Tungus’’, 167-223) and Ket d'r'rj 

‘people’ (collectiva), cf. pre-Athabaskan *ddne ‘person’. In the inner and outward form (the 

phonetic shape) similarity to the Bashkir tdndy is unlikely to cause doubt in the readers mind while 

looking through this sketchy article. Other opinions on dene’s etymology are familiar to the authors 
yet are not touched upon here. 

II. Amerind macrophylum senso lato 

Modem comparative linguistics suggests that the root (base) of the TVNV type is found in 
many aboriginal languages in the area of North, Central and South America. Below is a brief 
sampling of various literary sources and lexical files of the authors; 

Among Aravan languages in South America (synonym of the Mado language) they have 

recorded the language of the tribe deni (Burlak and Starostin, 359). Our supposition is that in this 

case we deal with a tribal name equivalent to the ethnonym dene, as discussed above sub /. 

The Mixtec language (Mexico) has the word ta'nu i'sa ‘junior sister’, and in the indigenous 
Sukhina language tino-ice 'young woman', where the last elements are reflexes of proto-Amerind 
diminutive affix -mai ‘younger sister’. The Amaguae language also has a cognate - kin term - tsen- 

ke ‘son’, in the Nekigran language - thon-ghi ‘sister’. The last-mentioned languages are spoken by 
tribes in South America. 

However, specimens from the different subdivisions of the Amerind macrophylum in 
North America confirm the presence of kindred-root words, mainly in the meaning of the terms of 

(blood) kinship. Thus, the Totonac language (a Penutian tongue spoken in Mexico) has the gloss 
t'ana-t ‘grandson, in the Sierra Miwok language (in the Far West of the U.S.A.). In the meaning 

of ‘daughter’ they use the word tune- (J.H. Greenberg, M. Ruhlen, Amerind etymological 

dictionary’, 97). 

On the West Coast of the United States similar words are recorded in languages of different 
families of the Amerind macrophylum, e.g., tana ‘child’ in Nootka (Penutian family), tini-si ‘child, 
a son, a daughter' in the (now extinct) Yana (a Hokan language). 
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An important point in favour of the fact that the selfsame root is able to denote gender 

differences depending on the internal vowel is found in the source below. In the article cited above, 

the noted Americanists J. Greenberg and M. Ruhlen provide examples of the effect of the so-called 

internal inflection, when the predominantly narrow vowel is used in the root of a word to refer to 

the male gender, the [u] type of vowel conveys the meaning of feminine: proto-Amerind T’U'NA 
‘daughter, sister, girl’. Below we adduce examples from the languages of the Americas: 

Coeur d’Alene tune ‘niece’ 

Yuchi c 'one ‘daughter, son’ 

Central Sierra Miwok -tune ‘daughter’ 

Tehuelche thaun ‘sister’ 

T acana -tona ‘younger sister’ 

It should be noted that the modem form of the words that are the subject of this article may be 

quite different from the shape of their morphonological (diachronic) reconstructions. Examples 

are the lexemes taken from the preliminary version of the Amerind Etymological Dictionary 

(Greenberg & Ruhlen 2007: 173, 174]: Wiyot (Algonquian family), cT-k ‘child’ (? < *tin-ki); 

Proto-Central Otomi *su-ci ‘girl’ (< *t’un-kiy, Tewa sun-tsi ‘friend’ (< *tun-ki). The last two 
languages are included in the area of the Indian languages of Central America; note also Goajira 
tan-ci ‘brother-in-law’ (Equatorial family in South America). The common root in the meaning of 

a kin term is represented in a number of languages of the Macro Je stock (Brazil), where one meets 
Aponegicran i-thon-ghi ‘sister’, Caraho a-ton-ka ‘younger sister’, Piokobye a-ton-kd ‘younger 

sister’. 

As in most lexical groups of the basic lexical core, in kin terms in the etymology of words 

for ‘son / child / daughter’ researchers deal with the phenomena of simplification and restmcturing 

in the morphophonemic shape occurring diachronically in presumed cognates inherited from 
prehistoric epochs. 

The main argument of extralinguistic nature is the theory of Asiatic origin of American 
Indians. At the level of the latest genetic research this subject is covered in dozens of works, but 
in the framework of this article we shall restrict references, mentioning only one source by way of 
works of Russian and American geneticists (Derenko and Malarchuk, “In search of the ancestral 
home of the American Indian”, 72-78). In terms of the linguistic aspect of the peoples 

communication / languages of the Old and New World the issue is raised in the works of scores of 

scientists. However, the present authors prefer to be limited to two references viz. (Yakovlev, 
“Ancient linguistic links between the Caucasus, Asia and the Americas”, 196-204), (Polat Kaya, 
“Search For a Probable Linguistic and Cultural Kinship Between the Turkish People of Asia and 

the Native Peoples of Americas”, 650-679). 
The following lengthy quotation taken from a paper by J. Greenberg and M. Ruhlen (1992) 

provides rich factual data on the root in question that seems to have evolved from a single ancestral 

root in common with the Bashkir gloss tana / tdndy. For the latter see more on the first page of our 

article. 
Defining a Family by a Single Linguistic Innovation: T’ANA. 

Evidence in its daughter languages implies that Proto-Amerind had a root that sounded 

like T'ANA, meant “child” and assumed three vocalizations that indicated gender. Because the etymology 

runs through all of Amerind’s 11 branches but is not found in any other group [emphasis added - authors], 

it ties the family together and distinguishes it from others. Branches appear in the first column. Almosan- 
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Keresiouan and Chibchan-Paezan are divided, and each thus occupies tw'o rows. All daughter languages arc 

modern save Proto-Uto-Aztecan. which is reconstructed. 

LANGUAGE FAMILY LANGUAGE FORM MEANING 

AMERIND PROTO-AMERIND TA'NA "CHILD, SIBLING" 

Almosan Nootka t'an'a "child" 

Keresiouan Yuchi tone "brother" 

Penutian Totonac t'ana-t "grandchild" 

Hokan Coahuilteco t'an-pam "child" 

Central Amerind Proto-Uto-Aztecan *tana "daughter, son" 

Chibchan Miskito tuk-tan "child, boy" 

Paezan Warrau dani- "mother's sister" 

Andean Aymara tayna "firstborn child" 

Macro-Tucanoan Masaca tani-mai "younger sister" 

Equatorial Urubu-Kaapor tain "child" 

Macro-Carib Pavishana tone "my son" 

Macro-Panoan Lengua tawin "grandchild" 

Macro-Ge Tibagi tog-tan "girl" 

Some of these roots arc distributed so broadly that it is difficult to understand how they were overlooked for 

so long. The main reason, no doubt, is that specialists in American languages have each tended to focus on 

one language family. Thus, even if there were similar words running through family after family, nobody 

would notice them. 

A good example is furnished by an Amerind root whose sounds were roughly TANA, TINA or 

TUNA and whose meaning fell somewhere in the range of “child, son, daughter” (the capital letters signify 

that the sounds are approximations). No one who carefully compares the vocabulary of Amerind languages 

from North and South America can fail to be impressed by the very high frequeney of sueh terms. 

How should we explain this broad distribution? One possibility might be that such terms appear 

around the world, as do words resembling “mama" and “papa.” Unfortunately for this hypothesis forms 

such as TANA and TUNA, with the meaning “son” or “daughter,” are as rare outside Amerind as they are 

abundant within it. This root not only tics Amerind together but also distinguishes Amerind from other 

language families. It is, as linguists say, an exclusive innovation of the Amerind family. 

Recent research by Ruhlen appears to explain why the first vowel of the root varies and w hy the 

root finds widespread use in words denoting both the sexes (son/brothcr and daughtcr/sistcr) and the neutral 

form (child/sibling). The reason is that Proto-Amerind, the original language from which all modem 

Amerind languages derive, had three forms, or grades, of the root in question in which the first vowel was 

correlated with sex as follows: TANA “child, sibling,” T'INA “son. brother, boy” and TUNA “daughter, 

sister, girl.” 

As might be expected, in the 12,000 or more years since Amerind began to divide into subfamilies, 

the correlation between the initial vowel and the original gender has often been lost. As a result, many 

forms that are clearly cognates of the others now show the “wrong” vowel. One example of this kind is 

Proto-Algonquian *tana “daughter,” w'herc the first vowel is *a rather than *ii (J.H. Greenberg, M. Ruhlen, 

“Linguistic Origins of Native Americans”, 96), sec also (Merritt Ruhlen, “Amerind T’ANA "child, 

sibling'”, 1994, 183-206; Merritt Ruhlen, 1991). 

The above masculine and feminine kinship terms current in various branches of Amerind by and 

large coincide with the Turkic counterparts like Yakut dyon ‘people’ or various Bashkir glosses 
adduced quod vide supra. 
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Austria Macrofamily 

The incidence of the root in the Malayo-Polynesian languages 

Cross-linguistic comparative investigation conducted by the present writers has revealed 
striking occurrences of glosses similar to Bashkir tdndy ‘baby, etc.’ and comparable to Amerind 

Salina (a Hokan idiom) a-ton-o ‘his younger sister’ in quite a number of aboriginal languages 
belonging to the Austric super phylum, more particularly to some Austronesian languages (of 
the Malayo-Polynesian branch). The following are words meaning ‘man’ from 23 idioms of the 
so-called further Oceania linguistic area: 

man; Rapanui: tatjatw, Tahiti; taane\ Maori: taane\ Hawaiian: kaane\ Mangareva: tama=roa', Marquesas: 

enata; Samoan: taane\ Rcnnell: tamjatw, Ontong Java: kaijatw, Sikaiana: tanatw, Tikopia: tar]ata\ Anutan: 

ta)jata\ Niue: taane\ Tongan: taijata; Tuvalu: taijata', Nanumea: taijata; Makatea: taijata\ W.Futuna: tane\ 

Mele-Fila: taane; Kapingamarangi: taane; Nukuoro: daane; W.Fijian: tamata-Sola', Bau (EF): taijane. 

These words are quoted from (M. Gell-Mann, I. Peiros, G. Starostin. Lexicostatistics and Shared 
Innovations... 2009, 34). 

The root is also found in the Austroasiatic branch of Austric: 

child: (AA = Austroasiatic; MY = Mao-Yao) 

AA: Munda: Sora tonan ‘sister’, Gutob tonan id., Parengi (Gorum) tonan ‘younger sister’, Bonda tuna id., 

etc. 

MY: PMY *t3n ‘son’ (‘offspring, both human and animal’) 

Ainu (Hokkaido) teinep, tennep ‘a very young child’ (Batchelor)... 

(John Bengtson, Vaclav Blazek, “Lexical Parallels Between Ainu and Austric’’, 2000, 243; Bengtson in 

Mother Tongue, 221). 

Our readers are no doubt aware of great geographical distances separating, say, the Easter 
Island with its Rapanui idiom and islands of West Fiji or New Zealand’s Maori for that matter. 
Despite this fact it is plain to see that the morphonological shape of the words for ‘man’ appears 
to be fairly uniform. Compare Maori taane with Mele-Fila taane or Tikopia tatjata with Samoan 

taane. Lexical homogeneity of many Austric superstock languages has been taken notice of by 

many a linguist in the past starting with Spaniard Hervas di Panduro (late XVIlT'’-century) to, say, 
S. Ray (early century). Much theoretical and factual data can be found in such sources as 

[Terry, Klar 2005], [Trombetti 1925], etc. 

The theoretical basis for explaining the similarities between the Amerindian languages and 
members of the Austric phylum can be found in works of many ethnolinguists. Among them it is 
worth noting P. Rivet (France, 1926), macrocomparativistic studies by M. Swadesh (U.S.A.) and 
so forth. The latest hypothesis on the existence of the so-called Boreal or Borean superstock 
(H. Fleming, U.S.A.; S. Starostin, Russia, and others) provides a state-of-the art theoretical 

foundation for the phenomena of linguistic similarities between Nostratic (including Turkic), 

Amerindian and zliw/r/c phyla proceeding from the level of accumulated knowledge at the turn of 
XX*'’ and XXF^' centuries. See the Wikipedia website on Borean at 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Borean languages 
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An attempt to interpret various glosses for analysis of some data on cross-language 
convergences 

The Semantic Aspect. The body of comparanda discussed in this article, dealing with 
glosses involving ‘child', ‘person’, and a number of kinship terms, allows us to conclude that such 

lexemes are constituent elements of the semantic field “Names of human beings, male or female.” 

Given the root-related Bashkir tana ‘heifer’ the dominant theme of this semantic field should be 

‘young’ (human or animal). Taking into account the data of human physiology (parturition), the 
original meaning was probably ‘baby, infant’, as is the case in Bashkir. Considering the data of 
cultural anthropology and ethnography (community-tribal system at the dawn of human society), 
the use of the word’s root as a term of kinship was a further stage in the chain of semantic evolution. 
The sense homo, homini must have evolved later on. 

The stem of the words may be associated with the word meaning ‘belly’. This is indicated 

by a number of examples from the Polynesian languages: Nanumea tinae. Western Futuna cinae, 

Kapingamarangi tinae, Nukuoro dinae [Cell Man, Peiros ... 2008, p. 26]. The close semantics of 

the glosses ‘belly’ and ‘baby’ (that is, the fruit of the womb) is obvious. 
The Morphonological Aspect. Numerous data from archaic Native American languages 

provide science graphic evidence of the phonetic method of forming (shades) of meaning (i.e. 
phonosemantics) once being among the leading linguistic tools, as detailed vide supra. The way 
of affixation, i.e. morphological derivation, played a leading role in the next stages of language 
development. On the material of languages of Eurasia exemplified by the Bashkir tdndy ‘baby’, 
etc., we observe, in particular, the development of the once common VtVN, where we plainly 

have the phenomenon of affixation (diminutive in -v) and phonosemantics - palatalization of the 
root vowel. 

Thus, the development of the root tdndy can be represented in the direction of tun < tana / 

tdnd < tdndy. 
A possible explanation of the nature of coincidences. 
On the basis of the canons of general linguistics, the similarities established or parallels 

may be a manifestation of chance (random look-alikes). A counter-argument is that these glosses 
are part of the basic (core) lexical fund, as such are included in the diagnostic Swadesh list (in the 
sense of homo). Areal diffusion factor also cannot be ruled out. The counter-argument is 

geographical, for example, whether it is possible to imagine diffusion of words from the banks of 
the Volga in the west to Easter Island in the Far East? 

The novelty' and relevance of the investigation’s results. 

Kinship terms, names for a human in terms of similarities between various languages have 
been the particular subject of study of comparativists (V. Blazek on European languages, N. 
Solntsev, et al. on Austronesian languages, M. Takashi, M. Kindeyl on Amerindian, etc.). From 
the standpoint of interphyletic linguistic comparanda within the B o r e a n superstock readers are 

holding the first sketch of this sort of studies. The relevance of the sketchy study done by the 

authors remains for our colleagues to pronounce their verdict on, though. 

Brief Conclusions 

a) Bashkir glosses tdndy and the like have matches in the Turkic languages; resp. in the 
Eurasiatic tongues per se. 
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b) Matches in both internal and external form seen in the etymologically related (?) but 

unrelated lexemes (in the classical sense) have been revealed in the Amerind, Austro-Asiatic and 

Oceanic languages. 

c) The nature of the matches is the object of a philological dispute. Is it a consequence of 

chance, areal (contact) diffusion or genetic relationship? 

d) The authors are inclined to think that the most likely explanation for the identified 

similarities can be a common source as a result of genetic relationships within members of the 

Boreal superstock with a very large time depth (compare this with the putative age of the Nostratic 

languages = 10-12 thousand years). 

Abbreviations: dial. - dialectal, east. - Eastern, Mari dial. - Mari dialect, Mias. - Miass subdialect of the Eastern 

dialect of the Bashkir language. Tat. - Tatar, Turk. - Turkish, west. - Western, Yak. - Yakut. 
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ASLIP News and Notes 

ASLIP Annual Meeting | November 7, 2015 

At the Department of South Asian Studies, 1 Bow Street, 3rd fl., Cambridge, MA 02138, USA 

In attendance: 

Michael Witzel (President) 
John D. Bengtson (Vice-President) 
Michael T. Lewis (Secretary-Treasurer) 

Nicholas Davidson (Administrative Editor) 
B.K. Rana (Kusunda Projeet) 

Jonathan Morris (Information Officer) [from Sao Paulo via Skype] 

The meeting was convened at 12:30 pm by President Witzel. 

Attendees stood in silence one minute in memory of Harold C. (“Hal”) Fleming, ASLIP 
Founder and past President. 

Treasurer’s report: ca. $500 left in account (after MT printing). Letters soliciting dues from 
members are in the works. There was a discussion of raising dues to $45 per year. Disadvantage: 

members may drop out. N D proposed applying for a grant to alleviate fiseal shortage, postpone 

raising dues. 

Gorgias Press printing Mother Tongue: N D and J D B will continue negotiations with the 

Press. J M has a British alternative for this purpose, if needed. 

“Mother Tongue Press” or “ASLIP Press”: N D proposed that Gorgias can do the printing. J M 
proposed that a reviewing committee be formed for peer review for M T Journal and M T Press. 

Council of Fellows: Attendees nominated David Reich (Harvard), Chris Stringer, and Anna 

Laura Trombetti. J D B reminded that Council Fellows are elected by ASLIP membership at 

large. See below, on the subscription and membership page (p. 273), for voting and nominating 

procedures. 

Web development aslip.org: N D proposed that a specific amount be requested from Aequa 
Foundation, for (a) covering the shortfall in ASLIP treasury (for printing, mailing, etc.), and (b) 

for web development. We need to get a specific amount required by web developer, Brita M. 
Bengtson. J M advised that more content should be available on aslip.org, to tell browsers what 

ASLIP is about, and offered to write some text for this. 
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Conferences: Two main ideas were discussed: a Nostratic Conference, and a Genera! 

Conference on Prehistoiy. M W mentioned that local talent, like David Reich, should be 

included. Other foundations (NSF, Aequa, Radcliffe, Boston, Asia) may also be able to sponsor 
it. J M (?) suggested that a synthesis view of prehistory be formed in advance for the Prehistory 
Conference. 

Other venues to spread our message: J M: Polyglot Conference is held twice a year, in NY and 

Berlin. A presentation there could generate publicity for ASLIP and sorely needed interest of 

younger people, http://polvglotconference.org/ M W suggested Ted Talks: https://www.ted.com/talks 

The selection process for Ted Talks is stringent. 

The meeting was adjourned by President Witzel, and discussions continued, as usual, in a nearby 
Chinese restaurant. 

* * * 

Suggested Reading (Jonathan Morris) 

1. “Early humans: tools, language, and culture.” Chapter 14 in the Cambridge World History', vol. 1. David 

Christian (ed.). Introducing World History (to 10,000 BCE), pp. 339-361. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

2015. This chapter deals with the period 70,000-48,000 BCE and has things to say about the emergence of fully 

modem syntactical language and how it would have advantaged us above all our very near Homo kin, and what 

kinship and religion among our common human ancestors of that period may have been like. It is history that does 

not bring up the proposals of Michael Witzel’s recent myth book, but it lays out a historical backdrop into which the 

deep history of myth fits very well indeed. 

2. “Africa from 48,000 to 9500 BCE.” Chapter 15 in The Cambridge World History, vol. 1, David Christian (cd.), 

Introducing World Ilistoiy (to 10,000 BCE), pp. 339-361. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015. 

3. “Agricultural origins: what linguistic evidence reveals.” Chapter 3 in The Cambridge World Ilistoiy, vol. 2, 

Graeme Barker and Candice Goucher (eds.), A World with Agriculture, pp. 55-92. Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2015. This chapter looks at Oceania as well as Africa, and a little at the Americas, and it comes to 

strongly asserted conclusions about Semitic and Indo-European histories. 
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For Subscription and Membership Information Contact: 

Acting Secretary-Treasurer: John D. Bengtson 
palaeoidb@hotmail.com 
Savage, MN U.S.A. Tel. 612-839-3649 

ASLIP membership: $35.00 USD, yearly 
Lifetime membership: $500.00 USD 
For electronic payment see PayPal link at http://aslip.ora/ 

Please contact the Secretary-Treasurer for voting on the ASLIP Council of Fellows; or nominating 
therefor. At the 2015 annual meeting the following candidates were nominated: 

David Reich 
Department of Genetics, Harvard University Medical School; Broad Institute of Harvard; 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Boston Evolutionary Genomics Supergroup 

Chris Stringer 
Natural History Museum, London 

Anna Laura Trombetti 
Universita di Bologna, Dipartimento di Storia Culture Civilta, Bologna Italy’ 

The ASLIP Council of Fellows is purely honorary. The fellows have no required duties, though of course 
we encourage them to participate in ASLIP in any way. Any member of ASLIP may nominate worthy 
scholars who have made significant contributions to the Four Fields of anthropology, including genetic 
linguistics, or otherwise to the study of human prehistory. Only the membership at large can elect a 

Fellow. You may vote for any or all of the candidates nominated. 

For other information about ASLIP, or to inform ASLIP of important news, new scientific 
developments, and media relations, please contact; 

Information Officer: Jonathan Sherman Morris 
Sao Paulo, Brazil 
ionathanmorrisi964@qmail.com Tel: 5511-31512667 

For submission of articles, notes, book reviews, or letters to MOTHER 
TONGUE, please contact: 

Editor: John D. Bengtson palaeoidb@hotmail.com 
Savage, MN U.S.A. Tel. 612-839-3649 

For any other correspondence with ASLIP officers and advisors, see the contact 
information on the inside front cover of this volume. 

ISSN 1087-0326 ASLIP Homepage: http://aslip.orq 

' Laura is a great-granddaughter of Alfredo Trombetti. See www.unibo.it/sitoweb/annalaura.trombetti/en 
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